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Submission to Law Amendments Committee on Bill 56

7 November 2016

Parker Donham

Kempt Head, NS
Phone:

Email:

Four years ago, the Liberal Party of Nova Scotia promised that, if elected, it would "appoint an
Accessibility Advisory Committee with a mandate and a strict timeline to develop accessibility
legislation for NS."

Immediately upon election, the new minister, to her credit, appointed that committee: a group of
distinguished Nova Scotians with deep knowledge of the barriers to accessibility in our province,
which has aptly been called "The Alabama of accessibility."

The minister's committee also included representatives of Nova Scotia businesses experienced
in the challenges of achieving accessibility. It included representatives from 10 government
departments and commissions.

The committee established five subcommittees with an even wider range of citizens and
business people to look the built environment, transportation, communications, employment,
and public awareness.

The committee consulted widely, then reported back in June 2015. It produced a good report.
There were compromises, to be sure, but on the whole, a job well done.

Your government greeted the report with enthusiasm and praise. Minister Joanne Bernard said
it, "will lead us to a place where barriers in all facets of life are torn down, and opportunities are
built. Accessibility is the right of all Nova Scotians."

Then, suddenly, all went quiet. The campaign to tear down barriers went behind closed doors
for the murky process of legislative drafting. It emerged 17 months later, in the dying days of the
current legislative session, as a pale shadow of the commitments made in the Minister's
Advisory report.

What the hell happened? How could a shining promise of your government, a commitment with
the full-throated support of the minister, a cause that appears to have the sincere backing of
your premier... how could it lead to a bill that is so seriously deficient, a bill that flies in the face
of so many committee recommendations, a bill that falls so far short of what's required.

You are going to get an earful today about how disrespectful this committee has been to people
with disabilities in its rushed handling of Bill 59.

I got a call at 12:30 p.m. Friday notifying me of this hearing. One half business day's notice. Do
you know how much notice is required to book the Metro Transit Access-a-Bus? Seven days.



It also happens that this hearing coincides with a hearing about to get underway at the Law
Courts this morning. Five distinguished disability rights activists are appealing the Nova Scotia
Human Rights Commission's refusal to accept a complaint against the Department of
Environment and the Medical Officer of Health for their discriminatory enforcement of the Food
Safety Regulations.

Most, if not all of the plaintiffs will make submissions to this committee on this bill. The timing of
this hearing forces them, and me, to choose between attending this hearing or attending their
Human Rights appeal. I know this wasn't intentional, but it's the kind of thing that happens when
you don't take time to consult people.

[By the way, the Legislative Counsel Office very kindly agreed to schedule me in at 10 so I
could duck down to the Law Courts before 11. But this bill is so important, I may just stay here
to listen to the rest of the presentations.]

Consider, too, a friend of mine—a wheelchair user who has experienced barriers to accessibility
all his life. I urged my friend to attend today's hearings and share their insights with you. My
friend considered coming over the weekend, then wrote me back yesterday.

Parker, I agree with everything you've said about this bill, but I am dependent on the Community
Services for so many aspects of my life. I simply can't take the risk of testifying.

Now this person is no pushover. My friend is an ardent defender of their right to accessibility.
But they are too fearful of retribution to appear before you today.

When we say the constituency for this bill includes the most vulnerable members of our society,
it is not some theoretical construct. The vulnerability is real, and it affects people you wouldn't
expect.

What's wrong with the bill? You will hear many submissions on that score today, from people far
more knowledgeable and experienced that I. I will provide a written submission with more
detailed suggestions. But let me hit two highlights.

Number 1: Section 3(1 )(k) places responsibility for the Act under the Minister for Community
Services. That's directly contradicts the recommendation of the Minister's Advisory Committee.

Community Services is the wrong place for this Act. It treats accessibility as matter of noblesse
oblige, a patronizing offer to help the disadvantaged, a medicalized problem requiring social
assistance.

Accessibility is none of those things. It is a right, enshrined in the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms, detailed in the United Nations Convention on the Rights of People with
Disabilities.

It is a matter of justice, Madam Chair, and it belongs with yourdepartment, the Department of
Justice, alongside its companion legislation, the Human Rights Act.

If you don't want to explicitly put it in Justice, use the wording of the Nova Scotia Human Rights
Act:



"'Minister' means the member of the Executive Council who is charged with the administration of
this Act by the Governor in Council."

Number 2: Section 22(2)(a) requires a separate economic impact assessment for every new
standard established under this bill. Not a socio-economic impact assessment, but a purely
economic assessment. This is a new barrier to accessibility, erected by this act. It does not exist
now.

Can you name any other human right that faces such a barrier? Has your right to vote ever
been subjected to an economic impact assessment? Your right to attend church? Your right to
speak your mind in this chamber or in any other forum?

I draw your attention to the words of the minister when she released the report of her advisory
committee:

"Instead of looking at the cost of doing this," said Joanne Bernard, "We have to focus on the
cost of NOT doing this."

How about assessing the massive ongoing cost of lost employment opportunities, of neglected
human capital, of perpetual welfare, of unnecessary, uninvited dependency?

Section 22(2)(c), requiring "a progressive timeline which takes into account the resources
required to comply" likewise gives undue emphasis toward the costs with no balancing
consideration for the benefits.

Those are just two of this bill's many shortcomings. Other speakers will tell you about others.

I know what some people will say: Perfection is the enemy of the good. Better a bill that needs
improvement than no bill at all. If we delay passage until spring, there is a good chance an
election will intervene and put us back to square one.

I appreciate those concerns. Perfection is often the enemy of the good. But not this time. This
time, mediocrity is the enemy of the good. Failed promises are the enemy of the good. Third-
rate is the enemy of the good.

So let's not wait until spring. Let's take the time now to fix this. So what if the legislature doesn't
rise Thursday, but instead takes the week and the weekend to bring this bill up to the standard
promised by the Minister's advisory committee.

This bill is your legacy as legislators. This bill can be what your time in office will be
remembered for 50 years from now. This can be the accomplishment your children will cite
when they tell their children how proud they are of you.

Get it right.

Get it right.

Take the time now to get it right.



Appendix:

Other potential improvements to Bill 59 (adopted from the submission of Warren (Gus) Reed.)

Section

Preamble

Change :|

add AND WHEREAS the talents, potential and energies of people with
disabilities are underestimated and underutilized.

10
add Accept and investigate complaints of unimplemented standards in a
timely and efficient manner

12
add Monitor, prototype and introduce technological innovations
add offer price concessions to local government through volume discounts

16

Note Four meetings a year bears the unmistakable promise of perpetual
consultation, an endless dance where little is accomplished It reminds me
of the former Coordinating Council of Ministers responsible for The Disabled
Persons Commission. They met 6 times in 3,956 days. With such a shameful
precedent, this Board should meet monthly, and attendance should be
mandatory.

17
add Identify practical incentives for standards implementation and
assess their economic impact.

21 2 (a)

add A summary of the impact of the standard upon rights enumerated in
the Charter, The UN Treaty and the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act
change A progressive timeline which takes into account both the immediate
costs of implementation and the long term economic benefits, including
government revenue and commercial activity.

21 3 add The cost of not adopting the standard

30

Note Sections 30 and 31 risk the invention of arbitrary classes. As in the
building code, the temptation will be to carve out groups to whom
standards do not apply. It might be tempting to exempt museums for
example; they are sometimes in older buildings, and operate on tight
budgets. But short-term relief in the form of exemptions invites long-term
disaster for tourism (7 million New Englanders with disabilities), for culture,
for history, for employment. Short-sighted expediency is usually a bad
choice.

30(c) is particularly dangerous in that regard, and we recommend that it be
removed.

45
Note Where is the compliance and enforcement function located? It should
lie with the directorate



The Nova Scotia Legislature

The Law Amendments Committee

Committee Meeting to Consider Bill No. 59: The Accessibility Act

Notes for Submission by HArchibald Kaiser, Professor, Schulich School of Lawand Department of
Psychiatry, Dalhousie University

A Note of Appreciation and Caution:

• Nova Scotia is beginning to make progress in providing more recognition of the rightsof
persons with disabilities.

• The recent concession by the Government that the Incompetent Persons Act was

unconstitutional and the determination to draft contemporary legislation was welcome.

• The willingness of the Government to consider an Accessibility Act is also a positivestep.
• Fromthe Government, Kevin Murphy and Minister Bernard are among the many people who

should be singled out for helping to advance the rightsof persons with disabilities ,but neither
their, nor our, work as citizens, is done by the introduction of Bill 59.

• Bill 59 now needs exacting public scrutiny and major modifications, as its current iteration is

simply inadequate



Overall Assessment of Bill No. 59:

• The Bill is too weak. It does not adequately protect and advance the human rights of persons
with disabilities in Nova Scotia and it does not go as far as other comparable provincial statutes,

such as in Ontario and Manitoba.

• See the critique of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Alliance, posted on

November 6, 2016: "Ifenacted as is, it would be the weakest such law that is in effect in any

province..."

• The Bill does not live up to the spirit nor the letter of the 2015 Report, "Access and Fairness

for All Nova Scotians" with its eleven key principles.

• Recent efforts to apprise persons with disabilities about the Bill and to consult with them, their
advocacy organizations and allies have been woefully inadequate. The consultation process
seems to have been truncated when it should be expanded.

• The Bill appears to be being rushed through the Legislature. Hurrying through such an
important piece of legislation is inconsistent with the obligationthat the Province has to ensure
that the rights of a vulnerable minority are respected.

• It would be better to refrain from advancing this Bill and to consider it more as a White Paper,

which could be part of the foundations of a renewed commitment to introduce legislationto
implement the spirit and the letter of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(CRPD).

• The breadth of the Act is somewhat uncertain. The definition of disability is broad, under s.

3(l)(h), and the Actalso has a wide definition of "barrier" ,under s. 3(l)(c), but the Act as a
whole seems to lean more towards barriers which may be more physical or sensory in nature.

However important these are, Iam particularly concerned about persons with mental health
problems and intellectual disabilities and those with dual diagnoses. These often invisible
impairments and the social and economic barriers they face, such as poverty and stigma, maybe
much harder to conceptualize than other obstacles. The notion of "universal design" may be
more elusive for such marginalized groups. Although the Bill says that any other enactment that
"provides a higher level ofaccessibility for persons with disabilities " prevails, unders.4(2),
Nova Scotia has no Mental Health Promotion and Illness Prevention statute, nor does it yet have

a statute for persons labelled with an intellectual disability, suchas the Manitoba Vulnerable
Persons Living with a Mental Disability Act, so Bill 59 maynot really assistsuch groups. The
Convention requires the recognition of the diversity of persons with disabilities." Preamble (i)



Particular Problems with the Bill

Improving the Consultation Process

• The most recent aspects of the consultation process are entirely unsatisfactory.

• The notice of the Bill going to Law Amendments was far too short to permit thorough input
from persons with disabilities and the public in general.

• The spiritof the Convention has always been: "Nothing about us, without us."
• The Convention states in several places that "States Parties shall closely consult with and

actively involve persons with disabilities" "In the development and implementation of
legislation and policies." (Article4 (3))

• This obligation is continuous, through every aspect of lawmaking and enforcement, from
drafting through to implementation. (Article 33 (3))

• The publicshould be involved in the scrutiny of the Bill through an inclusive process.

The Preamble

• The Preamble does mention the accessibility provisions (see Article9) of the CRPD, which on the
one hand is welcome, but the Convention has many other highly relevant Articles which may
have been usefully inserted in which would have thereby provided a richer range of recitals.

• For example, Article 1 of the CRPD says its purpose "isto promote, protect and ensure the full
and equal enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental freedoms byall personswith
disabilities, and to promote respect for their inherent dignity."

• Article 3 establishes the general principles of the Convention, including, in addition, (a)
"Respect for inherent dignity, individual autonomy including the freedom to make one's own
choices, and independence of persons;" "(c) Full and effective participation and inclusion in
society;" and "(d) Respect for difference acceptance of persons with disabilities as partof
human diversity and humanity;"

• Moreover, although the Bill does mention some socioeconomic facts, such as "the number of
Nova Scotians with disabilities is likely to rise", it unfortunately omits what Ithink is the most
crucial aspectof the reality which people with disabilities face. To use the language ofthe
Convention, "The majorityof personswith disabilities live inconditionsof poverty, and in this
regard recognizing the critical need to address the negative impact of poverty on persons with
disabilities" (Preamble (t))



"The purpose of this Act (s.2)

• S. 2(a) onlymentions "publicsector bodies", which could have the effect of ignoring some of the
"General obligations" which bind States Parties under Article 4(e) of the CRPD, wherein Canada
has agreed "(c) Totake allappropriate measures to eliminate discrimination on the basisof
disability by any person, organization or private enterprise;"

• In s.2 (b), the goal is said to be "to improve accessibility" whereas that seems to fall completely
short of the mark of the CRPD "States Parties shall take appropriate measures to ensure to

persons with disabilities access." (Article 9 (1))
• In the same vein, the Ontario Act says "to achieve accessibility" (s. 1(a)), a far stronger goal. So

does Manitoba, in s. 2(1).

The Definitions

• The definition of disability in section 3 (1) (h),which parallels the concepts of the CRPD, could be
improved by providingexamples, such as was done in the Ontario statute, in section 2.

• In s. 2(k), the "Minister" responsible isthe Minister of Community Services. As a human rights
promoting statute, any accessibility law should be administered by the Ministerof Justice.

The Duties of the Minister, s.7, and also under the Enforcement Provisions, ss.45-62

• This section should be strengthened, to includean obligation to see that the legislation is
enforced, as part of the obligations ofStates Parties underthe CRPD "to ensure and promote the
full realization of all human rights and fundamental freedoms." (Article 4 (1))

• Enforcement is discussed in sections 45 to 62, but there are serious questions to be asked about

whether any enforcementshould be done by persons whoare, undersection 45,appointed by
the Minister, rather than by persons who have greater independence.

• Similarly, anyone subject to an order under section 51, may ask fora Ministerial review. This
may not be an optimal review procedure, given the Minster's political role.

• The duties of the Minister on the whole in the section should be re-examined to see whether
the economic,social and cultural rights enshrined inthe Convention are adequatelycovered
here and in the statute in general.



The Accessibility Directorate, s.10

• Part of the role of the Accessibility Directorate includes implementation and addressing

"broader disability related initiatives", which suggest respectively that the Directorate should
have a role, on behalf of the Minister, in enforcement and, on behalf of the Government in

general, in monitoring the full range of rights under the CRPD, including the economic, social
and cultural rights. This should be explicit.

The Accessibility Advisory Board, s.13

• The statute could be explicit about the nature of "the skills and assets the Minister considers

necessary" for appointments to the Board, (s. 13(l)(a)).
• The Board should be explicitly charged with the responsibility of monitoring the extent to

which the Accessibility Act conforms with the Convention on the Rights of Persons with

Disabilities.

• Given the importance of the Board in advising and making recommendations, its annual report
under section 16 should be made to the Legislature directly, not merely to the Minister.

• Under s. 18, the Minister may "establish standard development committees to assist the
Board", whereas this should be a required feature of standard development, to ensure the
deep involvement of persons with disabilities in setting forth the applicable standards, given
their expertise.

• Under section 22 (2) (a), an accessibilitystandard must include "an economic impact
assessment", a requirement which should also contemplate any economic impact of NOT
implementing the standard.

• Moreover, there should be a required assessment of the human rights promoting impactof
either adopting, changing or rejecting any standard.

• Under section 25, the standard recommendations are submitted "to the Minister",which seems
to deny the public the opportunity for immediate scrutiny. The standards and
recommendations are to be made "publicly available", under s. 33, but this should happen
sooner, particularly as the Minister is notobliged to accept any recommendations, under
section 26.

• In general, the development ofstandards should be conducted by the Board in a manner which
enables the public to participate from start to finish.

• Any accessibility standard should be mandatorily reassessed on a specified regular basis, to
ensure that it continues to live up to best practice guidelines, particularly as may be
implemented in other jurisdictions.

• There are periodic reviews unders. 64of the Act as a whole, but these should not take the
place of individual accessibility standards. The overall review ofthe Act should also come sooner
than the Bill presently provides for, 4 years initially and 5 thereafter.



Accessibility Bill - Notes for Law Amendments (Wildeman) - Nov 7, 2016

A. The importance of accessibility legislation - and its harmonization with other
human rights protections

Accessibility legislation is potentially an important compliment to other human
rights protection mechanisms, which too often place the burden of pressing for
deep and systemic social and infrastructural change on individual complainants.

Accessibility legislation, and the standards made pursuant to it, is rooted in and
must reinforce the primacy of fundamental human rights' - including theright to
equal access to employment and to publicly available goods and services such as
education, health care, and housing.

Accessibility legislation provides an important mechanism for monitoring and
reporting, both domestically and internationally, on the achievement of human
rights standards, including the socio-economicsituation ofpersons with
disabilities as this is reflected in access to suchbasic goods as housing, health,
education, and employment.

B. Seven Principles for strong, effective accessibility legislation - from the Ontario
Human Rights Commission, in 2004, in advance of Ontario's accessibility law.
Accessibility legislation should be:

Universal and apply to government, non-government and private sector environments
Forward-looking, harmonized with and building on existing rights and established
standards

Inclusive of persons with non-mobility related disabilities
Achievable, retaining and enhancing accessibility planning requirements as essential
tools to achieving a barrier free Ontario
Clear implementing mechanisms for the development, application and review of
standards for accessibility
Strong, including measures for receiving and resolving complaints, and enforcing the
requirements of the Act and
Transparent, including monitoring, public reporting and accountability measures

1Section4 recognizes the primacy of the Human Rights Act:

4(1) Nothing in this Act or the regulations diminishes the rights and protections offered to persons
with disabilities under the Human Rights Act.

(2) Where a provision of this Act or the regulations conflicts with a provision of another
enactment, the provision of this Act or the regulations prevails unless the other enactment provides
a higher level of accessibility for persons with disabilities.

However, the Act does not specifically advert to the principle of undue hardship.



Nova Scotia's proposed billfails to adequately protect these principles. Itdoes not
adequately reflect universality through clear imposition ofresponsibilities on both public
andprivate sector entities (in particular, in its purposes section), harmonization in
reflecting and affirming human rights standards in the purposes section and throughout,
inclusivity in that there is no clear requirement, for instance, to ensure representation of
persons with psychosocial and intellectual disabilities in the bodies responsiblefor
devising accessibility standards - nor is there a requirement to ensure equitable gender,
racial, and ethno-cultural representation. Last, the strength and transparency ofthe Act
and its enforcement measures leave much to be desired, given the overconcentration of
power in the hands ofthe Minister ofCommunity Services. Aprinciple not included in
the above but arguably also essential to any accessibility law is independence on the part
ofthe agency responsiblefor devising, reviewing, and enforcing accessibility standards.

Government should explicitly integrate fundamental human rights principles into the
Act {in particular, in the purposes section, which is vitalfor informing interpretation as
well asguiding the development ofaccessibility standards). These principles should
include a priority on inclusivity anduniversal design, a favouring of integration over
segregation, an imperative that public funds not be spent in a manner that creates new
barriers, as well as an imperative of identifying and removing existing barriers (Ontario
Human Rights Commission - 2004 submissions).

In addition, the Act should recognize certain fundamental human rights protections
guaranteed in the CRPD which are relevant to accessibility and inclusion, including:

- Article 13: Access to justice,
- Article 19: The right to live in the community, with choices equal to others
(and with access to a range of in-home, residential and other community
support services, including personal assistance necessary to support living
and inclusion in the community),
- Article 20: Mobility (including facilitating access by persons with
disabilities to quality mobility aids, devices, assistive technologies and forms
of live assistance and intermediaries),

Along with other fundamental guarantees including equal access to education,
health care, employment, an adequate standard of living, and participation in
political and public life.



C. Three key areas of concern

I. Lack of public consultation / education around the final form of this bill

Fundamental human rights principles include a duty of states to engage in
meaningful consultation with persons with disabilities on proposed laws and
policies affecting theirsignificant interests (e.g., CRPD, Art. 4(3)2). This
imperative is at the heart of disability rights and inclusion, and applies to
governments at the national, provincial, and municipal level.

Lack ofmeaningful consultation is the most glaring weakness ofthe proposed
bill While there was consultation in the years prior to government's drafting of
the bill, there has been no consultation with persons with disabilities or their
representative organizations on the final form proposed for the new law.
Significant departures from the recommendations of the Accessibility Advisory
Committee have been made in arriving at the bill's proposed form. It is not clear
that government has considered, let alone given adequate weight to, the
perspectives of disabled persons on the previously undisclosed elements of the
bill.

In other words, earlier processes ofconsultation do not suffice as there are now
concrete proposals, bothprocedural and substantive, requiring evaluation and
feedback in order to be accepted as legitimate by all affected - and inparticular,
bypersons with disabilities whose human rights arefundamentally affected.

Recommendation 1: There must be meaningful, well-publicized, public consultation
on the bill before it is passed - including a commitment to redraft in light of
comments received.

II. Lack of clarity on the purposes and reach of the Act

a. Government's commitment to accessibility
The Whereas clauses state that govt is "committed to establishing progressive timelines
for developing and implementing accessibility standards while taking into account the
resources required to comply with such standards."
This is a weak statement. Government should state its commitment to achieving
accessibility. Resource implications may bepart ofthe eventual analysis but should not
be imposed as a mandatory counterweight that in this statement is weaker than human
rights principlesrelatingto undue hardship.

b. Purpose statement

2CRPD, s.4(3): "In the development and implementation of legislationand policies to implement the
present Convention, and in other decision-making processes concerning issues relating topersons with
disabilities, States Parties shall closely consult with and actively involve persons with disabilities, including
children with disabilities, through their representativeorganizations."



Section 2 states:

2 The purpose of this Act is to

(a) ensure that issues related to persons with disabilities are conveyed to and
addressed by public sector bodies;

(b) ensure that existing measures, policies, practices and other requirements are
reviewed with a view to making suggestions to improve accessibility;

(c) provide the framework and authority to create accessibility standards; and

(d) facilitate the implementation and monitoring of and compliance with
accessibility standards

This statement is confusing as it gives the impression that the reach of the legislation is
restricted to public sector bodies. However, the accessibility standards as contemplated
in the Act have the potential to bind private as well as public sector entities.

The purpose section should state a clear commitment to accessibility, and moreover
should acknowledge the depth of historical and ongoing disability-based discrimination
in Nova Scotia giving rise to the urgency of this bill.

Recommendation 2: Indicate in the whereas / purpose section that the Act seeks to
redress and eradicate historical and ongoing discrimination against persons with
disabilities in Nova Scotia, resulting in their disproportionate exposure to poverty,
marginalization, exclusion, and violence.

Recommendation 3: Ensure that the purposes / whereas statements reflect the
primacy of human rights guarantees of equal access to employment, education,
health care, housing and to a range of other goods, services, facilities, and
opportunities enabling the right to live in the community on equal terms with
others. (See above, Section B: CRPD Guarantees) These guarantees provide the
motivation for as well as standards for evaluation of accessibility measures.

Recommendation 4: Make it clear in the purpose statement that the Act applies to
public and private sector entities.

c. Range of activities covered by the Act

Section 29 states:

29 Accessibility standards may apply to individuals or organizations that

(a) employ others;



(b) offer accommodation;

(c) own, operate, maintain or control an aspect of thebuilt environment other than
a private residence with threeor fewer dwelling units;

(d) provide goods, services or information to the public; or

(e) engage in a prescribed activity or undertaking or meet other prescribed
requirements.

The Act, as contemplated, has a narrower reach than theNS Human Rights Act. For
instance, it leaves out provision of 'facilities" as well as volunteer opportunities. The
comparable section of the NSHRA states:

5 (1) No person shall in respect of
(a) the provision of or access to servicesor facilities;
(b) accommodation;
(c) the purchase or sale ofproperty;
(d) employment;
(e) volunteer public service;
(f) a publication, broadcast or advertisement;
(g) membership ina professional association, business or trade
association, employers' organization or employees' organization,

Recommendation 5: expand the coverage of the Act to include facilities [or consider
whether facilities and aspects of the built environment are synomymous], as well as
volunteer opportunities.

III. Development and enforcement of accessibility standards

a. Over-concentration of powers in the Minister

Too much ofthe power and responsibilityfor developing, proposing, reviewing, and
enforcing compliance with accessibility standards rests in the Minister. More
transparency and accountability is required in the standards development process, and
key powers including powers ofdeveloping and enforcing standards should instead be
vested in an independent agency.

More specifically, the Act's designating the Minister ofCommunity Services the
responsible Ministerfor this regime defies the opinion ofthe Advisory Committee that
Community Services has too long taken apaternalistic stance in relation topersons
with disabilities, and retains too much control over the lives ofpersons with disabilities,
to have any legitimacy as the steward ofthe fundamental human rights protecting
statute.3 Persons with disabilities who have acted as advocatesfor accessibility and

3"[G]iven the long association between people with disabilities and the department of community services
and its historical use ofthe custodial/welfare model ofcare, some ofthe feedback received indicated a



other human rights perceive a conflictofinterest where Community Services is now the
gatekeeperfor rights it has long been understood to deny.

i. Devising and proposing accessibility standards

The overconcentration of Ministerial control is illustrated in ss. 13-20: Accessibility
Advisory Board (and Standard Development Committees).

The Minister makes recommendations to the G-in-C for the 12 appointments to the
Accessibility Advisory Board. Importantly, and laudably, one half the membership of the
Board is to be persons with disabilities. {Arguably, provisionshould be made to ensure a
fair representation ofdifferent types ofdisability, includingpsychosocial andintellectual
as well as physical disabilities, and also to include representation ofgender, racial, and
cultural diversity). Members sit for 3 year terms and may be reappointed for a second
term.

As is common in the development of government policies and standards, the Board has
an advisory role only - this in relation to the adoption of new policiesand practices, and
reviewof existing measures for compliance with "the purposes of the Act". The Board
also advises on settingpriorities and timelines for implementation, (s.17)

There is no duty placed on the Minister to make public the Board's advice/
recommendations. This is a failure of transparency in the processof devising and
proposing accessibility standards.

Other provisions give the Minister further means of asserting absolute control over the
setting of accessibility standards. The Minister "may, in consultation with the Board,"
appoint standard development committees "to assist the Board with making
recommendations on the content and implementation of accessibility standards."
Importantly, and in contrast to Ontario's law, there is no requirement to appoint such
committees.

Where standards development committees are appointed, theMinister may moreover
specify their mandates andprovide guidelinesfor theirfunctions (18(b) and (c)).

Sections21-44 similarly place accessibility standards under absolute Ministerial control.

Section 21 states that "Where the Minister determines that there is an accessibility issue,
the Minister shall prepare terms of reference for an accessibility standard."

desire and need to break free from this. The feedback also suggested establishing an approach that has the
opportunity to achieve agreater impact on reaching accessibility goals. Consequently, the panel is
suggesting that the department ofcommunity services not be considered asthe lead for this legislation."
(Access and Fairness for all Nova Scotians (2015)p.12).



The terms ofreference are to be given to the Accessibility Advisory Board.

The Board is then to consider the terms of reference and make recommendations which

include the following (s.22(2)):

(a) an economic impact assessment for the standard
(b) an assessment ofhow the standard will increase accessibility
(c) a progressive timeline which takes into account the resources required to
comply

It is outofstep with human rights commitments to require an economic impact analysis
for allproposed accessibility standards —inparticular, where as here the analysis is
detachedfrom human rights principles ofundue hardship. In any case, any requirement
tofactor economic impact into the analysis should include consideration ofthe economic
gains ofinclusive design andmore generally ofensuring meaningful social inclusion of
persons with disabilities.

Once the Board has completed the mandated inquiry, including consultation with affected
parties, it makes a recommendation to the Minister. Under s.26, the Minister "may"
prepare a proposed accessibility standard adopting the recommendations in wholeor part.
In other words, the Minister may override the expert recommendations of the Board.
There is no requirement for reasons for a departure from the proposal.

Section 33 states that the Minister shall make the "proposed accessibility standard"
"publicly available". Note that this apparently refers to the standard proposed by the
Minister, not the standard as recommended by the Board. This, again, speaks to a
fundamental transparency problem whichdeepens the democratic deficit of this Bill.

Under s.35, the Minister "may", following publication and consultation with the Board,
recommend the standard to the Governor-in-Council for its approval as a regulation.

Finally, further confirmation of the Minister's absolute power to control the devising of
accessibility standards is found in section 36 which provides:

36 The Ministermay,by giving written notice to the Board, withdraw the terms of
reference for an accessibility standard that has been given to the Board and, where
the Minister does so, the Board shall cease its activities in respect of that
standard."

Recommendation 6: The Act should be revised to provide a transparent consultative
process for devising accessibility standards. This is necessary in order to
meaningfully involve persons with disabilities (both thosewho are on the Board and
those who are not) in the democratic process of devising accessibility standards,
which affect their significant interests.



Recommendation 7: The board assigned responsibility to identify new accessibility
standards, and to review standards, should be given more autonomy under the Act
and be protected from Ministerial interference.

ii. Compliance mechanisms

The bill offers important new tools for holding government as well as private sector
entities to standards of accessibility and inclusion. These include robust powers of
inspection as well as a potential for administrative monetary penalties.

However, there are serious gaps in the compliance mechanisms, which again trace to the
degree of Ministerial control over the entire process.

Laudably, the Act requires the Minister to appoint "inspectors and other persons to
administer compliance with and enforcement of this Act and the regulations." (s.45(l)).
Inspectors are given broad powers of entry and inspection of facilities and documents in
order to monitor compliance with the Act (ss.46-50). This is a strong indication of
government's seriousness in enforcing this regime. (Note: It is not clear how inspections
are likely to be triggered. The Act or regulations shouldprovidefor a complaintprocess
as well as a process ofregularized inspections).

Section 51 further empowers inspectors to make compliance orders:

An inspector who finds that this Act or the regulations are being or have been
contravened may issue an order, in the form prescribed, requiring the individual
or organization responsible for the contravention to remedy it.

Under section 52 (1), "An individual or organization named in an order made under
Section 51 may request the Minister to review the order."

The Minister has the powerto confirm, vary or revoke the order. A right of appeal is
given to the Supreme Court of NS under s.58.

Section 53 gives the Minister the powerto require the payment of a monetary penalty
(after the period for appealing a compliance order has passed), should the Minister find
that an individual has failed to comply withan orderwithin the period specified in the
order. Money from such penalties is to be used to fund accessibility initiatives.

The amount of such penalties is not specified in theAct; it is oneof many things left to
regulations.

In sum, there are in this section of the Act some important indications of government's
seriousness about enforcing accessibility standards. The use of administrative
compliance orders and graduated penalties, potentially eventuating in a monetary penalty,
is increasing in Nova Scotia - e.g., in the occupational health and safetyand
environmental standards fields. This suggests a potential to develop and refinebest

8



practices across different regimes. The benefits of not having to pursue court-based
prosecutions in order to trigger a monetary penalty are potentiallyoffset, however, by
public concerns around fairness and consistency in the imposition of penalties. The latter
concerns may be met by the devising of clear guidelines for the graduated imposition of
penalties and for assessing the level ofmonetary penalty.

However, there remains a further, more significant problem with the compliance
provisions in the Accessibility Act, again linked to the absolute power of the Minister.
The Minister is responsible for varying or revoking compliance orders, and for deciding
whether to impose a monetary penalty for non-compliance, and in what amount. Once
again, this vesting of decision-making responsibility in the Minister suggests undue
concentration of politicized oversight and decision-making power.

Particularly given that government services andfacilities (andinparticular, those
governed bycommunity services) are likely to be among those challenged as inaccessible
or asfailing to enablefull inclusion, it is imperative that the Minister not be the
determinative authority on enforcement matters including the assignment ofmonetary
penalties. An independent enforcement body (eg, inspectors appointed bythe
independent commission responsiblefor developing andrecommending standards) is
preferable.

Recommendation 8: An independent agency should be vested with the
responsibilities of inspection, the making of compliance orders and assessing of
penalties, in order to allay concerns about politicization of compliance oversight and
enforcement. An appeal from such decisions is best directed to an internal appellate
body.

Also in the vein of compliance oversight, a reformed or rewrittenAct should vest
government with duties to promote awareness of and engage in public education and
training about accessibility standards, and to provide incentives for compliance -
potentially including tax incentives as well as reputation / recognition-based incentives.

This leads to some last comments on:

b. Transparency

There is no requirement in theAct that government publicize its enforcement record and
other dataon compliance. This is essential to assure the public that standards arebeing
enforced consistently and the objectives of thebill are beingtaken seriously.

See.s.62: "The Minister may issue public reports disclosing details of orders and
decisions made and administrativepenalties issued under this Act."

Recommendation 9: Section 62 should be replaced by a provision requiring
mandatory disclosure of compliance-related activities under the Act.



More generally, and in the vein of public education and awareness-raising, section 63
should be strengthened from its present statement that information about accessibility
standards will be made available to the public 'on request'. The materials in question are
fundamental to the public's understanding of the shared responsibility of promoting
accessibility and inclusion.

Section 63 currently states:

63 The following documents must be provided in an accessible format and at no charge
to a person within a reasonable period after the person requests it from the Minister or a
public sector body:

(a) in the case of the Minister,

(i) the terms of reference for a proposed accessibility standard,

(ii) the recommendations of the Board,

(iii) a proposed accessibility standard,

(iv) a review conducted under Section 64,

(v) any educational and awareness tools made publicly available,

(vi) a summary report prepared by the Board,

(vii) an accessibility plan; and

(b) in the caseof a public sectorbody, its accessibilityplan.

Recommendation 10: Section 63 should be strengthened from its present statement
that information about accessibility standards will be made available to the public
'on request'. Instead, a mandate should be placed on government to take measures
to ensure accessible communication of, and more generally to promote public
awareness of, the standards, proposals and processes relating to accessibility and
inclusion under the Act.
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Submission to

Nova Scotia Law Amendments Committee regarding

An Act Respecting Accessibility in Nova Scotia

Bill No. 59

7 November 2016

Submitted by:

Gerard (Gerry) Post

Halifax, NS

Introduction

As a person with a disability I am very pleased by the Nova Scotia Government's legislative
initiative to recognize accessibility as a serious issue in search of solutions. I have participated
in the consultative process leading up to this draft Act and was impressed by the many
thoughtful comments made by a diverse group of stakeholders.

I am however disappointed in the result. The current draft Bill is not an 'act' at all, it's
essentially a promise for the Province to act. It is heavy on process and administrative structure
but silent on commitments, outcomes and results. A cynic would describe it as a re-packaging
of the status quo. I was expecting more, surely we can do better as a Province?

Below are some recommendations for consideration.

Recommendation 1:

The definition of the Built Environment in the Act ('...means building, a structure or
premises.') is too limited and ambiguous. For example does it include infrastructure such as
street and sidewalks, does it include parks?? It is unclear, let's have clarity!

Replace the current definition of Built Environment with the following:



6u//t Environment means the physical structure of communities, including buildings,
structures, infrastructure such as streets and sidewalks, parks and recreational facilities.

Recommendation 2

The Act states Whereas the Government is committed to establishing progressive timelines
for developing accessibility standards.... But there is no evidence of such timeliness in the Act
other than the requirement for a review of the Act every four years. Let's clarify and articulate
these progressive timelines in the Act!

Include the following sub-sections in the Act:

The Province will ensure that:

♦ all of the Built Environment it owns, leases or operates is fully accessible to at least the
Building Code Standard by the end of 2022;

♦ All Municipal Built Environment owned, leased or operated by local government is
fully accessible to at least the Building Code Standard by the end of 2025.

All Municipalities with a population over 10,000 will be required to submit to the Minister
its Accessibility Plan by the end of 2019.

The Accessibility Advisory Board will be required to submit to the Minister its
recommended universal design standard dealing with the Built Environment by the end of
2018.

Respectfully Submitted

Gerard (Gerry) Post



Nova Scotia League for Equal Opportunities
P.O. Box 38034, Stn Burnside, Dartmouth, NS B3B 1X2
Phone / TTY: (902) 455-6942 * Toll Free: (866) 696-7536 * Fax: (902) 454-4781

November 6, 2016

Law Amendments Committee

Bill 59 referred to as Accessibility Act

Dear Committee

Be advised that NSLEO has many objections to the act as presented. We have heard and read many concerns
about this bill during the past 3 business days as it is scheduled to be read at law amendments. We are hopeful
that quick replies from very concerned persons with disabilities, groups and individuals, will have equal
opportunity to review and suggest alterations to the act as those who wrote it. We are prepared to provide such
input in a timely fashion.

We agree with comments that the act as written Nov 2 , 2016 is too vague , has very little in the way of
measurable goals , only refers to a long term timetable but no short term agenda, the committee only meets 4
times a year and penalties are not high enough, to name a few. There are many instances that the word "may"
is used rather than "shall" in order to weaken the bill.

The act does not mention that it does not over rides the NS building code. It is to be noted that the NS
building code is full of loopholes that private and public sector can use, it does not prevent this Accessibility
advisory board to make recommendations to the proper authority to make changes to the NS building code.

Please note Section 44.

44 (1) "The council of every municipality having a population of 10,000 or more shall establish an
accessibility advisory committee or continue any such committee that was established before the coming into
force of this Act."

There are 52 municipal units in NS be it a town , municipal district or municipal county. NSLEO would like to
highlight the exemption ofmunicipalities with a population of 10,000 or less would account to only 16
municipal units and exclude 32. Where this section creates more barriers is in towns that are central to a big
region i.e. Town of Yarmouth population 6,761 , Town of Kentville population 6,094 . These are just two
towns that serve their surrounding area with, for example, hospitals, employment centres , government offices,
movie theatres and many services that cannot be found in a small community but can serve a greater area. It is
NSLEO's opinion that no municipal unit should be exempt from establishing an accessibility advisory
committee.

Respectfully submitted

Cyfc
Claredon Robicheau Chair or nsleo@eastlink.ca

Partners in Planning and Living
An Affiliate of the Council of Canadians with Disabilities
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The James McGregor Stewart Society

Law Amendments Committee

Submission on Bill 59

November 4, 2016

Dear Committee,

The most important effect of Bill 59 derives from its very existence. People with disabilities
welcome the affirmation it brings and eagerly await its practical effects. We must not let them
down.

Enabling productive, engaged and useful citizens is the objective. All Nova Scotians understand the
emphasis on fairness and equality and will benefit from the opportunity to lift up a whole group of
their fellow citizens.

Does the legislation have shortcomings? Of course. But Nova Scotia can ill afford to ignore the
rights and situation of a whole class of citizens, especially as its own future is uncertain. We
cannot hold out for perfection when there is so much good to be done.

The principal problem lies with inconsistent and conflicting priorities. The Act needs to continually
challenge the assumption that access bears only costs and carries little economic or social benefit.

At every opportunity we need to acknowledge and quantify the costs of not improving access. For
example, exempting some classes of structures affects very tangible measures like employment,
government support expenditures, tax revenue, and commerce. It is the proper role of
government to take a broad view of policy and the implications for the future.

In that regard, it is critical to grow the carrot as well as sharpen the stick. The government needs
to develop incentives and weigh their cost against long-term economic and social benefits.

In particular, we think these provisions could improve the chances for success of the Act:

Section Change

add AND WHEREAS the talents, potential and energies of people
Preamble with disabilities are underestimated and underutilized.

Having the Department of Community Services as the responsible

| ministry may sound right to a casual observer, but it goes against
the strong recommendations of the Minister's Advisory Panel. DCS,

3 (k) for all of its good works, represents a caretaker approach that has

:ps://docs.google.com/document/d/lkZ3SVFvYu-4baS81oFsKXrz571-8EHR8YxLQPuH4Zgw/edit 11/7/20
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been largely supplanted by the acknowledgement of the rights and
potential of all people. The two alternatives - support or

self-reliance - are in fundamental conflict. Imagine instead that

this Act was the responsibility of Justice, where the focus would be

on civil rights, or even a business-related ministry, where the focus

would be on productive participation, or the minister of education,

where the focus would be on self-improvement and potential. The

choice of department carries an important message.

Imagine if the responsibility for immigration fell under the

Department of Justice. Do we want to welcome immigrants or

watch them? The medium is the message, as a famous Canadian

once said.

add Accept and investigate complaints of unimplemented standards
10 in a timely and efficient manner

add Monitor, prototype and introduce technological innovations

add offer price concessions to local government through volume
12 discounts

Note Four meetings a year bears the unmistakable promise of
perpetual consultation, an endless dance where little is

accomplished It reminds me of the former Coordinating Council of

Ministers responsible for The Disabled Persons Commission. They
met 6 times in 3,956 days. With such a shameful precedent, this

16 Board should meet monthly, and attendance should be mandatory.

add Identify practical incentives for standards implementation
17 and assess their economic impact.

add A summary of the impact of the standard upon rights
enumerated in the Charter, The UN Treaty and the Nova Scotia
Human Rights Act

change A progressive timeline which takes into account both the

immediate costs of implementation and the long term economic
21 2 (a) benefits, including government revenue and commercial activity.

21 3 add The cost of not adopting the standard

Note Sections 30 and 31 risk the invention of arbitrary classes. As in
the building code, where rights are subject to fictional constructs,
the temptation will be to carve out groups to whom standards do
not apply. It might be tempting to exempt museums for example;
they are sometimes in older buildings, and operate on tight
budgets. But short-term relief in the form of exemptions invites

30 long-term disaster for tourism (7 million New Englanders with

ps://docs.google.com/document/d/lkZ3SVFvYu-4baS81oFsKXrz571-8EHR8YxLQPuH4Zgw/edit 11/7/20
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disabilities), for culture, for history, for employment. Short-sighted
expediency is usually a bad choice.

30(c) is particularly dangerous in that regard, and we recommend
that it be removed.

Note Where is the compliance and enforcement function located? It
45 should lie with the directorate

On a personal note Iwould like to add that my patience has been sorely tested by the long run-up
to this legislation. My initial enthusiasm of more than 2 years ago has been tempered by an
increasing sense that nothing is happening, receiving only one update from DCS. Nova Scotians
have invested months and years in this process.

Now we have the first and second readings of a bill that no one (except the business community)
has seen, in quick succession, followed by your hearing two business days later. This bill itself
allows 60 days for comment on standards. There must be a happy medium.

Factor in the inadequacies of the transportation system, the fact that many of those most affected
by the legislation have few resources, that they may not be able to take time from work, that they
often don't drive and you have opened the door to accusations of bias and discrimination. In your
case it may stem from poor planning, but it is typical in Nova Scotia. This Bill is meant to
dismantle barriers, and you are busy erecting them!

Nothing this legislature does will have more lasting effect than this Act. It is your legacy,
impacting Nova Scotians directly and indirectly for years to come. The burden to get it right lies
with you.

Thank you for the opportunity to bring these important matters to your attention. We trust that
you will give them serious consideration. Please do not hesitate to be in touch.

Yours truly,

Warren Reed, spokesman

The James McGregor Stewart Society

406-1540 Summer St

Halifax, NS B3H 4R9

902 482 4017

:ps://docs.google.com/document/d/lkZ3SVFvYu-4baS81oFsKXrz571-8EHR8YxLQPuH4Zgw/edit . 11/7/20
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February 8, 2017

Sent by email to: Legc.office@novascotia.ca

Dear Sir/Madam:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Nova Scotia's Bill 59, the Accessibility Act. The

CLHIA supports the establishment of rules to promote accessibility for persons with disabilities.

It is our view that a strong legislative framework helps those with disabilities realize their full
potential by enabling their participation in economic and social activities from which they might

otherwise be excluded.

The CLHIA is a voluntary association with member companies which account for 99 per cent of
Canada's life and health insurance business. The life and health insurance industry is a
significant economic and social contributor in Nova Scotia. It protects approximately 730,000
million Nova Scotia residents and makes $2.3 billion a year in benefit payments to residents in
Nova Scotia (of which 90 per cent goes to living policyholders as annuity, disability,
supplementary health or other benefits, and the remaining 10 per cent goes to beneficiaries as
death claims). In addition, the industry has $18 billion invested in Nova Scotia's economy.
Seventy-two life and health insurance providers are licensed to operate in Nova Scotia.

Harmonization of Standards

While the proposed Accessibility Act will provide the framework for setting out standards by
which government and the private sector must abide, the standards themselves will be the most
important determinant of how accessibility is furthered and what obligations organizations will
need to follow. You may recall that we provided a submission on December 3, 2014 on the
accessibility consultation paper, where we commended Nova Scotia for explicitly recognizing
the Ontario and Manitoba initiatives in the area of accessibility. Our industry has consistently

urged provinces to harmonize their requirements in order to reduce compliance costs and the
risks of non-compliance. It is our hope that Nova Scotia will continue to draw on the work that
other provinces have done in developing its accessibility standards.

Comment on Bill 59

The legislation provides for the establishment of both an Accessibility Directorate and of an
Accessibility Advisory Board. There is potential overlap in the mandates of these organizations.

Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association Association canadienne des compagnies d'assurances de personnes

79 Wellington St. West, Suite 2300 79, rue Wellington Ouest. bureau 2300
P.O. Box 99, TD South Tower CP 99, TD South Tower
Toronto, Ontario M5K 1G8 Toronto (Ontario) M5K 1G8
416-777-2221 www.clhia.ca 416-777-2221 www.accap.ca

Toronto • Montreal • Ottawa



For instance, one of the tasks of the Directorate is to "examine and review measures, policies

practices and other requirements to improve opportunities for persons with disabilities", while
one of the tasks of the Board is to "suggest measures, policies, practices and requirements that

may be implemented by the Government to improve accessibility". We would recommend

ensuring that the roles of the Accessibility Directorate and the Board are clearly delineated to

avoid confusion.

Thank you again for considering our comments.

Yours sincerely,

"Ethan Kohn"

Ethan Kohn

Counsel



Presentation Regarding Bill 59: Accessibility Act

Submitted by Agnieszka Hayes

Dear Members of the Law Amendments Committee,

I moved to Nova Scotia from out of the province last year. Prior to settling in Nova

Scotia, I lived in four other provinces. I have also travelled extensively throughout the country. I

can truly say that Nova Scotia is one of the most beautiful places in Canada. However, I am also

appalled at the blatant disregard for accessibility that I see in the town of Wolfville, where I live.

I have reached out to town council members, who informed me that the provincial government is

drafting accessibility legislation. Therefore I am addressing my concerns to you as you evaluate

Bill 59. My presentation is based on my experiences in Wolfville, however, I believe that the

issues I present apply to other municipalities in the province. My two main concerns are about

entrances and washrooms. I believe that these issues not only disregard fundamental human

rights, but also are bad for local business. Inaccessible businesses risk diverting money away

from themselves by increasing the attractiveness of competitors located elsewhere, and they

therefore risk closing. Inaccessible non-profit organizations risk closing by becoming irrelevant

when individuals stop using them. A lack of diverse local businesses and non-profit

organizations hurts not only their specific communities, but also the province in general.

Entrances

The entrances to many businesses in the town of Wolfville are a major flaw in

accessibility. Some of these entrances consist of a high step that is not at sidewalk level. Other

entrances consist of stairs. Both types of entrances are inaccessible to anyone who uses wheels

for their mobility. This group includes users of wheelchairs, scooters, and walkers, as well as

parents and caregivers with strollers. Moreover, there are very few businesses that have either



automatic doors, or wheelchair accessible buttons. Therefore, even if the entrances are level with

the sidewalk, the individuals mentioned above sometimes are forced to rely on the help of others

in order to open doors. In all these situations, these individuals cannot enter the businesses freely,

unlike individuals who do not use wheels for mobility.

Washrooms

Many washrooms that purport to be accessible are, in fact, inaccessible. Although they

are large enough to accommodate wheelchairs/scooters/strollers, they do not have wheelchair

accessible buttons, which would automatically open the doors. Again, individuals who rely on

wheels for mobility may have to rely on other people to access these washrooms, and cannot

access them freely.

Examples

I am writing about the town of Wolfville, since I live in this town, and so I will present a

few examples of business establishments that are inaccessible in the ways I have described

above.

Due to its prevalence, it seems that the high step entrance is a relic from the past, during

which it was a common aspect of business design. Both the Rolled Oat Cafe, and its neighbour

Slow Dough Pastries & Cafe, have high steps in their entrances. They are separated by

Cinematopia that does not have a high step in its entrance, which suggests that either the landlord

or owners of Cinematopia chose to eliminate the high step entrance. The Inquisitive Toy

Company/Inquisitive Baby has two entrances. The first entrance has stairs, and the second

entrance is a high step that is not in line with the sidewalk. The irony is that although parents and

caregivers may purchase strollers in this store, they cannot subsequently enter the store with a

stroller. The businesses in the block of Harris Court(112 Front Street) all have high step



entrances to the establishments at ground level. Most businesses do not have a wheelchair

accessible button at their entrances. There are many more examples of establishments that have

inaccessible entrances.

In terms of washrooms, Cuts Meat Market, the Wolfville Memorial Library, and the

Visitor Information Centre all have accessible washrooms that do not have a wheelchair

accessible button. This oversight means that individuals who rely on wheels for mobilitymay be

forced to ask for help in order to access these washrooms, or at least have difficulty entering

these washrooms. The lack of wheelchair accessible buttons renders these supposedly accessible

washrooms inaccessible.

Consequences

It is obvious that accessibility is a fundamental human right. Sadly, some business

owners may believe that making their businesses accessible will be too expensive, and are

motivated thus to keep their establishments inaccessible. Such business owners are more

interested in their bottom line than in human rights. However, these owners should realize that

keeping their establishments inaccessible actually hurts their profits.

It is very easy for individuals who rely on wheels for mobility to boycott establishments

that have inaccessible entrances, since such establishments have a literal roadblock in their

entrances. If individuals cannot enter an establishment, they cannot spend money in it. In other

cases, they may choose not to frequent an establishment, since they know they will have

difficulty accessing its washroom. These individuals will look elsewhere to satisfy their needs

and wants for goods and services.

"Elsewhere" may include businesses in the same town, but they may also include other

communities, as well as online. Online shopping is so convenient for many individuals that they



may choose to abandon brick-and-mortar establishments altogether. Online shopping takes

money away from local communities. Big box stores that have accessible entrances and

washrooms are also more inviting to individuals who rely on wheels for mobility. As such, they

provide competition to local businesses that are inaccessible. Shopping online and at big box

stores takes customers away from local businesses. If local businesses do not make enough

money, they may close.

Therefore, retaining inaccessible entrances and washrooms actually hurts the bottom line

of businesses. It also hurts the province, in that businesses that are closed are not paying taxes,

and therefore are not contributing to the province's budget. As for non-profit organizations that

have inaccessible washrooms, such as the library or tourist information centre, these

establishments risk making themselves irrelevant by decreasing the number of individuals who

use them.

Affected Population

There may be an erroneous assumption that inaccessible entrances and washrooms affect

a smaller amount of people than they actually do. The population affected includes individuals

with permanent and temporary disabilities, the elderly, and parents and caregivers who use

strollers. This group most likely includes other individuals of whom I am either unaware, or am

forgetting. Inaccessible entrances and washrooms are akin to hanging a sign that tells members

of the affected population that they are not welcome in these establishments. Affected

individuals include residents and tourists. As previously stated, residents will search for other

establishments to meet their needs. Tourists will feel unwelcome and will speak negativelyof

their experience in such an inaccessible town, thereby causing their family and friends to dismiss

such a town, and perhaps the whole province, as a tourist destination.



I am presenting this experience of inaccessibility in Wolfville not only because I believe

that it violates a fundamental human right, but also because it affects me personally. I am a new

parent who suffered a back injury. Therefore, I cannot carry my baby in a baby carrier, but must

use a stroller. I boycott Wolfville businesses that have inaccessible entrances. As stated above, I

find it easy to do so, since I cannot enter them. I seek out alternatives, which results in my money

not reaching these businesses. As for "accessible" washrooms without wheelchair accessible

buttons, I use them, but it requires a lot of maneuvering of the stroller while attempting to keep

the door open. However, I am not in as bad a position as individuals who must use wheels to be

mobile. If I really needed to access a service or good from an establishment, I could not take my

baby with me, and step over the high step entrance or stairs to enter an establishment. I have not

yet had to do so, since I have been able to seek out alternatives. Individuals who must use

wheelchairs or scooters cannot simply leave them behind. They are always barred from

inaccessible establishments.

Proposal for Change

I understand that change will not happen immediately, but the new legislation should

ensure that change happens over a relatively short period of time. Some ideas to put accessibility

at the forefront are:

• New businesses must ensure that they have accessible entrances, and if they have

washrooms, the washrooms should be accessible with wheelchair accessible buttons

• Established businesses should be supported in becoming more accessible by provincial

grants that would offset some of the costs of renovations to make entrances and

washrooms accessible



o Such grants should be widely advertised, so as to make as many business owners

as possible aware of them

• Both new and established businesses could receive tax deductions if they make their

establishments accessible

Conclusion

Ideally, all people would see accessibility as a fundamental human right. However,

concern for the bottom line clouds some people's judgment, and therefore they choose not to

stand up for accessibility. Unfortunately, they are short-sighted. They do not see how remaining

inaccessible hurts their bottom line by preventing a significant number of individuals from

becoming their customers. Non-profit establishments, such as the library and the tourist

information centre, run the risk of becoming irrelevant in their communities. Even though they

offer valuable services, they turn away potential users through inaccessible spaces. Ultimately,

all of these establishments could close, which would impoverish the diversity of the communities

they serve, as well as the province and municipalities, to which they pay taxes.

I hope that Bill 59 will address my concerns, and make local establishments more

accessible. Thank you for your time and willingness to hear Nova Scotians' concerns.

Kind regards,

Agnieszka Hayes

Wolfville, NS



MAP/LI
Maritime Association of

Professional Sign Language interpreters

P.O. Sox 2625, Halifax, N.S. B3J 3P7

Law Amendments Committee

Office of Legislative Counsel
CIBC Building, Suite 802
1809 Barrington St
PO box 1116

Halifax, NS, B3J 2X1

To the Committee,

The Maritime Association of Professional Sign Language Interpreters (MAPSLI)
endorses the "Summary Principles to Redraft Bill 59" document published by the
Bill 59 Community Alliance.

MAPSLI's objectives includes:

• Promote public awareness regarding the role of interpreters

• Foster mutually supportive interaction between interpreters and
consumers, both Deaf and Hearing

As an allied organization to the Deaf community and the wider disability
community as a whole, MAPSLI strongly agrees with all the suggestions as laid
out by the Bill 59 Community Alliance.

The Bill 59 Community Alliance has recommended that there be an independent
body for enforcement of the law and regulations, and that this body be comprised
of members of the disability community. As sign language interpreters, we
strongly value the knowledge and lived experience of the Deaf population. We
urge the committee and advisory Board to do the same. As stated in the
Community Alliance document: "Tokenism is not enough. Nothing about us
without us".

MAPSLI continues to work with Deafness Advocacy Association of Nova Scotia
and the Society of Deaf and Hard of Hearing Nova Scotians to offer our support
and collaboration when it comes to topics around sign language interpreting in
Nova Scotia. We are inspired to see so many leaders in the Deaf and disability
community who are shaping this legislation into something that can be for
everyone.



The passing of Bill 59, with the Amendments suggested by the Community
Alliance and other disability groups, will make a huge difference in the lives of
Nova Scotians with Disabilities. It will also provide sign language interpreters
with regulatory support for us to do our jobs, namely, providing a service which
makes a space more accessible. MAPSLI strongly agrees with the principle from
the Community Alliance document that states, "fundamental human rights must
not be subordinated to economic cost/benefit analysis". As interpreters, we are
eager to work with the government, the advisory board, and the committees to
make sure that the needs of the Deaf and disabled communities are always put
first.

Sincerely,

Brenna D'Arcy
President

Maritime Association of Professional Sign Language Interpreters

Cc:

Elliot Richman, DAANS
Frank O'Sullivan, SDHHNS

Parker Dunham, Bill 59 Community Alliance



Maurice Mandate
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New Brunswick
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February 10, 2017

Office of Legislative Counsel
CIBC Building

Suite 802

1809 Barrington Street

P.O. Box 1116

Halifax NS B3J 2X1

To Whom It May Concern

Re: Redraft Bill 59 (Nova Scotia Accessibility Act)

This is a submission in support of the Bill 59 Community Alliance's efforts to improve
accessibility for disabled persons through Redraft Bill 59. It is also a recommendation that

legislators in Nova Scotia will adhere closely to the four principles developed by the James
McGregor Stewart Society as they consider the Act in committee. These principles are sensible,
practical and come from a source with wide experience of matters such as this.

Neither my wife nor I are disabled. I recently had an operation to reconstruct an arthritic ankle,
however, which was followed by a lengthy period of recovery and rehabilitation. For the first

part of this recovery period I was in a cast, my movements restricted and only allowed with the
help of crutches or a walker. To me this was a temporary inconvenience, before I eventually
began walking around more or less normally again, as I now do. But it did give me ample time
to consider the plight of the many people with permanent physical or sensory disabilities, and

the life choices they face.

These are the people who will benefit from improved accessibility and equality provisions. Most
are already useful members of our society, contributing both to their communities and the
economy in spite of the barriers they face on an everyday basis. We owe them the opportunity
to live better lives through better laws and measures that affect them directly.

Signed

(Maurice Mandale)
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Cape Breton Regional Municipality

Office of
February 10, 2017 Legislative Counsel

RECEIVE!
Office of Legislative Counsel n-r, o . „«,,*
CIBC Building
Suite 802

1809 Barrington Street
P.O. Box 1116

Halifax, N.S.
B3J 2X1

By email: Lege.office(a),novascotia.ca

RE: Accessibility Act before the Law Amendments Committee

Please provide this written submission to the Law Amendments Committee currently
reviewing the proposed Bill No. 59 known as the Accessibility Act.

First of all CBRM would like to acknowledge the work of the Minister's Advisory Panel
on Accessibility Legislation and to provide our endorsement behind the creation of this
important and far reaching legislation as we believe it to be important to improving the
health, well-being and independence of persons with disabilities.

CBRM is fully committed to the improved well-being of all our citizens and we believe it
is important to provide the Law Amendments Committee (LAC) with our comments to be
considered in the final draft of this Bill.

CBRM currently struggles to find the necessary resources to meet the ever increasing
needs of our citizens while dealing with a declining population and our limited financial
resources. Our only real means of revenue is from taxes and fees which our citizens tell
us are currently too high now. We feel the cost of implementing a fully barrier-free
municipality is currently beyond our economic means and we do hope that the Act and
Standards will recognize and provide economic help to the municipality to help us
comply with the proposed Act and standards.

The proposed Accessibility Act will affect the municipalities ofNova Scotia dramatically.
It is the municipalities that will be expected to:



• provide its employees and citizens with access to information in accordance with
this act,

• communicate with its employee's and citizens in accordance with the act,
• provide public transportation to its citizens in accordance with this act
• provide client services to its citizens in accordance with this act,
• provide education and training to its employees and citizens in accordance with

this act,

• provide employment opportunities to its employees and citizens in accordance
with this act, and

• provide the built environment to its employees and citizens in accordance with
this act.

This act does not affect any other public sector body nor anyone else affected by this
legislation as it does the municipalities. It is municipalities that provide all the services as
listed above, not the federal government, not the provincial government and not the
business community or any other prescribed organization.

Specifically to the Act before you and the future standards we offer the following
comments:

• There has been little to no consultation with the municipalities. We would ask that
the act be re-written to explicitly state and include municipal representation on the
Accessibility Advisory Board, and as well, on each of the Standard Development
committees;

• There needs to be funding and resources made available to the municipalities to
offset the costs of implementing the Act and Standards and this should be
explicitly stated in the Act and standards as they are developed;

• There needs to be a generous timeframe to allow the municipalities enough time
to phase in the Act and standards and this should be explicitly stated in the Act.

• The requirement for public sector bodies to update its accessibility plan every
three years is a bit onerous and shouldbe changed to require it be updated every5
years.

• Prior to the various standards being fully developed and in the terms of "Universal
Design" it should be stated that any infrastructure work going forward should
meet the current standards of "Universal Design" as they exist now so that
municipal units can begin to implement these standards now and not be
considered non-compliant should these standards change in the future (ie.
Conform to Ontario's standards forbarrier-free sidewalk design and construction).

In closing CBRM would have liked to have been involved in this important endeavor
from the beginning and we are now advocating that the municipalities be given the same
standing and consideration the disabled community has been given as this Act affects
them as much as it affects us. The only way this will be truly successful is through fully
consulted and funded Act and standards. Once this Bill becomes a law there is no turning
back.



Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments to you and we look forward to
being part of the board and committees and to improving the quality of life for the
disabled community.

Sincerely,

On behalf of...

CBRM Accessibility Act Review Committee
Malcolm Gillis, Director of Planning,
Mike MacKeigan, Manager of Utilities
Paul Burt, Manager Building, Planning & Licensing Laws
Bill Wadden, Engineering Technologist
Louis Ferguson, Manager Public Works North
Sgt. Joe Farrell, CB Regional Police Services Traffic Authority



From: Warren Reed
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2017 11:09 AM
To: Office of the Legislative Counsel;
Subject: Law Amendments Committee Submission, Bill 59
Attachments: incentives.pdf

Madam Chair, Committee Members,

I represent the James McGregor Stewart Society. We advocate for people with disabilities. Our focus is equal rights. This submission to the
Law Amendments Committee is about profiting from the investment in Bill 59.

Our societyis named for J.M. Stewart, 1889-1955, son of a Pictou lawyer,grandson of a Cape Breton minister, and a principalof Stewart,
McKelvey, the white-shoe Halifax law firm. In his time he was Nova Scotia's premier corporate lawyer. He wrote the rules for many of our
most successful and long-lived companies. He was president of the Canadian Bar between the wars. He is one of fewer than 500 Canadians to
be awarded the Commander of the British Empire for services to the Empire in WW II. His obituary was in the New York Times.

He was the gold medalist of his class at Pictou Academy, and at Dalhousie, where he studied classics. In those days, Dalhousiegot to appoint
a Rhodes Scholar in alternate years. In 1910, the faculty senate refused to award Stewart a Rhodes Scholarship because he had had polio as a
boy and walked with crutches. The motion proposed by Dean Richard Chapman Weldon himself read:

Seriousphysical defects should be consideredas renderinga candidate ineligiblefor theRhodesScholarship.

In spite of his evident unsuitability for the Rhodes, Stewart went on to lead his Law School class, shaped Eastern Canada's leadingcorporate
law firm, became chairman of Dalhousie's Board of Governors, and was an authority on Rudyard Kipling. He met Kipling and left his
extensive literary collection to Dalhousie.

While Richard Chapman Weldon showed himself to be very small-minded indeed, we shouldn't feel too sorry for Stewart, who died a
wealthy and consequential man. He lived in 'Braemar', his estate on the Northwest arm and motored around in his Rolls Royce.

He was a thrifty Scot, with a head for investments, who could give good advice to this committee. Bill 59 is about three things: Equality,
Legacy and Investment. The Charter promises equality, and this Act may deliver. The legacy is yours if you choose to embrace it.

Let's think about investment. Like public education and modern infrastructure, government can make good investments. This is an
opportunity to invest in people. As Bill Gates said to Warren Buffet "the best investment any of us can ever make is in the lives of others"

No matter how you slice it, Bill 59 is going to cost money. Capital expenses will be significant, and the solutions proposed in the current Bill
- extremely long or nonexistent time horizons and the prospect of wholesale exemptions - don't match the aspirations of the Act. So let's face
the truth and admit that access isn't free. The good news is that every sign points to increased economic activity, government saving, and
increased tax revenue. Everyone will benefit from investing in access, and you should champion that fact.

Missing from Bill 59 is a the promise to identify and evaluate tax incentives, which are the most likely way to encourage investments of this
nature. The Minister of Finance will need to work hand-in-hand with the Minister of Justice to make access happen.

Nova Scotia faces a ton of problems. Some of them relate to a cavalier waste of human capital. Too many people with disabilities on
government support and too few participating in the economic life of the Province. That's a great big problem and we have the tools to make
it better.

Government must use it's fiscal powers to ensure that people with disabilities share in the promise ofNova Scotia. I'm attaching a chart
showing how you can turn a profit by using incentives, just like retailers do every day.

Here is a little more on four persistent problems that have accessibility as a central theme and how an investment will pay off:

Increasing government supports and declining revenue

The simple answer to this problem is jobs. For every full-time minimum wage job enjoyed by a person moving from community support,
government saves around $20,000 in expenseand gains about $7,000 in revenue. Government can do any numberof things to encourage
this:

• Pay half the salary for such people for two years up to $10,000

1
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• Continue their Pharmacare or subsidize private supplementary coverage for 2 years. ^

After two years, government receives the full benefit in new tax revenue.

An aging population needing care

Aging at home is in everyone's interest. Government canfixthisproblem almost instantly by giving credits for accessibility improvements,
an expansion of currentgrantprograms. The paybackis in fewernursingfacilities, new employment for housingcontractors and increased
property valuations.
Vanishing workers

This is a cascading problem. Uneven access to transportation andsuitable housing keeps people isolated. Limited access to higher education
(Dalhousie LawSchool is less thanonehalf of one percent students withvisibledisabilities) meansinadequate training. Limited
employment opportunities ingovernment (9.9% of theworkforce selfidentifies ashaving a disability, yet only 3.9% ofprovincial employees
do so - the lowestrepresentation of the five groupsthe province identifiesas important to employment equity). Loan-burdened recent
graduates leave the province for jobs. There are many opportunities for intervention.

Notjust government, butprivateemployers stand to gainby diverting overlooked talentto productive work. We need to get to workon a
wholeweb of problems: transportation, housing, highereducation, and recruitment. Quick fixesjust don'twork.

Cruise Ships and the changing face of tourism

238,217 passengers arrived in Halifax on 136 ships in 2016. The Americans with Disabilities Act mandates that 3% of their cabins be
accessible. This translates to roughly 7,000 passengers and probably anequal number of their companions. Good tourism practice requires
thatthey notbedisappointed. We're sitting next to millions of aging New Englanders. Sharing thecost of accessibility through property tax
credits willpay in increased traffic, higherHST,higher valuations, and in other,moresubtlebrandsensitive ways.

Conclusion

The lack of attention to these possible solutions to persistent problems is puzzling. Government needs to do the research, and more
importantlycommit to using the tools of fiscal policy to make access happen.

Warren Reed

Halifax, NS B3H 4R9
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Kevin Kehoe

New Glasgow, N.S.
B2H 3J2

Office of Legislative Counsel
CIBC Building
Suite 802

1809 Barrington Street
P.O. Box 1116

Halifax NS B3J 2X1

February 27, 2017

Re: Bill 59 Accessibility Act

Hello,

First off, let me say that I'm not exactly clear on the process used to enact this legislation
and establish the associated accessibility standards. As a result, I may be submitting
these comments to the incorrect forum. If I am out-of-synch with the process, hopefully
it's a case of being too early rather than too late with my comments.

I'm not going to comment directly on the draft legislation because there are others better
equipped to do that. Instead, I'm going to tell the story of a real person, me, who might
be impacted by this legislation. I hope my comments will be given the same
consideration as any legal arguments. So, if you'll indulge me...

I have a disability. My disability prevented me from getting my driver's license when I
was 16 years old. Some 25 years later, my disability was mitigated to a point where I
was medically cleared to drive. At 40+ years old, you're probably thinking I took a couple
of hours to run over to the DMV, got my license, and life was good. Well, that didn't
quite happen.

What if, instead of having to "get my licence" I had to "become a new driver?" The latter
is, I think you'll agree, a much different process. I'm not talking about the classroom
course either. I'm referring mainly to the practice hours with a fully-licensed driver.

If I was a 16-year-old today, and about to be a new driver, what would my primary
practice resource be? My parents, right? Well, I don't have that, or any alternative
resources. If it helps, picture me as a Syrian refugee just off the boat. Obviously this
deficit presents a significant life and employment barrier, particularly since I don't have
anyone to drag me around. Oh, and there's no mass-transit in this area either.

I have no money and I need to "buy" the resources that will remove this barrier, a barrier
that ultimately stems from a disability. However, when I approach any government or
quasi-government agency for assistance, the reply is "we don'tdo that," or "we don't
have a program for that." If I try to take the issue up the chain-of-command, the replies
devolve into gibberish, essentially amounting to a thinly veiled "go away."



To be fair, let's see what the government will do for me:

• if I had a criminal record they'd be right on top of getting it suspended in order to
enhance my employment prospects. I attended a meeting last year and one of
the participants asked about this issue - the response from a Community
Services representative was "we can move mountains" to get that done.

• if I'd previously had my license and lost it permanently, due to motor vehicle
infractions, the government has a "faint hope" clause that might allow me to get it
back. Apparently somebody recognizes the life and employment significance of
having a license?

• I can take advantage of a myriad of educational assistance programs out there.
There are too many to document, most no doubt costing thousands of dollars per
recipient. I mention this in order to establish the amount of money they're
generally willing to spend to improve my employability.

That is what the government will do for me. Am I the onlyone that thinks I might get
more help if I was a law-breaking citizen?

"Unfortunately" I don't have a criminal record, nor have I lost my license, so let's explore
the education option a bit further since everyone thinks that's the answer to my problem.
I'm talking about real educational opportunities, spanning at least several months, not 2-
day fluff courses like First Aid, WHMIS, etc.

At this point Ishould mention my existing qualifications, an Electronic Engineering
Technology Diploma and an A+ Network Certification. Both of these qualifications lead
to jobs that involves fixing electronic stuff, usually computers. That type of work almost
always requires a degree of mobility to get to a multitude of worksites, i.e. schools,
offices, retail locations, etc.

So, existing skills aside, what if I completed the "perfect" training opportunity, in terms of
opening a gateway to an excellent job market? Where would that leave me? I would be
more educated, but probably still sitting at home, unable to employ said training. Rather
than help me employ what I think are my existing 21st-century skills, the experts want
me to come up with a "new career interest," which would have to:

a) coincide with appropriate training available under their programs, and
b) not run into the mobility issues that I've been speaking about

Iwouldn't want to bet on that happening!

What else do the "experts" say?

• The experts say that perhaps Ishould move. That would be an expensive
proposition for me and would only serve to put me in a different place with the
same problem. Maybe they just want to get me out of their hair and into
somebody else's hair?



• The experts say I should open my own business, presumably home-based.
Great idea, from the point of view of literally getting to work, but what happens
when I have to visit a lawyer, accountant, bureaucrat, the post office or
accomplish any of the endless minutia involved with operating a real business? I
have enough trouble maintaining a home, let alone a business. If 80% of small
businesses fail anyway, how much worse are my odds?

• The experts want to put me in an "Older Workers" program. These programs
assume you've worked a single job for many years and need basic skills training
rather than new career training. I was referred to one of these programs and the
operators determined I was "overqualified' for what they were offering. We were
able to agree about what I really need but, like all the other agencies, it wasn't
something that they could provide.

• the experts say they know people who work without having a driver's license.
This, in their mind, invalidates the idea that a driver's license might be the
solution to my problems. People work without First Aid or WHMIS certifications,
but the experts seem to think that sort of thing is the solution to my problem.

As I see it, all these expert ideas about what I should do are just like lipstick on a pig.
From a life and employment perspective, how are my needs any different than needing
to get a G.E.D., etc. They aren't, but "there's a program" for the latter.

The experts seem to want to see a direct relationship between the training and the
eventual employment, i.e., welding training for a welding job, or electrician training for an
electrician's job. Any concepts that fall outside that paradigm get dismissed out of hand.
Driver training apparently leads to....nowhere, if you follow their logic. In reality, how
many jobs are out there where the only required "skill" is the ability to operate a motor
vehicle? All you have to do is think about people who deliver...well...anything, really!

The experts seem to want instant results too, and can't picture waiting 9 months to get
the N off my license so I can drive alone for employment purposes. Or they worry about
me being unable to afford a car, insurance, etc, essentially invalidating my license and
the money they spent to get it. That could be an issue, but you have to start
somewhere, and coming at it from the opposite direction makes no sense.

Practicalities aside, a driver's license make you look normal, stable, or dependable to an
employer. Is it fair to make the opposite conclusion in the case of a non-driver? No, but
fairness and the real world don't always coincide. It's almost impossible to hide the fact
that you don't have a driver's license. It's often exposed when you have to work out the
logistics of getting to a job interview, so you're in a hole with the employer right off the
bat. Of course the employer wants to know why you don't have a license but he can't
ask and probably assumes the worst - a medical issue or motor vehicle infractions,
neither of which make you look like a good prospect. Even having a license and no car
presents a better image to the employer.



Yes, what I need is more expensive than a First Aid or WHMIS course, but a lot less
expensive, I think, than a year or more of conventional job training. Unfortunately, no
one can see the logic of repurposing a small amount of the money they'd otherwise use
to send me to that conventional job training. My needs would require "new funding" and
a "newprogram." When you add government overhead, it becomes the Bluenose refit of
job creation ideas and quickly gets the spike.

Employment Support Services (ESS) describes what they do as a "client-driven process"
but it's hard to drive...no pun intended...when they're holding the wheel. Of course we
can't simply agree that they can't (or won't?) help me, although I think my ESS
caseworker secretly does agree with that conclusion. Unfortunately he can't outright say
so and continue to advance the officially prescribed agenda with a straight face. He
describes his position on the office totem pole as "under the desk."

Imagine ifyou can't sleep because your bed is broken, so you go to the furniture store to
get a new one. When you get there, the salesman tries to sell you a dining room table.
Complaining to management doesn't help, so you just shake your head and walk out.
This is the type of pitch that I'm getting but I can't afford to walk out.

The only other support I get from ESS is an order to "look for work," although they would
no doubt disagree with that evaluation. They operate on a "pound the pavement" model
of looking for work, where your effort is judged by the number of resumes handed out, in
other words, a quota. Unfortunately, when you have a problem like I do, significantly
shrinking an already bad job market, the quota doesn't shrink. I could spam out
applications to be a doctor, C.E.O., or cab driver to satisfy the quota but that would just
be a waste of everybody's time.

It's no longer a world where you hand out applications door-to-door, get a job sweeping
floors, and work your way up to C.E.O. Today, that C.E.O. who started out sweeping
floors wants you to have 5 years experience sweeping floors before you get in the door.
I have the experience required to do the work that's out there -1 just can't get to the
work.

Nobody wants to think outside the box and invent a solution for a different problem.
They want to reinvent my problem so that it becomes one that has a solution within the
system. Idescribe it as "finding clients for their solutions." Shouldn't they instead be
finding solutions for their clients?

My problem will not be solved by all the building code updates or inspections in the
world. The solution will not require millions of dollars to retrofit buildings, rebuild
sidewalks, etc. Yes, it's ultimately a question of money, but not that much money.

My problem lies squarely between the ears, and Idon't mean my ears. Back in the day
we would have said that somebody needed a "tuning up." I believe Bill 59 calls it an
"attitudinal barrier," and that barrier is firmly in place within government and its tentacle
organizations. Can common sense be legislated? Can the government police itself?



I realize the government can't be everything to everybody, and I'm not asking for anyone
to send me to medical or law school. I am, however, looking to knock down a disability-
related employment and life barrier and allow access to more opportunities than any
other single career training option.

Has anyone seen that TV commercial where the guy is talking about quitting smoking,
and the camera pans around to reveal that he's talking to the dog? When I talk to
anyone about this issue, I feel like I'm in that commercial. I'm just not sure which one of
us is the dog.

So, does all this add up to me being discriminated against under any current legislation?
If not, will it become discrimination if Bill 59 and its subsequent accessibility standards
are enacted? I'm sure that will be up to the lawyers to answer.

Your presentation indicates that it is anywhere from a 2-year to a 20-year process to put
teeth (standards) into this legislation. If that's the case, then Bill 59 will not likely help me
any time soon, yet I feel the need to make my voice heard.

I hope you will consider my comments as you finalize this legislation and implement the
associated accessibility standards.

Thank you,

Kevin Kehoe
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Nova Scotia

Easter Seals Nova Scotia's letter and submission to the Law Amendments Committee re:

Bill 59 An Act Respecting Accessibility in Nova Scotia

February 25, 2017

To the members of the Law Amendments Committee:

Easter Seals Nova Scotia wishes to add its voice to those of other organizations that support
and serve Nova Scotians living with disabilities - such as the Bill 59 Community Alliance - that
seek enhancements to the proposed Accessibility Legislation first tabled last fall.

Our charity serves more than 2,700 Nova Scotians living with disabilities annually. Our
programs include fully-accessible camp and sport programs, wheelchair and mobilityequipment
provision services, and skills training and supported employment programs. We've been serving
children, youth, and adults with disabilities across Nova Scotia for several decades.

Easter Seals Nova Scotia offers its unconditional support of accessibility legislation for our
province. We strive for a barrier-free province, and promote mobility, inclusion, and

independence. Our programs are rooted in access for all Nova Scotians, and we share the core
principles and mission of the Bill 59 Community Alliance, principles such as universal design
and clear and enforceable standards.

We note the effort the Nova Scotia government has made to include and accommodate as

many voices and perspectives as possible (notably, the voices and perspectives of persons with
disabilities) in the gathering of feedback, expertise, and testimonials about Bill 59 during this
stretch of the Law Amendments Committee's work. It's critical this effort to ensure the inclusion

and advice of persons of disabilities be sustained throughout the design and development of Bill
59, and, importantly, in the following months and years of Bill 59's implementation,
advancement, and enforcement. Organizations like ours develop and provide accessible

services; however, it's important for legislators and governments to continue to directly engage
and consult with the absolute experts in the field of accessibility knowledge: persons with

disabilities. Their voices need to be included and represented in all committee or independent
body or committee offshoots of Bill 59.

To expand on a few of the themes articulated by the Bill 59 Community Alliance:

We believe that timelines associated with Bill 59's passing, implementation, and follow-through
must be realistic, achievable, clearly defined and enforced.

We also believe that a critical element of ensuring Bill 59's implementation and success is the
development of a robust, inclusive, and multi-media communications strategy so that all Nova
Scotians are aware of the core principles and changes that will accompany accessibility
legislation. This is an opportunity for the Nova Scotia government to tell the story of what



accessibility looks like, and feature the voices and words of persons with disabilities. This also
represents an opportunity to promote those businesses, organizations, places of learning,
facilities, and venues that are already modelling and championing accessibiliy and

inclusiveness. This accessibility legislation will need champions and proponents. Their voices
should be embedded in the delivery and marketing of Bill 59. This type of multi-media campaign
would also be instrumental in the erosion of attitudinal barriers about accessibility and persons
with disabilities.

We think the Nova Scotia government should eliminate barriers to communication by investing
in adaptive technology and tools that support the inclusion of all Nova Scotians in public

conversations, so that these tools and technology can be accessed in public sites such as
schools, libraries, and government offices.

We propose that Bill 59 include language that obviously denounces and calls to an end for

discrimination, but also encourages Nova Scotia's public and private sector employers and
educational institutions to pursue hiring, recruitment, and employment-related goals and
programs with the diversity of ability and aspiration of Nova Scotians with disabilities in mind.
We also propose that Bill 59 include language to ensure the ability of all Nova Scotians to
access life-changing mobility equipment.

The Accessibility Legislation should include the requirement of provincial and municipal
transportation agencies and businesses to promote and provide timely, accessible, and reliable
barrier-free means and modes of public and private transport such as trains, buses, air travel,
taxis, and rental vehicles. Bill 59 should also include language and accessibility standards for
Nova Scotia's hospitality and tourism sectors to follow (hotels, restaurants, etc).

We propose the Nova Scotia government extend barrier-free legislation to include barrier-free
design for and access to recreational facilities such as rinks, campgrounds and beaches. It
should also allow for cross-jurisdictional standards; as an example, where the Nova Scotia
government would work with regional school boards and athletic associations and leagues to
support the design and implementation of barrier-free games, equipment, and competition for
Nova Scotia children, youth and adults with disabilities.

This province's aim to introduce Accessibility Legislation is timely, in that it intersects with the
Government of Canada's own work to develop federal Accessibility Legislation. This represents
an excellent opportunity for all levels of government to work collaboratively and effectively to
build strong legislation in support of full citizenship of all Nova Scotians and Canadians, and to
share their resources and expertise in this matter. Thank you for reading this letter, and for
considering our perspective.

Sincerely yours,

Henk van Leeuwen

President & CEO

Easter Seals Nova Scotia



From: KJJacques
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2017 4:44 PM
To: Office of the Legislative Counsel
Subject: Bill 59 - written submission to Law Amendments Committee

Thank you for the opportunity to present a written submission on Bill 59 (the"Accessibility Act").

Firstly, let me express my pride in residing in a Province committed to fairness and equality for all - including
citizens living with disabilities. I am in favour of all provisions and supports currently outlined in the
legislative proposal.

However, as former Director of the Canadian Association for Community Living, Clare Branch, I urge the Law
Amendments Committee to add a further crucial provision - the enshrinement in law for safe, accessible and
affordable housing in community as a guaranteed right for all persons with disabilities. I am not referring to
segregated housing in group homes or other institutions -1 am urging the Committee to ensure that persons with
disabilities can live as full community members, with provisions for necessary supports provided in their own
homes. This is an issue of human dignity and full citizenship.

Thank you, once again,

Kathleen Jacques

Kathleen Jacques, Ph.D.

New Edinburgh, NS



From: AnneCamozziArtStudio <camozziartstudio@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 02, 2017 11:28 AM
To: Office of the Legislative Counsel
Cc: McFadyen, Sandra D; randy@delorey4antigonish.ca
Subject: Accessibility legislation submission

To whom it may concern:
I wish this letter to be read into the record of the hearings about the accessibility legislation being held today.

I am a 62 year old disabled individual who uses both a manual and power wheelchair, living in Antigonish NS.
Due to medical issues I am unable to attend a video session, or attend the hearings in person.

There are many things about the legislation that are critical to the future of this province, but also to me as an
individual, who faces many barriers, sometimes just getting to medical appointments. The same barriers that I
face, affect young families with baby carriages and the elderly. It's time people starting understanding the
connections between accessibility and economics. If disabled people can't get into a workplace, who is paying
their groceries and rent? If I can't get to a medical appointment and develop a health issue, the province then
spends more money on me. If I can't into an eating establishment or it doesn't have a bathroom for me, I can't
spend my money there but it also poses a health risk to me as I might try and eat there anyway, without any
opportunity to wash my hands, or use a washroom. If a young person with a baby carriage has the same
problem, they can't spend their money there either, never mind that this is just not fair. Since when has it been
allowed to discriminate so openly against so many people? Is this not enshrined in the rights we enjoy in our
constitution? Does it not enshrine equality for all?

Ifwe are to build an economic future for this province, truly inclusive of everyone, as well as a fair society that
takes into account the social determinants of health, this legislation is critical to our shared futures.

I would like it officially added to the record that I strongly support and endorse a document that is being
submitted to the legislature, entitled

Principles to Redraft Bill 59

The Nova Scotia Accessibility Act

Please don't hesitate to contact me should you wish further information.

Can you please acknowledge that this has been received and added to the commentary on the legislation?
If I have not directed this email to the correct person can you please see that it is directed so that it is
added to the record. It is the only way I am able to input.

Thanks so much.

Anne Camozzi, Antigonish, Nova Scotia



Disabled Persons Commission
Presentation to Law Amendments Committee on Bill 59

An Act Respecting Accessibility

Mr. Brian Tapper, Chair, Nova Scotia Disabled Persons Commission

Good morning.

My name is Brian Tapper and I am the Chair of the Nova Scotia Disabled

Persons Commission, a position I have held for the past eight years. My

presentation today is in the capacity of Chair of the DPC.

First, I would like to express my thanks to the Law Amendments

Committee for providing the opportunity for me to present on Bill 59.

I think it is very appropriate that we are in this historic building

discussing Bill 59 as it is a piece of legislation that signifies a turning

point for persons with disabilities in Nova Scotia. The impact of the

legislation is already evident. This committee instructed the Disabled

Persons Commission to hold public information sessions around the

province to inform Nova Scotians on the intent and substance of the

proposed legislation. During these sessions, participants were also

asked to advise on supports and accommodations that would ensure

the law amendments process be accessible for all Nova Scotians.



I wish to acknowledge and thank the esteemed members of this

committee who, in their wisdom, listened to those recommendations.

This demonstrates a positive commitment to engage a segment of our

society that has so often been excluded from the best of our

democratic traditions.

The Accessibility Act is critical. For the roughly twenty per cent of Nova

Scotians that identify as having a disability, this Bill is a turning point.

With enabling legislation comes the opportunity to develop and

implement regulations that will truly change how Nova Scotians with

disabilities live, work and play within their province. It means true

citizenship, ownership and participation in the future of Nova Scotia.

Will Accessibility Legislation change and improve the lives of persons

with disabilities in this province? Absolutely, along with the lives of

their family members, friends and colleagues, and, indeed, all Nova

Scotians.

Is enacting Accessibility Legislation the "right" or "good" thing for the

Government to do? Without a doubt. This is a matter of equality and

of leveling the playing field, after all. But, make no mistake, it is also

the smart thing to do as the business case for accessibility increasingly

bears out.



Accessibility Legislation is an essential and (frankly) overdue piece of

legislation that will ensure the truly inclusive province we are all striving
to achieve.

I have read the transcripts of those who have previously presented to

this committee on Bill 59. I want to stress that it is the opinion of the

DPC that Bill 59 should not be scrapped. The DPC strongly believes this

bill is critical and must be passed. We also see improvements that can

be made to the Bill.

In June 2014, Minister Bernard set up the Minister's Advisory Panel to

make recommendations on what a "Made in Nova Scotia" Accessibility

Act would look like. MAP's report, Access and Fairness for All Nova

Scotians, was mindful of the province's economic realities but steadfast

in promoting accessibility as integral to the province's long-term

success. The present wording of the Bill sends a message to persons

with disabilities that an accessible province will only be realized if it is

cost-effective to do so. It is appreciated there will be a cost benefit

analysis conducted for each accessibility standard developed - a step

that the DPC fully supports. The DPC further urges, however, that the

cost factor should be considered only in relation to the setting of

timelines for the standard, not for whether or not a standard gets

developed in the first instance.



It is also the view of the Commission that the current language found

within the Act needs to be strengthened to ensure a clear commitment

to achieving accessibility. As others have already indicated, the choice

of wording in Section 26, for example, using "may" rather than "shall"

to outline ministerial responsibility in the standards development

process, demonstrates only a quasi-commitment to accessibility.

Likewise, in our view, the language of Section 17(a) suggests that the

government's true aim is to "improve", rather than to "achieve"

accessibility. This, again, serves to undermine the intent of the

legislation by lowering expectations around goals.

The DPC would also urge the government to commit to an overarching

timeline to achieve an accessible province, similar to what was done in

Ontario and Manitoba. This would strengthen government's

commitment to achieving the goal of accessibility, and provide Nova

Scotians with tangible goals to work towards. By tabling this

legislation, government has signaled a positive step towards full

citizenship and inclusion for Nova Scotians with disabilities. Now, the

challenge will be to follow through by building in milestones that clearly

and unambiguously measure success.

In my time as Chair of the DPC, I have often been reminded that

disability issues are a complex interplay of factors including, but not



limited to, accessibility. Much of the work the current DPC does is

focused on working with the disability community and government to

promote opportunities for persons with disabilities. I am proud of the

work the DPC has done on a wide spectrum of disability issues ranging

from education and employment supports, respite information and

supports for families, a brain injury strategy, and generating education

and awareness products to promote emergency preparedness within

the disability community, among many others.

We are very pleased that the mandate of the new Accessibility

Directorate will have a dual function that ensures that the current work

of the DPC is maintained, in addition to supporting the implementation

and administration of this new Act. It is important to draw on the

experiences of our colleagues in Manitoba and to ensure that we learn

from their challenges. The Manitoba Disability Issues Office is a small

government agency, whose mandate expanded to include the

administration of that province's accessibility act in recent years.

Because of lack of sufficient staffing and resourcing, despite this

expanded mandate, the agency has had difficulty maintaining its

broader disability work.

We strongly urge the Government of Nova Scotia to sufficiently staff

and resource the new Accessibility Directorate, not only to ensure the



success of the new legislation but to maintain the services and supports

that are highly valued by the disability community in this province. The

work we do at the current DPC comprises issues that are large and

complex. Our staff are often asked to serve multiple functions that go

well beyond their job descriptions. I thank them for their hard work. It

is my hope that the new Directorate will have the compliment of staff

and resources it needs to carry out the work that is so important to

those living with disabilities in Nova Scotia.

This is a truly historic piece of legislation and I have no doubt that

future historians will point to Bill 59 as the start of a new era of social

history in Nova Scotia. We believe that this legislation can be a catalyst

to promote the rights of all Nova Scotians and create economic

opportunities for the province as a whole. We also know that realizing

an accessible province will take significant resources and leadership

from the government. It is our strongest belief that accessibility is an

investment for all Nova Scotians.



Disabled Persons Commission Act

CHAPTER 130

OF THE

REVISED STATUTES, 1989

NOTE - This electronic version of this statute is provided by the Office of the Legislative Counsel for
your convenience and personal use only and may not be copied for the purpose of resale in this or any
other form. Formatting of this electronic version may differ from the official, printed version. Where
accuracy is critical, please consult official sources.

An Act to Establish

the Disabled Persons Commission

Short title

1 This Act may be cited as the Disabled Persons Commission Act. 1989, c. 4, s. 1.

Purpose of Act

2 The purpose of this Act is to

(a) provide for the participation ofdisabled persons in the development ofGovernment policies and programs
relating to or affecting disabled persons;

(b) establish acentral mechanism to ensure that the concerns ofdisabled persons respecting policy and program
development and delivery are conveyed to the appropriate departments ofthe Government; and

(c) ensure that the concerns ofdisabled persons will be promoted in and considered by the Government,
especially in matters ofpolicy and where the concerns affect several departments ofthe Government. 1989, c. 4,
s. 2.

Interpretation



3 In this Act,

' (a) "Commission" means the Disabled Persons Commission established by this Act; and

(b) "Co-ordinating Committee" means the Co-ordinating Committee established by this Act. 1989, c. 4, s. 3.

Disabled Persons Commission

4(1) There is hereby established aDisabled Persons Commission consisting of aChairman and twelve
members appointed by the Governor in Council ofwhich

(a) amajority of members shall be persons who are disabled or are advocates for disabled persons or who are
representatives oforganizations representing disabled persons; and

(b) the remaining members of the Commission shall be chosen from among persons nominated by the
departments ofthe Government providing services to disabled persons.

Representative appointments

(2) In making appointments pursuant to subsection (1), the Governor in Council shall endeavour to ensure that
the members of the Commission represent the various regions of theProvince.

Independence of members

(3) Each member of the Commission is an independent representative to the Commission and does not represent
only the concern ofone disability. 1989, c. 4, s. 4.

Term of office

5(1) Each member of the Commission holds office for aterm of two years and may be re-appointed.

Chairman and Vice-chairman

(2) The Governor in Council may, after consultation with the Commission, designate members of the
Commission who are disabled persons as Chairman and Vice-chairman ofthe Commission.

Quorum

(3) Amajority ofthe members ofthe Commission constitutes a quorum.

Expenses

(4) Each member of the Commission shall be reimbursed for such reasonable expenses incurred by the member
in connection with the work of the Commission.

Place of meetings

(5) The Commission shall hold its meetings throughout the Province. 1989, c. 4, s. 5.

Objects of Commission

2



6 The objects of the Commission are to

' (a) assist the Co-ordinating Committee in understanding, and advise the Co-ordinating Committee on, the needs
and abilities of disabled persons;

(b) make the general public aware ofthe needs and abilities ofdisabled persons;

(c) make disabled persons and the able-bodied public aware of government programs that serve disabled
persons; and

(d) make the able-bodied public aware of what it can do to facilitate the integration of disabled persons into the
social and economic life of the community. 1989, c. 4, s. 6.

Duties of Commission

7 The Commission shall

(a) advise the Co-ordinating Committee on matters pertaining to disabled persons in the community, including
the provision oftechnical aids and the Building Code as it pertains to disabled persons;

(b) identify and study issues of concern to disabled persons and recommend action where appropriate;

(c) promote opportunities for self-help for disabled persons in the context of the family and the community;

(d) review programs and policies affecting disabled persons;

(e) respond to requests from the Co-ordinating Committee for advice on specific issues;

(f) prepare an annual guide book on programs serving disabled persons, including both programs administered
by theProvince and by other organizations;

(g) submit to the Government through the Co-ordinating Committee an annual report outlining the
Commissions activities and achievements; and

(h) advise the Co-ordinating Committee on which community in the Province has done the most in any year to
improve awareness ofthe accessibility for disabled persons. 1989, c. 4, s. 7.

Report on certain matters

8 Where the Commission reviews, considers or inquires into any matter at the request ofor with the approval of
the Co-ordinating Committee, the Commission shall make areport to the Co-ordinating Committee with respect
to that matter at the conclusion of its deliberations. 1989, c. 4, s. 8.

Co-ordinating Committee

9(1) There is hereby established aCo-ordinating Committee consisting of the Minister of Community Services,
the Minister ofHealth and Fitness, the Minister ofAdvanced Education and Job Training, the Minister of
Government Services, the Minister ofLabour, the Minister ofMunicipal Affairs, the member ofthe Executive
Council who is charged with the Administration of the Housing Act, and such members of the Executive
Council as may be determined by the Governor in Council.



Chairman

' (2) The Governor in Council shall designate one of the members of the Co-ordinating Committee to be the
Chairman of the Committee.

Expenses

(3) The Chairman and each member of the Co-ordinating Committee shall be paid such reasonable expenses
incurred by them in the performance oftheir duties as are determined by the Governor in Council. 1989, c. 4,
s. 9.

Object of Co-ordinating Committee

10 The object and purpose of the Co-ordinating Committee is to, in partnership with the Commission, facilitate
the planning and development ofservices and programs for disabled persons by

(a) co-ordinating plans, policies and programs presented by the departments of the Government; and

(b) developing plans, policies and programs for and with disabled persons. 1989, c. 4, s. 10.

Executive Director

11 (1) The Governor in Council may appoint aperson to be the Executive Director of the Commission after
consultation with the Commission.

Remuneration

(2) The Executive Director shall be paid such remuneration as is determined by the Governor in Council.

Duties

(3) The Executive Director shall perform such functions and duties as are assigned to the Executive Director by
the Commission. 1989, c. 4, s. 11.

Personnel

12 Such persons as are required for the administration of this Act and the regulations shall be appointed in
accordance with the Civil Service Act. 1989, c. 4, s. 12.

Regulations

13 (1) The Governor in Council may make regulations respecting any matter or thing the Governor in Council
deems necessary or advisable to carry out thepurpose of this Act.

Regulations Act

(2) Regulations made pursuant to subsection (1) shall be regulations within the meaning of the Regulations Act.
1989, c. 4, s. 13.
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J?J MARCH
OF DIMES Sue Uteck <suteck@marchofdimes.ca>
CANADA

The AODAAlliance's Preliminary Look at Nova Scotia's bill 59, the Proposed
"Accessibility Act"

1. Overview

The Nova Scotia Government should be commended for bringing forward a proposed
new accessibility law for the province. This bill has a number of important features. It
aims to advance the goal of accessibility for people with disabilities by creating and
enforcing accessibility standards to tear down and prevent recurring accessibility barriers
that people with disabilities too often face. It also includes enforcement powers. Effective
enforcement is essential to any such law. It is also helpful that this bill mandates
independent reviews of this law's implementation and enforcement.

However, as now written, this bill is far too weak. It is substantially weaker than Ontario's
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA). It is weaker than Manitoba's
Accessibility for Manitobans Act. If enacted as is, it would be the weakest such law in
effect in any province that has enacted a comprehensive disability accessibility law.

For more detail and more specifics, we encourage the Nova Scotia Legislature to also
look at the Discussion Paper on what to include in the promised Canadians with
Disabilities Act, written by AODA Alliance chair David Lepofsky, available
at http://www.aodaalliance.org/strong-effective-aoda/august-19-2016-discussion-paper-
on-a-Canadians-with-Disabilities-Act-by-David-Lepofsky.docx Although it speaks about
national accessibility legislation, to be passed by Canada's Parliament, that Discussion
Paper's ideas can be used for provincial accessibility legislation as well. For example, it
includes a far better definition of "disability" than does Nova Scotia's Bill 59, as described
further below.

2. Importance of Public Legislative Hearings After Time to Study this Law

The bill commendably recognizes the importance of consultation with people with
disabilities on accessibility issues. As such, it will be important for the Nova Scotia



Government to act on this, by ensuring full public hearings on this bill, as the Ontario
Government commendably did in 2004-05 when the Accessibility for Ontarians with
DisabilitiesAct was introduced in the Ontario Legislature.

From extensive experience in this area, this should include ensuring that the public,
including people with disabilities, have sufficient time in advance to study this bill,
prepare proposals for amendments, and come forward to present at legislative public
hearings. This cannot be rushed.

3. Need to Strengthen the Purpose of the Act

The Act's purpose clause, s. 2, refers to efforts to "improve accessibility." This is far too
weak a goal. As in the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act AODA), the
purpose must be to actually achieve accessibility. A Government can "improve
accessibility" by merely installing one ramp in the province, or getting one website's
accessibility enhanced. People with disabilities need to achieve accessibility.

The purpose provision includes:

"(d) facilitate the implementation and monitoring of and compliance with accessibility
standards."

This does not set a deadline for achieving a fully accessible province. The AODA set 20
years. This is an absolutely essential part of the AODA. Without it, we would not have
made the progress in Ontario that we have made, nor would we have been as able to
point out as effectively where improvements are needed.

Barrier-Free Canada is calling on the Federal Government to set a deadline in the
promised Canadians with Disabilities Act. The Nova Scotia bill should also do so. The
Government can consult with people with disabilities and obligated organizations to
ascertain a deadline that can find support.

The bill should therefore be amended to set a deadline for reaching accessibility, and
should not set the very weak goal of merely improving accessibility.

The bill's purpose clause should also be amended to include "effective enforcement."
Experience with accessibility legislation in Canada and around the world shows that
effective enforcement is fundamental to a law's success or failure.

4. Need to Expand Definition of Disability
i

The definition of "disability" in s. 3 of the bill is too narrow. It must be broad enough to
ensure that all people with disabilities are effectively covered by the bill. Section 3(1)
provides:



"(h) "disability" means a physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairment that, in the
interaction with a barrier, hinders an individual's full and effective participation in society;"

This does not make it explicit that disability includes mental health conditions, learning
disabilities, neurological disabilities (such as autism spectrum disorder) or a
communication disability, just to name a few. It should be amended to ensure that all
disabilities are included. The discussion of the definition of disability in the Discussion
Paper on the Promised Canadians with Disabilities Act is helpful in this area.

5. Need to Require Effective Enforcement

Section 7 sets out the minister's duties, to ensure that this law is effectively implemented.
It does not say that the minister is responsible for the law's enforcement, much less its
effective enforcement. Similarly, s. 12 sets out the duties of the Accessibility Directorate.
It includes no enforcement powers or duties.

The bill should be amended to ensure that the law is required to be effectively enforced,
and to designate whom is ultimately responsible for its enforcement. Below are
recommendations on who this should be.

6. The Accessibility Advisory Board Must Meet Far More Often than Four Times Per Year

The bill gives much of the key duties on accessibility to the proposed Accessibility
Advisory Board, but only requires it to meet four times per year. Ifso much of the bill's
leadership rests with that Board, it should be required to meet far more regularly, and be
resourced to make this happen.

Regardless of how good the people are who are appointed to such a Board, ample
experience shows that such boards are often unable to carry the heavy load allocated to
them, and that governments far too infrequently follow their advice. As such, it is
recommended that no matter how good are the people who are appointed to such a
board, there should be no expectation that the board will be able to carry a significant
part of the bill's implementation.

7. The Duty to Set Up Standards Development Committees

Section 18 of the bill is very weak. It allows the minister to set up Standards
Development Committees to make recommendations for the contents of accessibility
standards. It does not require the minister to ever do so. The bill provides:

"18 The Minister may, in consultation with the Board,

(a) establish standard development committees to assist the Board with making
recommendations to the Minister on the content and implementation of accessibility
standards;"



Ontario's AODA requires the minister to set up Standards Development Committees. The
bill should be amended to require this in Nova Scotia as well.

8. Undue Barriers in the Standards Development Process

Section 22 imposes an undue burden on the standards development process. Section 22
(2) provides in material part:

i

"(2) An accessibility standard must include

(a) an economic impact assessment for the standard;

(b) an assessment of how the standard will increase accessibility in the Province; and"

An economic impact assessment and projection of the accessibility gains under the
standard can be helpful. However, it unduly burdens the process, and drags it out, to
require these.

Moreover, an individualized economic assessment for each standard will burden the
Government with the costs of repeating the same effort over and over. The actual
economic impact and benefits of a specific accessibility standard may not easily be
predicted in advance. The AODA Alliance has seen costing studies like this earlier in the
implementation of the AODA which exaggerated the costs associated with them.

Section 22(2) of the bill should therefore be amended to provide that an accessibility
standard may include an economic impact analysis and a projection of the accessibility
gains under it, but this should not be a mandatory requirement.

9. Compensating Members of a Standards Development Committee

It is very good that the bill provides for compensating members of a Standards
Development Committee who does not work for the Government. Ontario has not done
so. It is unfair to expect such a major public function to be discharged by volunteers. It is
especially unfair to the disability sector. Business and broader public sector
representatives on a Standards Development Committee typically do this work as part of
their job, so they suffer no personal hardships from taking part in the Standards
Development Committee.

Section 21 of the bill provides in material part:

"20 (1) Committee members not employed in the public service of the Province shall be
paid such remuneration as is determined by the Minister.

(2) Committee members shall be reimbursed for their reasonable expenses incurred in
the performance of their duties."



10. Who Will Make Accessibility Standards?

The bill seems to be implementing an idea first raised in Ontario in the 2010 Charles
Beer AODA Independent Review, namely that accessibility standards should be de
developed by one body that makes recommendations, rather than handled by different
Standards Development Committees for each area to be regulated. The Ontario
Government decided to consolidate this under the oversight of the Ontario Accessibility
Standards Advisory Council, the counterpart to the bills' Accessibility Advisory Board.

Ontario has tried this approach. It has been a dismal failure. Nova Scotia should not
repeat this mistake.

i

Instead an arms-length independent body should be established to make these
recommendations. That is what Barrier-Free Canada has recommended for the promised
Canadians with Disabilities Act. It is actually what the 2010 Charles Beer AODA
Independent Review recommended for Ontario. Ontario regrettably did not try to make
this process independent of the Government.

By Nova Scotia having this process under the minister's and the Government's direct
control, it will lead to all the problems experienced in the past years in Ontario. Nova
Scotia should learn from Ontario's mistakes.

11. Recommendations to the minister on accessibility standards should Immediately be
made public for public comment.

The bill allows the board or a Standards Development Committee to submit a
recommendation for the contents of an accessibility standard to the Government, and
lets the Government act on it. It does not require the Government to make the
recommendation public or to seek public input on it. Ontario imposes both such
requirements. They are an important part of the process. The standards development
process should be open, accountable and transparent throughout.

The bill should be amended to require a recommendation from the board or a Standards
Development Committee to be immediately made public for public comment.

It is possible that the Government meant to achieve this by s. 33. Section 33 of the bill
provides:

"33 The Minister shall make a proposed accessibility standard and the recommendations
publicly available."

This is written in a confusing way. Ifthe Government means to achieve what is
suggested here, the bill should be revised to clarify this. The bill's latter provision,
addressed below, on making such recommendations public, further reinforces a sense
that the Government did not mean for these to immediately and automatically be made
public to all.



12. The Law's Reach Should Be Expanded

Section 29 of the bill allows accessibility standards to address organizations that provide
employment, accommodation or goods or services, among other things. It should also
cover organizations that provide facilities, not just goods or services. Section 29(1)(d)
provides that an accessibility standard can apply to organizations that:

"(d) provide goods, services or information to the public; or"

Section 29(1 )(d) should be amended to also include those who provide facilities, not just
goods or services.

13. No Need for the Government to Have Power to Revoke the Board's Mandate to Work
on an Accessibility Standard

Section 36 of the bill lets the Government shut down work on an accessibility standard in
the middle of the process. Section 36 of the bill provides:

"36 The Minister may, by giving written notice to the Board, withdraw the terms of
reference for an accessibility standard that has been given to the Board and, where the
Minister does so, the Board shall cease its activities in respect of that standard."

There is no need for this. Ifwe have had any problem in Ontario, it has been the
Government not getting to work on an accessibility standard. There has never been any
risk of a topic being assigned to a Standards Development Committee which turns out to
be utterly unnecessary. This unnecessary provision in this bill may reflect a
preoccupation with maintaining Government control over every step of the process.
Ontario experience shows that that has worked against making good progress on
accessibility.

14. The Bill Lacks Any Mandatory Process for Accessibility Standards to Be Reviewed
and Strengthened Over Time

It is important for such a bill to ensure that any accessibility standard that is enacted will
be independently reviewed for its sufficiency over time, and strengthened if needed.
Unlike the AODA, this bill does not do this.

!

The bill should therefore be amended to ensure that every four years, an accessibility
standard is reviewed by a Standards Development Committee for its effectiveness. The
Government should be required to consider recommendations for strengthening it.

15. Inspectors Should Work for An Independent Enforcement Agency, Not the
Government



Sections 45 and afterward provides for inspectors and compliance/enforcement powers.
This is helpful. However, they are all operated directly under the Government and the
minister responsible for the bill. This has been an utter failure in Ontario.

Enforcement powers should be assigned to an arms-length independent agency. This is
what Barrier-Free Canada has recommended for the promised Canadians with
Disabilities Act, that the Federal Government is now developing.

The Government should not have the job of enforcing this bill against itself. That is an
overwhelming conflict of interest and a formula for failure. Similarly, if the bill is to be
taken seriously, its enforcement should be placed out of the reach of the Government
and of political influence.

The bill should therefore be amended to empower an arms-length agency to enforce it.

16. Compliance Orders Should not Be Made Appealable to a Minister

There is nothing wrong with letting an obligated organization bring an administrative
appeal from an inspector's compliance order under the bill. However, the bill unwisely
makes this an appeal to the minister. Section 51 of the bill provides in part:

"52 (1) An individual or organization named in an order made under Section 51 may
request the Minister to review the order.

(2) A request must be made in writing and must include the individual's or organization's
name and address, the reasons for requesting the review and any additional information
that the individual or organization wants to be considered by the Minister.

(3) The Minister is not required to hold a hearing when a request for review is made.

(4) A request for review operates as a stay of the inspector's order pending the outcome
of the review by the Minister."

Ministers don't typically decide administrative appeals. There is no assurance that an
elected politician with a jammed ministerial agenda will have the time or the expertise for
such appeals. An inspector's compliance order is not a political issue, and should not be
made into one.

The bill should be amended to provide for an internal appeal to a supervisory official.

17. Minister Given Power to Decide if a Monetary Penalty will be Imposed

The bill requires the minister to decide if a monetary penalty will be imposed. Section 53
of the bill provides in part:



"53 (1) Subject to Section 54, where the Minister is of the opinion that an individual or
organization has failed to comply with an inspector's order within the period specified in
the order, the Minister may issue a written notice requiring the individual or organization
to pay an administrative penalty in the amount prescribed.

(2) Notice of an administrative penalty may only be issued after the period for appealing
an order has expired or, where an appeal has been filed, after a decision has been made
on the appeal.

(3) The notice of administrative penalty must be served on the individual or organization
required to pay the penalty."

: i

Here again, this should be assigned to a lower-level official, not an elected minister. It too
should be in the hands of an arms-length independent agency.

To require the minister's involvement again threatens to politicizes the law's
enforcement. Law enforcement in individual cases should not be politicized. Imposition of
such a penalty should not be delayed until a minister can review and sign off on it.

18. Mandatory Public Reporting On the bill's Enforcement is Needed

The bill lets the Government report to the public on its enforcement, but does not require
this. Section 62 of the bill provides:

"62 The Minister may issue public reports disclosing details of orders and decisions
made and administrative penalties issued under this Act."

The bill should be amended to make periodic reporting on enforcement efforts
mandatory. In Ontario it has been a major ordeal getting such information from the
Ontario Government. It has required filing Freedom of Information applications twice.
One is now under appeal, because the Government has been so resistant to being open
an transparent. The final report of the Mayo Moran AODA Independent Review
recommended, in the face of this, that the Ontario Government report quarterly on such
information.

19. Need for Automatic Public Posting of Key Documents on the Bill's Implementation

The bill requires key documents on its implementation to be made public on request, but
it does not require these to automatically be posted on line. Section 63 of the bill
provides:

"63 The following documents must be provided in an accessible format and at no charge
to a person within a reasonable period after the person requests it from the Minister or a
public sector body:



(a) in the case of the Minister,

(i) the terms of reference for a proposed accessibility standard,

(ii) the recommendations of the Board,

(iii) a proposed accessibility standard,

(iv) a review conducted under Section 64,

(v) any educational and awareness tools made publicly available,

(vi) a summary report prepared by the Board,

(vii) an accessibility plan; and

(b) in the case of a public sector body, its accessibility plan."

In the interests of saving costs and of full openness, the bill should be amended to
require all these documents to be automatically posted on line in a prompt time, and in
an accessible format.

20. The Periodic Independent Review of the Bill's Implementation and Enforcement
Should Be More Frequent than the Bill Requires

It is commendable that the bill requires the Government to appoint an Independent
Review of the bill's implementation and enforcement. However the time lines are too
long. Section 64(1) of the bill provides:

"64 (1) Within four years after the coming into force of this Act, and at least every five
years thereafter, the Governor in Council shall appoint a person to undertake a
comprehensive review of the effectiveness of the Act and report on the person's findings
to the Minister."

Ontario's commendable time lines were four years after the law's implementation, and
every three years after each successive report is released. Ontario's two Independent
Reviews to date, in in 2009-10 and 2013-14, both blew the whistle on the need for more
action. Had they been delayed akin to the bill's time lines, the Ontario public, including
people with disabilities, would be seriously disadvantaged. Such delays as the bill
proposes only serve to help insulate public officials, who implement the bill, from more
timely independent scrutiny. That serves no public interest.

It must be remembered that additional time is injected to this time line, taken up by the
time it takes the Independent Review to conduct its review and write its report.



If anytime, more prompt tine lines than Ontario's might be warranted, since Nova Scotia
will have the benefit of many years of experience in Manitoba and Ontario, to enable it to
get off the ground much more quickly.

It is therefore recommended that s. 64(1) be amended to require the first Independent
Review to begin four years after the bill goes into effect, and then on three year intervals
after each report.

21. Ensuring Public Money Is Never Used to Create or Perpetuate Accessibility Barriers

Nothing in Bill 59 ensures that public money in Nova Scotia is ever used to create or
perpetuate accessibility barriers against people with disabilities, the Government needs a
concerted legislated strategy to ensure this, especially when it spends money on
procuring goods, services or facilities, when it invests in capital and infrastructure
programs, or offers loans or grants to businesses or other obligated organizations. Ideas
for this are set out in the Discussion Paper on the proposed Canadians with Disabilities
Act, referred to in the introduction to this review.

It is therefore recommended that the bill be amended to institute a mandatory, enforced
regime for ensuring that public money is never used to create or perpetuate disability
accessibility barriers, in such areas as government procurement, capital or infrastructure
spending, or loans or grants to businesses or other obligated organizations.

[Quoted text hidden)
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The Accessibility For Ontarians With Disabilities Act

Introduction

Ontario, Canada's most populous province, passed historic legislation in 2005, the

Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA), who's goal is to transition Ontario into a

barrier free society by 2025. The AODA recently celebrated its 10th anniversary with events,

awards and a significant compliance review. This paper presents the historical context and

background for this legislation; the role that advocacy has played as well as the process of

consultation that took place; the formal legislative review that occurred in 2014; and a recent

voluntary online survey to determine how well Ontario is doing. This paper will conclude with a

discussion of the factors that are necessary to ensure its success.

Ontario has thirteen and a half million people compromising nearly one third of the total

Canadian population. The Canadian Survey of Disabilities (CSD) 2012, found that between

12.5 and 14.9% of the population has a disability. The CSD definition of disability includes

anyone who reported being "sometimes", "often" or "always" limited in their daily activities due to

a long-term condition or health problem, as well as anyone who reported being "rarely" limited if

they were also unable to do certain tasks or could only do them with a lot of difficulty (Statistics

Canada, 2013). Perhaps because of the already large number of people with disabilities in the

Province of Ontario whose numbers will likely continue to grow given its aging population, the

AODA could not have come too soon. Our neighbour to the South, the United States, enacted

the Federal and highly influential "American's with Disabilities Act" in 1990. Surely, a

progressive province like Ontario could develop its own law especially given the growing

demographic need. Indeed, the AODA was approved by all political parties and proclaimed a

year before the UN's Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities, which was adopted

December 2006, signed by Canada in March 2007, but only ratified by Canada in November

2011.

So from where did the commitment to significantly alter Ontario to become more

accessible come from? It is historically accurate to state that like other Western countries,
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Canada has evolved a "rights oriented" approach to providing accessibility for people with

disabilities. To understand where this came from, the following section will provide historical

context.

The current Western human rights approach is a far cry from that of classical antiquity in

Europe where people with disabilities were viewed as people punished for being witches and

sorcerers or for displeasing the gods, or as people posing a threat to society (Albrecht, Seelman

& Bury, 2001). Shame was associated with having a child with a disability since this was

considered as resulting from a sin by the parent or family (Disabilities, Opportunities,

Internetworking and Technology, 2015). Some non-European societies saw this as punishment

for a sin in an earlier life. Throughout history, people with disabilities experienced humiliation,

degradation, isolation, and so called medical interventions that did not fall short of cruelty and

dehumanization.

The current human rights orientation is also a far cry from more modern "charity model"

approaches according to which people with disabilities are seen as tragic victims of unfortunate

circumstances and as such are people who need help and charity to survive (Fleischer &

Zames, 2001; Michigan Disability Rights Coalition, n.d.). While in fact shelters, services, and

care began to emerge by European and North American religious organizations in the 1800s,

the type and quality of care often left much to be desired, and the context was typically

institutionalization and/or full exclusion from society.

Consistent with the charity model Canada opened in 1714 its first institution in Quebec

dedicated to holding people with mental illness and intellectual disabilities (Braddock & Parish,

2002). This began a long-term trend of segregation of people with such disabilities from the rest

of society, and made them dependent (WHO Press, 2011). It would be another hundred years

until special schools for children with disabilities were established, though there were some for

people with hearing impairments as early as the 16th century in Europe. Publicly funded schools

and programs to provide industrial training for people with disabilities began to emerge in
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Europe in the 1800s. In 1902 the US legislated benefits for people who became disabled on the

job, and later on even provided rehabilitation to such workers (Braddock &Parish, 2002). There

was no government or privately funded program, however, to hire persons with disabilities.

The ubiquitous norm of exclusion via institutions, asylums, prisons and workhouses was

sometimes promoted by theories of eugenics which aim to "improve" the characteristics of the

human race by selecting healthy parents, and by sterilizing people with disabilities under the

ludicrous assumption that this prevents genetic and social deviance from spreading (Kyle,

Sandys and Touw, 2014; Norman, 2010). Closed remote institutions facilitated eugenic

practices far from public scrutiny and remained in place in parts of Canada well into the 1970s.

After World War II there was increasing pressure in the US and Canada to provide

rehabilitation services to injured war veterans with permanent disabilities (Fleischer &Zarnes,

2001). Though services such as non-inclusive sheltered workshops, and new civilian support

organizations, as well as medical/rehab programs emerged, people with disabilities continued to

be marginalized, consistent with the prevailing view of disability based on the charity model.

There were few if any significant accommodations, no accessible transportation services, and

systemic discriminatory hiring practices (Disabilities, Opportunities, Internetworking and

Technology, 2015; Kyle, Sandys and Touw, 2014). People with disabilities also had no legal
i

recourse for grievances.

This untenable situation began to be addressed in 1968 when the US enacted the

Architectural Barriers Act, which mandated that all new buildings or those being modified with

federal funds would have to be physically accessible. In 1973, the US Congress passed the

Rehabilitation Act, which stated that there could be no discrimination against people solely on

the basis of disability in any federally funded programs (National Council on Disability, 1997).

Interestingly it was in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada in 1972, that the first Building By

law was implemented to improve access for persons with disabilities, and this led to

:
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modifications of sidewalks to remove curbs for access, addressed parking requirements, public

access space within buildings and other modifications.

The 1960s American civil rights movement was primarily about race, but other

marginalized groups including women and people with disabilities joined or piggy backed on the

movement to claim full citizenship rights (Fleischer & Zames, 2001). While race was not a

feature of the Canadian social, cultural or political scene to the extent that it was a major factor

in US politics and social life, Canadians did demonstrate in support of African-American civil

rights in the US. The rights and needs of Canada's marginalized group - the indigenous people

or "First Nations" - received greater attention in the late 60s and early 70s resulting in the review

and amendment of the "Indian Act". This 100+ year-old act has perpetuated many inequities for

native people, but also enshrined their distinctiveness and protected their land. Activism in

support of people with disabilities really came a decade or more later.

Perhaps the most important guarantee for the rights of people with disabilities is the

1990 landmark Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). This is an all-encompassing piece of

legislation modeled after the US Civil Rights Act, and the section of the Rehabilitation Act that

introduced anti-discriminatory policies. The goal of the ADA is to prevent discrimination against

people with disabilities and ensure they are given equal opportunities as all other citizens to

enjoy the "American Dream". People who are protected include those with a physical or mental

impairment that prohibits them from taking part in major life activities, those who have a record

of such impairment and even those who have a perceived impairment (United States

Department of Justice, n.d.). The definition of "major life activities" is broad and covers all

general aspects of daily living. The Act was amended, updated, and broadened in 2004 and is

perhaps the most important disability rights legislation anywhere. Areas protected and enforced

include employment, public services, public transportation (other than aircraft), public

accommodations, government services and telecommunication (Americans with Disabilities Act,
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1990). Positive benefits in many aspects of life have clearly taken place in the US as a result of

this act, which is now celebrating its silver jubilee (25th anniversary).

A National Disabilities Act did not follow in Canada, notwithstanding the lobbying and

advocacy efforts of many organizations of and for people with disabilities acting in concert and

independently. Canadian governments have responded somewhat differently to public needs

because of differences in the way power and jurisdiction are shared between the federal

government and state/ provincial governments in the US and Canada, as well as due to different

national histories and consequently national priorities in these two countries. In Canada, while

initially the central government dominated, provincial powers grew over time, whereas in the US

the opposite took place - the states initially were more dominant but power gradually shifted

towards a strong central government (Field, 1992). This difference may be one reason why a

national disability act never developed in Canada. Furthermore, the rehabilitation of Vietnam

war veterans with disabilities became a national priority in the US. Canada did not fight in the

Vietnam war and as such disability, accessibility, inclusion all fit better under provincial

responsibilities for health care and education which did not require a national strategy like that in

the US. In the absence of a national strategy in Canada, provinces began to develop disability

legislation on their own.

Indeed, disability rights have been no less important in Canada. The Canadian disability

rights movement gained momentum in the 1980s after a national advocacy organization for

people with disabilities was founded in the late 70s. Local and provincial organizations, which

were the first for and by people with disabilities heralded in an era in which Canadians with

disabilities began to take serious steps towards demanding equal rights, equal education and

vocational opportunity, accessibility, greater inclusion, closing of segregated facilities and

institutions, and active engagement in determining their own lives rather than continuing to be

passive recipients of charity-model welfare oriented services. The language changed from

patient and dependent, to that of client and consumer. These movements and organizations
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learned to work to promote and protect the rights of people with disabilities within the Canadian

legislative framework that initially developed broader human rights legislation protecting all

disadvantaged groups rather than focusing on particular groups such as people with disabilities.

Ontario was the first province to introduce legislation to protect individual rights and

prevent discrimination against all marginalized groups. The Ontario Human Rights Code of 1962

prohibits discrimination on the basis;of race, ethnic origin and ancestry, place of origin,

citizenship, creed, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, marital status, age,

family status, or disability. Human dignityand rights are to be respected and protected period.

Areas of focus would include the provision of goods and services, facilities, housing, contracts,

employment and membership in professional and trade associations. There is a provision in the

Human Rights Code that addresses exemptions from complying on the grounds of undue

financial hardship to a person or organization or if the accommodation would create a breach in

health and safety requirements. Employees who have a disability are entitled to compensation if

an employer's benefit plan excludes them, be it group health insurance, pension or other

employee benefits. This is a complaint-based process where complaints are heard by the

Human Rights Tribunal (Human Rights Code, 1990).

In the 1980s the Canadian federal government enacted the extremely powerful

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which enshrines equality rights in the Canadian

Constitution, and is referred to as Section 15 of the Charter. While the Constitution Act and the

Charter came into effect in 1982, it was only in 1985 that Section 15, which addresses equality

rights, came into effect, after much public debate. The Charter sets out those rights and

freedoms that Canadians believe are necessary in a free and democratic society. Some of the

rights and freedoms contained in the Charter are (Constitution Act, 1982):

freedom of expression

the right to a democratic government
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the right to live and to seek employmentanywhere in Canada

legal rights of persons accused of crimes

Aboriginal peoples' rights

the right to equality, including the equalityof men and women

the right to use either of Canada's official languages

the right ofFrench and English linguistic minorities to an education in their language

the protection of Canada's multicultural heritage.

While It is possible for provincial or municipal governments to pass laws that limit certain

rights under the Charter, such laws enacted under the "notwithstanding clause" expire after five

years and may also be appealed all the way up to the Supreme Court of Canada. As a result

this clause is rarely used and human rights are protected (Constitution Act, 1982).

The Equality Rights section of the Charter protects all Canadians, regardless of age,

sex, race, national or ethnic origin, religion, sexual orientation, physical or mental disability, from

discrimination and ensures equal protection and equal benefit ofthe law (Constitution Act,

1982). It means the Canadian government cannot discriminate against people on any of the

aforementioned grounds (Department of Canadian Heritage, 2003). While these protections

clearly prohibit discrimination, they do not necessarily proactively promote inclusion and

integration ofmarginalized groups into society. To provide this a Royal Commission on Equality

in Employment was formed in 1983, the goal ofwhich was to find ways bywhich at least

employment equity for women, people with disabilities, Aboriginal people and visible minorities,

could be achieved. The Commission's Report, which became known as the Abella Report

named after Justice Rosalie Abella who conducted it, highlighted the alarming unemployment

rate of 50% for people with disabilities. Barriers to employment for the target groups were

identified as inadequate training and education, the inability of group representatives to

influence the programs needed, insufficient information about programs for these groups and

8
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restricted hiring practices of employers. Government departments and crown corporations

confirmed that hiring practices were unlikely to change without legislation requiring them to do

so. The Report concluded that voluntary measures were insufficient, and that employers needed

to be obligated to make changes and improve the situation (Abella, 1984).

In 1986 the Canadian Employment Equity Act was passed, which initially only applied to

federally regulated private sector and crown corporations. In 1995 the Act was expanded to

include public sector corporations that hire one hundred or more employees (Employment

Equity Act, 1995; Public Service Alliance of Canada, 2013). The Act requires that only inability

to do the job may be grounds for not hiring. Employers are now required to remove barriers by

making accommodations for people with disabilities, redesigning systems, or making systemic

changes to eliminate discriminatory policies and practices. The measure of fulfillment becomes

that of matching an employer's workforce to the labour market data, such that the workforce

emulates the representation of the target groups in the Canadian labour pool. Employers are

not expected to fund changes ifthere is undue financial hardship, such as renovating a building

to provide access for a worker with a disability. Each employer is to develop an equity plan and

implementation schedule and these could be subject to an audit for compliance by the Canadian

Human Rights Commission. Annual plans are to be filed and implemented and the results to be

made available to the Commission. Corrective measures for failure to comply include fines,

which can be significant if there are recurring violations (Employment Equity Act, 1995).

The enactment of this federal act and subsequently of provincial Employment Equity
i

legislation, as well as the non-discriminatory Human Rights Acts or codes at both senior levels

of government, have not resulted in significantly reducing the high rates of unemployment

among people with disabilities. The gap remains as significant as ever More inclusive

practices resulting in higher accessibility are clearly evident in public education, health care, and

living arrangements. Indeed the last few decades have brought an end to institutionalization of

people with disabilities. Individuals with disabilities are no strangers to university campuses nor
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to governmental organizations or even political parties. And the paradigm is slowly shifting

towards hiring people with disabilities as a good business practice rather than as just the right

thing to do - providing some hope that the unemployment gap will decrease over the years to

come. However, attitudinal obstacles to integration, acceptance, and full inclusion remain and

inclusive attitudes cannot be legislated or mandated. Like most forms of societal change, such

inclusive attitudes are slow to develop. The more people with disabilities are seen in the public

arena, the more they are likely to be considered integral members of society. But they will only

find their place in the public arena if society opens the door more widely.

The above Ontario and Federal laws laid the foundation for developing a disability act in

Ontario that would finally focus on what needs to be done to reduce barriers to full participation

now that the rights of people with disabilities to fully participate have been guaranteed by human

rights legislation in Ontario congruent with the federal Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms. The transition towards more specific disability legislation mirrored that which took

place in the US leading up to the development of the ADA in the sense that the push from

disability rights advocacy groups was similar and was based on the same concerns. The first

initiative was the Ontarians with Disabilities Act (ODA) in 2001, and later the much broadened

and improved AODA in 2005. Since 2014, other provinces are in various stages of creating

their own disability specific laws.

The support for the ODA was the result of basic demands for inclusion not being met by

society. Legislation by government has the potential of forcing behavioural change, with the

hope that attitudinal change will follow. Organizations of people with disabilities and their

supporters, actively advocated to bring about this legislation. The ODA movement united people

with all types of disabilities into a single cause led by David Lepofsky, a lawyer who's visual

impairment gave him first hand experience in discrimination (Lepofsky, 2014a). Mr. Lepofsky

founded and headed the ODA Alliance, which was a voluntary non-partisan coalition of

individuals and organizations. The Alliance was the successor to the Ontarians with Disabilities

10
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Act Committee. The ODA Committee led the province-wide, decade-long campaign advocating

for the enactment of strong, effective and broadaccessibility legislation. The Alliance drew its

membership from a broad, grassroots base ofindividuals with disabilities and organizations.

With support from sector leaders involved in grassroots efforts to spread knowledge about the

legislation and gain support for its passing in the provincial parliament, the ODA Alliance

succeeded (Gordon, Beatty &Holder, 2002; Lepofsky, 2004; Lepofsky, 2014a). It is very

unlikely that the ODA would have ever been passed without the tremendous part Non

Governmental Organizations (NGOs) played in pushing this forward.

The ODA specifically focuses on barrier removal in the public sector, a barrier being

defined as, "anything that prevents a person with a disability from fully participating in all

aspects of society because of his or her disability, including a physical barrier, an architectural

barrier, a policy or practice" (Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2001). The Act outlines the duties of

the Government of Ontario, the duties of municipalities and the duties of other public

organizations, agencies and persons. TheAct requires each ministry of Government to make an

accessibility plan available that identifies its barriers, their removal and even prevention. Each

department, government agency or municipality is expected to ensure equal access for people

with disabilities (Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2001). The key limitation of the ODA is that it

applies only to government and as such does not place any requirements on the private sector

to provide barrier free facilities (Lepofksy, 2014a). It also focuses on "barrier removal and

disability" rather than on the more proactive conceptual approach ofcreating accessibility and

inclusion for the broadest public. At points leading up to its approval by all parties in the

legislature, some advocates were not in favour of its premise and were certainly against its key

limitation. Suffice it to say that a new paradigm arose in the preparation ofthe Accessibility for

Ontarians with Disabilities Act, (AODA) which developed under a new Liberal government only a

few years later. This is the focus of our story.

1 1
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Developing the AODA

Above all, the story about the development and implementation of the Accessibility for

Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) is a story about engagement. The AODA was born out

of the efforts of the advocacy community, and the legislation mandates a process that requires

meaningful engagement of all stakeholders throughout a prescribed standards development

process. The story of the AODA is characterized by both hope and progress as well as by

pitfalls and shortcomings along the way.

Following on the heels of the ODA, passed into law in 2002, advocates began lobbying

the then leader of the opposition, Dalton McGuinty, for a more effective law that would cover the

private sector, that would ensure that the voice of people with disabilities was heard, and that

would have teeth through enforcement and monetary sanctions. The ODA Alliance became the

AODA Alliance, still lead by David Lepofsky, and it has been a vocal advocate, holding the

government to account on accessibility standards, compliance, and enforcement (Lepofsky,

2014b). Its mission statement is: "to contribute to the achievement of a barrier-free Ontario for

all persons with disabilities, by promoting and supporting the timely, effective, and

comprehensive implementation of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act"

(Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act Alliance, 2015). When the government changed

and Dalton McGuinty became Premier (the Head of the Government of Ontario), he followed

through on his commitment, and a process began involving people with disabilities and

representatives of the public and private sectors with the goal of reaching consensus for a new

and meaningful piece of legislation.

Led by a strong and committed Cabinet Minister, Dr. Marie Bountrogianni, who worked

tirelessly to reach consensus, the vision that emerged was that of creating an accessible

Ontario by 2025. When the AODA was introduced in the legislature, it met with all party support

and was also supported by the business community. That would not have been possible

without the underlying philosophy that the AODA was a consensus building initiative where

12
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everyone had to show some flexibility to meet the ultimate goal ofa more accessible society.

Over time, that flexibility has proven to be both a driver to move the agenda forward and a

barrier to achieving results. But there is no doubt that it was necessary to bring in legislation

where all stakeholders felt that they had a voice. Because, unlike other pieces of legislation in

Canada, the U.S, or elsewhere the AODA put the onus on organizations to report compliance

rather than on individuals to file complaints, it has been described as landmark legislation that

represented a monumental step forward for people with disabilities.

There are several factors related to the ground-breaking nature of the AODA. It impacts

every organization in the Provinceof Ontario with one or more employees. It starts with

mandatory customer service training for all employees in the Province in recognition that

attitudes are the main barrier to accessibility and without awareness, change will not happen.

And, above all, it mandates engagement ensuring that the voices of people with disabilities are

heard. When introduced in the legislature on 10 May 2005, Dr. Bountrogianni, stated:

Todayis a veryimportant day forthe people with disabilities who have worked

relentlessly for a decade to make this legislation a reality. This bill is their bill. It is strong

legislation that will allow every Ontarian to live work and play without facing barriers. To

have a better life for themselves and for their kids. I'm proud of the role our government

hasplayed in crafting this legislation. We want to make a difference to the lives ofpeople

with disabilities. With this legislation we are making a difference.

This legislation is about empowerment andinclusion. It is about allowing all

Ontarians to reach for their dreams. And thanks to the collaboration amongallour

partners it will be a success. They worked together to develop the legislation and will

keep on working together to implement it.

I was very pleased with the willingness and active participation of business

leaders. They wanted to figure out the best ways to build a more inclusive society.

Business people in Ontario understand that they are helping to build a province where

13
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people want to live and invest - Aprovince that will be the leader in Canada on

accessibility.

The legislation and the development of standards

Engagement is enshrined in the legislation. The legislation requires that standards be

developed through formal standards development committees (SDCs) made up of people with

disabilities, businesses and organizations affected by the standards and government

representatives. It also mandates that once an SDC has reached consensus and has a

standard to recommend, a comprehensive public consultation process take place to obtain

input, the standard then be revised based on that input and (hen submitted to the government

for consideration. The government would then have the right to accept in part or in whole,

modify or reject the proposed standard (Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005).

The Institute for Public Administration in Canada (IPAC) has stated in an unpublished

study that the AODA represents "unprecedented stakeholder participation signifying new

directions in developing legislation" (Institute for Public Administration in Canada, n.d.). Over

the past several years, IPAC has been using the AODA case study as an example of unique

public engagement with public sector managers (Institute for Public Administration in Canada,

n.d.). The law also requires that each standard be reviewed every five years allowing for

evaluation of progress and changes or enhancements to be made. And finally, the law requires

that the AODA be regularly reviewed by an independent third party (Accessibility for Ontarians

with Disabilities Act, 2005; Guide to AODA, 2008). To date, two legislative reviews have taken

place, one by Charles Beer, a former Liberal Cabinet Minister, and the most recent by Professor

Mayo Moran, then Dean ofthe Faculty ofLaw at the University ofToronto. The conclusions of

Mayo Moran are provided later in this paper.

In 2005, when the legislation was passed, a decision was made that five initial standards

would bedeveloped impacting all major aspects of life (Lepofsky, 2014b):

1. Customer service
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2. Transportation

3. Employment

4. Information and Communications

5. The Built Environment

In theory, the expectation was that Standards Development Committees would come

together and through a consensus-building model, people with disabilities, impacted sectors,

and government representatives would agree on a recommended standard. That model was

effective in developing the legislation. However, while each SDC completed its task, the journey

was frequently fraught with governance challenges, conflict and roadblocks. It proved to be

easier to have the private and public sectors, municipalities and people with disabilities come to

consensus on the legislation than it was to have them agree on standards. Partly because the

government did not provide any funds for implementation, the obligated organizations wanted a

go-slow, incremental approach and many disability representatives felt they needed to push for

as much progress as possible.

Standards Development Committee's (SDC's) make-up

Five separate SDCs were established, each with their own membership, chair and terms

of reference. Initially each had equal representation from each constituency group - people

with disabilities, obligated organizations, and government. A recruitment process looked for

members who were knowledgeable and who could work collaboratively in a committee setting.

Members would represent a variety of disabilities, of sectors, of large and small organizations,

of geography and technical expertise.

The Accessibility Directorate of Ontario (ADO), responsible for the legislation, was not a

member of the SDC but, rather, a resource, together with The Canadian Standards Association

which had been hired to manage the SDC process. From the outset, disability representatives

on the committees felt outnumbered. There was a perception that government members did

one of two things - either they did not participate or, when they did, they "sided" with the
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obligated organizations. The expectation, with respect to government representatives was that

they would embrace the AODA. The reality, in many cases, was a lack ofbuy-in. In some

SDCs an "us versus them" environment developed. Progress was slow and in many instances

bogged down. In 2007, the AODA Alliance lobbied for a change to the composition of the

committees:

Ensuring the disability community has equal representation on each standards

development committee, and isn't outnumbered byother sectors' representatives, by

making sure thatat least halfof each committee's members are persons self-identified

with a disability and who are active in the disabilities community. Now the disability

community isn't ensured this equal opportunity. (Hampton, 2007)

The response from Premier Dalton McGuinty, the leader of the Liberal Party in Ontario,

was to agree to this request. The numbers of people with disabilities on the SDCs was changed

to reflect 50% of the members and a staff person was appointed "to help bring the disability

community's voice to the table" (Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act Alliance, 2007).

At the same time, ministry representatives no longer had a vote or official role on the

committees. While increasing the number of disability representatives was a positive move and

welcomed by the community and advocates, there were also negative impacts to this change in

policy. Ministry representatives, who could have offered their expertise and assistance, felt

disempowered and checked out of the conversation. In reality, they sat back waiting for the

SDCs to complete their work and then raised their issues and concerns behind closed doors

within the context of an internal government process. Many of the representatives from the

municipal and private sectors felt they had been high-jacked - that they had bought into and

agreed to a process that changed mid-stream. In its haste to bring on new disability

representatives, there was a lot less rigour in the recruitment process sometimes resulting in

challenges in committee discussions due to a lack of skill level. In the end, while the
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composition changed, the "us vs them" environment remained and consensus was often not

achieved.

A case example was in the function, or dysfunction of the Transportation SDC. Many of

the disability representatives on the committee were strong and vocal advocates who had a very

clear vision of what they wanted to see in an accessible transportation system. They also felt a

sense of urgency - time was of the essence and there was no guarantee there would ever be

an opportunity again to have a significant impact in government policy making. The transit

providers were a strong and well-prepared caucus who spoke with one voice. Achieving an

accessible transportation system is complex with significant policy and cost implications. The

Transportation SDC was often marked by conflict and, in many instances, was unable to

achieve agreement. Rather than seeking consensus the discussion was often at the level of

"what can we live with" and there was a lack of trust between the parties. In the end, the

document sent to the Minister outlined some areas of agreement but also focused on areas

where consensus could not be reached leaving it to the Accessibility Directorate to come up

with solutions to recommend to the Minister. In that sense, while the Transportation SDC did as

well as it could, a lot was left to a different process outside of the SDC to come to solutions. The

cost was that it took another 18 months to develop the standard.

Levelling the playing field

As stated, a key driver of the AODA process was engagement and ensuring that people

with disabilities had a strong voice. The requirement that people with disabilities be on all

committees helped to fulfill that vision. However, being an advocate is not enough. And having

50% representation doesn't guarantee an effective voice. It takes experience and skill to

negotiate through complex issues and come to agreement with people who have had years of

experience negotiating and lobbying in their field. In some cases, the playing field was not level.

Midway through the process, the Accessibility Directorate hired a staff person to assist the

disability representatives to develop a greater level of understanding of their role, committee
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work and how decision-making happens in a government context. A better approach would

have been to develop a training plan at the outset to ensure that everyone was well-equipped to

maximize the results of the SDC deliberations. Equally important would have been to have

briefings on complex technical issues. This is not to say that the sectoral representatives were

all highly sophisticated. In some instances they behaved completely out of self-interest and

would not compromise. Future committees should have an onboarding plan in place to ensure

that all members are trained before deliberations begin and understand both their role and the

scope of the committee.

Scope of the standards

The legislation requires that each SDC have a Terms of Reference outlining its mandate.

This was helpful in setting the scope of the discussion. However, the terms of reference were

often vague leading to misunderstandings and conflict. At times, the chairs of committees were

ineffective in keeping deliberations to the scope outlined in the Terms of reference. The Built

Environment SDC is a case in point. At the outset, the government was clear that the scope of

the SDC was to recommend a standard on a go-forward basis. Several committee members felt

that the vision of an "accessible Ontario by 2025" could not be achieved unless retrofit of old

buildings was mandated. Largely due to expense and the fact that the government was not

investing funds to implement the standards, the Minister made a public statement that there

would be no requirement for retrofit in the standard being developed. This resulted in some

disability representatives leaving the process and feeling betrayed. It became increasingly

important that Terms of Reference be clear and prospective members agree to the terms and

scope of the work they were being asked to do.

There were also misperceptions regarding what would happen with the proposed

standards once the committees had completed its work. SDCs worked 2-3 years on developing

standards. In some cases, they reached consensus; in others, they outlined where they could

not agree. Where there was agreement there was an expectation that government would
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accept all of the recommendations. When there were areas that were not agreed to, committee

members experienced much frustration.

Second Legislative Review of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act

As per legislation, AODA progress was to be reviewed every three years. The "Moran

report" was completed in November, 2014 and made available to the public in 2015. According

to this official review, although AODA and the accessibility standards have made some

improvements in the lives ofpeople with disabilities in Ontario, the progress towards a fully

accessible Ontario has significantly slowed down since the law was enacted and it looks like

Ontario will not meet the 2025 deadline. For instance, in the area ofcustomer service many

organizations do not make customer service feedback processes easily available to people with

disabilities despite the fact that the Customer Service Standard requires it. Due to this, the

organization will not receive feedback and as such will not be able to improve and make

changes to increase accessibility (Moran, 2014). Additionally, new barriers have been created

based on the Customer Service standard. One such barrier is that an organization can

determine whethera person with a disability who enters a facility on his/her own poses a danger

to themselves or to others, and may require that person to bring a support person (Lepofsky,

2014c). On the employment front there has been the least progress. There is still significant

"ableism" in the workplace and job market. Even if this "just" includes microaggressions, such as

subtle discrimination and stigma - its there and constitutes an employment barrier. Employers

tend to overestimate how much they would have to spend to accommodate people with

disabilities and as a result decide that they are unable to hire such individuals (Moran, 2014).

Another problem, which both the Transportation and Built Environment Standards share, is that,

because the AODA standards are on a go-forward basis, the accessibility standards in these

areas do not require existing barriers to be removed, for example, by retrofitting existing

facilities or equipment. This can be a serious problem because existing inaccessible buildings

may not need to undergo any significant renovations for a while, and inaccessible public transit
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vehicles are likely to be repaired rather than be replaced by more accessible vehicles for a

lengthy period of time. Hence people with disabilities may have to wait many years before they

can start to benefit from more accessible buildings (Moran, 2014; Lepofsky, 2014c).

Why do these problems still exist 10 years after the AODA came into law and with just

10 more years until the 2025 deadline? As the creator and enforcer of the AODA and its

regulations, the Ontario Government is supposed to be leading individuals and organizations in

both the private and public sectors towards a fully accessible Ontario. However, according to

Moran the Government has not been sufficiently exercising the enforcement mechanisms in the

AODA, which sends mixed messages to organizations and the public about the weight of the

legislation (Beer, 2010; Lepofsky, 2014b; Moran, 2014). This results in slower change,

particularly in the private sector which is more reluctant to take on the financial burden

associated with change to their establishments. In 2013, of the 51,000 private sector

organizations that have 20 or more employees, only 30 percent had filed compliance reports,

even though they were all required to do so by law and were well aware (Moran, 2014;

Lepofsky, 2014c). Many of the private sector organizations are not making changes until they

see evidence of the law being enforced by the Government. Overall, enforcement activities by

the government have been weak. The tolerance of such disobedience in regards to the law is

incongruent with the way the Government has implemented and monitored compliance for other

laws, such as environmental protection measures (Moran, 2014). One may argue that

governments must prioritize their many responsibilities and allocate scarce resources to areas

that are perceived to be in greatest need. Such utilitarian practices with limited resources are

both common practice and defensible. As it turns out, however, the problem is not that the

Government does not have the resources or the budget to enforce the AODA. In fact, the

Accessibility Directorate of Ontario (ADO), responsible for the administration of the AODA, has

had surplus budgets every year since 2005 (Lepofsky, 2014c; Guide to the AODA, 2008)!

Moran (2014) recommended that the Government produce and release to the public the
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enforcement plans that detail the results of AODA enforcement activities. She suggested that

these enforcement plans will encourage more organizations to comply with the AODA and the

accessibility standards, as well as allow consumers to take their business to organizations that

support accessibility. Additionally, organizations will be provided with evidence of the

enforcement of the AODA and will be more likely to comply. The enforcement plans need to be

transparent and they need to be released in a timely manner in order to achieve these goals

(Moran, 2014).

Moran also suggests that organizations should be commended for going above and

beyond what is required of them by the AODA. Such recognition will encourage more action by

the organizations (Moran, 2014). The annual David C. Onley Award for Leadership in

Accessibility, launched by the Government in 2014, is one way to recognize four persons or

organizations which have demonstrated leadership in accessibility for people with disabilities

(Forgione & Marleau, 2015). The Ontario Chamber of Commerce also administers an awards

program. Moran also recommended that the government provide tax incentives to encourage

compliance, especially in the area of the Built Environment. The United States offers a tax

deduction of up to $15,000 to all businesses that remove barriers in their facilities or vehicles.

This has fostered much progress towards greater accessibility in these areas (Moran, 2014).

Many persons and organizations have brought up the issue of the cost of increasing

accessibility at the workplace. They asked the Government to provide the funding in order for

them to implement AODA accessibility standards. Many small businesses and non-for-profit

organizations are worried that while expenses may not be prohibitive for larger organizations,

they may create significant financial hardship for smaller organizations. However, people with

disabilities suggest that a balanced cost/benefit analysis is needed to determine whether these

concerns are credible. The economic benefits of greater accessibility to employment include

increased involvement in the labour force as well as increased consumer spending by people

with disabilities which can potentially offset these costs (Beer, 2010; Conference Board of
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Canada, 2014; Donovan, 2014; Lepofsky, 2014c). There is no doubt that more people working

and spending and fewer people receiving disability welfare payments make economic sense.

Organizations in both the public and privatesectors complain that the accessibility

standards do not make it clear or are not specific enough about what the organizations need to

do in order to comply. The standards do not provide reference points for general obligations

such as meeting the Communication Standard by providing accessible formats of materials,

such as in Braille or audio format, which may make organizations rely on guesswork, reinvent

the wheel or hire lawyers to determine what has to be done in order to comply (Moran, 2014;

Lepofsky, 2014c). The Government did not want to be too specific with standard guidelines

because they worried that the organizations may complain (Lepofsky, 2014c). In addition,

because the AODA standards apply to large and small organizations, public and private, an

effort was made to allow some flexibility. It should be noted, however, that some of the

standards are extremely prescriptive. For example, websites need to conform to an international

standard known as WCAG or Web Consortium Accessibility Guidelines. Requirements for

accessible parking are precise, and all requirements under the Transportation standard are

extremely detailed. On the other hand, the requirements for employment are vague and only

look at outcomes to be achieved rather than provide a roadmap for achieving them. Now that

implementation is underway, many organizations would prefer the standards to be more specific

to ensure that they are complying with the law. Access to government resources that provide

more detailed policy guidelines and interpretation of provisions can surely aid compliance. As

well, 5 year mandated reviews of standards should allow for evaluation of effectiveness. Where

flexibility is not obtaining results, revised standards should be more prescriptive.

Through its EnAbling Change Program, the ADO has spent millions of dollars and

funded various free guides and tools to help organizations comply with the AODA. Detailed

guides are available for each of the five standards. These efforts have received much positive

feedback (Moran, 2014). In addition to generic resources, particular attention has been paid to
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per cent in December 2014 (Forione &Marleau, 2015). Moran suggests that the upcoming Pan

Am/Parapan Am Games are an opportunity to bring disability and accessibility issues into public

discourse. It is an opportunity to change people's attitudes about disability, and organizations

and businesses should be encouraged to prepare for the games by improving accessibility

(Moran, 2014).

Survey

In order to gauge current (April, 2015) satisfaction with the AODA, we decided to

conduct an informal survey on the recognition and satisfaction quotient by sampling those who

are the intended beneficiaries of the AODA. Six questions were sent to several lists of March of

Dimes Canada consumers who have previously provided consent to contact them for research

purposes. The survey was also posted on the agency's website. This survey generated 34

responses. Of those 68% indicated they were moderately to extremely familiar with the

legislation while 24% were only slightly familiar and almost 9% were not familiar at all. If the

intent of this legislation was to achieve full accessibility for people with disabilities by 2025,

regardless of type, nature, severity or longevity of the disability, then one would hope that total

awareness of the legislation among those who have a disability would be paramount. Only 45%

of respondents felt that the goals were moderately or extremely likely to be achieved while 41%

indicated that this was only slightly likely, and 14% indicated that the goals were not at ail likely

to be achieved.

Looking to the future

Clearly, the Moran report identified significant implementation difficulties and the brief

survey reported above suggests that many people with disabilities either know little about the

AODA and/or are concerned about whether 2025 targets will be met. While some may see this

as a failure of the AODA, a more optimistic outlook may construe the difficulties as growing

pains associated with powerful legislation that forces societal and behavioural change - change

that puts the responsibility to include people with disabilities on the shoulders ofsociety rather
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than on the individuals with disabilities themselves. In essence this isa clearshift towards a

social construction model ofdisability approach rather than charity or medical model solutions.

Even human rights legislation puts the onus on people with disabilities to initiate a complex and

often expensive complaint process. Any expectation that this shift towards greater responsibility

by public and private organizations would be quick and smooth may be naive.

The fact that AODA standards are actually the law in Ontario reflects this more optimistic

and perhaps realistic view. Developing 5 standards over a 6 year period with over200

participants on SDCs and rounds ofpublic consultations isa significant accomplishment. If

properly implemented and enforced, the AODA standards will go a long way to transforming

how people with disabilities are treated as customers. Transportation systems will be largely

accessible. People with a wide variety ofdisabilities will be able to access information through

accessible websites meeting the highest international standards. Universal design principles will

be incorporated into public spaces making inclusion a greater reality. Greater numbers of

people with disabilities will be employed with appropriate accommodation. Is this enough and is

it realistic? The 5 AODA standards are a beginning. While they represent progress, much

remains to be done. Five-year mandated reviews ofstandards should make them stronger and

more standards are needed in areas such as health care and education. Successful

implementation of the AODA will require better education, advocacy and enforcement. The

following sections will discuss each of these in turn.

Education

History has shown that social change often begins as a grassroots movement that

changes attitudes enough to become mainstream prompting legislation to follow suit. We've

certainlyseen this in the process that brought about human rights legislation guaranteeing

equality for women, and marginalized racial and religious groups. We are in the midst of the

transition from changing social attitudes into laws concerning gay rights. As we write this paper,

Ireland, traditionally dominated by the Catholic Church, voted overwhelmingly in favour ofgay
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marriage in an unprecedented referendum. The AODA would not have been possible without

two decades of educating successive cohorts of Ontarians about the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms, let alone human rights activism and legislation that preceded the Charter.

Young Canadians take the values enshrined in the Charter for granted and consider them non-

negotiable.

In a recent study, Kamenetsky, Dimakos, Aslemand, Saleh &Ali-Mohammed (2015)

showed undergraduate students pictures ofpeople with disabilities and asked them a variety of

questions on each. Students provided ratings of approximately 6.5 out of 7 when asked

whether the individuals depicted had the same human rights as everyone else. But when asked

about the capabilitiesof the depicted individuals and whether or not they would hire, or be

friends with them - ratings were much lower. The lowest ratings by far were to questions

concerning identification with the persons depicted. Shockingly, ratings were primarily 1 outof

7. The survey showed clearly that the young educated generation knows and understands that

human rights in Canada are legally not determined by demographic factors; they feel that in

general, however, people with disabilities are less able, and that personally, they are only

moderately interested in including them. For the most part - the dichotomy of "us" vs. "them" is

still very much alive. The authors used the "Not in My Back Yard" phenomena to explain this.

While we don't know exactly what may have motivated this response pattern, a likely thought

may have been: "sure - THEY are human beings that deserve to have a life just like WE do.

Butlet "the government" take care of them. That's what we pay taxes for". But"the

government" took care of "them" in the past through exclusion and institutionalization and is

currently doing so through a cumbersome complaint process. We now live in a different era,

where the government decided that the public MUST make a greater effort and play a more

central and visible role. But the public will need to first be educated and education is a slow

boundless process. Whether its educating preschoolers that children with disabilities are not

"the other" to educating the public that the AODA is not just a news item that pops up from time
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to time but rather a new way of life in Ontario - progress will not be made without considerable

effort in this area. And there can be no expectations that this will yield immediate results.

Advocacy

Advocacy, defined as "the actorprocess of supporting a cause or proposal", is not

independent ofeducation ("Advocacy", n.d.). One must be educated about a cause, a solution

orpolicy that addresses an issue or cause, and of course, educate those whom you wish to

have support your particular cause or policy. The above study implies thatstudents are not

likely to advocate for action on the AODA unless and until they are educated about it. However,

its not sufficient to say the solution is simply education. As a society we know that we have

laws such as driving speeds, antismoking by-laws, and anti-discrimination legislation because of

public advocacy, AND they would be totally ineffective if not enforced.

The AODA came into being because of the AODA Alliance, the actions and interventions of

NGOs, the supportof individual parliamentarians, the support of some independent business

people and companies as large as the major banks which by and large have had the best

record of employing people with disabilities, and as the former Minister stated, "the stars were

aligned". Advocacy cannotend with the adoption ofa policy or law. Advocates must continue to

monitor implementation, efficacy and even the contrary legal challenges in orderto ensure

momentum is not lost. This has traditionally been called keeping a "watching brief on an issue,

zooming in when there is need, applauding when there is success, and intervening when

necessary. This is a strategy that goes hand in hand with enforcement, and in the case of the

AODA, the enforcement has been very weak so greater advocacy is definitely necessary.

The AODA Alliance has kept a watching brief on this legislation and the actions of

government, the public consultations, and the published reports. The Alliance has outlined the

weaknesses around compliance, both the poor level of reporting and the incidents ofsignificant

failings, where people with disabilities have experienced discrimination, exclusion, and

inaccessibility to public services, contrary to the Act. The Alliance has acted like the conscience
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ofgovernment, pricking it regularly with every broad and minor failing. Something in the strategy

has to change and, in consultation with the leadership and other NGOs, here is what we

propose:

1. Define a strategic focus, such as demanding enforcement of the Act, and stick to this core

issue. The Act is complex, and was achieved over many years, with hundreds of

consultations, hundreds of contributors on standards committees, so now is the time to have

a streamlined focus, addressing the key weakness, not denying that its great legislation, and

that there were early government-funded education programs, and public engagement.

Now, it's about "walking the talk," making the transition from concept to commitment, (speak

of it when one goes out and when one comes in, when getting up and when going to

sleep...) ;

2. Build capacity with the younger population in the disability community—the youth and young

adults who have grown up under the protections of the Human Rights Code, Charter,

Employment Equity and AODA, need to be taught broad-based policy advocacy. There is

evidence that they are not engaged in advocacy as was the generation before them; the

boomers however, must engage the millennials.

3. Create wider engagement through the AODA Alliance—develop a leadership group within

the disability sector, including community agencies, health organizations, professional

bodies, academic institutions, trade unions, faith groups and others. The Alliance needs to

be a stronger brand, which it can be by having a strong identifiable leadership and wider

membership. Itworked before but it's faded from visibility partly because of the huge clutter

of issues, images, messages, and media. An advocacy campaign needs to be built up with

shared resources, multiple modality media, key messaging, and broad representation.

The former Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, Dr. Marie Bountrogianni, chose the

model of legislation based on the American Environmental Protection Act, which has also
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generated a huge amount ofadvocacy, without which the protections are notas likely to be in

place. The concept of AODA enforcement generates controversy, but that is no reason not to

advocate for full implementation. The Act moved from a "soft" ministry to one that impacts all

businesses and all employers - the Ministry of Employment, Economic Development and

Infrastructure. This provides a vehicle that is appropriate for showcasing how business

succeeds when it complies and linking accessibility to return on investment. Dr. Bountrogianni

said there was an alliance of activists, political will, and a mandate from the Premier, and she

took to heart the need for a Bill with teeth. The stars were aligned ten years ago when the Act

was adopted, so it's time to get them alignment again. This won't happen without strong

advocacy and lobbying.

Enforcement

A point of view exists that now is the time for education and not enforcement. However,

the two go hand-in-hand. The AODA has been in place for a decade and organizations are

expected to follow the law. Governments expect companies to know the law either through their

legal counsel or their umbrella organizations. Over the past ten years, the Government of

Ontario has spent several million dollars providing grants to organizations like the Ontario

Chamber of Commerce, the Retail Council of Canada, the Ontario Restaurant Hotel and Motel

Association, the Human Resources Professional Association, the Ontario Tourism Association

and many others to inform and train their members on the AODA and its requirements. In

addition, mailings on compliance have been sent to the universe of obligated organizations

together with tax information. Funding is not an issue. As stated earlier, since 2005, there has

been underspending of $25 million from the budget of the Accessibility Directorate. These

funds could have, and should have, been used for education and marketing activities leading up

to compliance dates.
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So, what needs to be done now? As a starting point, go back to first principles. When

Dr. Marie Bountrogianni held a press conference on May 10, 2005 after the AODA was passed,

she said:

Well, once a standard is a regulation, it will be immediately enforceable. Which means if

it's not complied with, there will be fines. Having said that, we do believe in an education

campaign, so that there are no surprises, that people are educated with respect to

what's expected of them. That there will be spot audits very much like the environment in

the United States uses these spot audits. We're talking about over three hundred

thousand organizations, private and public, that will be affected. So can't have an

inspector going in every one every day. So there'll be spot audits. Special technology will

be used to track these audits, and where there will be inconsistencies, that is where the

inspectors will go in. They will be given of course chances to remedy their situation. It's

not about punishment. It's about doing the right thing. However if they do not comply,

there is a fine - fifty thousand dollars for individuals and a hundred thousand dollars for

corporations. So we're serious. That was missing in the previous act. That was one of

the things that was missing in the previous act. And without that enforcement

compliance, when you just leave it to the good will of the people, it doesn't always get

done. And so we know that we know that from the psychology of human nature. We

know that from past research in other areas, like the environment, like seatbelts, like

smoking. And so we acted on the research in those areas.

The AODA envisions progressive enforcement. Once it is evident that an organization is

non-compliant, either through how it has answered questions on its report or, more importantly,

because it has not filed a report, a Director's order should be issued. Once that happens, an

organization is offered assistance to help it get to compliance. It is in this phase that education

is most important. After this phase, if an organization refuses to comply, fines and penalties can

be levied. All of the research shows that risk-based regulatory approaches have the effect of
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driving compliance. By targeting afew companies, levying large fines and making them public,

compliance will increase. Education campaigns and enforcement need to be combined. Ten

years after the passage of the law, there is no reason to stall and make them sequential.

Nothing educates like an enforceable law!

Conclusion

As we conclude the writing of this paper, on June 3, 2015, the 10,h Anniversary of the

AODA, the Government of Ontario has announced a new Accessibility Action Plan that includes

increased enforcement and a focus on employment opportunities for people with disabilities.

This encouraging change is adirect result of the Moran review and the relentless lobbying

through social media and elsewhere led by the AODA Alliance and other advocates.

This paper has demonstrated the historical context that brought about the AODA, the

complex consultations and negotiations that took place to develop its standards, and the

difficulties and disappointments associated with its implementation. It concludes with a sober

and realistic realization that the unprecedented achievement of enacting a state of the art law

such as the AODA cannot in itself end the battle for full citizenships rights for all residents of a

fully accessible and barrier free province of Ontario. It will likely take many more years of

education, advocacy, and enforcement to reach this goal.
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The Lived Reality of Persons with Disabilities in Canada

• "the history of disabled persons in Canada is largely one of exclusion and marginalization excluded from the

labour force, denied access to opportunities for social interaction and advancement, subject to invidious

stereotyping and relegated to institutions" (Eldridge, SCC)

• "One in seven Canadians aged 15 years or older reported a disability" in 2012 (Stats. Can., "A profile of persons

with disabilities... 2012")

• There is no competition among persons who have different disabilities. An Accessibility Act must embrace a

broad definition of disability and people often experience concurrent disabilities.

• "three out of four adults with disabilities reported more than one type of disability" (Statistics Canada, "A

profile of persons with disabilities ... 2012")

• "chronic poverty is an everyday reality for people" with disabilities (CMHA, March 26, 2015)

• Persons with disabilities "remain more likely to be living in poverty across the working years" (CCD, Dec. 2,

2014)

• Poverty is associated with lesser or non-participation in the labour force and inadequate benefits in terms of

income, housing, education and employment supports.

A Focus on Persons with Mental Illness and/or an Intellectual Disability
• "The mentally ill have historically been the subjects of abuse, neglect, and discrimination in our society."

(Swain, SCC)

• "Some 20% of Canada's population lives with a mental illness." (MHCC)

• Approximately 30% of people diagnosed with a mental health disorder also have a substance use disorder

• Among persons with intellectual disabilities, estimates are that 38% also have a psychiatric condition and/or a

behaviour problem

• Both persons with mental health problems and those with intellectual disabilities experience a higher

prevalence of physical health problems, stigma and discrimination, social exclusion and impoverishment, and

lower life expectancy

• Stigma and discrimination make people's difficulties worse, impeding recovery, heightening "social

isolation, poor housing, unemployment and poverty." (Mental Health Foundation, 2017)

• Bill 59, as it stands, leans towards the "built environment" (See ss. 29-31). While this coverage is essential for

persons, for example, with mobility or sensory impairments, the Bill should be more explicitly expansive so as
to reach other areas of exclusion, such as the employment, education, housing and political spheres.

• The definition of disability in s. 3(h) is already broad enough, although it needs some refinement (see p. 7).

• Similarly, the definition of barriers is reasonably comprehensive, requiring only minor modifications (see

P-7).

• A strong Accessibility Act can help to change the experience of people with disabilities in Nova Scotia and
reverse some of these dynamics

• The new Act must ensure that it attacks all barriers experienced by persons with any disability or
combination thereof.
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Emerging Perspectives on Disability: the New Dominance of the Social or Disability Model

• Canada is moving from seeing disability exclusively usinga medical model, wherein disability has been seen as a
health problem, where the individual needs to be fixed or cured, viewed as a tragedy, to be pitied.

• Disability is no longer being viewed as an individual pathology, but rather the result of the interaction between
people who have impairments and an environment that is filled with physical, attitudinal, communication and

social barriers:

• There has been a global move towards the social or disability model, represented by the Convention on the
Rights ofPersons with Disabilities(CRPD): Canada has embraced this "important shift toward a human dignity
approach to admissibility and away from a charity and medical model approach." (Government of Canada, on
the ratification of the Convention, March 11, 2010)

• This paradigm shift demands that persons with disability are no longer viewed as " 'objects' of charity, medical
treatment and social protection; rather as 'subjects' with rights who are capable of claimingthose rights in
making decisionsfor their lives based on their free and informed consent as well as being active members of
society" (UN Enable)

MEDICAL MODEL SOCIAL MODEL

1. Disability is a deficiency or abnormality.
2. Being disabled is negative.
3. Disability resides in the individual.

4. The remedy for disability-related
problems is cure or normalization of the
individual

5. The agent of remedy is the professional.

1. Disability is a difference.
2. Being disabled, in itself, is neutral.
3. Disability derives from interaction

between the individual and society
4. The remedy for disability related

problems are a change in the interaction
between the individual and society.

5. The agent of remedy can be the
individual, an advocate, or anyone who
affects the arrangements between the
individual and society. (Carol Gill,
Institute of Disability Research)

The Significance of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)

• The CRPD reflects a new world consensus on the nature of disability and how people with disabilities should be

treated in society, adopting the disability or social model
• The CRPD imposes a wide range of obligations on the States Parties, including federal and provincial

governments (Article 4 (1) and 5)
• The CRPD requires the participation by personswith disabilities in the formulation, implementation, and

monitoring of law, policy and services.

• The CRPD links protections of individual rights and broader entitlements to positive rights, such as the right to:
live in the community; health; work; an adequate standard of living; participation in political, public and cultural
rights.
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The Importance of the Preamble and Purpose Statement to a New Accessibility Act

• A preamble recites "the circumstances and considerations that gave rise to the need for legislation or the

'mischief the legislation is designed to cure" and is "an important source of legislative values and

assumptions" (Sullivan on the ConstructionofStatutes, Sixth Edition, 2014)

• An explicit statement of purpose by the Legislature is authoritative, setting out what "the legislation is meant

to implement or the objectives that is meant to achieve", establishing "a general framework within which

administrative and legislative powers are conferred to achieve particular goals or to give effect of particular

policies" (Sullivan)
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Preamble and Purposes

An Act Respecting Accessibility in Nova Scotia

Draft Preamble and Purpose [with references]

Archie Kaiser, Dianne Pothier, Barbara LeGay, Gerry Post, Sheila Wildeman

December 19, 2016

•

Whereas persons with disabilities in Nova Scotia continue to face attitudinal and environmental barriers in their

participation as equal members of society and violations of their human rights; [See CRPD, Preamble (e), (k)]

And Whereas achieving accessibility will improve the health, independence and well-being of persons disabled by
barriers; [Accessibility for Manitobans Act, preamble]

And Whereas barriers create considerable costs to persons disabled by those barriers, their families and friends, and to
communities and the economy; [Accessibility for Manitobans Act, preamble]

And Whereas, under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Canada and Nova Scotia

are obliged to take all appropriate legislative, administrative and other measures to implement the rights recognized in

the Convention; [See CRPD, Article 4(1)]

And Whereas the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees that every individual is equal before and under

the law and has the right to the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination based (interalia)
on mental or physical disability; [See Charter ,s. 15 (1)]

And Whereas the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act recognizes that the Government of Nova Scotia, as well as all public

agencies and all persons in the Province, have the responsibility to ensure that every individual is afforded an equal
opportunity to enjoy a full and productive life; [See NS HRA, s. 2(e)]

And Whereas the Government of Nova Scotia needs to take a leadership role in advancing the collective responsibility

to achieve a barrier-free Nova Scotia through the elimination of existing barriers to inclusion and the prohibition of the

creation of new barriers to inclusion

And Whereas persons with disabilities disproportionately live in conditions of poverty; [See CRPD, Preamble (t)]

And Whereas persons with disabilities who are subject to multiple or aggravated forms of discrimination based on other
grounds of discrimination face compound barriers; [See CRPD, Preamble (p)]

And Whereas the promotion of the full enjoyment by persons with disabilitiesof their human rightsand of their full
participation will result in their enhanced sense of belonging and in significant advances in the human, social and
economic development of society and the eradication of poverty; [See CRPD, Preamble(p)]

Therefore be it enacted by the Governor and Assembly as follows:

1 This Act may be cited as the Accessibility Act.

2 The purpose of this Act is:
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(a) to affirm the right of persons with disabilities to full and equal participation and inclusion in all aspects of Nova
Scotiasociety, by ensuring province-wide accessibility for, but not limited to, the following areas of focus: legal,
medical/health, education, employment and labour market opportunities, political involvement, housing, public
transportation, information and communication, public spaces, customer and client services, positive attitudes
through increased public awareness, recreation, and spiritual activities;

(b) to achieve accessibility for persons with disabilities on an equal basis with others to the physical, social,
economic, political and cultural environment, to health and education and to information and communication,
to enable persons with disabilities to fully enjoy all human rights and fundamental freedoms; [CRPD, Preamble

(v)]

(c) to establish clear, progressive, mandatory and date-specific standards with respect to the removal and
elimination of barriers and the adoption of measures to foster full and equal participation and inclusion in all

aspects of Nova Scotia society;

(d) to actively involve persons disabled by barriers in the decision-making processes regarding accessibility

standards;

(e) to provide independent and effective monitoring and enforcement of accessibility standards.
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A Few Comments on Specific Sections of Bill 59

Should Bill No. 59 Be Amended or Should the Legislature Start Afresh?

• It will probably be clearer and easier to start over again.

• Bill 59, and the lessons learned as it has been scrutinized by the public and the Members, can inform a new

drafting process.

• As parts of Bill 59 might resurface in a new Bill, some comments are offered below.

The Definitions

• The definition of disability in section 3 (1) (h), which parallels the concepts of the CRPD, could be improved:

• Bymore closely mirroring the CRPD (Article 1), it could say:

• "disability" refers to a long-term physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairment which in
interaction with various barriers may hinder the full and effective participation in society of persons with

disabilities on an equal basis with others.

• by providing examples, such as was done in the Ontario statute, in section 2.

• Similarly, the definition of barrier in s. 2(l)(c) could be revamped to stipulate:

• "barrier means any attitudinal and environmental barrier that hinders the full and effective participation in
society by persons with disabilities, including: socioeconomic barriers; physical barriers; legislative, policy or
administrative barriers; communications and information barriers; technological barriers; justice system

barriers; mobility barriers.

• In s. 2(k), the "Minister" responsible is the Minister of Community Services. As a human rights promoting

statute, any accessibility law should be administered by the Minister of Justice.

The Duties of the Minister, s.7, and also under the Enforcement Provisions, ss.45-62

• Section 7 should be strengthened, to include an obligation to see that the legislation is enforced, as part of the
obligationsof States Parties under the CRPD "to ensure and promote the full realizationof all human rightsand
fundamental freedoms." (Article 4 (1))

• Enforcement is discussed in sections 45 to 62, but there are serious questions to be asked about whether any

enforcement should be done by persons who are, under section 45, appointed by the Minister, rather than by

persons who have greater independence.

• Similarly, anyone subject to an order under section 51, may ask for a Ministerial review. This may not be an
optimal review procedure, given the Minister's political role.There maywell be roleconflicts for the Minister of
Justice and Attorney General in that he or she has both a role as the Minister responsible for the administration
of justice, lawenforcement and the Human Rights Actand as a member of Cabinet, has political duties. Anew
Accessibility Act should minimize the risks of these roles colliding.

• Appeals under Bill 59, s. 58 are to initiate before the Supreme Courtof NS; a better avenue would be an
independent Accessibility Act appellate tribunal with the further possibility of judicial review or appeal.

• The duties of the Minister on the whole in the section should be re-examined to see whether the economic,

social and cultural rights enshrined inthe Convention are adequately covered here and inthe statute ingeneral.
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The Accessibility Directorate, s.10

• Part of the role of the Accessibility Directorate includes implementation and addressing "broader disability

related initiatives", which suggest respectively that the Directorate should have a role in enforcement and in

monitoring the full range of rights under the CRPD, including the economic, social and cultural rights. This

should be explicit.

The Accessibility Advisory Board, s.13

• The statute could be explicit about the nature of "the skills and assets the Minister considers necessary" for

appointments to the Board, (s. 13(l)(a)).

• The Board should be explicitly charged with the responsibility of monitoring the extent to which the

Accessibility Act conforms with the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

• Given the importance of the Board in advising and making recommendations, its annual report under section 16

should be made to the Legislature directly, not merely to the Minister.

• Under s. 18, the Minister may "establish standard development committees to assist the Board", whereas this

should be a required feature of standard development, to ensure the deep involvement of persons with

disabilities in setting forth the applicable standards, given their expertise.

• Under section 22 (2) (a), an accessibility standard must include "an economic impact assessment." This should

be deleted: economic factors inform assessments of reasonable accommodation and undue hardship, parts of

every analysis of discrimination.

• Moreover, there should be a required assessment of the human rights promoting impact of either adopting,

changing or rejecting any standard.

• Under section 25, the standard recommendations are submitted "to the Minister", which seems to deny the

public the opportunity for immediate scrutiny. The standards and recommendations are to be made "publicly

available." Under s. 33, but this should happen sooner, particularly as the Minister is not obliged to accept any

recommendations, under section 26.

• . In general, the development of standards should be conducted by the Board in a manner which enables the

public to participate from start to finish.

• Any accessibility standard should be mandatorily reassessed on a specified regular basis, to ensure that it

continues to live up to best practice guidelines, particularly as may be implemented in other jurisdictions.

• Accessibility standards under s. 29 apply to individuals and organizations, but provincial and municipal

governments should be added, making it clear, as under s. 5, that the "Act binds Her Majesty in right of the

Province."

• There are periodic reviews under s. 64 of the Act as a whole, but these should not take the place of individual

accessibility standards. The overall review of the Act should also come sooner than the Bill presently provides
for, 4 years initially and 5 thereafter.
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Presentation to the Law Amendments Committee on

Bill #59, An Act Respecting Accessibility in Nova Scotia
March 2, 2017, NS Advisory Commission on AIDS

The Nova Scotia Advisory Commission on AIDS (the Commission) thanks the Law Amendments

Committee for the opportunity to speak to the proposed legislation. My name is Michelle

Proctor-Simms, and I am the director of the office of the Commission. By provincial statute, the

Commission is an arm's length advisory body to the Minister of Health and other ministers on

matters relating to HIV and AIDS. Our purpose is to champion strong, informed government and

public action on HIV/AIDS in Nova Scotia.

The Commission supports the need for and intent of the proposed legislation that will establish

the framework and authority to develop accessibility standard and regulations to increase the

health, well-being and independence of people living with disabilities. Because of advances in

treatment, HIV/AIDS is now considered a chronic, manageable condition and is often

experienced as an episodic disability.

We have carefully reviewed the Bill and attended a presentation on its contents. We

recommend three amendments that we believe would help to ensure the legislation enables all

Nova Scotians with disabilities to enjoy full and effective participation in society through greater

access to critical income and employment supports:

1. Include episodic disability in the definition of disability: Clause S 3(1, h) currently states

that "'disability' means a physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairment that, in the
interaction with a barrier, hinders an individual's full and effective participation in

society." Episodic disability is not specifically mentioned in this definition. However, the

Commission recommends that the definition be revised to include episodic disability.

The term episodic disability includes conditions like HIV/AIDS, multiple sclerosis, lupus,
arthritis, diabetes, chronic pain, and mental illness to name a few. An increasing number

of Canadians are living with such health conditions and disabilities that are lifelong and

episodic. These conditions/disabilities are marked by fluctuating, recurrent and

unpredictable periods and degrees of wellness and disability that can vary in severity and

duration.
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Many people living with episodic disabilities are in their prime working years. They often

move in and out of the labour market in an unpredictable way, and have difficulty

securing stable employment and/or income supports when they are unable to work.

Current income and employment support programs do not adequately address the needs

and realities of most people living with an episodic disability. These supports best meet

the needs of either people with temporary disabilities/conditions who can return to

employment and relinquish supports, or people with permanent disabilities or conditions

(congenital or acquired) with some limitations or no capacity to enter or re-join the

workforce.

People with episodic disabilities rely on a range of federal, provincial, and/or private

programs with features that often exclude them or discourage them from entering

and/or returning to paid employment when they are well. These restrictive features

include:

• strict eligibility criteria and/or definition of disability, with each having their own
criteria and definitions

• no allowance for variable work patterns (e.g., part-time)

• no partial benefits if working less than full-time

• unclear rules/policies that are sometimes subject to determination, or not

transparent or communicated well

• lack of coordination or navigation support within and between the various programs

Benefit levels associated with the income support/replacement programs are also
inadequate.

People living with episodic disabilities also may not want to "risk" entry or return to the
workplace when they are well. Thisfear is often based on risks of: being (further)
stigmatized; losing health benefits associated with a private or public disability, or an
income support program, when a health plan is not associated with a potential

employment opportunity or, ifthere is one, there is a waiting period or clause excluding
certain pre-existing conditions; and losing a reliable source of income if/when they
relapse. After an extended period of absence from the workplace, some people might
also worry they are not able to "cut-it" and/or will be fired if they need to regularlytake
time off work to attend medical appointments.

For these reasons, many people living with episodic disabilities experience and are
trapped in a downward spiral into poverty, social and economic exclusion, and reduced
health and well-being. This increases the demand on health and social support systems.

Therefore, the Commission strongly recommends revising the definition to include
episodic disability, and that specific accessibility standards (as per clauseS 29 [a,b]) --
that would remove barriers to incomesecurity, employment, and workplace
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accommodation in the context of a person's intermittent work capacity -- be developed
in collaboration with public (provincial and federal governments) and private disability,
employment and income support/replacement program providers.

2. Include the Departments of Labour and Advanced Education (LAE) and Community
Services (DCS) on the Accessibility Advisory Board: The mandate of the Department of
LAE is to "providefairness, safetyandprosperityfor allNova Scotians by helping them
live, learn and work to their highestpotential." In its mission statement, the DCS states
that it is committed to a sustainable socialservice system thatpromotes the
independence, self-reliance, and securityof the people we serve. This will be achieved
through excellence in service delivery, leadership and collaboration with our partners.
Toward this end, the DCS is transforming and redesigning its programs to enhance
effectiveness and efficiency in helping vulnerable Nova Scotians. Therefore, under the

section "accessibility advisory board," the Commission recommends that clause S 13 (4)
be amended to include the ministers of these departments, or their designates, on the
proposed Accessibility Advisory Board.

3. The Commission further recommends strengtheningthe authority of the Accessibility
Advisory Board. Clause S 17(a) currently states that the Board shall "suggest measures,
policies, practices, and requirements that may be implemented by the Government to
improve accessibility." The word "suggest" seems weak given the significance of
accessibility issues. Changing this word to "advise," "urge," or "call on" may strengthen
the ability of the Board to act on improving accessibility.

In conclusion, the Commission has been engaged in work related to episodic disabilityfor
more than a decade. We have developed extensive knowledge of the impact on income and
employment, and of the barriers faced by people living with episodic disability; and of

evidence-based, cost-effective solutions to increase access to critical services and supports.
The Commission would be pleased to discuss or assist with any stakeholder engagement
around the issues and recommendations, including future development of accessibility

standards that relate to income security and employment for persons living with episodic

disabilities, and accommodation in the context of intermittent work capacity. Again, the

Commission thanks the Law Amendments Committee for the opportunity to put forth our

concerns and recommendations regarding Bill #59.
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BACKGROUNDER

Nov. Scatu «dv.»ry Cimnuiion on AIDS

Income Security and Employment for
People Living with HIV in Nova Scotia

Purpose
The purpose of this Backgrounder is to provide an overview
of issues in Nova Scotia related to income security and
employment for people livingwith HIV (PHAs). It will
demonstrate that PHAs often have specific income-related
challenges and identify some key actions that could be taken
by a range of stakeholders to improve their economic well-
being.

What is the issue?

It's estimated that approximately 80,500 Canadians are living
with HIV.' HIV is a lifelong illness, but the symptoms may
come and go. As a result, it is referred to as an "episodic
disability": periods of good health may be interrupted by
periods of illness or disability. Like other episodic disabilities,
such as multiple sclerosis, lupus, arthritis, diabetes, and
mental health conditions, it is difficult to predict when
episodes of disabilitywill occur or how long they will last.
Income security - a reliable and predictable source of
adequate income - is a concern for all people with episodic
disabilities.

Common sources of income for PHAs are partner support,
part-time work and retirement income, and health and
disability benefits, such as:2

© Employment Support and Income Assistance(ESIA)
© Employment Insurance (El) sickness benefits
© Long term disability (LTD) and extended health benefits

(vision, dental, prescription drugs, physiotherapy, etc.)
provided by employee group insurance plans and NS
Pharmacare

© Canadian Pension Plan Disability Program (CPP-D).

Many people relyingon these income supports face financial
hardship as these sources of financial support are generally
insufficient to cover rent, food, telephone and heating. It is
even more of a strain to make ends meet for some PHAs and

others with special medical needs as they must also cover
over-the-counter medications, transportation (e.g., for
medicalappointments), alternative therapies, rehabilitation
services, dental services, and other essentials (e.g., special
diets).

In addition to living well below the poverty line, people living
with episodicdisabilities, including HIV, face a number of
common barriers to income security from within income
assistance and disability programs, including a lack of
coordination. Those who are hardest hit by HIV are youth,
seniors, and injection drug users as they are the least likely to
have supportive employer-provided benefits.
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Due to the strict definitions and policies that govern these
benefit programs, there are no provisions for half-time, part-
time or episodic or cyclical reductions in workforce
participation. CPPD and ESIA does allow some earned income
before clawing back benefits within a calendar year, but the
income threshold is limited. Under Canada's El system and
many disability insurance systems, workers need to make a
choice: to be either "in" the workforce, or "out" of the
workforce.

Why is this important for NS?
Lack of income security and workforce opportunities in the
province present a major challenge for Nova Scotia's aging
population (including PHAs).As of February 2016, the
unemployment rate was 9.1% (above the national average of
7-3%).3 According to Statistics Canada Low Income Cut Off
(LICO), in 2011 an estimated 64,000 of Nova Scotians were
living in low income. Poverty costs the province between
$1.5to $2.2 billion dollars a year when social and economic
costs are taken into consideration.

The biggest problems reported by PHAs in a Nova Scotia
study4 were unemployment and the subsequent lack of
income to meet even basic needs. Many PHAs said they had
to leave employment because they had become too sick to
work, or due to pressure from employers. Returning to work
means cancelling disability benefits, something PHAs may
not want to risk doing given the episodic and unpredictable
nature of HIV.2

Besides it being in the best interest of all of Nova Scotia to
have people who are able and willing to work employed,
workforce participation contributes to the health and
wellness of PHAs, increases feelings of self-worth, increases
social inclusion, and decreases health care and social service
costs.

What can we do to improve the
situation and who needs to be involved?

We are committed to working with various government
departments and relevant advocacy groups to improve the
structure, coordination, and benefit levels of federal and
private sector disability programs and the provincial ESIA
program. This includes the development of a common
definition of "disability" that takes into account the episodic,
reoccurring nature of conditions like HIV/AIDS and allowsfor
part- to full-time work during periods of good health with the
option for partial income support.5

Nova Scotia's income security and workforce challenges are
being addressed across the government of Nova Scotia. In
2009, the Province of Nova Scotia released its Poverty Action
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Plan (PAP)6, which focused on breaking the cycle of poverty
for low-income people, and those most vulnerable and at-risk
of falling into poverty.

Two of the PAP's main goals are to "Enable and reward
work" and "Improve supports for those in need." Many of
the keyaction areas of the PAP7,8 would have positive
impacts for people livingwith episodic disabilities (including
PHAs), such as:

© Employmentassistance services and career development
supports for unemployed or underemployed individuals

© Skills training and workplace education programs
© Increasing Income Assistance Personal Allowance and the

annual Poverty Reduction Credit
© Expanding the Independent Living and Alternative Family

Support programs to enable persons with disabilities to
live as independently as possible

Below are some examples of government departments
which have a joint responsibility on the issue of income
security and employment for PHAs:

Department of Seniors (DS)

The NS Department of Seniors is responsible for providing
leadership related to the independence and well-being of
older adults, including the increasing proportion of PHAs
who are in their senior years. In relation to income security
and employment, a key strategic direction for the DS is to
enhance workforce participation of older workers and
marginalized communities.5

Department of Community Services (DCS)

The DCS plays a key role in ensuring social and economic
well-being for all Nova Scotians, including PHAs.

Benefit Reform Initiative (BRI):9 The DCS acknowledges that
its income assistance programs are not transparent and
individuals are forced to sacrifice long-term interests for the
sake of satisfying immediate needs. As part of the BRI, the
DCS will be reviewingallof its employment support
programming and services to enable clients to find and
maintain employment, support those who are "job ready",
and provide wage subsidies or on-the-jobtraining supports
to obtain and maintainemployment (especially for under-
represented groups and persons with disabilities). In 2015-16,
the DCS will also be developing an employment framework
for persons with disabilities.

PHAC (2015). Hiv andAIDS inCanada: Surveillance Report to December 31. 2014
; Canadian Working Croup on HIV and Rehabilitation (CWCHR). (2016). Work and
Income.

3 NovaScotia Labour Force Update February ?oifi.

Lewellen D(2012). Understanding the Experiencesof HIV-Patients in NovaScotia
Final report

5NS Advisory Commission on AIDS (2014). Kewew orNova Scotia's
Strategy on HIV/AI DS: Ipoking Backfie Moving Forward
6Nova Sxatla_Povertv Progress Profile Update -Canada Without Povprty, 2013
7NS Department of Community Services(2013). Enableand Re
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Disability Support Program: This program serves people with
intellectual disabilities, long-term mental illness, and physical
disabilities in a range of community-based, residential and
vocational/day programs. According to the DCS, there will be
increasing efforts to abide by the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities through a number of
ongoing initiatives.

Labour and Advanced Education (LAE)

The LAE works to provide fairness, safety, and prosperity for
all Nova Scotians by helping them live, learn, and work to
their highest potential. LAE has many areas of responsibility
that have an impact on the income security and workforce
participation of people livingwith HIV and other episodic
disabilities. Forexample, the LAE is redesigning the NS
employment services system to better meet the needs of job
seekers10 and has the Options WorkActivity Program
through MetroWorks that helps adults develop essential
skills required to move into further training or employment
opportunities.11 LAE also plays a key role in educating
employers about the particular employment challenges
experienced by people with episodic disabilities, and the
benefits of, and strategies for, employee retention and
managing a diverse workforce.

What are some key considerations to
guide our joint efforts?

Effective public policy will enhance income security and
workforce participation. Neither poverty nor income
insecurity are inescapable facts of life.They are problems
that can be addressed by effective policy.

Low income has health consequences, and poor health leads
to insecure income: People with low incomes are more likely
to become ill. They're also likelyto suffer more adverse
effects from illness than people with higher incomes.And as
experienced by many PHAs, episodic disability creates
income insecurity.

Insecurity about the future: The unpredictable nature of HIV
and concerns about income security both contribute to the
stress experienced by people living with HIV. Stress adversely
affects health.

Social inclusion or exclusion: Long-term unemployment
impacts self-esteem. Paid work, volunteer activities, and
social interactions are key to health,confidence, and dignity.

NS Departmentof Community Services (2013). improveSupportfor those Mostin
Ne_e<3

9 NSDepartment of Community Services Statement of Mandate 201^-2016

NS Labourand Advanced Education(2016). ProvidersSelected to Lead New
Employment Services System

NS Labour and Advanced Education (2015). Finding Fulfillment in Lifelong Iearning
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The principles prepared by the Bill 59 Community Alliance have
been endorsed by:

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Society | NS-NB

Autism Nova Scotia

Barrier Free Nova Scotia

Brain Injury Association of Nova Scotia

Canadian Association of Retired Persons |
Nova Scotia Division

Canadian Council of the Blind | Nova Scotia

Canadian Paraplegic Association | Nova Scotia
Division

Canadian National Institute for the Blind |
NS-PEI

CCB Blind Sport Nova Scotia

Collaborative Partnership Network

Community Transportation Nova Scotia

CORD - Clare Organization Representing
Persons with Disabilities

Deaf Advocates Association of Nova Scotia

Easter Seals | Nova Scotia

Highland Community Resources Group

Independent Living Nova Scotia

James McGregor Stewart Society

Kings Transit Authority

L'Arche Antigonish

L'Arche Cape Breton

L'Arche Halifax

L'Arche Homefires (Wolfville)

March of Dimes

Maritime Association of Professional Sign
Language Interpreters

Muscular Dystrophy Association of Canada |
Atlantic Division

Multiple Sclerosis Society of Canada | Atlantic

Nova Scotia Aphasia Association

Nova Scotia Association for Community Living

Nova Scotia League for Equal Opportunities

Regional Residential Services Society

Society for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing | NS

Southwest Employment Services

Summer Street Industries

Tri-County Women's Centre

Walk'n' Roll Halifax
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Summary of Principles to Redraft Bill 59
The Nova Scotia Accessibility Act

Be clear on the purpose
To fulfill government's promise of equality for all Nova Scotians
and to end discrimination against people with disabilities

To remove existing barriers and prevent new ones

Make sure it works everywhere
Apply the Act to public and private services, facilities,
transportation, and communication

Incorporate a broad and forward looking definition of disability

Accord people with disabilities a central role in creating and
implementing the Act

Standards are the key
Create and enforce standards

Standards should adhere to the principles of Universal Design

Include standards for assistive technologies and accessibility
services

Discourage arbitrary exemptions

Take practical steps
Embed meaningful deadlines in the Act

Employ incentives to advance the purpose of the Act.

Accept and investigate complaints

Enforce compliance with penalties

Do not subordinate fundamental human rights to cost-benefit
analysis

Require government to purchase accessible goods and services

Harmonize with other legislation Detailed Principles to

Amend Bill 59





Principles to Redraft Bill 59
The Nova Scotia Accessibility Act

Be clear on the purpose

To fulfill government's promise of equality for all
Nova Scotians and to end discrimination against
people with disabilities

• People with disabilities in Nova Scotia continue to face barriers to

their participation as equal members of society. This violates their

human rights.

• Achieving accessibility will improve the health, well-being, and

independence of persons with disabilities.

• Barriers impose substantial costs on persons they disable, on their

families and friends, and on communities and the economy.

• Under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons

with Disabilities, Canada and Nova Scotia are obliged to take all

appropriate legislative, administrative and other measures to

implement the rights recognized in the Convention.

• The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees that

every individual is equal before and under the law and has the

right to the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without

discrimination based on, among other things, mental or physical

disability.

• The Nova Scotia Human Rights Act recognizes that the

Government of Nova Scotia, as well as all public agencies and all

persons in the Province, have the responsibility to ensure that

every individual is afforded an equal opportunity to enjoy a full

and productive life

To remove existing barriers and prevent new ones

• There must be an effective process for removing the multitude of

barriers currently in place.



Make sure it works everywhere

Apply the Act to public and private services,
facilities, transportation, and communication

• The Act will apply to all provincial government departments,

agencies, crown corporations, and entities, and to all organizations

such as municipalities, utilities, and business regulated under

provincial jurisdiction

• Incorporate a broad and forward looking definition of disability

• Disability is an evolving concept that continues to challenge society

in unanticipated ways.

Accord people with disabilities a central role in
creating and implementing the Act

• Tokenism is not enough. Nothing about us without us.

Standards are the key

Create and enforce standards

• Standards are essential to everyday order

• From traffic regulations to food safety, we depend on them to

provide predictability in hundreds of situations

• Standards should be developed by an arms-length independent

body in consultation with the disability community

• Standards should be subject to a cycle of review and update

Standards should adhere to principles of
universal design

• "Universal design" means the design of products, environments,

programs and services to be usable by all people, to the greatest

extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized

design. "Universal design" shall not exclude assistive devices for

particular groups of persons with disabilities where this is needed.



Include standards for assistive technologies
and accessibility services

• Establish standards for funding assistive technology and

accessibility services. (For example, it doesn't make sense to fund

artificial limbs but not wheel chairs. Such chairs are the legs of a

person with a spinal cord injury.)

Discourage arbitrary exemptions

• We must be careful of exemptions

• Most regulation is universal because it protects fundamental

principles and avoids opportunities for malfeasance

• Ministerial discretion to enforce the Act must be removed

• Appeals related to enforcement should reside with an

independent tribunal such as the NS Utility Review Board

Take practical steps

Embed meaningful deadlines in the Act

• The goal is to achieve a Barrier-Free province within a specific and

clearly defined deadline set by the legislation

• A timeline that begins immediately upon proclamation will include

checkpoints at regular intervals until existing barriers are removed

• Minimize delay: the Act must define the timeframe

Employ incentives to advance the purpose
of the Act.

• Making workplaces accessible will increase the province's labour

force participation improve the incomes of people with disabilities,

and boost Nova Scotia's gross domestic product

• Removing barriers to schools, colleges, and universities will

improve educational attainment

• Eliminating barriers will reduce health-care and social assistance

costs as more individuals with disabilities become partly or fully

self-supporting.



• The retail and tourist sectors will expand as people with disabilities
can travel and shop

Accept and investigate complaints

• Accepting and acting on user feedback is productive, targeted,
and effective. Appeals should be accommodated through an
independent reviewer.

• The Act will include a comprehensive and clearly defined avenue
for persons with disabilities who encounter barriers that violate

the legislation to complain to enforcement officials.

Enforce compliance with penalties

• The Act will provide a prompt, independent, transparent, and

effective process for enforcement with meaningful assessments

• Ministerial discretion over enforcement currently in the Bill needs

to be removed to avoid abuse

• All appeals, including the Minister's, should be managed through
an independent enforcement process

Do not subordinate fundamental human rights to
cost-benefit analysis
• The current Act requires an economic analysis before standards are

implemented, and focuses exclusively on the expense side of the

ledger

• The requirement for a detailed cost/benefit analysis prior to

the implementation of any new standard adds a new barrier to

achieving accessibility, one that does not now exist.

• Fundamental human rights must not be subordinated to economic

cost/benefit analysis

• If this Bill were about freedom of speech or religion, gender

equality, or voting rights, there would be no insistence on an

economic analysis.

• We will know this legislation Is working as intended when people

return to work, pay taxes, and participate in the life of their

community. We will all benefit



Require government to purchase accessible goods
and services

• The Act will require all provincially regulated service providers

to ensure their services and facilities can be used by persons with

disabilities based on principles of universal design. As a matter

of policy, the Province should use its procurement system to

encourage the business community to become accessible.

Harmonize with other legislation

• As an essential piece of human rights legislation, this Act should

have the same quasi-constitutional status as the Nova Scotia

Human Rights Act and Canada's Official Languages Act.

• Where a provision of the Act or its regulations conflicts with a

provision of another enactment, the provision providing the

highest standard of accessibility and greatest protection of rights

shall prevail.

8
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WHEREAS barriers to accessibility are a reality for many Nova Scotians with disabilities;

AND WHEREAS, under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, member

states undertake to take appropriate measures to ensure accessibility and to develop and monitor minimum

accessibility standards;

AND WHEREAS the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms grants equality rights to all persons without
discrimination on the basis of a disability;

AND WHEREAS the Human Rights Act recognizes that the Government, public agencies and all persons have

a responsibility to ensure equal opportunity for every individual to enjoy a full and productive life;

AND WHEREAS the number of Nova Scotians with disabilities is likely to rise due to the demographic changes
associated with an aging population;

AND WHEREAS an accessible Nova Scotia will improve the health, well-being and independence of persons

with disabilities;

AND WHEREAS public consultation provides an opportunity for

Nova Scotians to be actively involved in the development of

a process for identifying, reducing, removing and preventing

barriers;

AND WHEREAS the Government is committed to

establishing progressive timelines for developing and
implementing accessibility standards while taking

into account the resources required to comply with

such standards;

THEREFORE be it enacted by the Governor

and Assembly as follows:

1 This Act may be cited as the

Accessibility Act.

2 The purpose of this Act is to

(a) ensure that issues related to persons with disabilities are conveyed to and addressed by public sector
bodies;

(b) ensure that existing measures, policies, practices and other requirements are reviewed with a view to

making suggestions to improve accessibility;

(c) provide the framework and authority to create accessibility standards; and

(d) facilitate the implementation and monitoring of and compliance with accessibility standards.

3 (1) In this Act,

(a) "accessibility plan" means a plan to address the identification, reduction, removal and prevention of

barriers in the policies, programs, practices and services of a public sector body;

(b) "accessibility standard" means an accessibility standard established under this Act;
(c) "barrier" means anything that hinders the full and effective participation in society of persons with

disabilities including a physical barrier, an architectural barrier, an information or communications barrier, an

attitudinal barrier, a technological barrier, a policy or a practice;

(d) "Board" means the Accessibility Advisory Board established under

this Act;

(e) "built environment" means a building, a structure or premises; /"" broad and
(f) "committee" means a committee established under this Act; /
(g) "Court" means the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia; /
(h) "disability" means a physical, mental, intellectual or sensory /
impairment that, in the interaction with a barrier, hinders an individual's
full and effective participation in society;

Be clear on the purpose

To fulfill government's
promise of equality for all
Nova Scotians and to end

discrimination against
people with disabilities

To remove existing barriers
and prevent new ones

•



(i) "government entity" means any department, board, commission, foundation, agency, association or

other body of persons, whether incorporated or unincorporated, all the members of which or all the members of

the board of management or board of directors of which

• (i) are appointed by an Act of the Legislature or by order of the Governor in Council, or

• (ii) where not so appointed, in discharge of their duties are public officers or servants of Her

Majesty in right of the Province or for the proper discharge of their duties are, directly or indirectly,
responsible to Her Majesty in right of the Province;

(j) "inspector" means an inspector appointed under this Act;

(k) "Minister" means the Minister of Community Services;

(1) "organization" includes a government entity, sole proprietorship, corporation, society, association,

partnership and limited liability partnership, any association of individuals and any similar body;
(m) "order" means an order made under this Act;

(n) "prescribed" means prescribed by the regulations;

(o) "public sector body" means

• (i) a government entity,

• (ii) a prescribed municipality, and

(iii) a prescribed organization.

(2) A document or information is publicly available if it is posted on a website or made available in a
prescribed manner. ^^^^
4 (1) Nothing in this Act or the regulations •—""""" Harmonize with Othe!
diminishes the rights and protections offered to legist at ion
persons with disabilities under the Human Rights Act.

(2) Where a provision of this Act or the regulations conflicts with a provision of another enactment, the

provision of this Act or the regulations prevails unless the other enactment provides a higher level of
accessibility for persons with disabilities.

5 This Act binds Her Majesty in right of the Province.

6 The Minister is responsible for the general supervision and management of this Act and the regulations.
7 The Minister shall

(a) raise awareness of how persons with disabilities are disabled by barriers;
(b) promote and encourage the prevention, reduction and removal of barriers;

(c) oversee the development and implementation of accessibility standards necessary to attain the
purpose of this Act;

(d) assist in the integration of applicable accessibility standards into the activities of all persons in the

Province; and

(e) ensure persons in the Province are consulted in the development of accessibility standards and

informed about their duties and responsibilities under the standards once created.

8 (1) The Minister shall annually prepare a report of the actions the Minister has undertaken pursuant

to Section 7 during the preceding fiscal year.

(2) The Minister shall table the report in the House of Assembly within 15 days after it is completed or,
where the Assembly is not then sitting, file it with the Clerk of the Assembly.

9 (1) The Minister may, in writing, delegate any power or duty conferred or imposed on the Minister

under this Act to

(a) an employee of a government entity;

(b) an employee of a municipality; or

(c) another person,

who, in the Minister's opinion, has the requisite qualifications and experience.

(2) Where the Minister delegates a power or duty under subsection (1), the Minister may



(a) specify how the power or duty is to be exercised or performed and impose any requirement in relation
to or restrictions on the exercise or performance of the power or duty that the Minister considers appropriate;
and

(b) provide that the delegate be paid for, or reimbursed for the cost of, exercising or performing the
delegated power or duty.

(3) Before making a delegation to a person under clause (1)(a) or (b), the Minister shall consult with and
obtain the consent of the employer of the person.

(4) Before making a delegation to a person under clause (1 )(c), the Minister shall obtain the consent of the
person.

(5) The Minister may revoke a delegation made under subsection (1).
ACCESSIBILITY DIRECTORATE

10 (1) There shall be an Accessibility Directorate.

(2) The role of the Accessibility Directorate is to

(a) support the implementation and administration of this Act and the regulations;
(b) address broader disability-related initiatives by acting as a central government mechanism to ensure
that the concerns of persons with disabilities respecting policy, program development and delivery are
advanced and considered by the Government.

11 (1) The Minister shall appoint an Executive Director and the staff of the Accessibility Directorate.
(2) The Executive Director shall lead the Accessibility Directorate and liaise with the Board.
(3) The staff appointed to the Accessibility Directorate are deemed to be appointed to the Civil Service
pursuant to the Civil Service Act.

12 The Accessibility Directorate shall

(a) provide policy, programming, communication and administrative support on all aspects of this Act and
the regulations;

(b) conduct research and develop and implement programs of public education and awareness on the
purpose of this Act;

(c) examine and review measures, policies, practices and other requirements to improve opportunities for
persons with disabilities; and

(d) identify and study issues of concern to persons with disabilities and recommend action where
appropriate.

ACCESSIBILITY ADVISORY BOARD

13 (1) There shall be an Accessibility Advisory Board consisting of
(a) 12 members appointed by the Governor in Council on the recommendation of the Minister; and

(b) four non-voting members.

(2) In making recommendations to the Governor in Council for the purpose of subsection (1), the Minister
shall take into consideration

(a) the skills and assets the Minister considers necessary to ensure an

effective and optimally functioning Board; and

(b) representation by stakeholder groups that will be subject to the
accessibility standards.

(3) At least one half of the members of the Board must be

persons with disabilities.

(4) The following persons are non-voting members of the Board

whose presence at or absence from a meeting does not affect quorum:

(a) the Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal or that

Accord people

with disabilities a

central role in

creating and

implementing

standards

Minister's designate;

(b) the Minister of Business or that Minister's designate;
(c) the Minister of Regulatory Affairs and Service Effectiveness or that Minister's designate; and



(d) the Minister of Municipal Affairs or that Minister's designate.

14 (1) A person appointed to the Board pursuant to clause 13(1 )(a) holds office for a term of three

years.

(2) No person may be appointed to the Board pursuant to clause 13(1)(a) for more than two consecutive

terms.

15 (1) The Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the Minister, may designate members of
the Board appointed pursuant to clause 13(1 )(a) as the Chair and the Vice-chair of the Board.

(2) The Vice-chair shall act as Chair if the Chair is absent or unable to act or when authorized to act by the

Chair.

16 (1) The Board shall hold at least four regular meetings in each year and meet with the Minister at

least once every 12 months.

(2) The Board shall prepare a summary report after each regular meeting and make the report publicly

available.

(3) The Board shall annually prepare a report of its activities and operations during the preceding fiscal
year and file it with the Minister.

17 The Board shall advise and make recommendations to the Minister about accessibility and, in
particular, shall

(a) suggest measures, policies, practices and requirements that may be implemented by the Government
to improve accessibility;
(b) assess whether existing measures, policies, practices

l\. and requirements are consistent with the purpose of this Act;
(c) set priorities for the establishment and content of

accessibility standards and the timelines for their

implementation;

(d) set long-term accessibility objectives for furthering the purpose of this Act; and

(e) respond to requests for accessibility advice from the Minister.
18 The Minister may, in consultation with the Board,

(a) establish standard development committees to assist the Board with making recommendations to the
Minister on the content and implementation of accessibility standards;

(b) specify a committee's mandate;

(c) provide guidelines for a committee's functions and operations; and

(d) establish a subcommittee of technical experts and other individuals familiar with issues specific to the

standard being developed.

19 (1) A standard development committee established under Section 18 must have

(a) one half of its membership consist of persons with disabilities or representatives from organizations

representing persons with disabilities;

(b) representatives of organizations and classes of organizations likely to be affected by the standard being

developed; and

(c) representatives from departments of the Government that have responsibilities related to the standard
being developed.

(2) A person does not need to be a member of the Board to be a member of a committee.

20 (1) Committee members not employed in the public service of the Province shall be paid such
remuneration as is determined by the Minister.

(2) Committee members shall be reimbursed for their reasonable expenses incurred in the performance of

their duties.

ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS

-21 (1) Where the Minister determines that there is an accessibility issue, the Minister shall prepare
terms of reference for an accessibility standard to address the issue.
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(2) The terms of reference prepared N^ under subsection (1) must
(a) specify the accessibility issue;

(b) specify the individual, organization or class

that may be subject to the standard;

(c) establish a timeline for a response by the Board;

and

(d) suggest individuals, organizations and public sector bodies

to be consulted.

(3) The Minister shall give the terms of reference to the Board

and make them publicly available.

22 (1) Upon receipt of the terms of reference for a proposed

accessibility standard, the Board shall consider and make any

recommendations to the Minister respecting

(a) the accessibility objectives for the activity or undertaking, the
class, the aspect of the built environment or the individuals or

organizations to which the standard relates; and

(b) the measures, policies, practices and other requirements

that the Board believes should be implemented, including

• (i) how and by whom they should be implemented, and

(ii) the period for implementing them.

(2) An accessibility standard must include

(a) an economic impact assessment for the standard;
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(b) an assessment of how the standard will increase

accessibility in the Province; and

(c) resources required to comply.

(3) When recommending time periods for implementing an
accessibility standard, the Board shall consider

(a) the nature of the barriers that the measures, policies,

practices and other requirements are intended to identify, reduce,
remove or prevent;

(b) any technical and economic considerations that may be associated with implementing the standard;
and

(c) any other matter referred to in the terms of reference.

23 When preparing recommendations under Section 28, the Board shall consult with

(a) persons with disabilities or representatives from organizations representing persons with disabilities;

(b) representatives of those engaged in the activity or undertaking, or the individuals or organizations, or

representatives of the class that may be made subject to the proposed accessibility standard;

(c) representatives of government entities that have responsibilities relating to the activity, undertaking or

class that may be made subject to the proposed accessibility standard; and
(d) other individuals or organizations that the Minister considers advisable, including a standard

development committee.

24 The Board shall attempt to achieve a consensus among its members on its recommendations but,

where there is no consensus, the majority may make recommendations and one or more members may submit

separate recommendations.

25 The recommendations must be submitted to the Minister in the form and within the period specified by

the Minister.

26 Upon receipt of the recommendations, the Minister may prepare a proposed accessibility standard
adopting the recommendations in whole, in part or with any modifications the Minister considers appropriate.



27

(a)

(b)

(c)

An accessibility standard may

specify the individuals or organizations that are subject to the standard;

set out measures, policies, practices and other requirements for

(i) identifying, reducing and removing barriers, and

(ii) preventing barriers from being established; and

require the individuals or organizations that are subject to the standard to implement those measures,

policies, practices and other requirements within the period specified in the standard.

28 An accessibility standard may be general or specific in its application and may be limited as to time and

place.

29 Accessibility standards may apply to individuals

or organizations that

(a) employ others;

(b) offer accommodation;

(c) own, operate, maintain or control an aspect of

the built environment other than a private residence with three or fewer

dwelling units;

(d) provide goods, services or information to the public; or

(e) engage in a prescribed activity or undertaking or meet other prescribed requirements.

30 An accessibility standard may apply to different classes of

individuals or organizations or aspects of the built environment and, without

limiting the generality of the foregoing, may apply to classes with respect to

any attribute, quality or characteristic, or any combination of those things,
including

(a) the number of persons employed by an individual or organization or
its annual revenue;

(b) the type of activity or undertaking in which an individual or organization is engaged or the sector of the
economy of which an individual or organization is a part; or

(c) a particular characteristic of an aspect of the built environment, such as the type of infrastructure or the

size of a building, a structure or premises, that is owned, operated, maintained or controlled by an individual or
organization.

31 An accessibility standard may define a class to include or exclude an individual or organization, or an

aspect of the built environment, having the same or different attributes, qualities or characteristics.

32 An individual or organization may be subject to more than one accessibility standard.

33 The Minister shall make a proposed accessibility standard and the recommendations publicly available.

34 Within 60 days after a proposed accessibility standard is made publicly available, or within any other

longer period specified by the Minister, an individual or organization may submit comments about the proposed

standard to the Minister.

35 After consulting with the Board with respect to any comments received and revising the proposed

accessibility standard if the Minister considers it appropriate, the Minister may recommend the standard to the
Governor in Council for approval as a regulation.

36 The Minister may, by giving written notice to the Board, withdraw the terms of reference for an

accessibility standard that has been given to the Board and, where the Minister does so, the Board shall cease
its activities in respect of that standard.

37 An individual or organization that is subject to an accessibility standard shall

(a) prepare and keep records in accordance with the regulations; and
(b) make the records available for inspection and examination under this Act and the regulations.
38 An individual or organization that is subject to an accessibility standard shall comply with it within the
period specified in the standard.
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39 Every public sector body shall prepare and make publicly available an accessibility plan.
40 An accessibility plan must include

(a) a report on measures the public sector body has taken and intends to take to identify, reduce, remove
and prevent barriers;

(b) information on procedures the public sector body has in place to assess the following for their effect on
accessibility for persons with disabilities:

• (i) any of its proposed policies, programs, practices and services, and

• (ii) any proposed enactments or by-laws it will be administering; and
(c) any other prescribed information.

41 A public sector body shall consult with persons with disabilities or representatives of organizations

representing persons with disabilities when preparing an accessibility plan.

42 A public sector body shall update its accessibility plan every three years and make it publicly available.
43 Two or more prescribed municipalities may have a joint accessibility plan.

44 (1) The council of every municipality having a population of 10,000 or more shall establish an

accessibility advisory committee or continue any such committee that was established before the coming into
force of this Act.

(2) At least one half of the members of an accessibility advisory committee must be persons with
disabilities or representatives from organizations representing

persons with disabilities. _

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT
Acc

inv<45 (1) Inspectors and other persons required to administer
compliance with and enforcement ofthis Act and the regulations complaints
shall be appointed by the Minister in accordance with the Civil

Service Act.

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the Minister may engage, upon such terms and conditions as the
Minister considers necessary, the services of such persons as the Minister requires for administering
compliance with and enforcement of this Act and the regulations.

46 (1) An inspector carrying out an inspection under this Act shall produce, on request, an

identification card provided by the Minister for that purpose.
(2) A copy of an identification card purporting to be signed by the Minister is proof in any court of law that
an individual is an inspector.

47 (1) An inspector may carry out any inspection, examination or test reasonably required to
(a) determine compliance with this Act and the regulations;

(b) verify the accuracy or completeness of a record or of other information required to be prepared under
this Act and the regulations; or

(c) perform any other duty or function that the inspector considers necessary or advisable in the

administration or enforcement of this Act and the regulations.

(2) When carrying out an inspection under this Section, an inspector may

(a) require the production of any document or record for inspection and copying; and

(b) inspect the physical premises and equipment.

48 An inspector has all the powers, privileges and immunities of a commissioner appointed under the

Public Inquiries Act, with the exception of the powers of contempt, arrest and imprisonment.

49 (1) Subject to subsection (2), an inspector may, at any reasonable time, enter

(a) any land or any building, structure, premises or place that is subject to this Act or the regulations; or
(b) any other premises or place where the inspector has reasonable grounds to believe that records or

things relevant to the administration or enforcement of this Act or the regulations are kept,

for the purpose of administering and enforcing this Act or the regulations.



(2) An inspector may not enter a private dwelling place or any part of a place that is designed to be used
and is being used as a permanent or temporary private dwelling place except

(a) with the consent of the occupant of the place; or
(b) under an order granted under Section 50.

50 (1) Where a justice is satisfied on evidence under oath by an inspector that

(a) there are reasonable grounds to believe that it is appropriate for the administration of this Act for the
inspector to do anything set out in Section 47; and

(b) the inspector may not be able to carry out duties under this Act effectively without an order under this
Section because

• (i) no person is present to grant access to premises that are locked or otherwise inaccessible,

• (ii) a person has denied the inspector access to premises or there are reasonable grounds for
believing that a person may deny the inspector access to premises,

• (iii) a person has prevented the inspector from doing one or more things set out in Section 47 or

denied the inspector access to something, as a result of which the inspector is unable to do one or
more things set out in Section 47,

• (iv) there are reasonable grounds to believe that a person may prevent an inspector from doing one
or more things set out in Section 47, or may deny the inspector access to something as a result of
which the inspector may be unable to do one or more things set out in Section 47,

• (v) it is unpractical, because of the remoteness of the premises to be inspected or because of any
other reason, for the inspector to obtain an order under this Section without delay if access is denied, or

• (vi) there are reasonable grounds to believe that an attempt by the inspector to do anything set out
in Section 47 without the order might defeat the purpose of that Section or cause an adverse effect,

the justice may issue an order authorizing the inspector to do anything set out in Section 47 that is specified in
the order for the period set out in the order.

(2) The period referred to in subsection (1) may not extend beyond 30 days after the date on which the
order is made, but the order may be renewed for any reason set out in subsection (1) for one or more periods,
each of which may not be more than 30 days.

(3) An application for an extension under subsection (2) may be made before or after the expiry of the

period.

(4) An order under this Section may be issued or renewed on

DiSCOUraSe m^\ application without notice.
\ 51 An inspector who finds that this Act orthe regulations are being or
\ have been contravened may issue an order, in the form prescribed,
\ requiring the individual ororganization responsible for the contravention
\ to remedy it.

52 (1) An individual or organization named in an order made

under Section 51 may request the Minister to review the order.

(2) A request must be made in writing and must include the individual's or organization's name and

address, the reasons for requesting the review and any additional information that the individual or
organization wants to be considered by the Minister.

(3) The Minister is not required to hold a hearing when a request for review is made.

(4) A request for review operates as a stay of the inspector's order pending the outcome of the review by

the Minister.

(5) The Minister may confirm, revoke or vary the order.

(6) The Minister shall, within 60 days of the request for review being made, provide the individual or

organization who requested the review with

(a) a copy of the Minister's decision, with written reasons; and
(b) notification of the right to appeal the decision to the Court under Section 58.



(7) Where a request for review of an inspector's order is not received by
the Minister within 30 days after the order is served, the inspector's order is

final.

53 (1) Subject to Section 54, where the Minister is of the

opinion that an individual or organization has failed to comply with an

inspector's order within the period specified in the order, the Minister

may issue a written notice requiring the individual or organization to pay an administrative penalty in the

amount prescribed.

(2) Notice of an administrative penalty may only be issued after the period for appealing an order has
expired or, where an appeal has been filed, after a decision has been made on the appeal.

(3) The notice of administrative penalty must be served on the individual or organization required to pay
the penalty.

54 No penalty may be issued by the Minister more than three years after the act or omission that renders

the individual or organization liable to a penalty first came to the knowledge of the Minister.

55 (1) The Minister may file a certificate in the Supreme Court signed by the Minister and setting out
(a) the amount of the administrative penalty issued; and

(b) the individual or organization against whom the penalty is issued.

(2) A certificate filed under this Section has the same force and effect as if it were a judgment obtained in
the Court for the recovery of a debt in the amount set out in the certificate and may be enforced in the same
manner as a judgment of that Court.

56 An individual or organization who pays an administrative penalty for an incident of non-compliance may
not be charged with an offence with respect to that non-compliance unless the non-compliance continues after
the penalty is paid.

57 Administrative penalties paid under this Act must be used for the purpose of accessibility initiatives,
including public education and awareness.

58 (1) Any individual or organization who is directly affected by a decision of the Minister made under
(a) Section 52 with respect to an order; or

(b) Section 53 with respect to an administrative penalty,

may appeal the decision by filing a notice of appeal with the Court and serving a copy on the Minister.
(2) An appeal may be made on the following grounds:

(a) in the case of a decision under Section 52, that the finding of a contravention of this Act or the

regulations was incorrect; or

(b) in the case of an administrative penalty, that

• (i) the amount of the penalty was not determined in accordance with the regulations, or

(ii) the amount of the penalty is not justified in the public interest.

(3) An appeal may not be commenced more than 30 days after the individual or organization receives a

decision of the Minister.

(4) An appellant shall serve a notice of appeal on any other person who the Court orders to be served.

59 On receipt of the notice of appeal under subsection 58(1), the Minister shall file with the Court true

copies of

(a) all documents and materials that were before the Minister when the Minister made the decision;

(b) the Minister's decision; and
(c) the Minister's written reasons for the decision.

60 (1) On hearing an appeal under Section 58, the Court may confirm, vary or dismiss the decision or

refer the matter back to the Minister.

(2) The Court may make any order as to costs on an appeal that the Court considers appropriate.
61 The commencement of an appeal under Section 58 operates as a stay of the decision pending the

outcome of the appeal.
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62 The Minister may issue public reports disclosing details of orders and decisions made and

administrative penalties issued under this Act.

63 The following documents must be provided in an accessible format and at no charge to a person within
a reasonable period after the person requests it from the Minister or a public sector body:

(a) in the case of the Minister,

(i) the terms of reference for a proposed accessibility standard,

(ii) the recommendations of the Board,

(iii) a proposed accessibility standard,

(iv) a review conducted under Section 64,

(v) any educational and awareness tools made publicly available,

(vi) a summary report prepared by the Board,

(vii) an accessibility plan; and

(b) in the case of a public sector body, its accessibility plan.

64 (1) Within four years after the coming into force of this Act, and at least every five years thereafter,
the Governor in Council shall appoint a person to undertake a

comprehensive review of the effectiveness of the Act and report on

the person's findings to the Minister.

(2) The person undertaking the review under this Section shall

consult with

(a) persons with disabilities;

(b) representatives from organizations representing persons with disabilities; and

(c) representatives from organizations affected by the implementation of accessibility standards.

(3) Within 30 days of receiving the report, the Minister shall make the report publicly available.

65 No action lies against the Minister, the Accessibility Directorate, the Board, an inspector or any other
person acting under the authority of this Act for anything done, or omitted to be done, in good faith, in the

exercise or intended exercise of a power or duty under this Act or the regulations.
66 An individual or organization who

(a) repeatedly fails to

• (i) prepare and keep records in accordance with the regulations,
• (ii) make the records available for inspection and examination, or

• (iii) comply with an accessibility standard as required under Section 38;

(b) knowingly makes a false or misleading statement to the Minister or an inspector acting under the

authority of this Act;

(c) knowingly makes a false or misleading statement in a record or report given or required under this Act;

(d) hinders, obstructs or interferes with, or attempts to hinder, obstruct or interfere with, the Minister or an

inspector acting under the authority of this Act; or

(e) continues to fail to comply with an inspector's order after having been issued an administrative penalty,

regardless of whether the penalty is paid,
is guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine of not more than $25,000.
67 In a prosecution of an offence under this Act, it is sufficient proof of the offence to establish that it was

committed by an employee or agent of the accused whether or not the employee or agent is identified or has

been prosecuted for the offence, unless the accused establishes that the offence was committed without the

knowledge or consent of the accused.
68 Where an organization commits an offence, a director, officer or agent of the organization who

authorized, permitted or acquiesced in the offence is also guilty of the offence and liable on summary
conviction to the penalty set out in Section 66, whether or not the organization has been prosecuted or

convicted.

69 (1) The Governor in Council may make regulations
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(a) prescribing municipalities and organizations in the public sector as public sector bodies;
(b) prescribing the manner in which a report must be made publicly available;

(c) prescribing an activity, undertaking or other requirements for the purpose of clause 23(1 )(e);
(d) establishing accessibility standards;

^^-—— (e) exempting an individual ororganization ora class ofindividuals
or organizations, or an aspect of the built environment, from the

application of any provision of this Act or the regulations and

exeiTIDtions prescribing terms and conditions for the exemption;
(f) respecting record-keeping and reporting requirements for

^^^^^^^^^^^^" individuals and organizations that are subject to an accessibility
standard;

(g) respecting accessibility plans, including the content, timing and preparation of such plans;

(h) prescribing municipalities that may have a joint accessibility plan;

(i) respecting the offices, positions, territorial jurisdiction and duties of inspectors generally or specifically;
(j) establishing rules governing the qualifications, office, position, duties, conduct and discipline of
inspectors;

(k) respecting the form of the order an inspector may make, including the content of the order and the
method of its service;

(I) prescribing the form an inspector must use when making an order under Section 51;
(m) for the purpose of Section 53, respecting administrative penalties for contraventions of this Act,

including regulations

• (i) prescribing the form and content of the notice of administrative penalty,
• (ii) respecting the determination of amounts of administrative penalties, which may vary according

to the nature or frequency of the contravention and whether it is an individual or organization in non

compliance, and

• (iii) respecting any other matter necessary for the administration of the system of administrative
penalties provided for under this Act;

(n) respecting the specific use to be made of any funds collected through the imposition of administrative

penalties;

(o) respecting the manner in which any order, notice or other document under this Act may be served,
given or provided to any individual or organization;



(p) respecting incentive-based measures to encourage and
accessibility standard;

(q) defining any word
or expression used but

not defined in this Act;

(r) respecting any matter

or thing the Governor in

Council considers necessary or

advisable to effectively carry out the

intent and purpose of this Act.

(2) The exercise by the Governor in

Council of the authority contained in subsection (1)

is a regulation within the meaning of the Regulations
Act.

70 Chapter 130 of the Acts of 1989, the Disabled Persons'

Commission Act, is repealed.

71 This Act comes into force on such day as the Governor

in Council orders and declares by proclamation.

or vary the order.

assist an individual or organization to meet an
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Preamble and Purposes

An Act Respecting Accessibility in Nova Scotia
Draft Preamble and Purpose [with references]

Archie Kaiser, Dianne Pothier, Barbara LeGay, Gerry Post, Sheila Wildeman

December 19, 2016

Whereas persons with disabilities in Nova Scotia continue to face attitudinal and
environmental barriers in their participation as equal members of society and violations of
their human rights; [See CRPD, Preamble (e), (k)]

And Whereas achieving accessibility will improve the health, independence and well-
being of persons disabled by barriers; [Accessibility for Manitobans Act, preamble]

And Whereas barriers create considerable costs to persons disabled by those barriers,
their families and friends, and to communities and the economy; [Accessibility for
Manitobans Act, preamble]

And Whereas, under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities, Canada and Nova Scotia are obliged to take all appropriate legislative,
administrative and other measures to implement the rights recognized in the Convention;
[See CRPD, Article 4(1)]

And Whereas the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees that every
individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and
equal benefit of the law without discrimination based (inter alia) on mental or physical
disability; [See Charter ,s. 15 (1)]

And Whereas the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act recognizes that the Government of Nova
Scotia, as well as all public agencies and all persons in the Province, have the responsibility
to ensure that every individual is afforded an equal opportunity to enjoy a full and
productive life; [See NS HRA,s. 2(e)]

And Whereas the Government of Nova Scotia needs to take a leadership role in advancing
the collective responsibility to achieve a barrier-free Nova Scotia through the elimination of
existing barriers to inclusion and the prohibition of the creation of new barriers to inclusion

And Whereas persons with disabilities disproportionately live in conditions of poverty;
[See CRPD, Preamble (t)]

And Whereas persons with disabilities who are subject to multiple or aggravated forms of
discrimination based on other grounds of discrimination face compound barriers; [See
CRPD, Preamble (p)]

And Whereas the promotion of the full enjoyment by persons with disabilities of their
human rights and of their full participation will result in their enhanced sense of belonging
and in significant advances in the human, social and economic development of society and
the eradication of poverty; [See CRPD, Preamble(p)]



Therefore be it enacted by the Governor and Assembly as follows:

1 This Act may be cited as the Accessibility Act.

2 The purpose of this Act is:

(a) to affirm the right of persons with disabilities to full and equal participation and
inclusion in all aspects of Nova Scotia society, by ensuring province-wide
accessibility for, but not limited to, the following areas of focus: legal,
medical/health, education, employment and labour market opportunities, political
involvement, housing, public transportation, information and communication,
public spaces, customer and client services, positive attitudes through increased
public awareness, recreation, and spiritual activities;

(b) to achieve accessibility for persons with disabilities on an equal basis with others to
the physical, social, economic, political and cultural environment, to health and
education and to information and communication, to enable persons with
disabilities to fully enjoy all human rights and fundamental freedoms; [CRPD,
Preamble (v)]

(c) to establish clear, progressive, mandatory and date-specific standards with respect
to the removal and elimination of barriers and the adoption of measures to foster
full and equal participation and inclusion in all aspects of Nova Scotia society;

(d) to actively involve persons disabled by barriers in the decision-making processes
regarding accessibility standards;

(e) to provide independent and effective monitoring and enforcement of accessibility
standards.
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When I retired in 2003, my Nova Scotia-born spouse and I moved to Halifax
from Boston. Lock, stock and wheelchair. Family, friends, Canadian values,
social justice, single-payer health, the great outdoors, the sea and Maritime
culture all beckoned. We were here full-time until 2007, when it became too
frustrating and impractical to continue. Why would I want to live in a place
where my wheelchair and I are excluded every day, and told nothing will be
done about it?

We now live half the year in Halifax and half in North Carolina, which:

is a Right to Work state;
is a death penalty state;
has a spiffy new Constitutional Amendment banning same-sex

marriage;
allows open carry of handguns without a permit.

Why would anyone want to live there? Because:

the winters are nice;
my wheelchair is always welcome, thanks to a federal law that makes

it so.

On Feb. 1, 1960, at Woolworth's in Greensboro, N.C., four black college
students sat down at a "whites-only" lunch counter. They were denied
service and, when asked to leave, they refused. The Greensboro sit-in was a
milestone on the road to civil rights. If you go to Woolworth's in Greensboro
today, you will find a museum filled with mementos of the Jim Crow south

For wheelchair users, is there a difference between inaccessible restaurants
in the Hydrostone Market in Halifax and the lunch counter at Woolworth's?
Never mind that wheelchair users can't stage a demonstration by refusing to
leave because they can't even get in. For disabled Nova Scotians, is there a
difference between back-of-the-bus and the completely separate
transportation system called Access-A-Bus? In employment, is there a
difference between no ramp and Irish Need Not Apply? In a democracy,
should the MLA of a voter with disabilities have an inaccessible office? Maybe
these examples don't rise to the level of past racial injustices, but make no



mistake - this is discrimination of the hurtful, malicious, deliberate, small-
minded, ignorant kind.

Discrimination enables economic and social injustice. As demonstrated in
hundreds of locations in Halifax, employers can openly signal refusal to
accommodate qualified disabled employees. Complain to the Nova Scotia
Legal Information Society or to your local MLA, but mind the step.

Four years ago, I made a representation that my fitness centre in North
Carolina, operated by Duke University, did not meet accessibility standards.
Within 30 days, a federal Justice Department mediator appeared, and within
another 30 days, the problems were addressed. Appealing to Duke's altruism
would not have matched the authority of written and enforceable standards,
which are critical.

Late last year, a gang of U.S. senators hijacked the ratification of the UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. Canada ratified it in
March, 2010. Yet in the United States, people with disabilities enjoy broad
social acceptance, integration and almost fierce equality. In Canada, they
have only promises. How can that be?

In more than three years since ratification, Canada has neglected its
obligation to implement and monitor the treaty, and currently has no plan to
do so. Or even a plan to have a plan. Responsibility for reporting on progress
(the first report is more than a year late) lies with the Department of
Canadian Heritage, which says in best Catch-22 fashion on its website: "The
Human Rights Program cannot consider complaints concerning individual
cases of alleged human rights violations, and cannot give legal advice
concerning such cases."

The website link to the schedule for submission of Canada's reports to the UN
is broken.

Canada has so much to offer the world, but it needs to give more than lip
service to the rights of people with disabilities. Fair treatment is an obligation
and a promise, not just a courtesy.

Warren (Gus) Reed is former associate dean of admissions at Harvard
University.



Bill 59 Community Alliance

Recommended Resolution for Consideration

by Nova Scotia Law Amendments Committee

Be it resolved that the Preamble, Purpose and Principles presented by
the Bill 59 Community Alliance be adopted and presented to the
Department of Justice as the framework and redrafting guide for Bill 59:
An Act Respecting Accessibility in Nova Scotia.

And that in redrafting Bill 59 the Department of Justice consult with the
Nova Scotia Disability Community.

Respectfully Submitted,

The Bill 59 Community Alliance

Nihil de nobis, sine nobis | Nothing about us. without us | Rien pour nous, sans nous



March 2, 2017

RE: Submission to LawAmendments Committee re: "Bill 59, AnAct
Respecting Accessibility in Nova Scotia"

Submitted by Trudy Bengivenni in collaboration with: Rachel Marie Blinn,
Hantford Boudreau, Amanda Comeau, Bobby Comeau, Glendon
d'Entremont, Jon Graham, Nancy Hodge, Paul Reginai Newell, Simone
Robichaud, Beverly Ann Robicheau, June Saulnier, Marilyn Smith,
Marcia Surette, Elise Thibodeau, Jody Thibodeau and Paul Wyman.

It is more than gratifying to have access to such a profound privilege of
citizenship in my home province. To actually be welcome to address the
LawAmendments Committee on any Bill before it passes into law is a
phenomenal gesture, fostering the perpetuation of a civil and democratic
society. I have never been prouder to be a Nova Scotian!

In my various roles as a community, environmental and primary heath
advocate, I have considerable experience organizing and delivering public
consultations across a wide spectrum of community, regional, provincial
and federal forums, (please see Appendix 1: BACKGROUND PROFILE).

MAJOR KUDOS to the NS LawAmendments Committee for delaying
passage of Bill 59 until public consultation is conducted with those citizens
who will be most impacted by its provisions. I also greatly admire and thank
the web of advocacy and helping organizations working toward full social
inclusion for all citizens, regardless of their race, gender, religion, country of
origin or physical/mental or intellectual status. I'm going to present in a
rather unorthodox narrative style, because I consider it the best way to
address the disability issues that a group of my dearest friends have
revealed to me—not by complaining to me but from my being witness to
what they endure on a daily basis.

Motivated by the impressive statement of the Law Amendments Committee
that Bill 59 could not advance to passage until widespread public
consultation is held with those persons who will be most impacted by the
provisions of this Act, I decided to interview my friends; who are my



collaborators in this process. They happen to live in group homes and/or
attend I'Atelier de Clare, a workshop facility under the auspices of the
Canadian Association for Community Living (CACL).

Many people have the misguided notion that intellectually challenged adults
have the minds of children. Trust me, they are not children and many are
coming from circumstances that would make any one of us fall to our
knees. And generally, the residences, especially in rural communities like
ours, support a mixed population of varied ages. But I have never
represented a group of people with as much inspired passion as the group
whose words I carry here today. I can no longer refer to them as "clients" or
residents; they are my beloved friends. And they were profoundly moved
when I told them that their words will be among the most important ones
the government will see and hear; and that they will help make the world a
safer, better place for many others. Those who could stand did. And the
wheelchair users formed a circle and gave each other and me high five!
They regard helping others as the most highly valued activity they perform,
and I can think of no finer people to represent in the hallowed chambers of
Province House than them.

The Vision of the CACL is to ensure that the "Rights to equality, self-
determination, full citizenship, valued recognition and respect from others
are legally recognized and assured for all people with intellectual
disabilities."

See: http://www.cacl.ca/area/equality-rights

The week after I joined the Board of Directors of I'Atelier and la Maison
Jerome group home back in 2012, I was invited by Executive Director,
Kathleen Jacques, to attend a ceremony honouring the clients who had
successfully completed a computer literacy course. An official from the
Dept. of Education in Halifax was in attendance to pass out certificates, and
he spoke about his own challenges growing up with a speech impediment
and struggling to learn how to read. He spoke very highly of the literacy
program being delivered, with much support from I'Atelier staff, by a brilliant
young teacher from the Digby Area Learning Association (DALA). She told
me a while later that she calls I'Atelier her "happy place."

When it was my turn to speak, I walked over and faced the group of 25
beaming people, proudly holding their freshly minted achievement
certificates. As I made eye contact with the happy group seated before me,
the words I had planned to say evaporated as I felt a surge of love and



compassion coming at me from them. I stepped back and put both hands
over my heart, and said, "OH MY! I have never been welcomed so lovingly
and kindly by any group I've ever spoken to."

I stepped toward them and took my glasses off, and told them that I am
legally blind without my glasses, due to a brain injury to my visual cortex at
birth (and I tapped it to show them where it is). I have poor balance and
"can't chew gum and walk a straight line." None of them laughed. Their full
attention was riveted on me and what I was saying. I knew four of them
already, and looked at each of the four in turn, telling Bobby that I can't hit a
nail with a hammer like he can; to Jody that I can't draw and paint birds as
beautifully as he can; to Nancy that I can't do the precise needlepoint
ornaments she enjoys making. And to June, who taught me her highly
evolved and compelling interview style.

I told them that everyone has limitations that they need help to overcome or
live with, and that I'd like to get to know each of them one on one, and learn
about their interests, hobbies and what they do in their spare time. I knew
there was a huge celebration cake waiting, so I ended with a promise that
I'd come back the following day, and for many days after! AND I HAVE!
I started to walk away, but they remained seated. So I turned back and
asked if they had any questions. They looked at each other in silence then
one by one they came to introduce themselves to me. After the sixth one
came forward, I announced that I wanted to go eat cake with them. I did not
leave the building until I had greeted each and every one of them, ONE ON
ONE. Five years later our bond has become even stronger. I cannot
measure the value of the learning and life skills these amazing people have
bestowed upon me.

I now recoil at the widespread practice of defining persons with disabilities,
especially those requiring long-term residential support, solely by their
identified incapacities. Who among us would choose to go though life being
defined only by our limitations? What kind of outcome would you expect for
yourself under such a staggering burden? That is why I have chosen to
present in this narrative style. My intention is that you will see the potential
social and personal capital of persons who have been invisible and/or
denigrated for far too long! And please don't fall prey to the misguided and
cliched charitable perspective that accommodating PWDs is the 'right' thing
to do, while cringing inwardly in their presence. Challenge your
assumptions and see what happens when you shed the 'us and them'



illusion. Einstein failed basic high school
Math, and was labeled as learning
disabled. His parents were advised to
send him to a trade school to become a

plumber.

The following feedback came from
meetings and interviews I conducted at
I'Atelier de Clare and two group homes, la
Maison Jerome and La Maison Coucher

du Soleil from Feb. 5 to 9th, 2017.

I composed two basic questions to
motivate the respondents after they asked
me what they should say. This is not an
every day experience for them or for me.
The staff at all three sites graciously
assisted me.

1. What activities do you enjoy doing at the workshop and/or at your
residence?

2. What would you like to have in your life that you do not have now?

And the following quotes are the result of that consultation.



February 9, 2017

Submission to the NS LAW AMENDMENTS COMMITTEE re:
"THE NOVA SCOTIA ACCESSIBILITY ACT"

"I authorize my friend Trudy Bengivenni to share my words and/or
photograph with the NS Law Amendments Committee, and wish
to have my comments entered into the permanent records of this
proceeding." ^^U^ %?«*"»**
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RACHEL MARIE BLINN: (smiling in her favourite blue sweater)

"I like to do my scrapbook, and I shred paper at my work; lots of paper that
people pay to have shredded. I really like that to do that! I like to go visit my
mother, and will go this weekend. My mother can't talk anymore. But I still
love to go see her.

I learned how to read this year and I go to the library with my friends to get
books. I love reading! I also love to go bowling but I'm not in the Special
Olympics.

My favourite thing is to go shopping. I like Frenchy's and bought a nice blue
blouse there. I really like to go to Tim Horton's with Trudy and Kathy. I have
yogurt with fruit. And I also like to go to Robin's for coffee. We sometimes
go to the Chinese restaurant in Digby, but not so much anymore."
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HANTFORD BOUDREAU:

"I really enjoy going to see my Mom and my girlfriend Nancy. I also enjoy
going downtown to Saulnierville We have to pay for some of our outings
now ...500 per kilometre. So it costs me $11.50 round trip to go to
Saulnierville to visit my fiancee Nancy. Sometime the rides are free, paid
for by the government...Community Services. It used to be four times per
month, but now it is only twice a month and I have to pay for the other two
rides since Community
Services cut their

transportation budget.
Four times a year we get to
go to Yarmouth and Digby
(approx. 40 to 45 minutes
from Clare). There's one car
to Digby and two to
Yarmouth for whoever wants

to go. We have to pay $55
roundtrip for these trips. I
don't like the idea of money
coming out of our wallets
and "comfort

allowance" ($115/month),
and income from the work I

do either at the workshop or
my residence ($25 /week),
and our clothing allowance.

I don't mind contributing to
the cost of food and rent,
and living expenses. But I
would really like to manage
my own money. And I would
like to have some help to do
that to make sure I'm doing
it right.

I enjoy going to the library
every two weeks. We can
keep the books for three weeks. I really enjoy reading a lot, and also enjoy
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having computer access. The Bible is somewhat along the line of my
reading taste; and I also enjoy horror stories, science fiction, etc.

I like to walk for exercise in the fresh air. I also like to "do steps," counting
my steps walking and also using the Stepercizer machine at my residence.
We (me and my friends) like to walk in the P'tit Bois (Little Forest) behind
the University.

RECOMMENDATION FROM HANTFORD BOUDREAU:
'WE NEED A CROSSWALK (ON HWY 1) FROM THE BOTTOM OF LA
MAISON JEROME DRIVEWAY TO THE ST. MARY'S CHURCH PARKING
LOT TO GET TO L'ATELIER SAFELY!'

Some of my friends walk both ways every day except when it's raining or
snowing. And my wheelchair user friends cross there often too. Clyde goes
out a lot and sometimes he doesn't get back till after dark. It's very
dangerous for him to cross there. It's a high traffic area. I only attend the
reading and Math classes at I'Atelier with Sheri McNeil, the teacher who
comes from DALA (Digby Area Learning Association) Sheri is totally
awesome and everybody enjoys her classes a lot.

What would I like to have in my life that I don't have now?

More money! (joke). My deepest wish is that I would like to live with the
love of my life, Nancy! And I would like us to live in our own place. I would
also like to manage my own money. And would also like to have someone
help me to manage my money."
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AMANDA COMEAU:

"Why don't we clean up the whole world! And keep it clean and be healthy.
To live our life and help one another.

That is my message ..."
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BOBBY COMEAU:

I really enjoy working here at I'Atelier, and I have lots of friends. I don't live
in a residence.The money is good ($25 /week) and sometimes I help my
special needs friends who have problems getting on the Transport bus. I
push their wheelchairs at other places too, if need be.

I really like going on outings. Sometimes I help pay my way but other times
it's free. I go bowling and I'm in the Special Olympics. I do three sports:
Bowling, Curling and Bocci. I'm quite active in those three sports. I love
professional hockey more than any other sport.

I'm a third Degree Knight in the Knights of Columbus. I'm also into the
Cursillo movement at St. Pat's Church in Digby. I attend "Ultreyu" at the
Church in Digby on every third Friday of the month from 7:30 till 9 o'clock,
don't really want to do anything else than what I do now. I'm very busy and
I'm very happy!"
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GLENDON d'ENTREMONT

"I like to read. I like magazines and books about Princess Diana.

I go visit my family in Pubnico sometimes and I like to play Bowling on the
iPad.

I work doing sanding wood but not downstairs in the woodworking shop. I
do it upstairs sitting on my favourite chair.

I exercise and like to use the exercise machines. I also like to do puzzles.
My favourite puzzle is the Super Heroes one."
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JON GRAHAM (whose residence is on the shore of St. Mary's Bay):
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NANCY HODGE:

Even though I wish I could live with my fiance Hantford Boudreau, I also
love being here at the Maison Coucher with my friends. The food is great
and I'm very picky about what I eat. I enjoy going shopping and going on
other outings, or just driving around Clare. And the staff here is very nice.

I used to work in the kitchen

washing dishes at the
Senior's home. Igo sewing at '
I'Atelier and then I go to
Cottage Celeste (a senior
residence) to do things for the
seniors there. On Thursdays I
go to Au Logis, another home
for seniors. I do all of this work

as a volunteer without pay.
Cindy and June work there
with me and we all travel

together. We'e all volunteers.

I get up at 6:25, shower, have
breakfast with my friends and
get a ride on the Transport de
Clare bus which arrives at

I'Atelier at 8:30. I sometimes

don't get home till 6:00 pm.

We have to save money for a
whole year to spend one night
at our favourite Inn a short

distance from where I live.

The Transport drives us there
for free. Hants lives further away, and has to pay sometimes if he wants to
visit me unless someone brings him. I like saving money and would like to
have control over my own money. My special dream is that me and Hants
could save enough to go to PEI together. But I mostly wish that we could
just have our own place and live together."
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PAUL REGINAL NEWELL:

"i do puzzles and read a little bit, but not much though. I have problems
reading because of the brain tumours (thirteen or fourteen) that injured my
optic nerve. One was right on my optic nerve!

Very good staff here.They look after me very well; and I can sometimes be
a pain in the "a-s-s," hahaha!

I'm a very fussy eater. I like meat and potatoes; and beef, not pork. Potato
pancakes and raw carrots; I can't eat them cooked. I really enjoy socializing
with my friends here, at my residence.

If I could have any wish, it would be for me to have my mother back in my
life, but she's not in my life anymore. Me and my mother always got along.
My mother loves me and I love her very much."
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SIMONE ROBICHAUD:

I like to write and do puzzles. I also enjoy going on outings and love to
go Bowling. I also love music and enjoy dancing when "the Ukeladies"
come to play for us at I'Atelier."
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BEVERLY ANN ROBICHEAU:

I like living here but I don't like the doctor's care. The needle makes me
sick and it slows down my kidneys. I had no way to travel and couldn't
afford to get to Annapolis Royal to see a lawyer.

So I'm sitting on a rocking chair doing nothing ... but thinking. My brain is
alway in use. A psychiatrist from India once told me Iwasn't too bright, so I
said, "Thanks a lot ...same to you!"

What would I like to have in my life? I would like to live on my own again in
a big house with all my cats and dogs and have lots of money. And I would
like to manage my money myself."
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JUNE SAULNIER:

"I like to work in the workshop sanding wood. I'm really good at doing that. I
sometimes do it upstairs too. I like to paint and I really like to go out with my
friends. I work to help the old ladies at Au Logis in Meteghan. I clean the
bathrooms there. I get a ride whenever I go there to work, and I enjoy that a
lot.

I love to play cards at the workshop. I also love to colour and walk outside,

but only in the summer. And I love jewelry! I go swimming at the University
pool but not in the winter. I like to bake and make cookies once in a while."
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MARILYN SMITH:

Iwatch television a lot and talk with my friends. And I like itwhen my sister
Annie comes down to see me on Sundays. And I like being here because
it's quiet and people here are kind.

I don't get outside very much. I smoke and the staff rolls cigarettes for me.
It makes me feel good when I smoke.

What would I like in my life that I don't have now? I want a old man!
{I told Marilyn, who's a strikingly beautiful 84-year-old, that she's so youthful
looking that she could probably snag a much younger man.}
She leaned out of her chair and got as close to my face as she could
politely manage, and eagerly asked, "Can you get me one!"

1 I IfillS i
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MARCIASURETTE:

"I haven't been back to Pubnico since my favourite cousin passed away at
the age of 95. Her daughter lived in the same house and used to drive her
mother here to visit me. My boyfriend, Maurice, has lived here for seven
years and I really like that! He has his own room, though, but we spend a
lot of time together.

One of my favourite hobbies is watching the tv three-quarters of the day
with my boyfriend and laughing at his jokes. 'Tu ne enconte de bonne,
Maurice!' 'You're telling us some good ones, Maurice!' I go to the workshop
twice a week. My job is to clean the kitchen but that is the only work I do
there. After I finish with the kitchen, I enjoy playing word search games and
talking with my friends.

Two things I like here at my residence are eating and having the staff put
nail polish on for me. I love getting presents when they come around at
Christmastime and birthdays.

My favourite supper is rappie pie and I like the one from Pubnico the best
because it has a very high crust and isn't too soft. I also like to have pop
and potato chips ,and the staff gives them to me only twice a week
because I have kidney trouble. I really love cheese burgers and french
fries. When I go to the Red Cap Restaurant in Pubnico I love to eat their
chicken burger with French fries and gravy. And I buy lottery tickets
because I want to win $22 million dollars.

NOTE: I choose to speak in English because I know that Trudy doesn't
understand French very well."
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ELISE THIBODEAU: (wearing her red sneakers and beautiful smile)

"I work at the cafeteria at the University and I am a volunteer. I go on the
Tim Horton's run and bring the coffee to places {in the community}. I take
the orders and bring them to where the people are.

I like to work in the kitchen and swim at the Universite Ste-Anne pool.

I have two brothers and one of them is having a birthday tomorrow.
I love being at I'Atelier with my friends and have fun here every day."
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JODY THIBODEAU: (In his striped T-shirt enjoying Chinese food in Digby)

"I love painting more than anything else I do! I do some Bob Ross paintings
and I like to paint birds. I put my own price tags on them and I I have sold

many. I save my money from the paintings I sell and now have bought a
complete set of "WWE Raw" seasons 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2007. And
"Smack Down" complete 2000 season. And WCW Monday Night 1996.1
also just bought a Blue Ray player so I can watch stuff in my room where
there's privacy.

I like going on all the outings to restaurants and shopping. I play in the
Winter and Summer Special Olympics. I have friends like Bobby Comeau
and Paul Wyman and Joey Saulnier and Timothy Comeau and Clyde
Deveau. Trudy is my good friend too, and likes to buy my bird paintings."
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PAUL WYMAN: (looking dapper in his green jacket)

"I like to exercise with the machines and also with ordinary dumbbells. I
read the newspapers every day and also like novels (war, history and
mystery novels.) At I'Atelier I paint in the woodworking shop but also do fine
art paintings of outdoor scenes, fishing boats, seascapes and landscapes.

Since I reached retirement age, I don't go downstairs to the woodworking
shop as often as I used to. I spend most of my time upstairs now.

I really enjoy Sheri McNeil's reading and Math classes. She is easy to get
along with, very friendly and a very good teacher. We all get our share of
input time with her.

I enjoy going on trips that are organized by my residence's staff. I

•••••Hi

especially like to go to Greenwood and Port Royal. I also enjoy shorter
outings to Digby.

I need more money than that I get now. When I go to Clarence's Shopping
Mart it costs me $2.00 or $3.00 to go a mile up the road. I can't walk that
far because I have lung trouble. I don't think its fair at all that Community
Services cut the budget for transportation. We now have less income from
lost work opportunities, and fewer opportunities for socializing outside our
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residence. We can't purchase anything "extra" for ourselves because it all
goes on necessities. I don't even know how much money I get. They
haven't told me yet. I have no control over my own money, and have to pay
for my "rent" and food. I don't know if that's going to change for the better
or worse, but I don't like not knowing such an important thing as how much
money I have and who is controlling it."

/ want to thank all my brave friends who took a giant leap of faith to entrust
their dreams as well as their words to me. I consider this task a sacred duty
and honoured privilege. J*

"We can love completely what we cannot completely understand."
~ Norman Maclean, A River Runs Through It

"Eventually, all things merge into one, and a river runs through it. The river
was cut by the world's great flood and runs over rocks from the basement
of time. On some of the rocks are timeless raindrops. Under the rocks are
the words, and some of the words are theirs."

~ Norman Maclean, A River Runs Through It
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APPENDIX 1
March 1,2016

BACKGROUND PROFILE: Trudy Bengivenni /TRANSPORT
Vice President, Le Transport de Clare Society / / °f clare
(900R 9017^ * " **'*"'9*"*,D>*b*t:°*M*

Igraduated from McGill University in 1972 with a B.Arts (English Literature). I
lived in Montreal for four years after graduation and worked for two English
language publications: The Official Hotel &Resort Guide and Readers Digest
Canada prior to returning to my home province of Nova Scotia in 1976.

My husband and I moved to Clare with our four young children in 1979, and have
made it our chosen home ever since. From 1985 onward, I have been involved in
multi-sectoral community development activities, and have been an outspoken
advocate for environmental stewardship, community empowerment and
Population Health.

I have been involved with le Transport de Clare in various capacities since its
inception in 1996. Iwas a founding member (1985 to 2006) and Past President of
Enviro Clare; founding member (1995 - 2004) and Past Chair of the Clare
Community Health Board; member of the NS Public Health "Partners for
Progress Regional Working Group (1997-2005); Board member of I'Atelier de
Clare and la Maison Jerome (2011-2013); and others. I also worked full-time
(1985-2003) for the Clare Shopper, a community advertising tabloid.

Over the years I have researched, compiled documentation, organized and
contributed written and/or oral submissions to many public community
consultations, on behalf of the organizations I belonged to or as an invested
citizen. I drafted the first Clare Community Heath Board Community Health Plan
(1997); assumed responsibility for the official Enviro-Clare response to the
(2000-2005) Federal-Provincial Environmental Review of the proposed White
Point Quarry and Marine Terminal on Digby Neck; submitted to the Minister's
Task Force on Regionalized Health Care in N.S. (1999); Submitted to the 2012
Nova Scotia Electoral Boundary Commission; provided research and writing
support to the Dissenting Member of the Electoral Boundary Commission and
organized and co-facilitated the 2013 All Candidates Forum on the UN
Convention for the Rights of Persons With Disabilities held at I'Universite Ste-
Anne in Church Point, SW Nova Scotia.



Accessibility Law Amendments Submission

This paper is respectfully submitted as it relates to accessible transportation
issues and recommendations for the proposed accessibility legislation.

As part of community transportation in Nova Scotia, two formalized committees

play a vital role in this regard. Community Transportation Nova Scotia (CTNS)
handles the strategic and advocacy areas whereas the Rural Transportation

Association (RTA) is essentially the mechanical or operational arm of community
transportation. Furthermore, during 2016 the CNTS and RTA formed a working
group called the Joint Task Group (JTG). The JTG is essentially a group focused on
analysing issues and creating recommendations for CTNS and RTA to consider.
One is the recent focal areas was reviewing the latest version of the proposed

accessibility legislation prior to the law amendments consultation session. This

paper serves as a positional viewpoint as it relates to transportation.

Overall, we felt the proposed legislation was far too weighted towards buildings
and equipment as compared with transportation. We also believe our
transportation standards will meet or exceed the actual legislation. For example,
we believe accessible websites for community transportation services is very

important but not necessarily a legislative requirement. Another overarching
theme we believe should be included in any revisions of the proposed
accessibility legislation should be a clause that all municipal governments within
Nova Scotia "must" have both an accessible transportation service in addition to
an accessible transportation plan. This is a very important issue and promote
equality across the province. We believe this is an achievable initiative and
strengthens the legislation.



The following are some comments based on the accessible transportation
working group session.

> Examining ways for transportation standards to exceed legislation.
> The definition within the proposed legislation meets the standard and our

policies and protocols can fit into this definition, when completed.
> Some areas we discussed, as it relates to disabilities included;

1. Vision

2. Hearing

3. Mobility, cane, walker, wheelchair, crutches, scooter, slow reflexes, etc.
4. Persons experiencing episodes of dizziness

5. Maybe Alzheimer's and Dementia

6. Maybe intellectually challenged
> Explore mandatory accessible Websites by transportation services
> Explore voice greetings and stops on buses
> The legislation needs to include a transportation responsibility, perhaps at the municipal

level, for example, a mandatory service level, promotes an investment in accessible
transportation. Need to change the conversation as it relates to accessible
transportation.

> We need to work with the "Disabled Persons Commission" on accessible transportation
becoming including in the legislation, as it is too weighted in buildings and structures
currently.

> Proposed Section 3(l)-c, this proposed section needs to include transportation barriers
and website as a communications barrier.

> Proposed Section 3(l)-o - much discussion was held around a public sector body as a
definition, as it relates to municipal governments and more.

> Proposed Section 4(7)-e - we can assist in this area byexpanding the tracking and
reporting of accessibility users, currently only wheel chairs are reported and tracked.
RTA can be a player in this area.

> Part listed under ACCESSIBILITY DIRECTORATE should include a clause under accessible
transportation responsibility.

> Under ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS, this area should include an accessibility
transportation standard under proposed Section 2. This is an area that CTNS can help
advance over the next FY and should applyfor funding to lead this area.

> Under proposed Section 27, the phrase - An Accessibility Standard MAY should be
SHALL or MUST.

> Both proposed Sections28 and 29 should include transportation.
> Under proposed Section 39, in addition having a publicly available plan, this also include

an accessible transportation service.

> Under the category ofCOMPLIANCE and ENFORCEMENT, proposed Sections 47(2)-b
should include accessible vehicles in addition to physical premises and equipment.

> Also, under COMPLIANCE and ENFORCEMENT, many areas should include standards
which could be governed under regulations versus the Act.



> Under proposed Section 69, subsection c relates to a clause pursuant to 23(l)-e and this
does not exist in the proposed Act.

> Proposed section 69(l)-e must can be built on this area as it relates to accessibility
standards as it relates to transportation. This is another areas which the CTNS should be
leading.

> Under the proposed Section 69(l)-h, we recommend adding service along with a joint
accessibility plan.

Overall this was a valuable session and illustrates how we can be leaders in the

area of accessible transportation. Much remains to be done but first of all, CTNS
should be the strategic lead in the area.

Dale A. Bogle

Antigonish Community Transit

Treasurer-CTNS

Member-RTA

Member-CTNS-RTA JTG
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Thank you for permitting me to speak this afternoon. And
thank you for this Accessibility Act.

It has been a long time coming but it is planting seeds of
hope, of possibility for the population of Nova Scotia
Different kinds of seeds:

Physical seeds - of exercise and nutrition.

Emotional seeds -of staying positive about the future.
Social seeds - that it works for all.

Money seeds - of everyone making enough to eat, or at
least not having to beg for food.

And aseed of Spirituality - abolishing the words "I can't",
and with a dream honoured by action. Which in turn will
teach future Nova Scotians by example.

Those poetic words were spoken by Terry Kelly in
November 2010 when speaking at a public Kings
County Discrimination - Race Relations Committee
meeting. The committee was to make Kings County
discrimination free.

And that is what inaccessibility is ... discrimination.

However, accessibility for all is not a priority for the
DofJ. 1

Just because the Justice Minister of the moment
believes it to be very important - with all due respect
to Minister Whalen, another Justice Minister with or
without a different government may not be so inclined.



My objection to the DofJ taking responsibility for the
Accessibility Act is that to my understanding the DofJ
is already a full time job (and probably more than full
time for a number of its personnel). With the addition
of the Accessibility Act (its regulations which have not
been written yet; AND its enforcement) that will be
adding another more-than full-time job into the mix.

Given the choice between fighting an influx of fentanyl
or ensuring compliance with Nova Scotia's new
Accessibility Act, I would hazard that the Accessibility
Act has to wait.

For this new legislation to be successful - the support,
commitment and participation of all Nova Scotians is
required. Changing the current attitudes and
increasing public awareness requires education of the
masses and broad exposure so people will be
convinced to do what is right and not just because "it
is the law".

There are no time lines for the achievement of any of
the accessibility measures outlined in the act.
Specifically, Education Accessibility Standards;
Customer Service Accessibility Standards; Health
Care Accessibility Standards; an Accessibility
Standard for the built environment; Transportation
Standards; Employability Accessibility Standards, as
well as Information and Communication.

All of these accessibility standards should ensure that
needed accessibility and accommodations are
provided to people with disabilities (PWD) of all kinds,
including (but not limited to) those labelled with

2_ C4^



intellectual, learning, mental health, communication,
cognitive or mobility disabilities, as well as vision or
hearing loss.

The committee tasked with the development of each
standard should be independent of the Nova Scotia
government. And each standard needs to be widely
publicized and enforced.

Both the Human Rights Commission as well as the
Disabled Persons Commission (and/or whatever
follows it) should be extensively involved from the
beginning, in both the formal and informal standards
development, slot H^ f^Ufc (jKUK. gx^^u

Each of these Commissions has experience with the
disability community, however the Disabled Persons
Commission and its members constitute a broader and

deeper depository of disability knowledge from across
the province. And moving forward, this resource
should continue to be maintained / used.

v^oV vu P^W UHUW| r4c-^i.

The offspring of the Disabled Persons Commission -
the Accessibility Directorate? - needs to be properly
resourced. As the Commission itself has never been.

Twenty percent of the population of this province
deserves to be treated fully and fairly. It will not just be
the twenty percent whose Accessibility Dream is
shattered ... their family and friends will be
disappointed as well.

vc«K



As Kevin Murphy said - a place that is not accessible
for him to go to, shop in, recreate in, live in, etc. does
not just lose his business. It loses his family's and
friend's business as well. And to an extent that of his

friends' friends.

Nova Scotia needs a stand-alone accessibility
minister. A minister with other onerous duties (such as
the DofJ or Community Services) will not and cannot
give accessibility any more than 'good-will' attention.

The change from Community Services to Justice is well-
intentioned but the Minister of Justice cannot devote

anywhere near the time required for developing,
overseeing and enforcing full accessibility in all aspects
of the lives of Nova Scotians.

As well, the assignment of accessibility duties to the DofJ
puts the Minister in a conflict - that of having to enforce
the Access. Act of Nova Scotia against government
organizations, of which DofJ is one. This puts the Minister
in the position of being both the enforcer and the
defendant.

To prevent this - and to give the appearance of prevention
- the Access. Act of Nova Scotia should be assigned to an
arm's length enforcement by an independent agency. That
is a Secretariat or a Commission.^ <Jr ^ «^~) l^oh
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PRESENTATION TO THE LAW AMENDMENTS COMMITTEE ON BILL 59

Thursday, March 02, 2017

DAANS workswith the public, private and non profit sectors to remove old barriers and prevent new barriers faced
by an estimated 58,000 Deaf, hard of hearing, late deafened and deaf-blind Nova Scotians in a variety ofareas
including communication access, health, education, legal services, employmentand recreation.

We are one of many organizations endorsing the Bill 59 Alliance's Principles to Redraft Bill 59. It is not our
intention to repeat these principles but rather to enhance concepts behind some of those principles.

Before we talk about Bill 59, allow us to talk about a different right - broadband internet access. CRTC recently
declared that to be a basic service across Canada. That means high speed internet is now a RIGHT not a privilege
everywhere especially in Northern and remote areas.

Whafs involved?

By when?

Who benefits?

Who pays for it?

How much does it cost?

Infrastructure (as in layingfiber optic cables), new technologies and new approaches.
90% of Canadians shall have access by the end of 2021.
100% of all Canadians by 2032 at the latest.
Everyone - everyone now can connect with everyone else.
All of us - the federal and provincial governments, telecoms and consumers.
The cost of establishing broadband internet access for everyone is LESS than the cost of
NOT doing so.

Butwait a minute here! We must not be talking about the costs here. Not about who pays for what. Not if
broadband internet access is means tested. Why? Because that is a RIGHT. That's it! No arguments there.

The conceptof equality before the law isalready enshrined inthe UN Convention on Persons with Disabilities
(which Canada ratified in 2010), the Canadian Charter ofRights and in human rights codes. Accessibility is a right of
and on its own! No arguments there either! Simple as that! Indeed!

What does that mean? Accessibility is for everyone. Period.
What's involved?

By when?

Who benefits?

Who pays for it?
How much does it cost?

Enforceable standards that remove old barriers and prevent new barriers

Yesterday! Tobe realistic, howdoes December 31, 2025sound? At 11:59 PM that day?
Everyone. Persons with disabilities (PWD) can and will contribute economically, socially,
artistically and intellectually to society just like everyone else.
All of us - public, private, non-profit sectors and taxpayers(consumers).
Thafs not relevant! Accessibility is a RIGHT just as broadband internet access is.
Allow us to paraphrase the Honorable Joanne Bernard - the cost of inclusion is much
LESS than the cost of exclusion.

How can that be done? That's best done with appropriate policies, procedures and ANDfunding all to be
encapsulated in enforceable standards. Bill 59must be modified to reflect those basic concepts!

As things stand now. Bill 59requires only a minimum of50% ofAccessibility Advisory Board members to be PWD.
This Board will have 12voting members and 4 non-voting members. Wecould conceivably end up with 4 voting
PWD and 4 nonvoting PWD onthe Board. Let's fix that by having the Bill require that a minimum of50% plus one
of the VOTING Board members be PWD. Lefs also fix that bydefining the QUORUM of everyBoard meetingto be
that same number.TheBoard members with disabilities must reflectthe crossdisability community - including but
NOT limited to those with sensory, intellectual, mental, "invisible" and mobility disabilities.

Like everyone else, we are looking forward to further consultation on this bill before itgoes tothe third reading in
this very House.

Elliott Richman

Assistant Director of Deaf Outreach

Deafness Advocacy Association Nova Scotia

daans(S)ns.svmpatico.ca
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1809 Barrington Street
P.O.Box 1116

Halifax NSB3J 2X1

Office of
Legislative Counsel

RECEDED

FE3 1 6 2017

Nova Scot's •

Re: Bill 59 (Accessibility Act)

Dear Members of the Law Amendments Committee,

I am writing in regards to Bill 59, the new NS accessibility legislation. I would like to
commend the Government for bringing forward the accessibility Legislation. When the
legislation is passed Nova Scotia will be only the third province in Canada that has an
Accessibility or Disabilities Act.

Over the past two years a lot ofwork has gone into developingthe framework and contentof
the legislation. There have been extensive consultations all across the province which resulted
in many excellent recommendations, a number ofwhich have been incorporatedinto the
legislation

However, the legislation as it currently exists has a number of flaws that undermine its ability
to remove barriers and ensure full access for all Nova Scotians. The areas we feel need revision
include the following; a need to ensure the legislation applies public and private services,
facilities, transportation and communication; there needs to be clear and meaningful deadlines
for implementation of the legislation. It is crucial that the members of the disability community
are involved and provide a leadership role in all stages of the development, implementation,
monitoring and enforcement of standards under the Act. There should be a clear process for
accepting and investigating complaints under the Act and enforcing compliance. Government
should use its purchasing power for goods and services to ensure compliance with the Act. It is
important that the Government take a very active and creative role in providing incentives and
supports to remove barriers and ensure accessibility



Many Nova Scotianswith a hearing loss experiencea range of barriers in their daily lives. Bill
59, when eventually passed, will go a longway to reducing those barriers and increasing access
for everyone. However for the Law to work in the spirit it was intended it is imperative that
certain sections need to be revised.

Nova Scotia has the ability to become a model for equality and access, not just across Canada,
but around the world. Let us seize the opportunity.

Yours sincerely,

C-^Frank O'Sullivan
Executive Director

762Victoria Road, Sydney, NovaScotia BIN 1J6• (902) 564-0003 voiceaty/fax • cbdeaf@.ns.svmpatico.ca

A United Way Funded Agency
Charitable Registration #107990608RR001



Frank O'Sullivan, Presentation to NS Law Amendments Committee

March 2nd, 2016

Thank you for the opportunity to say a few words before the committee. I am
here as a Deaf person, the Executive Director of Society of Deaf and Hard of

Hearing Nova Scotians and as a member of the cross disability Bill 59 Community
Alliance.

I would like to commend the Government for bringing forward the accessibility
legislation. When the legislation is passed Nova Scotia will be only the third
province in Canada that has an Accessibility or Disabilities Act.

Over the past two years a lot of work has gone into developing the framework
and content of the legislation. There have been extensive consultations all across
the province which resulted in many excellent recommendations, a number of
which have been incorporated into the legislation

However I believe that the legislation as it currently exists has a number of flaws
that undermine its ability to remove barriers and ensure full access for all Nova
Scotians. Iknow that many of the areas of concern and recommendations for
revision to the Bill have already been conveyed to the Law Amendments
Committee by a number of other individuals and organizations so Iwill refrain
from going into detail.

However I strongly believe for the legislation to work in the spirit it was intended
it should apply as broadly as possible in our society. There should be clear and
meaningful deadlines for implementation, the government should take a very
active and creative role in providing incentives and support to remove barriers
and ensure accessibility. It is also crucial that the members of the disability
community are involved in, and provide a leadership role in all stages of the
development, implementation, monitoring and enforcement of standards under
the Act.



As with many other Deafand hard of hearing Nova Scotians Iexperience a range
of barriers in daily life, I have also been fortunate to witness the positive impact
on one's quality of life when barriers are removed and I can experience a measure
of the access that others take for granted. This has included having access to sign
language interpreters, closed captioning, information in digital format and
Communication Access Real Time Translation (CART).

Bill 59, when eventually passed, will go a long way to reducing those barriers and
increasing access for everyone. We have the ability to become a model for access
not just across Canada but around the world. However it is imperative that we
take a little more time to revise the legislation. To paraphrase Mike Holmes of
Holmes on Homes "We need to Make it Right"

Thank you for your time.
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Executive Summary

In 2010 Nova Scotia was poised to be a national leader in
autism supports. That year, the government released the
Autism Management Advisory Team Report on Lifespan
Needs for Persons withAutism Spectrum Disorder (AMAT
Report).1 The report meticulously detailed recommendations
to support Nova Scotians with autism through each stage of
life —from early intervention to supports in adulthood.

When this report was published, Nova Scotia had the oppor
tunity to lead the country in Autism awareness, acceptance
and service delivery. Sadly, the opportunity was not seized.

Progress to address the lifespan issues identified in the

AMAT report has been minimal. Demand for autism

supports continues to grow, and Autism Nova Scotia is

working tirelessly to respond. Although every effort is

made to ensure that solutions for support are robust,

sustainable and systemic, the programs and services

the organization has been able to build are often

piecemeal. Autism Nova Scotia's capacity is being

strained just as demand and need are growing to new

heights.

Today in Nova Scotia, many families and individuals

living with autism spectrum disorder are in crisis. Some

are desperately trying to access mental health support,

while others are in crisis because of barriers to health

care delivery. Families and individuals are struggling in

the face of gaps in the education system, shortage in

funding for family respite, lack of transition to employ

ment programs and employment support, as well as

limited residential supports. The challenges people

with ASD and their families face are real, significant,

and costly.

In the almost six years since the provincial AMAT

group delivered recommendations to government,

the prevalence of autism has increased from 1 in 110 to

current surveillance indicating a prevalence of 1 in 68.2

This means that if prevalence rates remain the same,

there may be as many as 13,900 Nova Scotians on the

Autism Spectrum.

Put simply, our awareness of the needs of individuals

with autism is increasing rapidly, but the supports and

resources are not keeping pace. The band-aid ap

proach is not working. Given recent concerns around

Nova Scotia's demographic pressures, it is simply not

an option to leave thousands of citizens — Autistic

individuals and their families and caregivers — out of

full participation in society and the economy because

of a lack of supports.

This document is both an overview of a problem and

a proposal for a solution. It explains the work that Au-

tismNS is doing to support people with ASD and their

families, and the work it is doing to fill critical gaps

in support. It also proposes how AutismNS, working

closely with government and other key system service

delivery players, could create a more sustainable sys

tem of support.

4 Choosing Now: Investing in Nova Scotians Living with Autism



A note on Autism Language

Throughout this document you will see Autism Spec

trum Disoder, and how it applies to individuals and

their families, referenced in a number of ways.

Language within the Autism community is evolving

as more is understood about the condition and how it

impacts individuals and the lives they lead.

Autism Nova Scotia represents a large and vibrant

community — supporting individuals directly as well as

providing supports for families and caregivers.

The self-advocates who contribute to Autism Nova

Scotia have varied preferences when it comes to how

they would like to be identified. Some prefer identi

ty-first language and wish to be called, "Autistic" while

others would rather people use "person-first" language

such as "on the Autism Spectrum" or "Individual with

Autism".

One thing that we are very adamant about is that it is

up to the individual themselves to determine how they

wish to be identified.

That is why you will notice we include these different

representations throughout the Choosing Now doc

ument, in the hopes that our members can all relate,

and see themselves within this report.

There are some terms that we, as a community, are

working to move away from — such as "high func

tioning" and "low functioning". How well an individual

functions has long been qualified by ability to use ver

bal language and their IQ levels. This not only places

unfair assumptions about individuals who are non-ver

bal, or those who have learning disabilities — but it

also creates barriers, often insurmountable, against

Autistic individuals who may have high IQs but face

significant challenges, for example, with social commu

nication and problem-solving skills.

In 2016, the magazine, The Atlantic published a story

on the outdated use of the high/low functioning labels

stating, "Even being tagged as high-functioning can

have unfortunate consequences. Any person, regard

less of whether they have autism, functions better

in some areas of life than in others, whether that's

making and keeping friends, learning and remember

ing information, taking care of themselves, communi

cating, solving problems or paying attention. Saying a

person with autism is high-functioning implies they are

competent in all of these areas, but that's simply not

true...In practical terms, either label can be limiting: It

might prevent one child from participating in activities

she wants to do, or exclude another from getting the

services he needs."3

The references to functioning levels are only used in

this document when directly part of sourced informa

tion. At all other times, we do our best to avoid these

terms as we believe they do not adequately reflect the

great attributes, and the significant challenges, that

are faced by individuals on the Autism Spectrum.

Choosing Now: Investing in Nova Scotians Living with Autism 5



PART 1:

Introduction and Background
of this Report

Autism Spectrum Disorder is a complex neurodevelopmental
disorder that affects a person's ability to communicate and
interact, both with other people and with their environment.4
At one time autism was thought to be a rare condition, but it
is now recognized as one of the most common developmen
tal disorders. Prevalence rates have soared from 1 in 2,500
during the 1960s to l in 110 in 2009 and now sit as high as l
in 68.5 Whether the prevalence of ASD diagnoses remains the
same or continues to increase for the foreseeable future, the
needs of this population and their families will affect all gov
ernment departments, and will continue to necessitate new
community services and programs.

The increase of people diagnosed with ASD has com

pelled parents, self-advocates, educators, employers,

community employment support agencies, and a host

of community sector stakeholders to call for a more

robust system of responsive and proactive supports,

education, and services. They are calling for resources

that can help this population achieve their potential

through full community, economic and social inclusion.

As the prevalence and number of people with ASD

has grown in Nova Scotia, the Autism community in

the province has responded by trying to develop clear,

evidence-based plans for how to best support their

wide array of needs. In 2010, the Nova Scotia Autism

Management Advisory Team (AMAT) published Autism

Management Advisory Team Report on Lifespan Needs

for Persons with Autism Spectrum Disorder (AMAT

Report).6 The report identified top priorities as:

• Early diagnosis and intervention;

• Well-trained educators;

• Health professionals and respite workers; and

• Needs-specific resources and services.

In response, the Nova Scotia government called to

gether a working group that developed the Autism

Spectrum Disorder Action Plan.7 It set out key priorities

and identified gaps in services and programs across

the province and across sectors. The Action Plan

acknowledged five key areas of future government

investment and support:

1. Intervention and support service for families with

preschool children diagnosed with ASD;

2. Support for school-aged children with a diagnosis

of ASD;

3. Supports for adults with ASD and their families;

4. Skills training and awareness; and

5. Partnerships to support programming and

services.

The vast majority of government attention and invest

ment for autism services, both before and after the

AMAT report and subsequent Action Plan in 2011, has

been focused on early intervention:

6 Choosing Now: Investing in Nova Scotians Living with Autism



• In 2001 the Early Identification and Intervention

Services project, a three-year pilot, was given $2

million per year to enhance services such as early

intervention, speech and hearing. Funding was

placed into base budgets after the pilot term.

• In December of 2004, Nova Scotia instituted

Early Intensive Behavioural Intervention (EIBI) as

a $4 million yearly commitment for preschool-

aged children diagnosed with ASD. The fund is,

importantly, not accessible to children and families

once a child is in the school system.

• In 2011, an additional $4 million was invested in

EIBI, to remove the random selection process

and ensure all children with a diagnosis of ASD

accessed treatment before age six.8

• In 2015, an additional $1 million was invested to

address the long wait lists, making the annual

government expenditure on ASD-specific services

$11 million.

• In 2016, an additional $3.6 million was invested in

EIBI.

There is much evidence proving that investment in ear

ly intensive interventions can greatly improve a child's

development, lead to successful transitions into school,

and build support for people with ASD in the commu

nity and employment across their lifespans.

However, as important as investment in early interven

tion is, there are a suite of supports and services be

yond those targeted at preschool-age children which

people with ASD, their families, and Nova Scotian

communities as a whole require for people with ASD

to realize their full potential. Also, there is currently a

cohort of Autistic adults in Nova Scotia that did not

receive early intervention (EIBI), and that require sup

ports.

The Nova Scotia Government has made some small

but very important investments in other areas of

support. Yet much of the ASD-specific support and

service infrastructure in Nova Scotia has been left to

the ASD community, with the coordinating support of

Autism Nova Scotia (AutismNS), to deliver with little to

no financial support from the provincial government.

As this report outlines, the rapid growth of AutismNS

as a charitable organization and community resource,

as well as the expansion of its work into new areas of

services and supports, are symptomatic of two major

shifts in our landscape:

1. A growing awareness of additional issues that

people with ASD confront over their lifespan, along

with a growing recognition of the various and very

diverse manifestations of autism; and

2. A growing recognition of the need for a flexible

continuum of supports for people across this

broader (and further broadening) spectrum of

individuals with autism.9

The growing prevalence and profile of ASD has led to

increased awareness among Canadians — and Nova

Scotians are no exception — of the challenges that

people with ASD confront in their daily lives, and the

potential for a more holistic approach to inclusion. Far

from being overwhelmed by the needs before us, Nova

Scotians across the private, public and community

sectors are calling for better education, services, and

expert support assistance that can help people with

ASD realize their full potential at home, in school, in

the workplace, and in their communities. This requires

a collaborative multi-sector and cross-discipline ap

proach.

AutismNS is the leading community-based organi

zation in Nova Scotia that supports individuals with

autism, while also supporting their families, educators,

employers, employment agencies, healthcare profes

sionals and researchers throughout the province. Over

the last five years, AutismNS has expanded rapidly

to try and meet the demand for more and new kinds

of support, programs and services in areas such as

employment, education, respite care coordination,

expanded family support, system navigation support,

social and life skills training, autism appropriate hous

ing, and a host of others (See Appendix: Organization

al Structure).10

This increased demand and growth is placing a tre

mendous strain on AutismNS's current resource base

— yet the organization has been rising to the chal

lenge, developing a well-respected, multi-sector, and

collective impact approach to service, program and

support delivery.

As shown throughout this document, AutismNS strives

to create effective and efficient systems in collabo

ration with other stakeholders that leverage existing

community capacity and avoid duplicating efforts.

Through careful collaboration and program develop

ment, AutismNS has established scalable models for

education, employment, social and life skills supports

and services that have a real potential to be transfer-
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able to other disability groups. Moreover, AutismNS is

constantly working to identify and map clear pathways

through all of the effective supports that are available,

thus providing guidance through complex systems and

resources that are navigable for people with ASD and

their families.

AutismNS's steadfast focus, collaborative model, and

many achievements have earned Nova Scotia's Autism

community a esteemed reputation on the national

level. However, AutismNS's ability to do this work is

greatly constricted by its funding, and the increasing

need from families, health professionals, community

employment agencies, front line health care workers

and first responders, education professionals and pa

ra-professionals, employers, not-for profits, and others

is stressing the organization's ability to be a consistent

intervention support. Despite the stress on resources,

AutismNS's vision for service and support systems

remains clear, but they can't do it alone.

Fundi: r n. itism So< ities Across Canada: a Comparison

The issues described in each section of this proposal

outline much of the work that AutismNS is doing in the

provincial community, helping identify gaps in services,

offering extensive programs to help build the quality of

life and self-determination of people with ASD, helping

with system navigation, and helping build a collabo

rative network of partners and service providers that,

by any measure, gets formidable results for its staff to

outputs ratio. And yet, as the following chart reveals,

AutismNS does so with little funding support from the

provincial government. The chart below draws from the

membership of societies in the national organization,

Autism Canada, presenting the government support

received by autism societies or resource centres.11
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Table 1: Comparison of Autism Society Funding Sources, Staff Details, and $/Person with ASD by Province in 2015

ORGANIZATION GOVERNMENT OTHER

TOTAL

EXPENDITURE* STAFF

S/PERSON

WITH ASD

(GOVERNMENT/

TOTAL)

POTENTIAL*

INDIVIDUALS

WITH ASD

(based on 2015
population and an
incidence rate of 1 in 68)

Autism Nova Scotia $64,800 (5%) $1,135,200

(95%)

$1,200,000 15 Full-time

7 Part-time

3 Casual

1 Internship

26 Summer

$3 / $57 13,868

Autism Society of
Newfoundland and

Labrador

$759,970 (45%) $928,852 (55%) $1,688,822 25 Full-time

4 Part-time

13 Summer

$65 / $144 7,762

Autism Society of
Prince Edward Island

0 $60,000

(100%)

$60,000 1 Full time $0 / $18 2,153

Autism Resource

Centres (New

Brunswick)

$300,000 NA NA Minimum of

10 part time

staff

$18/NA 11,087

Federation

quebecoise de

I'autisme

$153,908 (69%) $68,097 (31%) $222,005* 3 Full time <$1 / $1 121,524

Autism Society

Ontario

$2,520,000
(42%)

$3,480,000

(58%)

$6,000,000 25 Full-time

30 Part-time

1/2 Casual
1/2 Intern
2/3 Summer

$8 / $20 202,825

Autism Society of

Manitoba

$5,000 (100%) $5,000 None $0 / $0.17 19,021

Autism

Resource Centre

(Saskatchewan)

$817,302 (80%) $92,222 (20%) $1,016,936* 6 Full time

63 Part time

$49 / $61 16,671

Centre for Autism

Services (Alberta)

$8,334.56 (16%) $43,756 (84%) $52,091 1 Part time

1 Contract

$3 / $11
Alberta Total

61,713

Alberta Total

Autism Edmonton $165,000 (30%) $385,000

(70%)

$550,000 3 Full time

9 Part time

7 Casual

1 Internship
2 Summer

Autism Calgary $85,000 (20%) $340,000

(80%)

$425,000 4 Full Time

4 Part Time

1 Casual

2 Intership
0 Summer

Autism Society of

Britsh Columbia

$250,800

(66%)

$167,200 (44%) $380,000 4 Full time

6 Part time

$2/$4 68,869

Autism Yukon $75,000 (75%) $25,000 (25%) $100,000 1 Full time $90 / $120 550

North West Territory

Autism Society

0 0 0 None $0/$0 649

Nunavut Territory $0/$0 543

CUMULATIVE TO

TAL
$5.0 mil (42%) $7.0 mil (58%) $12,043,067 n/a $6 / $15 527,232

Sources: from Canada Revenue Agency Charitable Returns, 2015: Library of Parliament for NB data: Statistics Canada, CANSIM,
table 051-0001
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As this cross-jurisdictional scan shows, government

funding and support for Autism Nova Scotia is remark

ably less, as a percentage of organization expenses,

compared to every other province.

This number is even more astounding when one takes

into account that, where many provinces have autism

centres, working alongside separate autism societies—

and both receive funding—AutismNS is effectively an

amalgam of these resource centre and society func

tions, working with a fraction of the resources. Com

pare this situation to New Brunswick; there, $300,000

is invested each year in 10 Autism Resource Centres,

which do much of the same navigation support and

even program delivery work that AutismNS does in

this province.12 At the same time, the Autism Society

in New Brunswick receives additional funding. Centres

for Autism Services in Alberta (97%), Ontario (55%),

and Saskatchewan (85%) also receive funding above

and beyond what is received by the local Autism soci

eties.13

However, the Nova Scotia government has generously

funded a number of pilot projects developed by Au

tismNS over the last several years—programs such as

our Transition Readiness and Autism Community Em

ployment program, Launch Pad and the Respite Care

Database. However, the needs for community capacity,

and the value of the services that AutismNS is render

ing to the existing ASD support system, is beginning

to over-tax the organization. A clear case exists for

additional government funding of targeted initiatives.

Purpose of this Proposal: A Model of Collaborative Service and Support
and a Case for Sustainable Funding

The proposal that follows is an effort to outline each of

the major issue areas of service or support for peo

ple with ASD, their families, and our communities. It

follows the same basic structure for each support or

service issue, as follows:

• Position: A statement of AutismNS's core

principle(s) in this particular area of support or

service;

• Issue: Framing the larger social and systemic

challenges that Nova Scotia confronts in the

area, including an outline of existing supports or

services if applicable;

• Cross-Jurisdictional Comparison: Where

appropriate and needed, this proposal offers

a look at best practices in other provinces

or countries, with a focus on those that take

advantage of collaborative networks and multi-

sectoral stakeholders;

• Outcomes: The outcome that AutismNS, and

its many partners and supporters, are working

towards.

• Recommendations: Recommendations to

government for enhanced support and services

for families and individuals living with ASD in the

province.

Autism Nova Scotia understands that it must play a

coordinating and leadership role in establishing best

practices and real supports; it is not enough that the

organization merely point in the direction the province

must head and wait for others to do the work. Au

tismNS is fully committed to being a leader and collab

orator in the journey, working with all Nova Scotians.

Therefore, each "issue" section of this report situates

AutismNS at the heart of the work that must be done,

but shows how closer collaboration and support from

government can help us get there. Taken together,

the issues and suggested outcomes in this report will

clearly outline how:

• AutismNS acts as a coordinator in a multi-sector

approach to support for people with ASD;

• AutismNS's expertise can be leveraged by

government to enhance capacity to support

people with ASD;

• Government should prioritize and target

investment, at a departmental level; and

• AutismNS is already working towards these

outcomes, independently or by building

collaborative networks of service and support

providers.
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Understanding Autism: A Background on Unique and Complex Needs

The issues and ideal system outcomes outlined in this report
are informed by an understanding of ASD that comes from
research and experience. This section will help readers grasp
the basics of the understanding that underlies the proposals
and challenges identified in the rest of the report.

THE BASICS

People with ASD exhibit a wide range of behavioural

challenges stemming from difficulty in verbalizing

thoughts, managing anxiety, dealing with change,

participating in group activities, understanding and

navigating conversation and social interaction—which

all lead to problems coping with what many of us take

for granted as everyday, routine activities.14 ASD is

diagnosed typically around the age of three years old,

and is almost five times more likely to be diagnosed in

males than females.15 It presents as (and is diagnosed

by assessing) core deficits in social communication/

social interaction and restricted, repetitive patterns of

behaviours, interests or activities.16 As the name "spec

trum" suggests, the way that these deficits present can

vary across a broad spectrum in several core areas.

table 2: Range of impact to skills Adapted from Center for

Disease Control and Prevention (2015b)

COMMUNICATION

Nonverbal Verbal

SOCIAL INTERACTION

Not interested in others A variety of friendships

SENSORY

Not very sensitive (hypo) Very sensitive (hyper)

Uncoordinated

MEASURED INTELLIGENCE

Intellectual disability

BEHAVIOURS

Coordinated

Gifted

Intense

Source: Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015

In other words, because autism is a spectrum disor

der, the way it presents is extremely diverse, varying

from person to person. For example, 25% of people

with ASD do not talk (are nonverbal), while others

may have limited verbal skills and use 1-2 word utter

ances, and still others are able to speak well.17 Some

people with ASD may seem reclusive and avoid social

interaction, whereas others may be very outgoing. The

complex range of impacts that can come with ASD

could manifest, for example, in someone having limited

verbal skills but who is intensely interested in social

interaction, or someone who is highly verbal but not

interested in people, etc. People with ASD may also

experience a spectrum of impacts in sensory sensitivi

ties. Hypersensitivities (when an individual experiences

a particular sense more strongly than their peers) may

result, for example, in someone who avoids or is averse

to certain sounds or types of light. On the other end of

the spectrum, there are those who experience varying

hyposensitivities (experiencing a particular sense less

than their peers). People with hyposensitivities may

seek out additional stimulation of a particular sense, so

they may engage in repetitive or unusual movements/

actions, or patterns of behavior that satisfy their need

to experience that sense more strongly.
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COMMON CHALLENGES

Routines and structure can be very important for peo

ple with ASD, though again the extent of this varies

across the spectrum, but often means that unexpected

changes or differences to a routine can be very upset

ting for individuals with ASD.18 Routines and structures

therefore help create predictability and understanding,

and can help in alleviating anxiety and negative stress.

But this should not be taken to mean that a person

with ASD is set in their behavior, or unable to adapt to

shifting conditions. Instead, as with all core capacities

impacted by ASD—and like everyone in society—peo

ple with ASD have strengths in some areas and weak

nesses in others. For example: a person with ASD may

have a strong ability to enter data into a computer

without making very many errors as part of their job;

however, the same person could greatly struggle with

interacting with their colleagues during lunch.

Understanding that "the spectrum" refers to a spec

trum of impacts across a variety of capacities is im

portant because it challenges an often oversimplified

notion that the "autism spectrum" refers to a range

of ability, with those "more affected" being "lower

functioning", and those who are "less affected" be

ing "higher-functioning." Importantly, the complexity

of impacts means that someone may appear "higher

functioning" because of their communication skills,

high intelligence, and lack of sensory sensitivities, but

they are still highly affected or impacted within a so

cial context by their autism in certain environments.

The high-functioning/low-functioning binary is a

common misunderstanding associated with Asperger's

Disorders, which was recently folded into the encom

passing diagnosis of ASD.19 The essential features of

Asperger's Disorders are "severe and sustained im

pairment in social interaction and the development

of restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interest,

and activity".20 Asperger's does not typically present

with communication deficits and people with As

perger's are typically considered to be on the "high

functioning" end of the autism spectrum. People who

self-identify as having Asperger's also commonly have

a very specific area of interest that they know a great

deal about. But their struggles with understanding the

"hidden curriculum" of social situations (e.g., nonverbal

cues), and some behaviours or lack of social skills and

executive functioning may lead their peers or co-work

ers to see them as lacking empathy or being "awk

ward." In many ways, someone with Asperger's syn

drome can be seen as confronting a larger disability

than those having received other diagnoses because

of their specific difficulties navigating social situations,

which have an adverse impact on things such as em

ployment.

AUTISM'S CO-DIAGNOSES AND THE WEAK

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IQ AND ASD

The frequency and variety of disabilities that are co-di

agnosed in people with autism makes it additionally

complex. Mental health issues are extremely common

for people with ASD. For example, recent studies

suggest that depression, schizophrenia and psychosis

are common, and that anxiety is particularly common,

affecting as much as 84% of the population diagnosed

with ASD.21

Despite the complexity of autism, it is too often

wrongly characterized and assessed using IQ profil

ing to evaluate "severity" or need. The leading view

in policy circles up until recently was that as many as

70% of people with ASD had an intellectual disability

(IQ<70).22 Intellectual disability is common, but recent

studies suggest that the prevalence of intellectual dis

ability among people with ASD may be considerably

lower.23 Some recent studies have suggested that as

few as 30-50% of people with ASD have an intellec

tual disability. Regardless of the rate, recent evidence

suggests that an IQ-focused approach to ASD is a

square peg for a round hole—the relationship is weakly

correlative, a poor predictor, and certainly an inaccu

rate tool for assessing both the existence of ASD, and

the disabling dimensions of it.24

Though autism is commonly co-diagnosed with other

disabilities, it is important to understand that it is its

own disorder and can create particular alignments

of disability that demand tailored accommodations

through unique service, support systems and social

structures. The American Psychological Association

recognizes ASD as a distinct developmental disability,

as does the Government of Canada and Nova Scotia.25
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Autism Is a Unique Disability and Specialized Support is a Right

Autism is, then, a developmental disorder that results

in unique disabilities that have particular and special

ized needs. Legislation and regulation in Nova Scotia

acknowledges autism's status as a disability with spe

cial needs at the school level.26

Canada is also a 2010 signatory to the UN Convention

on Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which seeks to

"promote full and equal employment of all human rights

and fundamental freedoms by all persons with disabili

ties and to promote respect for their inherent dignity".27

This means that a strong social and legal case can be

made that accommodation of ASD and its special needs

The Cost of Not Acting

Alongside the matter of the human rights of peo

ple with ASD, there is a social cost to not acting to

support and serve people with ASD throughout the

lifespan, and a convincing rationale for how tailored

supports and services could help Nova Scotia become

a more efficient, sustainable society, by becoming

more inclusive.

Failing to address the needs of people with autism has

an enormous cost. Using figures from studies in the US

and Ontario,29 it is estimated that the cost of support

for a single generation of people with ASD in Canada

could range from $1.4 to $8.4 billion CDN. Costs are

largely being downloaded onto families and individu

als, however, which one UK study estimates can cost

$1,325 CDN per week, or $68,900 CDN per year in out

of pocket expenses.30 Parents are also spending as

many as 60 hours a week on care—of which 40 hours

would otherwise have been spent on other activities.

One study showed that families with children with ASD

experienced a 28% decrease in family earnings relative

to families of kids with no disabilities.31 This area of

research is just beginning to develop, but evidence is

mounting that the loss in productivity and well being

in jurisdictions with poor supports for people with ASD

is substantial.

And in those instances where assistance beyond family

support is needed—particularly among adults—often

people are turning to mental health, health, and other

(accommodations, supports, and the services integral

to their delivery) are not simply an accommodation

ensuring individual welfare, but rather a human right.

Despite the growing body of evidence that autism

demands particular supports, services and accommo

dations, often different from those needed by people

with intellectual disabilities, much of the current ser

vice system in Nova Scotia and throughout the country

is geared towards supporting people with an intel

lectual disability.28 As this report highlights on several

fronts, AutismNS has developed complimentary, but

distinct systems and supports.

systems that are ill-equipped to work with people with

ASD, and that do not recognize and support ASD. This

results in additional costs and strain to these systems,

as many people become trapped in a cycle of health

and community interventions that fail to give them the

appropriate tools. And this societal cost tells nothing

of the hidden cost that comes from reliance on disabil

ity supports and other social service funding by some

who simply require basic life, social and employment

skills training, and perhaps low intensity ongoing sup

ports. One Ontario study has recently concluded that

almost 75% of people with ASD had an annual income

below $30,000, and that the source of income among

over 50% of those people was a disability support,

while less than 13% had fulltime employment and 6.1%

had some form of part-time employment.32 The cost

associated with inappropriate supports is, in many

ways, as much a failure as no supports at all. In creat

ing supportive, inclusive and individualized supports

that work for people with ASD, Nova Scotia has the ca

pacity to be a society where our goals to support align

with our goal to build a more sustainable economy,

driving down dependence on costly and often cyclical

usage of poorly tailored supports.

For the estimated 21,000 people with autism in Nova

Scotia,33 necessary supports are only beginning to take

shape, and are particularly underdeveloped for adults

transitioning from the school system. Those leaving
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the school system, and their families, are finding what

is commonly referred to as a "support cliff" as the

wider supports available in school are not replaced, or

are filtered by IQ-derived criteria, or are not support

ed by developmental service providers who lack the

knowledge or training to deal with complex and highly

individualized needs.34 The result is that people with

ASD are experiencing a level of social and economic

exclusion that many thought our society was well past.

Table 4: Estimated # of Nova Scotians with ASD in 2015—based on changing prevalence rates since 200055
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Choosing Now: Building Sustainable Support through Collaborative
Frameworks

The 2013 Report of the Nova Scotia Commission

on Building Our New Economy, or One Nova Scotia

Report,36 and the subsequent work of the OneNS

coalition, called on Nova Scotians to address

demographic and community sustainability challenges.

To achieve these goals, these reports identified

important priorities and objectives that could help

achieve sustainable prosperity in the province by

embracing a new way of coming together in common

cause. AutismNS, and the grassroots and national

solutions that it is helping build in this province,

represent a model of collaborative, cross-sector

mobilization, showing "leadership, a clear vision and

effective planning that links collaborative effort to

larger goals for mutual benefit."37

On this front, AutismNS's work aligns with several key

goals outlined by the initial commission and carried

over into the work of the coalition:

1. Labour market development: increase labour force

participation to the Canadian rate—particularly by

focusing on those groups and cultures that have

been historically marginalized from participation;

2. Lower youth unemployment to the national

average;

3. Post-Secondary education training: increase

population of adults who complete a certificate;

4.Excellence in education and training;

5. A shared commitment to sustainable development

and regulatory excellence; and

6.Integrating economic development services and

promoting entrepreneurship.

Nova Scotia may face unique challenges in some

respects, but AutismNS's principle that inclusive

communities are sustainable and prosperous

communities aligns with a way of thinking that

is defining the agenda around the world. This

way of thinking aligns inclusion with sustainable

development. Recent reports by the Canadian Council

for International Co-operation have highlighted how

the move at the federal and provincial levels towards

inclusion aligns with the Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs) that Canada supported at the United

Nations post-2015 development summit earlier this

year.39 These SDGs called for, among other things,

equal access to education and full and productive

employment, along with the need for accessible

schools, transportation and public spaces, and

the enhancement of political, social and economic

participation by persons with disabilities.40 The

OneNS reports and coalition, as well as the federal

government, and a host of other United Nations

organizations and member nations, all share the view

that full inclusion of people with disabilities is not only

integral to the social and economic sustainability of

any society—it represents a real opportunity. Nova

Scotia is no different, and a concerted effort to deliver

efficient collaborative supports for people with ASD

across their lifespans is one very important part of all

Nova Scotians being part of a more sustainable future.

Together, we can choose now.

When looking at the broader autism landscape.

Nova Scotia is already at the leading edge of grass

roots initiatives for support, a strong participant in

national programs, and a national leader in building

clear systems and services that leverage community

collaboration. As this report shows, AutismNS

is coordinating, participating in, directing, and

supplementing important services that are having a

significant collective impact on Nova Scotia's social,

support and economic landscape. We hope that, in

this time of transformation, the government sees

that AutismNS offers a strong model for support and

services. With government collaboration, this model

will not only help Nova Scotia catch up to the rest of

the country, but will create mechanisms to stably fund

programs, services and supports that benefit every

Nova Scotian.
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PART 2:

Introduction to the
Issues Section

The following section moves through roughly divided areas
of needed support and barriers to give readers a very broad
understanding of the issues, AutismNS's position on ideal
system outcomes, and recommendations for some steps to
take towards an ideal system for that given area. Where ap
propriate, a cross jurisdictional comparison is used to high
light innovations or best practices that inform the recom
mendations.

Early Detection and Diagnosis

PRE-SCHOOL DIAGNOSIS

Most children who are diagnosed with ASD are be

tween the ages of three and five. For the majority of

families in Nova Scotia, parents and caregivers are the

first to notice differences or indicators in their child's

development, and they then reach out to their family

doctor as their first point of contact. In Nova Scotia,

after speaking with their family doctor, the doctor then

sends a referral to a multi-disciplinary team of profes

sionals qualified to assess and diagnose in their region.

The diagnostician(s) then make an appointment with

the family at a designated site.41

A diagnosis in Nova Scotia is based on a number of

tests that offer a profile of the child's strengths and

needs. In the current process, a child waits between 1.5

and 2 years for an assessment. These long wait times

result in reduced or delayed access to early interven

tion and supports. As research indicates that earlier

interventions yield better outcomes, some families are

choosing to pay for expensive private diagnosticians

out-of-pocket in order to reduce wait times and access

therapies for their child sooner.

Position: Autism Nova Scotia believes that early iden

tification and diagnosis are imperative services that

ease early life transitions, help assure continuity of

support, and reduce system expenditures by connect

ing young people with ASD and their families to ap

propriate service and support structures at the earliest

possible time. AutismNS is a vital resource for families

that have received and are working their way through

the diagnosis process.

ISSUES

Several issues outlined in a provincial survey of profes

sionals and families conducted by AutismNS in 201042

remain serious and costly barriers for individuals and

the system. First, while improvements are being made

in educating experts and professionals in the field,

there is still a definite lack of understanding of ASD

among many in the medical community; the AMAT

report found that family doctors, psychologists, psy

chiatrists, and occupational therapists exhibit a limit

ed knowledge of ASD. As a result, identification and

diagnosis are often not taking place in a timely man

ner. Moreover, health and community service profes

sionals, from physicians to daycare workers, who work

with people receiving or have received a diagnosis are
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often unaware of the services, supports and navigation

assistance that AutismNS can offer in their communi

ties. This is particularly problematic because while they

wait for diagnosis (which vary by community), families

often reach out to community and health resources

such as libraries, internet support groups, other com

munity groups, and additional health services in an

effort to identify, locate and expedite any services or

resources that may be available to them should they

receive a diagnosis.43 Finally, wait times are increasing

in some regions to as much as two years, which puts

these children past the age of pre-school diagnosis.

SCHOOL AGE DIAGNOSES

Although many children with ASD come to school with

their diagnosis already in place, there are children who

enter school undiagnosed. These are typically what

has been referred to as "higher functioning" children

who may or may not have already been on a wait list

for diagnosis, or whose differences have not yet been

identified. Some are identified in the Primary grade

enrollment process where students are screened for

hearing by a speech-language pathologist. This is

then frequently the first person to suspect an assess

ment may be appropriate. Once a child is in school,

sometimes indicators may be observed by the child's

teachers. If concerns are identified, parents, admin

istrators, and the school program planning team are

consulted. The program planning team may decide to

ask board-level student services staff to undertake fur

ther observation and to recommend strategies to the

school and family to support the student. This all takes

time and follows a lengthy process.

All school boards in Nova Scotia have identified spe

cific staff members who have expertise in the area

of autism. Some boards have autism consultants or

specialists, while others have autism lead teachers. In

some cases, the school psychologist will also observe

and make recommendations. If evidence that the child

may be demonstrating characteristics of ASD persists,

the child will be referred on to the area autism team

or a mental health clinic for further assessment. If the

child is subsequently diagnosed with ASD, the mental

health team will meet with the parents to discuss the

survey and interview findings of the assessment.

ISSUES

In some areas of the province, the psychologist or

another member of the diagnostic team will also

meet with the student's program planning team at the

school to discuss the diagnosis and the child's learning

profile. This process to identify and seek a screening

for an Autism Spectrum Disorder remains the same for

children throughout all grade levels in public schools

across Nova Scotia. Wait times for public services

remain a challenge. For school-aged children in the

Central Region, for example, there is currently a two-

year wait time for a publicly-funded assessment.

It should be noted that some families make the deci

sion to seek out costly private diagnostic services for

which they must pay in order to minimize wait time

and the delay in interventions that could improve out

comes for their child. Also, it is important to note that

children diagnosed at school age will not have access

to the provincially-funded EIBI program, and there is

currently no publicly supported intervention program

after six years of age.

Apart from the sometimes dramatic inconsistency

in wait times for assessment across regions of the

province, there are several additional issues and gaps

in diagnosing school age children (ages 5 to 21). As

with medical professionals, knowledge and expertise

about autism at the school level varies widely across

the province. This lack of knowledge and consistency

leads to children not being properly identified, and

can often result in an incorrect assumption about their

behaviours and how their challenges manifest, result

ing in ineffective program planning that impact the

child's overall learning and school experience. Fre

quently, children who are so often presumed to be on

the "higher functioning" end of the spectrum, having

apparent use of language and no visible physical lim

itations, are thought of as having behavioural issues

and/or attention difficulties, or as being willful and

non-compliant. This results in a delay in effective inter

ventions, and unnecessary stress being placed on the

families and the individuals being misdiagnosed.
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ADULT DIAGNOSES

ISSUES

As the prevalence of ASD in the population increas

es, so too does the incidence of adult diagnoses.

Increased awareness about autism means that many

people with Asperger's Syndrome or other "high-func

tioning" forms of autism (which are largely invisible

disabilities), were previously misdiagnosed with an

other condition, and those who were not identified as

children, may now be seeking and receiving diagnosis

as adults.44

In this province, the search for a diagnosis as an adult

is a difficult one, especially for individuals who have

likely already struggled with barriers and challeng

es throughout their lives.45 This search most often

starts when an individual seeks help from a physician

or mental health practitioner for related problems at

work or in their social lives. Once initiated, the assess

ment process itself can be accomplished relatively

quickly and often brings considerable relief to the

person finally receiving their correct diagnosis, as well

as a clearer sense of the tools and tactics available

to support ongoing success. However, the cost of a

private diagnosis, which can be as much as $3,500, is

often prohibitive for this population, and adult assess

ment is not typically publicly funded in Nova Scotia.

And because adults with previously undiagnosed ASD

commonly look for a diagnosis because of struggles

in employment, they often lack the financial means to

afford a diagnosis. This can create additional mental

health pressures, and cultivate a reliance on public/

community services or the health system, for example,

where an initial investment in the diagnosis would have

given them the opportunity to connect to appropriate

interventionist support from the ASD community. The

system for adults acquiring an ASD diagnosis, as well

as support for the period immediately after, remains

costly and unclear.

Early Intervention and Early Intensive Behavioural Intervention (EIBI)

Once a diagnosis is received for a child, however,

the system becomes slightly more coherent. In Nova

Scotia, preschool-aged children who have received

an ASD diagnosis are referred to early intervention

services professionals who, along with parents , ideally

work with other related professionals to develop an

individualized family support plan (IFSP). Early inter

vention programs help families with children from 0-6

years old.

In Nova Scotia, families with pre-school children diag

nosed with autism are specifically entitled to receive

Early Intensive Behavioural Intervention (EIBI), which

is delivered for a maximum of one year, and is typically

delivered the year before the child begins school. This

leaves a significant gap between the time of diagnosis

and treatment, which may be problematic.

Separate from EIBI treatment, there are currently 18

early intervention programs throughout Nova Scotia,

delivering services to preschool children with special

needs. AutismNS has well-developed relationships

with many of the program providers involved in early

intervention, though these connections remain largely

through personal rather than through formal relation

ships. There are currently no formal evaluation sys

tems in place for early intervention programs in Nova

Scotia, nor specialized ASD programs that look at

optimal intervention during the early years. This makes

for uneven service delivery across the province, puts

pressure on the costly EIBI system, and is a lost oppor

tunity for the province to use other ASD-specific early

intervention models to optimize outcomes in the early

years, and potential cost savings for children for whom

EIBI may not be an optimal "fit".

In addition to these early intervention programs across

the province, the Early Intensive Behavioural Interven

tion program is specifically tailored to autism interven

tion. EIBI started delivering service to families in 2005

when Nova Scotia introduced the program, using best

practices behavioural techniques and a team-based

approach to improve preschooler's communication

and social abilities. EIBI is a one-year intensive pro

gram led by a therapist trained in Pivotal Response

Treatment (PRT), supported by a team that includes

speech-language pathologists. The therapist works

one-on-one with the child in a naturalistic setting,

typically their home or day care. Therapy occurs on a

graduated timeline, beginning with approximately 15
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hours a week and gradually reducing to 2-3 hours a

week by the end of the year. Parents are also taught

techniques to support their child's learning when the

therapist is not present.

ISSUES

Once a child is assessed and receives an Autism

Spectrum Disorder diagnosis, their name is placed

on the list to receive EIBI. In the early years of EIBI,

there were too few trained professionals to deliver the

EIBI program to all preschool children diagnosed on

the Autism Spectrum. As a result, a random selection

model was utilized to determine which children would

receive the program. If a child's name was not chosen,

the name was returned to the pool and was eligible for

the next selection time. This system resulted in some

children never being selected and they eventually aged

out of the EIBI program.

There was some change to the system in 2011 with

the infusion of more funds. However, the numbers of

diagnosed children vs. service providers still results in

delays in service. Due to limitations in resources, and in

order to ensure all preschool children diagnosed with

ASD have access to EIBI before starting school, the

EIBI program is taking children aged four or five first.

Some families are faced with the decision of whether

to withhold their child from school for an extra year so

that they are able to access the program. And, in some

situations families are not receiving a full year of EIBI

services due to availability of spaces and start dates.

With children being diagnosed earlier (some as early

as two years) there is a gap in service for many pre

schoolers who may have experienced better outcomes

with other earlier intervention programming. More

over, the current one year model of for EIBI has been

determined by the availability of resources, and is not

delivered based on the needs and outcomes of the in

dividual child. In addition, there needs to be a seamless

transition from the specific treatment model of EIBI to

the supports they will receive in school.

In the fall of 2014 the Minister of Health convened an

expert panel on EIBI to advise on the increased de

mand for treatment and evaluate the implementation

of the EIBI program to date. The panel submitted a re

port to the Minister that resulted in a further $1 million

investment in the program to ensure that children on

the waitlist did not miss the treatment window before

going to school. In 2015, another panel was convened

and resulted in an additional $3.6 million investment.

This further speaks to the demand for services which

applies to early intervention, but is symptomatic of

demand across all aspects of the lifespan.

Although the new investment of funds addressed the

immediate needs of the EIBI program, specifically the

ever growing wait list, it did nothing to address the

long-term demand for this program and the wave of

children who will need access to this treatment in the

coming years.

The province also needs to look at the role of EIBI

as part of a continuum of services for preschool and

school aged children. No one service should exist in

isolation or without a continuum of support and in

tervention as a child ages and progresses through the

school system, otherwise gains can turn into regres

sion, and investments in optimizing long-term out

comes for Nova Scotians living with ASD are lost.

IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

An ideal system for EIBI is one built through a collab

orative delivery model that creates clear pathways at

time of identification, diagnosis and early intervention.

To facilitate the delivery of this outcome, AutismNS

proposes the development of Autism Resource Cen

tres that would, among other things, help coordinate

the connection between families and early interven

tionists and other experts, thus easing the burden for

families during the identification process and after

diagnosis. Other provinces have models of service and

supports in the pre-school years that we can learn

from a part of a continuum of care model.

AutismNS believes there should be an evaluation of

the effectiveness of the system around accessing EIBI

and additional funding made available to mitigate the

gap between needs and available services.

AutismNS will continue to work with school boards

across the province; identifying schools that need

additional support in autism awareness and education,

and working to connect teachers to appropriate re

sources that will help them gain a familiarity with and

ability to recognize the signs, strengths, and challeng

es associated with ASD.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Improve access to timely and high-quality

diagnostic services for pre-school and school

aged children in Nova Scotia. This maximizes

opportunity for these children to access the EIBI

program and other ASD specific services that can

impact outcomes in the early years.

2. Develop and implement high-quality and

affordable diagnostic services for adults in Nova

Scotia.

3. Re-convene the Minister's panel on EIBI, including

participation by AutismNS, to advise on a long-

term early intervention and EIBI strategy for the

province. Exploration of parent-implemented

training initiatives as intervention options should

also be explored by this panel, as well as a

cost analysis to increase treatment capacity to

include complimentary therapies (e.g. speech

language, physical and occupational therapy, other

behavioural therapies) as part of a comprehensive,

publically funded ASD support system in Nova

Scotia.

4.Increased and enhanced access to training

or coaching in ASD intervention for parents/

caregivers with children with ASD of all ages.

5. Include autism screening, diagnosis, treatment and

support in the early years centres' model that is

currently under development by the province.

Family Support: System Navigation and Community Collaboration

Autism impacts not only the individual but all family

members. Families need help to find the best supports

for everyone in the household. These include access

to support groups, information about professionals

and therapies not offered under provincial medical

plans, and finding advice for future planning for the

health and well-being of the person with ASD. Many

families are overwhelmed at the time of diagnosis, and

it takes a great deal of energy and effort to uncover

and understand what services might be accessible to

them.46 Furthermore, each transition over the course

of their loved one's lifespan requires families to access

new networks of supports. Families need a navigator

to help them find the options in the system and the

portals to access. They also need a navigator to help

them understand the impact of services and the im

portance of determining a plan and course of action at

each stage.

Position: AutismNS believes that support for families

and assistance in navigating the complex range of

services and programs available to them across the life

span is a crucial component of a supporting people

with ASD.

SYSTEM NAVIGATION SUPPORT

FOR FAMILIES

The Autism support and service landscape in Nova

Scotia is multi-sectoral and diverse, and an individual

or family's experience navigating it can be dramatical

ly different depending on their geographic location,

types of need, and financial resources. Because of the

complexity and dynamic nature of their situations and

needs, it is important that an experienced point of ac

cess for navigating the system is available, and clearly

visible, to people seeking support and services.

Already experienced and connected to resources and

communities across the province, AutismNS is a valu

able navigation support that benefits the entire sys

tem on this front. Between April 2014 and March 2015,

AutismNS's single Outreach Coordinator handled over

800 calls from families and individuals looking for sup

port, or an average of four calls a day, and is on track

this year to exceed that number by as much 15-20 per

cent. These, of course, are only the calls that come to

AutismNS's single outreach staff person in its central

office in Halifax—hundreds of other calls are handled

by Chapters or by additional program and service staff

over the course of the year. AutismNS is already unique

ly positioned as the visible, experienced interventionist

in navigation support, acting as a referral point or first

stop for many families and people looking for support.

But important issues remain to be addressed in order

for this to be sufficient and sustainable.
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ISSUES

Building Capacity and Formal Evaluation

across the Province

It has been shown that navigation support that is

trusted and knowledgeable is among the most im

portant resources for reducing stress among families

raising a child on the Autism spectrum. Recent reports

from Ontario, where that province's Autism Society

has been funded to routinely evaluate the qualitative

impact of navigation support, show a marked reduc

tion in anxiety and stress among those families who

access their autism centres and Chapters for help in

navigating the multi-sector care and support system.

AutismNS knows the work that it is doing to support

families across the province is impactful, and it is de

voting substantial resources to it. Currently, AutismNS

has one full-time outreach and navigation support staff

person, whose week is divided into duties that include

community education, outreach, community collabo

ration, and Chapter support—leaving about fiveeight

hours per week for navigation and intervention sup

port for Autistic individuals and their families. An ad

ditional part-time staff person has recently been hired

to help add capacity, logging as many as 20 hours

per week in additional family supports. System navi

gation—directing people to appropriate services and

connecting them to community supports—is a major

component of their efforts. Despite the recent increase

in staff, however, demand is consistently exceeding

available resources. AutismNS has the ability to track

and record the impact of its family and system naviga

tion support but is limited by resources. Additionally,

because only the central Halifax office has a devoted

staff Outreach Coordinator, which mean that person

takes calls from regions all across the province.

While AutismNS is already best situated to help fami

lies, the current system faces several issues that we feel

could be easily addressed with stronger collaboration

and support from government. Autism Nova Scotia:

1. Relies heavily on a very few staff members for

knowledge of all services, programs and supports

across multiple sectors and multiple geographies;

3. Has important information being shared on phone

calls and office visits that needs to be better

tracked in order to ensure energies and efforts are

directed effectively;

4.1s under-resourced and demand is consistently

high, so that efforts at evaluation and formalization

of a system that records impact and maps services

are superseded by the day-to-day needs of

families for basic navigation support.

Nova Scotia needs to continue to track and report on

how it is helping people navigate the Autism system,

and monitor what supports and services people are

seeking, the impact of navigation assistance itself, and

direct development by identifying gaps and points of

higher use across sectors.47

Family Support through Community Collaboration

A second, related issue around family navigation is

the need for increased collaboration, coordination

and education in the community. Last year alone,

AutismNS's Outreach Coordinator conducted 24

presentations, five education series presentations, one

Chapter Workshop, and four meetings for potential

support group development, reaching over 650 peo

ple. These numbers do not include extensive employer

and employment service provider outreach outlined

in the Employment section, and training delivered to

Security and First Responders outlined in the Safety in

Communities Chapter of this report. In addition, with

the help of the new part-time staff person, AutismNS's

outreach has built connections to:

1. School Boards and Autism Specialists, as well

as the Student Services Facilitators across the

province;

2. Preschool Transition Specialists who, along

with Autism Specialists across the province, are

promoting our classroom presentations with their

school communities, and connecting with families

who need help navigating supports;

3. Department of Education (Student Services

Division—Special Needs Consultants, and the

Provincial Autism Consultant);

4. Special Education Programs and the Services

Advisory Committee;

5. Department of Community Services (Disability

Support Program);

6.IWK Health Centre (Developmental Clinic,

Preschool Autism Team, School-Aged Autism

Team, Autism Research Centre, Maritime

Psychiatry, Social Work Dept, Occupational
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Therapy Dept., EIBI Team), which frequently uses

AutismNS as a referral point for families looking

for support;

7. Early Intervention Services (contacts with most of

the 18 programs);

8. Daycares across the province; and

9. Private service providers (psychologists, speech

language pathologists, behavioural specialists,

private school options).

The efficiency of the entire support system depends

on families' ability to know about and get to services,

which itself depends on having system-literate navi

gators. This is to say nothing of the role that outreach

plays in avoiding the duplication of services, identi

fying gaps in the continuity of services and supports,

and spotting opportunities for collaboration. AutismNS

has shown a remarkable ability to absorb demand

from the community for navigation support, but its

ability to accomplish extended outreach is limited by

the amount of resources available.

RESPITE SERVICES AND NAVIGATION

Respite is another important component of family

support that requires navigation.48 Hired by families

and caregivers, respite workers give a short period of

rest or relief from a the continuous responsibilities of

care for persons with disabilities. AutismNS has also

recently expanded the application of respite to include

the use of respite workers to mentor Autistic Nova

Scotians, assist them with socialization, and increase

their participation in the community. The benefits of

respite are well documented, and studies find that it

"can encourage inclusion, dispel myths related to dis

ability,...promote citizenship," and relieves stress on a

family unit.49 However, families in Nova Scotia struggle

with how to obtain respite workers. With the daunting

task of finding suitable and qualified workers falling

to families, as well as using energy and resources to

train them in the needs of their family member, and

find funding to pay them, receiving respite can be an

overwhelming process.

Rather than directly delivering individualized respite

support, AutismNS has organized once-disparate ser

vice providers into a centralized database that con

nects families across Nova Scotia with respite workers

in the province's first comprehensive Respite Database.

In partnership with the Department of Community

Services, respiteservices.com and the Geneva Centre

for Autism in Toronto, AutismNS's Respite Database

serves the greater Halifax area for a relatively low

annual operating cost. Costs of this initiative include

an annual platform fee, and the annual salary of a

part-time Respite Database Coordinator who tracks

respite workers, recruits new workers, processes and

runs intakes and certification and background checks,

ensures workers have completed specialized online

training and respite orientation sessions, and connects

families to appropriate respite providers.

The Respite Database has provided an accessible

service that is building formal connections between

respite workers and families caring for people with

ASD across Nova Scotia. By the second year of oper

ating the Respite Database, AutismNS recognized that

it has the potential to connect the growing numbers of

families needing respite support for their family mem

bers with other disabilities to qualified workers. Groups

from across the disability service sector have reached

out to collaborate with AutismNS, including the Halifax

Association for Community Living and Easter Seals

Nova Scotia. Initially launched to support families

with a loved one on the Autism Spectrum, the Respite

Database program has been expanded to support all

disabilities.

ISSUES

Uneven Access to Respite Services and Difficulty Navi

gating to Supports

Among the most significant issues that confront

people looking for respite care across the province is

the uneven access to qualified respite workers across

regions. While respite service providers in the West

ern, Northern and Eastern Region of the province still

operate, increasing demand for services has steadily

outpaced funding, and the geographic scope of the

service providers' mandated areas of coverage poses

tremendous challenges—especially in rural Nova Sco

tia. This is most acute for those caring for persons with

complex and challenging respite needs, which have

commonly gone unmet in the province.

Families are often reaching crisis points in part be

cause of inadequate respite support, and the effect of

deferred investment in upfront respite support increas

es costs down the line. Many families are therefore

frequently turning to the emergency care system and

residential care options, both of which bear significant
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costs to the province compared to the relatively small

cost of an investment in respite. And, unable to access

any other kind of relief from the strains of being care

giver to a family member with complex and significant

support needs, still others are being forced to rely on

police and others when crises erupt.

An additional barrier to respite support is the access

to the Direct Family Support funding, which remains

accessible to people with an IQ of less than 70. Evi

dence shows that many of the families of people with

ASD who test above IQ70 still require support. This

leaves many families with children who do not qualify

as intellectually disabled but are nonetheless unable

to be left alone or safely function independently with

little recourse.

The database is already showing its potential to track

and report on several important areas of service that

relate to respite. Using the database, the Respite

Coordinator is able to map system resources and

services, track the ratios of respite workers in different

regions across Halifax, identify peak times that families

are in need of hiring a

respite worker, when
on the spectrum are too

busy attending to their day-

to-day needs to have the en

ergy for seeking out, inter

viewing and hiring a respite

worker...having access to the ers are able to Provide.
However, instability in

long-term funding of the

Respite Database limits

the time able to be spent

on developing these

reporting functions.

workers are most com

monly available, and the

types of support families

require versus what work-

CROSS JURISDICTIONAL COMPARISON

While AutismNS already represents a strong resource

and support for navigating the ASD support and

service system, there are several innovations across

the country that would help build navigation support

capacity, and improve the evidence base for construct

ing and delivering programs, services and supports in

Nova Scotia.

Regional Autism Resource Centres

While Nova Scotia already has the benefit of AutismNS

and their extensive and remarkably well-organized

series of Chapters, a number of provinces provide

funding for local autism resource centres through

the autism societies in their province. Examples of

these can be seen in areas such as Saskatchewan and

Alberta. However, the Autism Resource Centre (ARC)

model that has achieved particular success in New

Brunswick represents perhaps the most promising

system innovation that could strengthen Nova Scotia's

already well-organized Chapter system. In New Bruns

wick, ARCs are funded by the Department of Health,

through its Mental Health Division, via a purchase

of service agreement. The Centres are tasked with

providing social supports to people with ASD, their

families, and anyone else connected to an Autistic

individual looking for support (regardless of age). Typ

ically, ARCs have books, videos, educational material,

appropriate toys, and equipment for projects like lami

nating, printing, binding and other services.50

Snap Shot: AutismNS is currently helping support a

family with two sons on the Autism Spectrum. The

family was denied respite funding because their sons'

IQ levels tested above 70. However, the parents were

recently pushed to the brink of crisis, and ended up

calling both the Mental Health Mobile Crisis Team and

the police because of their son's challenging behaviors.

The system paid thousands in reactive services that do

little to address the support needs of the individual,

where a fraction of that money invested in respite care

could have prevented the crisis altogether.

Centres in New Brunswick are tasked with achieving

the following objectives:

• Provide a place where people can meet to

exchange ideas and information and develop a

sense of belonging;

• Provide families, children and youth with

opportunities to participate in meaningful

activities, which contribute to increasing their well-

being, self-esteem and social functioning;

• Foster community integration and inclusion;

• Assist families to gain access to community-based

resources; and

• Educate the public and the formal service delivery

system about Autism Spectrum Disorder.
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ARCs in the New Brunswick model share a similar

series of objectives and values to those of AutismNS

and their Chapters. ARCs build partnerships and a

broad array of stakeholder involvement and experi

ence, develop existing community resources, enhance

community capacity for integrated resource availabil

ity, act as a key component of a support network, and

complement and enhance the formal service delivery

system in their regions.51

There are two major differences between the Nova

Scotia and the New Brunswick models. First, each

New Brunswick ARC is provincially funded for ap

proximately $30,000 annually, which pays the salary

of a part-time coordinator and some overhead costs.

This government funding has made it possible for

New Brunswick to have multiple, locally attuned ARCs

across the province (see Appendices for locations).

However, in New Brunswick the ARCs grew out of a

government effort to fund local initiatives, rather than

building on the strengths of an existing pan-provincial,

grassroots movement like AutismNS and their Chap

ters. As a result, the lines of communication between

New Brunswick ARCs are limited, and they lack a

shared navigation platform and evaluative structure

that could consolidate information about interventions,

referrals, service needs and gaps.

This underscores the importance of the 2010 AMAT

recommendation that:

Regional autism centres should be located and

coordinate services in key areas of the province.

These would be built upon already existing in

frastructure and would enhance services already

available. They would include a lending library and

resources for families and parents. A navigator

or case manager, who can offer the information

and access to required services, would be avail

able. This will offer seamless and "wrap-around"

services from childhood into adulthood within an

inclusive system.52

By linking into and supplementing the Chapter sys

tem of AutismNS, the autism community across Nova

Scotia could be instrumental in meeting the growing

demand for ASD navigation support; connecting local

knowledge and initiatives to a coordinated network in

a way that addresses some of the inequity in service

delivery while avoiding the pitfall of developing silos

and duplicating efforts.

Developing a Potential Programme in Nova Scotia

for Programming, Services and Support

While also addressing how to meet the growing

demand for support, many autism organizations are

moving towards impact and evaluation platforms that

increase their ability to engage the community, while

building a means to report on and track the work of

system navigators. Perhaps the strongest model of this

kind of tracking and evaluative platform is the Poten

tial Programme (PP) now used by Autism Ontario and

its Chapters.

The Potential Programme was developed to directly

support parents of children with ASD through:

• Greater access to information;

• Direct contact between parents and Autism

Ontario chapters;

• Improved access to experts in local communities;

and

• Increased community-based learning opportunities

for children with ASD.

The program is primarily funded by the Ontario Minis

try of Children and Youth Services, which has invest

ed $2.3 million in program delivery of which four per

centis earmarked for evaluation.

PP includes several tools to track and evaluate Chap

ter activities and capacity in reaching objectives

outlined by families and people with ASD on intake.

These evaluation tools found, among other things, a

substantial increase in the number of chapter events

offered since the inception of the PP, and a substantial

increase in the average number of calls to PP Chapters

over the last nine years, since the program started.

The most common reasons callers gave for contacting

Chapters were: knowledge of Autism Ontario activities

and resources; school-related issues; and community

services. The evaluations of the program also revealed

that access to navigation support, and proper tracking

of cases by navigators, actually yielded a significant

decrease in family stress levels and improvements

in well-being.53 While these benefits are difficult to

monetize, that they are saving the system money and

resources is undeniable.
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IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

AutismNS strives to build the means to help families

and people with ASD navigate the Autism support sys

tem with clear windows of service entry, constructing

a spoke-and-hub model of service navigation support;

one built around key shared and predictably-funded

infrastructure, and consistent evaluation.

Taking into account Nova Scotia's population (around

1/13th the size of Ontario), as well as its comparatively

rural distribution, AutismNS would like to see an in

vestment made into a Potential Program (PP) in Nova

Scotia, with a commitment that AutismNS Chapters

will provide in-kind volunteer hours to augment part-

time staff resources that would come as a result of

this investment. Funding would be for deployment of

the PP in the existing ANS Chapter regions of NS, with

additional money reserved to ensure Cape Breton's

participation.

As the findings from Autism Ontario's deployment

of the PP showed, funding for program evaluation

provides critical data to inform decisions to identify,

maintain or expand effective program components.

Therefore four per cent of the funds would be held for

evaluation and development of the program.

The same need for critical funding for program eval

uation also applies to the Respite Database and its

deployment. After initial evaluation, and when cou

pled with a roll-out of the Potential Programme, a

core-funded Respite Database would help equalize

access to family relief through respite support across

the province, and act as a tool for existing respite co

ordinators in regions across the province.

With extended funding for the Respite Database,

AutismNS will work with other disability groups to ex

plore how the database can serve the cross-disability

community.

With the requested provincial funding, AutismNS will be

able to explore how to extend or scale up the Respite

Database model. AutismNS would also work to develop

tools within the Respite Database to track, report, and

help clients to navigate support tools in areas such as

self-managed care, workplace attendant programs, job

coaching, academic support during post-secondary

education, etc. The cost savings of data-basing and cre

ating connection between families and these services

at a systems level, rather than relying on individuals to

acquire support on a case-by-case basis, are difficult to

measure but are nonetheless powerful indicators.

AutismNS, with a fully deployed and funded PP pro

gram and Respite Care Database program, would work

with evaluators to report findings on program needs

and service gaps to Chapters, as well as to the rele

vant government departments and community sector

stakeholders, to help direct development of supports

and services.

The impact of this work, and the reach of both naviga

tion and respite functions would be greatly increased

were the province to agree to an invenstment in

funding for Autism Resource Centres (ARCs) in Nova

Scotia. These ARCs would be an amalgam of the New

Brunswick model outlined above and the existing

chapter system that the grassroots ASD communi

ty has built. AutismNS would provide space and its

Chapters would absorb any related overhead expenses

through fundraising or by adjusting the hours—with

commensurate salary adjustments—of the coordinator.

AutismNS would coordinate the ARCs, adjusting its

Outreach Coordinator's responsibilities to take on a

directing role in order to ensure all ARCS provide con

sistent, standardized navigation support. This would

provide the foundation for increased programming and

service development among the Chapters, and regular

accounts of the impact and results of their local family

and individual support.

If stable funding were invested in an ARC system that

supplemented the existing AutismNS Chapter system

in Nova Scotia, AutismNS would re-allocate the ener

gies of its current Chapters and Outreach Coordinator

to direct and coordinate, in all regions, increased:

1. Outreach

2. Education

3. Navigation

4.Surveillance and program impacts (using the

Potential Programme model)
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Implement Regional Autism Resource Centres

(ARCs) by utilizing the Chapter system developed

by AutismNS, and working with AutismNS to set

up a seamless "wraparound" service system for

families navigating the system from the time of

identification, through diagnosis and support

throughout the lifespan. The existing system,

currently supported mostly by volunteers, cannot

absorb the current demand in rural Nova Scotia

without an investment by government. For the

province, the proposed model represents a cost

effective approach and fulfills the outstanding

AMAT recommendation that was identified as a

top priority need by families across Nova Scotia.

In addition, like the models in Ontario and New

Brunswick, implementing this model provides

the opportunity to enhance community capacity,

promote integrated services, and standardize

Healthcare

Children diagnosed with ASD have unique health care

needs that require complex care from multiple health

and clinical specialists that typically continue through

out their lifetimes. Children and adults with ASD often

require multi-disciplinary care from a range of service

providers including medical professionals (e.g., family

physicians, pediatricians, psychiatrists,nurses), psy

chologists, behaviour analysts and interventionists,

speech-language pathologists, occupational therapists,

educators, and social workers.

Position: AutismNS believes that all people with ASD,

of all ages and regardless of the complexity of their

health needs, have a right to access health care in a

timely manner, that does not impede their develop

ment, health outcomes, or potential.

The complexity and heterogeneity of ASD requires

a broad approach to addressing the health needs

of this population that includes quality basic health

care, disability-specific services, and evidence-based

autism-specific interventions (including ongoing

sharing of information and best practices.

2. Continue investment in respite support in

partnership with AutismNS which would ensure

the continuation of the respite database program,

training of respite workers in ASD across the

province, as well as, further explore structured

respite programs for families (March Break and

after school options).

3. Ensure that community recreation programming

across the province is accessible to children, youth

and adults with ASD. This includes an investment

in ASD training and access to appropriate

accommodation support for Autistic participants.

4. Remove the IQ criteria as a qualifier to access

services for families living with ASD in the

province, or add Autism Spectrum Disorder as its

own category based on a level of need system that

is individualized to the family and individual with

ASD.

comprehensive assessments). Continuity of care for in

dividuals with ASD and their families can be effectively

managed in multidisciplinary Primary Care settings,

and AutismNS is encouraged by moves in this direc

tion being undertaken by the Department of Health

and Wellness.

ISSUES

Currently, most medical supports targeting individuals

with ASD are focused on diagnosis and early interven

tion in children, but the service needs of children and

adults with ASD are much broader, and encompass the

entire lifespan.

ASD Training for Health Professionals and

Paraprofessionals

The AMAT Report identified a surprising lack of under

standing about ASD within Nova Scotia's community

of health care professions—family doctors, psycholo

gists, psychiatrists, and speech language pathologists.

This lack of knowledge has real impacts on the timeli

ness of ASD diagnoses.54
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Further to this, in the post-diagnosis period, many

families go unsupported as they wait for early in

tervention services (EIBI). In the intervening period,

parents of children with ASD often seek help from

professionals to find resources for their child (e.g. early

childhood educators, social workers), but many of

these professionals are similarly unequipped to assist

families to find appropriate services. With the pro

posed funding, AutismNS Chapters are positioned to

provide much-needed assistance to families seeking

help and service providers seeking information.

Mental Health Services

Co-occurring mental health concerns are common

among persons with ASD, including high incidence

of anxiety and depression in adolescence and early

adulthood, conditions such as Conduct Disorders and

ADHD, and learning disabilities. Accurate mental health

diagnoses can sometimes also be confounded by the

communication difficulties common to individuals with

ASD, which can delay the provision of appropriate

treatment. Not surprisingly, people with both ASD and

co-occurring mental health conditions are more likely

to interact with crisis-associated social service systems

(i.e. Mobile Mental Health Crisis Unit, child welfare, al

cohol/drug treatment, justice), so more effective men

tal health care for individuals with ASD would result in

significant cost savings to these resources as well.55

In addition to this, it is also important to acknowledge

that the mental health care needs of family and care

givers are also commonly unmet. A full continuum of

care for individuals with ASD would include preventa

tive and acute mental health care for the key members

of the family or personal support team.

Homecare

As part of the Department of Community Services'

(DCS) ongoing transformation process, disability

service provisions are transitioning to a "direct care

funding" model, which puts the onus on families to ad

minister care teams and supports for their loved ones.

AutismNS supports DCS's intention to move from a

facility-based system to a more individualized support

model that respects the agency and existing strengths

of families affected by ASD. Given the growing burden

of care associated with increased prevalence of ASD,

the potential for significant cost savings under the new

system (compared with acute health care settings) is

also attractive. It is important to strike the right bal

ance, as further outlined below.

IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

To ensure early diagnosis, timely intervention, and

appropriate support into adulthood for persons with

ASD, Nova Scotia must prioritize ASD awareness and

professional development for health care professionals

across the continuum of care, and across the lifespan.

Investments in mental health care and crisis interven

tion would help families to navigate the most challeng

ing aspects of supporting a loved one with ASD, and

help the overburdened health care system to avoid the

long-term costs of leaving these families unsupported.

A well-supported homecare system for persons with

disabilities will help persons with ASD in need of more

complex health care to age with dignity in a support

ed care environment, will give families peace of mind,

and will generate significant cost savings relative to

expensive hospital care (up to $35,000 per month) for

individuals with ASD with high support needs.

Any mental health strategy must understand the par

ticular vulnerability of people with ASD, should ad

dress the mental well-being of caregivers, and ensure

that it adopts a holistic idea of support as including

access to respite and employment assistance as in

tegral to the mental health of a person with ASD and

their families.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Develop autism-specific competency and capacity

in the health care system to provide appropriate

care, including crisis care, for children, youth and

adults with ASD, with a particular focus on: mental

health, first responders/emergency rooms, primary

care and dental care.

2. Recruit and retain qualified clinical professionals

with ASD expertise to support the complex and

challenging needs of this population in order

to ease waitlist times for service, and to ensure

adequate staffing ratios are in place to avoid

professional burnout and loss of service.

3. Create standards of care that include "autism

friendly" spaces in all health and mental health

settings across the province.
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P-12 Education

Table 5: Projected Population of Nova Scotian 4 year olds with ASD to 2038
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Projection assumes an overall population decline in Nova Scotia, built on 3 potential population growth scenarios (High, Moder
ate, and Low)56, with the incidence of ASD at the current level of 1:68. The EIBI Capacity line (black) indicates program capacity
in 2013 & 2015, then held constant to 2038.

Nova Scotia's Primary and Secondary Education sys

tems are critical sites in our efforts to improve the lives

of Autistic Nova Scotians.

In 1996, Nova Scotia's Department of Education

adopted a new school inclusion model ensuring that

children with exceptional needs were integrated with

their same-aged peer group in regular classrooms. At

that time, our education system had little expertise or

experience with appropriate teaching techniques for

children with ASD. A Children and Youth Action Com

mittee was formed to study best practices and this led

to the Early Identification and Intervention Services

(EMS) pilot project for children with ASD.

Position: Primary and Secondary Education for chil

dren with ASD should set a solid foundation for each

child to become a more fully-realized healthy indi

vidual and, where possible, to achieve an appropriate

degree of independence in adulthood.

Since that time, Nova Scotia's education system has

made considerable progress toward serving the needs

of children with ASD.

• The provincial Special Education Policy sets

out clear expectations for the transition of

children with ASD into primary school and

for individualized special education program

planning.57
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• All school boards have staff resources to support

the learning and development of children with

ASD (i.e. autism consultants or specialists, school

psychologists, speech-language pathologists, and

special education consultants).

• Each school board receives targeted funding for

professional and paraprofessional training on

autism (e.g. total provincial budget of $413,000 in

2012; see N.S. Education Action Plan).58

• School boards have Teaching Assistants to provide

individualized support to students requiring

medical care, personal care, and/or safety

behaviour management.

ISSUES

The number of children entering Grade Primary with

an ASD diagnosis has risen precipitously in recent

years, and recent provincial investments have in

creased the capacity of the EIBI program. The num

ber of ASD diagnoses during the first year of school

is also increasing. In one respect these are positive

developments, because we know that early diagnosis

and intervention can provide children with ASD much

greater opportunities for healthy development and

future success.
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At the same time, the increasing prevalence of Autism

creates significant resource and capacity challenges

for the education system, which can result in be

low-standard services and supports for some children

with ASD. These issues include:

• Transition to school and program planning

processes set out in the Special Education Policy,

though extremely positive and effective when

followed, are not always adhered to consistently

throughout the province.

• School Boards already face critical human resource

shortages with respect to speech language

pathologists, skilled behavioural interventionists,

occupational therapists, and school-based

resource teachers.

• Overall knowledge of ASD within School Boards

(and individual schools) is well below optimal,

even among more highly trained support staff and

new teachers entering the system.

• The number of Teaching Assistant positions

typically does not match the number of children

with ASD requiring individualized support.

• School-to-employment and school-to-post-

secondary transitions are becoming increasingly

complex but are inadequately supported in the

school system.

Each of the above issues become even more chal

lenging as the number of children with ASD grows. In

fact, the most recent prevalence rate estimates from

the CDC (1 in 68) suggests that the resource burden

will grow even larger, but we know that this challenge

must be met head-on. Failure to properly support chil

dren with ASD inevitably creates even greater resource

needs later when these children become less-than-ful-

ly-independent adults.

IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

AutismNS is well positioned to complement the core

services of the education system by acting as a nav

igation and referral hub for individuals and families

during the child's transition into and out of the school

system. But this is only feasible if AutismNS is re

sourced appropriately.

Development and implementation of Autism Resource

Centres (ARCs) would create the potential for a spoke

and hub navigation and information sharing system

that would facilitate broader, more efficient navigation

of transitions through the school years and thereafter

(see Appendix 2: Proposed NS Autism Resource Cen

tres). This would ease some of the existing resource

burden on the education system and would more ade

quately set-up children and youth with ASD on a path

to better outcomes.

Of course, several of the critical resource shortages

identified can only be addressed through additional in

vestments beyond the ARCs. There is a need for more

skilled support professionals and more professional

training to increase general awareness and overall

knowledge among staff that interact with children with

ASD both in and out of the classroom.

The findings in the Department of Education's report,

Disrupting the Status Quo: Nova Scotians Demand a

Better Future for Every Student—Report to the Minis

ter's Panel on Education, October 2014, acknowledges

the shortcomings of the current education system,

including gaps in curriculum, too few supports for spe

cial needs students, the need for active use of technol

ogy to maximize communication and learning needs,

the need for highly qualified specialist teachers trained

to support students with identified complex learning

needs, and improvement in providing parents with

more information about services and how to effective

ly access them.60 Collaborative work will be critical in

addressing these gaps for students with ASD in the

school system.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Ensure that education professionals and support

workers have strong autism-specific knowledge

and skills that optimize learning for all students

with ASD in the school system.

2. Maintain and review appropriate staffing levels

in specialized positions (Autism Consultants,

assistive technology positions, speech language

pathologists, occupational therapists, behavioural

specialists) in school boards, and the Department

of Education and Early Childhood Development.

These ratios have not been reviewed in five years,

and have not considered the increase in diagnoses

we are seeing in the school system.

3. Develop transition support programs for school-

entry at the elementary and secondary levels,

as well and transitions from high school towards

community or post-secondary opportunities.
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4. Ensure access to appropriate life skills and job

training curriculum to support improved and

enhanced transition success to adult life.

5. Develop autism education "centres of excellence"

with highly-trained teachers and professional

support staff who consider the unique and

complex learning needs of students with ASD

in each school board. This also represents an

opportunity for ongoing training and professional

development of education professionals who can

then transfer knowledge and skills to all learning

Housing and Community Living

A unprecedentedly large cohort of Autistic Nova Sco

tians are reaching adulthood in the midst of a housing

shortage. This is not just a general housing shortage,

but specifically a shortage of appropriate housing op

tions for adults with ASD.61 A home is more than a roof

over a person's head; it is the nexus of their social life,

a gateway to community living, a haven when the out

side world is rough, a stable residence, and a source

of dignity and pride. Without a home other sources

of stability, such as employment and post-secondary

education, would be impossible to sustain.

In short, housing is the foundation of community living

and where efforts to ensure independence, enable

contributions to society, and avoid social isolation

start. In recent decades, community living—having

one's home, school and work integrated in a commu

nity as opposed to marginalized in an institution—has

become a central goal of disability advocacy groups

and the government. But meeting this goal has been

an uphill battle. Community living requires specialized

supports, and supported housing, its foundation, is in

short supply.

Although AutismNS does not itself coordinate or

provide community housing or accommodations for

people with ASD, it often finds itself serving as a first

stop for families trying to navigate the housing sup

port options available to them, particularly when their

children are nearing adulthood. Thus, AutismNS has

heard first-hand from families about the challenges

they face and the strong desire for attachments to

community into adulthood, and it has seen the "domi

no effect" that shortages in appropriate housing have

environments, further maximizing outcomes for all

students with ASD and other special needs. This

is also a cost-effective approach to educating and

training skilled professionals.

6. Explore models of innovation in the school system

for possible province-wide replication.

7. Partner with AutismNS to conduct an

environmental scan of the school system that

reviews the consistency of the program planning

process and overall expereince of families and

students with ASD.

on other areas of service provision, support, and family

and community well-being.

Position: AutismNS believes that any strategy to pro

mote community living and address the housing needs

of adults with ASD must focus on developing an ade

quate supply of a range of different housing options,

located and distributed according to community need,

so that people with ASD and their families across the

province can truly and freely choose the living ar

rangement and level of support that works for them.

ISSUES

The Importance of Community Living

The push for community living—one component in a

wider integrationist movement—has emphasized the

importance of community attachment and integration

for quality of life for people with disabilities and ASD.

It has also underscored the financial and social savings

that are likely to accrue when governments and com

munities invest in "the whole person", assuring them

the freedom to have a range of experiences and to

build relationships with different people and places.

The community living movement has given rise to

enhanced recreation and leisure programs and ser

vices for people living outside of 24/7 care facilities,

programs geared toward building independence-skills,

and social interaction programming that gives people

access to environments where they learn to make and

keep friends. Particularly important are adult services
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and day programs that begin once the structure of

compulsory K-12 schooling and extra-curricular activi

ties are no longer available to them. Autistic individu

als use these programs alongside people with intellec

tual disabilities and already benefit from them greatly,

but there is additional work to do in providing appro

priate programming for people with ASD (for more on

the programs offered by AutismNS in this area please

see the chapter on Adult Services). The effect that

support programs, particularly those that are designed

to facilitate social interaction, have on mental health

and capacity for independence in people with ASD

is difficult to overstate. Moreover, such programming

benefits communities at large, particularly where they

facilitate organic, locally-led initiatives that lighten

the burden on formal provincial systems. While there

have been countless positive developments in commu

nity living support structures in Nova Scotia, the key

challenge is keeping people with ASD connected to

these programs, and ensuring that they have a place

to actually live their lives in the community from which

to access the skill-building, network-sustaining and

leisure-enhancing options available to them. In other

words, a fundamental barrier to the effectiveness of

community living programming is housing—not just in

terms of the physical structure, but also the support of

the community that surrounds the individual and their

home. Whether a person with ASD lives independently,

with their parents, or in a Licensed Home (see below),

there are challenges in linking them to community

living programming in a sustainable way.

The Need for Appropriate, Suitable Housing

The specific housing needs of adults with ASD vary

depending on how the condition affects the person's

ability to live independently. Currently, there are four

main options for adults with ASD in Nova Scotia. Many

adults with ASD continue living with parents or guard

ians, and have access to Direct Family Support (DFSA),

which allows them to purchase respite services on an

ad hoc basis. Living with family is ideal in some, but

certainly not all, cases. Although familial connections

are important, we are hearing from individuals and

families that living with family well into adulthood can

have a detrimental impact on a person's cognitive and

social development. As same-age peers move into

adult life, people who continue to live at home with

their parents can get left behind and excluded. More

over, adults with ASD place additional pressures on

families, who must take on more daily work to keep

their adult children connected to social programs,

activities and institutions—in short, to give some

structure to their daily life—when the formal structure

of compulsory schooling and all of its attendant ex

tra-curricular activities are no longer available.

One alternative to living with parents is for people

with ASD to live with an "alternate family." That is, two

or more non-related people who are qualified and

approved to provide support, but in a private home

in a "family-like setting."62 Although this solves the

problem of a sudden increase in additional pressures,

it does not solve the problem of social isolation on its

own. Moreover, the availability of "alternate family"

arrangements is limited. This is unfortunate because a

recent survey of families with adult children with ASD

in Alberta showed that the most preferred option for

living arrangements is a single-family home.63

If the first two options are unsuitable or untenable, Au

tistic adults can live in one of the following "Licensed

Homes for Special Care":

1. Small Option Home (SOH): three to four people

with disabilities in community homes staffed by

qualified caregivers.

2.Group Homes / Developmental Residences: four-

twelve people in a residential setting, staffed by

qualified caregivers; usually younger people with

disabilities. Group Homes and Developmental

Residences offer more structured developmental

support programs.

3.Residential Care Facilities: four or more people

with disabilities are given minimal support and

supervision.

4.Adult Residential Centres: long-term residences

with structured supports and services; much like

group homes and developmental residences but

geared toward adults with disabilities. Staffed 24/7

by professional caregivers.

5. Regional Rehabilitation Centres: larger

facilities that offer intensive rehabilitation and

developmental programs to adults with disabilities;

residents often have complex behavioral

challenges and skill development needs. Staffed

24/7 by professional caregivers.
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The waitlists for all of these types of Licensed Homes

are long and growing.

There is one other option for adults with ASD who

need only limited support, and who wish to or have to

move out of their parents' homes: they can live inde

pendently, in their own home or apartment, under the

Independent Living Support program. This option is

designed for individuals who need less than 21 hours

of support per week.64 Financial support from this

program could be used to secure a service provider to

help with activities of daily living, transportation, com

munity participation, and meeting health and medical

needs / connecting with health service providers.

Eligibility for such supports is determined by financial

and functional assessments. Access to Independent

Living as an option is limited by the availability of

affordable housing—which is further restricted given

the employment and income challenges already faced

by people with ASD—in areas that are well-served by

public transit and other services conducive to com

munity living. When asked what their preferred living

arrangement would be in five years, respondents to an

Alberta survey of individuals with ASD overwhelmingly

chose living "in my own home," either alone or with

roommates.65

The suitability of each of these options, from Licensed

Homes to Independent Living, obviously depends on

the person with ASD's capacity for living independent

ly. Although there are no province-wide statistics

available for Nova Scotia on this matter, a recent

survey conducted in Alberta showed that around 35%

of adults with ASD needed 24/7 care, 25% needed

slightly less than that (ad hoc assistance throughout

the day), and the remaining 40% needed a few hours

a day or less; it is safe to assume that need in Nova

Scotia follows a similar distribution.66 However, the

suitability of each housing option also depends on the

extent of family support available to the person seek

ing a residence. For some people who could otherwise

live comfortably and securely in a family with minimal

direct support, family matters unrelated to ASD itself

could make family living inappropriate or untenable,

no matter what level of supports are available. Aging

parents, family separation, and other family dynamics

can exacerbate the daily challenges that adults with

ASD face.

Because of the complexity of needs—not only because

of ASD but also because of family situations and ca

pacities for care—it is crucial that a person with ASD

looking for residential options has a range of differ

ent support levels to choose from. Presently, people's

decisions about where to live and with what kinds

of support are largely dictated by external structural

circumstances (what is available, where, and at what

cost) rather than following personal need.

It follows that one of the biggest barriers to devel

oping a comprehensive housing strategy for people

with disabilities is the wide range of disabilities affect

ing people in need. Housing and specific residential

supports that are appropriate for people with certain

intellectual disabilities, or people with certain physical

disabilities, might be inappropriate for people with

ASD. The specific mix of people and disabilities living

in one home or facility has to "work", but the pressure

to move people off of waitlists and set them up in

residences means that there is no way to be "choosy"

when placing residents. Moreover, like anyone, the res

idential needs of people with ASD change over time,

with age, and with life circumstances; the Nova Scotia

Department of Community Services has itself noted

that people in supported living are outgrowing their

homes because additional, often age-related, disabili

ties arise after they settle in.

Despite these challenges, addressing the shortage in

appropriate housing is crucial. And it will have knock-

on positive effects, because currently the strain in one

area of support has the tendency to spill over into

strain on other areas of support. For example, re

spite care programs are currently acting as a bulwark

against waitlists for residential care, which was not

their intended purpose. AutismNS's Respite Coordina

tor receives significant numbers of requests from the

estimated 400 people on waiting lists for residential

care options in the province. These people have often

approached the Nova Scotia Department of Communi

ty Services, as well as the Nova Scotia Department of

Health and Wellness, and they have been turned away

because those departments do not have the resources

or the physical capacity to effectively support this vol

ume of people. While there is great need for effective

home-based support options such as respite to assist

caregivers in keeping their children at home, respite is

not meant to be—nor is it sustainable as—a stopgap

for those who are waiting for years on waitlists for

residential care.67

The upshot of all this, for people with ASD, similar to

people with intellectual or physical disabilities, is that

basic human rights to security, well-being and partic-
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ipation in community life can sometimes inadvertent

ly be compromised in the effort to secure whatever

housing or residential support is available, even if it is

not ideal, and even if, in the long run, it leads to addi

tional problems.

Independence, Support, and the Shifting Costs,

Risks and Responsibilities of Care

The state of housing support for people with ASD, as

well as for people with other kinds of disabilities, is

strained by a central tension between several com

peting desires and objectives. On the one hand, many

people with ASD want to live as independently as pos

sible, and many stakeholders in the ASD community

work to open that possibility up to anyone who desires

it. Many others want to live in the family settings they

are accustomed to, and many families want to keep

their adult children close by and well cared for. On the

other hand, there is pressure on families and individ

uals to assume responsibility for their very complex

housing needs simply because there are not enough

realistic supported living options available, and there is

not enough funding allocated to increasing availability

in all communities where there is need. Moreover, there

are many families who cannot, or do not wish to, sup

port their adult children with ASD at home.

On surface, it is in the provincial government's imme

diate financial interest to move away from reliance on

hospital settings, as the cost of housing people with

intensive or even moderate ASD-related needs in such

settings, by the government's own estimate, is about

$420,000 per year. It is generally assumed that mov

ing people back into their family homes, and providing

more individualized support services, would result in

significant cost savings because the cost of delivery

is inherently cheaper. However, the mechanics of this

cost savings are unclear, and, more importantly, it de

pends on families absorbing more costs and shoulder

ing more responsibilities for care, and not every family

can sustain these increased pressures. Families of adult

children with ASD end up shouldering an immense

burden: driving their children to social groups, recre

ation activities, jobs and school; accompanying them

to health service appointments; arranging for therapy

and other kinds of services. This burden increases as

the families, and their children, get older. Many fami

lies would not have it any other way, except that they

desire better funding to pay for respite services to help

them delegate some responsibilities (transportation,

e.g.) to paid service providers.

The assumptions that underlie the push toward more

individualized supports are also problematic for

people with ASD whose families do not wish, or are

unable, to care for them at home in the first place. The

shortage of alternative housing options (small-options

homes, e.g.) becomes, for these people, an acute barri

er to living outside of a healthcare facility.

Thus, while AutismNS agrees with the Department of

Community Services' stated intention to move away

from a facilities-based model of care to a more individ

ualized support system, AutismNS maintains that this

shift must be informed by the families and individuals

whose well-being depends on adequate and appropri

ate residential supports. It is more complex than simply

closing down care facilities and waiting for communities

and families to absorb the people who are displaced.

This issue requires a deliberate strategy to meet the

variable needs of adults with ASD and their families.

CROSS JURISDICTIONAL COMPARISON

Nova Scotia does not face this shortage of appropriate

housing for adults with ASD alone. Across Canada, and

indeed the rest of the world, governments are trying

to figure out how best to meet their goals of increased

community living in ways that are sustainable and

affordable, and all are confronting the same phenome

non of the first large cohort of people diagnosed with

ASD reaching adulthood, at a time when the expec

tation and the hope is that most will be able to live as

independently as possible in communities, and with

arrangements that facilitate active social and vocation

al lives.

Most identifiable solutions to this challenge are cur

rently "works in progress" rather than established and

available as models for best practices. These works in

progress point to the need.and the potential, for hous

ing that is designed specifically for people with ASD.

But they also underscore the potential problems for

people with ASD who are placed in residential facilities

that are not designed with their needs and "triggers"—

for quiet spaces, activity-specific rooms, and even

aversions to certain geometric patterns—in mind. The

UK's Kingwood Trust, a charity supporting people with

ASD, has come up with an instructive guide to devel

opers and planners who are considering developments

geared toward residents with ASD.68
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However, any housing that takes someone's sensitiv

ities into consideration, when connecting them to a

community or housemates, would have to be devel

oped with the utmost care to balancing individual

needs with the importance of community and integrat

ed living. While ASD sensitive living arrangements are

a right, the construction of any sort of housing sep

arated from the larger community needs to be done

thoughtfully so as to minimize the risk of creating a

new institutionalized environment.

IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

AutismNS will continue to serve as a specialized re

source for people with ASD, their families, community

initiatives and government looking for information

about best practices around housing options.

Adult Services

The services available to people with ASD, and tai

lored to their specific needs, greatly decreases once a

person leaves the school system and transitions into

adulthood.69 In the ASD community, adult services are

commonly focused on programs and services that sup

port the transition into adulthood or which aid in the

development, acquisition or maintenance of skills that

are essential to community and/or independent living

as an adult. Considering the increased complexity of

maintaining healthy community involvement, as well

as navigating the social challenges of professional and

personal relationships that are common among autistic

adults, programming and services that cultivate these

skills and abilities are extremely important. Thus, while

AutismNS has robust pre-employment service system,

as well as navigation, respite, and employment sup

ports, adult services at AutismNS is largely understood

as those programs that complement the development

or general well-being of people with ASD by help

ing with transitions into particular stages or areas of

community and independent living. For example, while

someone with ASD may be accessing employment

support in the community, they may also be partici

pating in social groups or life skills classes aimed at

giving them the tools needed to make the transition to

employment, independence, or to feel more confident

in social situations.

Working with the Department of Community Services,

and with families interested in exploring innovative

housing solutions, AutismNS will provide information

on successful community-based models.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Government include or task AutismNS in the

discussion on appropriate community-based

housing options for adults with ASD as the

Transformation Roadmap recommendations are

explored.

2. An investment in ASD training for residential care

workers and behavioural support professionals be

funded and implemented in the current residential

care system in Nova Scotia.

This presents a real challenge for adult services and

programs in Nova Scotia because the vast majority are

either still built and focused on serving people with

intellectual disabilities, or may have similar goals and

outcomes as autism focused programs but are unable

to accommodate or fit the needs of many people with

ASD. There are, therefore, a number of issues with

adult services that deserve attention.

Position: AutismNS believes that services designed

to support adults with ASD should aid in the devel

opment, acquisition or maintenance of skills that are

essential to community and/or independent living.

ISSUES

As this proposal has noted already, although autism

and intellectual disabilities have some overlap in pop

ulation, the unique needs and multitude of abilities

of people with ASD means that, very often, existing

programs are not intentionally designed to support

people with autism.

All adult services that AutismNS has developed,

therefore, focus on creating spaces that accommodate

and help develop individuals in three fundamental

areas: social, recreation, and life skills. Recognizing the
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consistent barriers and the needs of people with ASD

in these three areas is fundamental to developing any

program or service or environment that is understand

ing, supportive, and nurturing for people across the

Autism Spectrum. These reflect, not coincidentally, the

areas of need that people with ASD, parents and pro

fessionals have identified, in Nova Scotia and across

much of the world, as the most significant deficits in

existing adult service infrastructure.70

Adult Social Group Program

The Adult Social Group Program aims to provide adults

with autism (ages 20 and up) with a safe, inclusive and

understanding place to socialize, build friendships, and

find a sense of belonging. The group works to reflect

social environments that are appropriate to the age

and capacity of the participants, embedding them in

recreation and leisure activities that anyone would en

joy: trivia night; foods of the world night; board games

night; dinner at a local restaurant; community walks;

skating at the Oval. Social skills development is the main

focus, but with capable facilitation the group introduces

more targeted teachable moments where participants

learn to develop new skills that help with independence

and interdependence (e.g., turn taking, washing dishes,

appropriate conversation tactics and topics, healthy

relationships, safety in the community, etc.).

In Halifax, this program runs twice a month for two

hours each meet-up. Participants typically have a high

level of independence, largely because the program is

volunteer-led and does not have resources for more

acute needs. The Adult Social Group Program uses

peer volunteers from local universities to facilitate ac

tivities, enrich and support social interaction and skill

building among the participants. The structure of each

session is developed based on the needs of the partic

ipants, gleaned from an orientation process, as well as

conversations with participants.

While this program is doing important work, demand is

consistently outstripping AutismNS's capacity. In fact,

the current Halifax group serves 14 individuals, but

a second Adult Social Group will have to be created

to meet community demand in this region. While the

cost to participate in the group is nominal ($150, which

covers basic costs for activities and outings), it should

be noted that AutismNS is commiting dozens of hours

of time from a staff whose salary is entirely privately
fundraised.

At this time, both Autism NS' main office in Halifax and

the Annapolis Valley Chapter offer the Adult Social

Group program. It is not currently available in other

rural communities due to a lack of resources.

Teen and Adult Supported Social Group Program

In addition to the Adult Social Group, AutismNS also

offers a Teen and Adult Supported Social Group Pro

gram, which aims to create a social communication

learning space for teens and adults (ages 14 and up)

with autism whom have higher needs or require more

support. The supported social group offers the same

opportunities for social and recreational skill develop

ment as the participants registered in the Adult Social

Group Program, but participants are each accom

panied by a respite worker provided by the family/

caregiver. With that, the Supported Social Group also

focuses on helping support the development of partic

ipant's skills necessary for independence, with the goal

of participants eventually participating in the program

without a support person accompanying them.

Social Skills (PEERS) Program

While social group offers a semi-structured social

environment for people with ASD, at different levels

of independence, the Social Skills (PEERS) Program

offers a more formal, class-room based and, in some

ways, fundamental space for developing social com

munication skills. Social Skills (PEERS) follows an

adapted version of UCLA's Program for the Education

and Enrichment of Relational Skills (PEERS*), the Ad

olescents model.7' The program at AutismNS aims to

provide adults (ages 18 and up) with autism "ways to

help them make and keep friends."72 As an interactive

classroom-based program, with a parent-assisted com

ponent, participants and their parents/caregivers meet

weekly for two hours for 14 weeks to work towards a

series of individualized development outcomes in

cluding introduction skills, electronic communications

skills, choosing friends, handling disagreements, etc.

Parents participate as support, learning to act as social

coaches to support the participant with their learning

and skill development during and after the program.

This program is coordinated by AutismNS staff and has

a $175 fee to participate. This fee is kept dramatically

lower than most similar programs across the country,

which charge upwards of $1000 per participant.
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Life Skills Program

The Life Skills program was piloted in 2014 as a 10

week program, and focused on money manage

ment and cooking skills. It was designed for adults

with ASD aged 18 years old and up who were living on

their own or transitioning to living independently with

in the community. Participants were taught financial

literacy, budgeting and taxes through interactive class

lessons and activities. With their financial literacy skills,

they also learned to grocery shop for the necessary in

gredients to make basic recipes, and the kitchen safety

and basic skills to prepare daily meals.

The program pilot was a success, but will be modified

to reflect the findings of a Life Skills Needs Assess

ment Survey conducted in 2015 by AutismNS. This

highest ranked learning needs identified by people

with ASD, family and professionals in this survey were:

learning learn at-home skills (vacuuming, laundry);

community connections (identify community services

for needs, take part in community activities); personal

appearance and hygiene; health and wellness; time

management.73 AutismNS will be developing curricu

lum based on these results to deliver in their Life Skills

Program launching in 2017.

Autism Nova Scotia's Ben James Summer Camp

Program

The Ben James Summer Camp provides children and

young adults with autism aged 6 to 21 with the op

portunity to attend summer camp in an environment

that is safe, inclusive and designed around their needs,

supported by counsellors trained in autism. This camp

is unique in that each camper is supported individ

ually, with a 1:1 camp/counsellor ratio, and activities

are designed specifically with participants' needs and

interests in mind, including a unique array of sensory

based activities. Campers participate in activities in

their community, going on frequent swimming trips,

to the Discovery Centre, urban farms, and more. The

young adult camp session, which is offered for two

weeks out of the eight weeks of summer, is specifically

designed for campers aged 15 to 21. This session was

established in 2013 because of an evident lack of adult

based summer programs for individuals with autism

who have extensive support needs. The adult camp

offers additional activities to support the development

of life skills, including grocery shopping and cooking.

Autism Arts Program

The Autism Arts program is a supported recreational

and developmental program where children and young

adults with autism aged six-25 explore art mediums

and self-expression. Through a unique partnership with

the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, the program facilitates

social interaction in the community and provides peo

ple with ASD a space that nurtures self-expression and

confidence.

SUPPLEMENTING EXISTING CAPACITY IN THE

COMMUNITY

AutismNS has developed an effective model of adult

service through a system of program development

that follows, roughly, a three step process: 1) evidence

of need; 2) demonstration; and 3) community collabo

ration. AutismNS carefully identifies gaps in services to

adults through extensive needs assessments. Next, it

bridges any identified gaps by constructing and imple

menting pilot programming that is designed to test the

feasibility and uptake of programs, which are generally

evaluated formally or informally. Finally, wherever pos

sible and appropriate, AutismNS works to find collab

orators with other service sector partners or levels of

government that might help take up into the existing

and formal service structure any programs that are fill

ing a real need. However, AutismNS's current capacity

to manage and deliver its adult service programs is

limited by the dependence on privately raised or fee-

for-service dollars for programs.

PROGRAM ACCESS FOR LOW INCOME AND

VULNERABLE POPULATIONS

AutismNS' dependence on private funding or fee for

service programming also creates a real barrier for

access for people to confront the additional vulnerabil

ity that comes with a low income and/or lack of family

support. This is particularly problematic with adult

services, where people who want to access services

may not have family resources to draw from, have an

increased likelihood of under-employment or unem

ployment, or have never been attached to the labour

market, making participation in social groups, skills

groups or other groups almost unattainable. While

AutismNS makes every effort to mitigate them, there

are still real barriers to accessing many of the adult

services that AutismNS offers if a potential participant

does not have the financial means.
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CROSS JURISDICTIONAL SURVEY

AutismNS adult services mirrors offerings from autism

organizations across the country, which almost univer

sally aim to fill gaps in social, recreation, and life skills

that many programs not explicitly aimed at people

with ASD are unable to address in an appropriate or

effectual way.

There are, however, important innovations in adult

services that deserve some note. First among these is

the Toronto based Geneva Centre for Autism Services'

more refined social skills programming. Unlike the

general skills and social groups offered at AutismNS,

the Geneva Centre is able to break participants into

more particular groups focusing on targeted areas

such as emotional regulation, personal choice in

friendship building, and more. Geneva also offers Life

Skills groups that focus on elements not covered by

the AutismNS group such as transit use and commu

nity safety. And finally, Geneva has several programs

that help develop the skills necessary to have a healthy

recreation and leisure life, which aids in mental well

ness, and correlated physical health, and relationship

building.74 Similar programs skills programs also exist

through the Ability Hub in Alberta, all of which receive

provincial government support.

Sexual education is a program less commonly offered

by autism organizations, but it is a more common adult

program offering in other segments of the disability

community. For example, the Sexcess workshops, run

by the New Brunswick Association for Community Liv

ing, offers a solid example of a holistic, adult targeted

program.75 Considering the complexity of everyday

social settings and interactions for individuals with

ASD, the challenges of understanding healthy sexual

relationships, social norms and expectations has very

real implications. And yet, this is an area that is very

rarely addressed. Parents and professionals in health,

employment, education and post-secondary education

continually highlight to AutismNS the need for sexual

education and supports to help address the problems

such as the "lack of socio-sexual knowledge, in addi

tion to sexual segregation, inconsistencies and intima

cy issues [that] can lead people with ASD to express

sexual desire/emotion in socially inappropriate ways."76

Simply put, there is a widespread understanding of

a need for adult programming for sexual education

programming targeted at adults with disabilities and

some programs already being deployed in other jursid-

ictions, but little is tailored to the ASD community, and

there is nothing at all available in Nova Scotia.

IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

AutismNS, as well as employment agencies, post-sec

ondary education support service providers and other

stakeholders who regularly serve people with ASD

also recognize the need for adult anxiety program

ming in Nova Scotia. AutismNS proposes to coordinate

the development of a program, similar to the Facing

Your Fears program offered at the IWK Health Cen

tre, which teaches children and teens to cope with

their anxiety through a cognitive behavioural therapy

approach.77

As social settings and social interactions vary across

ages, AutismNS would like access to the resourc

es necessary to follow best practice of social skills

programming already in place in Alberta and Ontario,

providing adults in different age groups with social

skills programming.

AutismNS proposes to work closely with employment

agencies and adult service providers across Nova Sco

tia to deploy a sexual education curriculum that can

help with transitions and interventions in the lives of

adults with ASD.

AutismNS will continue its work to demonstrate best

practice programs and educational components,

evaluating their efficacy and outcomes, revising them

appropriately, and then uploading them to the appro

priate stakeholders (such as agencies, service delivery

agents, educational institutions, etc.) where they can

be managed in a more sustainable and systemic way.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Review policy development under the SPD

transformation that supports flexibility of respite

funds usage, by eligible families. This would

support a person directed approach to service,

and allow families to use funds to pay fees or

purchase social, leisure and recreation programs

for their children. This option should also be

available and accessible to adults.

2. Work in partnership with AutismNS to support

best practice program development and delivery,

and evaluate opportunities to share this work to

build community capacity for program and service

delivery across the province.

3. Coordinate development of a program teaching

children and teens how to manage anxiety.

4. Review of gaps identified in adult programming.
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Post-Secondary Education

Persons with disabilities have historically been woeful

ly underrepresented in Nova Scotia's post-secondary

institutions. Over the past two decades, financial aid

and support service improvements have helped to in

crease the participation of such students but they are

still significantly underrepresented: among Nova Sco

tians 17 to 29 years old, 16% had a registered disability

in 2011, compared with only 9% of university students

and 12% of Nova Scotia Community College (NSCC)

students.78

Position: Nova Scotians with ASD, with the academic

qualifications for post-secondary studies, should be

welcomed, integrated, and fully supported to reach

their educational and career goals.

ISSUES

Unfortunately, we have very little information about

the participation of persons with ASD in Nova Sco

tia's postsecondary education system. We know such

students exist because AutismNS works to support

some of them through an Autism Post-Secondary

Student Support Group funded through Ready, Willing

and Able (RWA), and is currently providing support

for 10 students. Though not a controlled sample, our

jobseeker database currently contains 74 job seekers,

of which 22 (30%) hold some form of PSE accredita

tion. Ready, Willing and Able has also found dozens of

additional people on the Autism Spectrum who have

achieved Post-Secondary Accreditation in areas as

diverse and Human Services, Computer Sciences, Law,

Baking, and Broadcasting, in its search for applicants

to put forward to committed employers. RWA also

has anecdotal reports of dozens of people with ASD

throughout the NSCC system in the Halifax area alone.

If the PSE system matches the wider population, we

would expect as many as 1,000 students with ASD are

enrolled in Nova Scotia's universities and colleges (to

say nothing of private colleges), though we lack data

to confirm this.

All of this suggests that, while we cannot be cer

tain about their overall number, there is a substantial

population of people with ASD currently accessing

post-secondary education.

System-Wide Issues

Despite the lack of reliable student data, we neverthe

less know about some of the key challenges facing per

sons with ASD in post-secondary settings. The harsh

reality is that most institutions have very little experi

ence knowlingly working with students on the Autism

Spectrum and, as a result, they often fall far short of

providing adequate supports to help these students

succeed. There are multiple factors to consider:

• The primary and secondary education systems

often fail to adequately prepare students with ASD

for the transition to postsecondary institutions.

• There is a lack of basic knowledge in the PSE

system about what ASD is and how it must be

accommodated. According to Students Nova

Scotia, disability policies at most Nova Scotia

institutions fail to differentiate ASD from broader

class of "learning disabilities," which might help

to explain the shortcomings in their approach to

students with ASD.

• Students with ASD can struggle with academics

and the basic organization skills required to

succeed at the post-secondary level.

• Most institutions are particularly poor at offering

ASD-friendly orientation activities and other

supports that could help students with ASD to

adapt to new and different social environments.

• Specific supports to help students with ASD to

transition from PSE to the job market are similarly

lacking.

• NSCC's implementation of an admissions test to

qualify students with an identified disability to

determine their fit for post-secondary education

has further created barriers for students with

ASD, and is viewed by the autism community as a

discriminatory practice.

With all of these factors in play, it is hardly surprising

that students with ASD often struggle in the first year

of post-secondary education and, like other students

with disabilities, are much more likely to drop-out at

this early stage.
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In response to community need, AutismNS recent

ly started a Post-Secondary Student Support Group

(with support from Ready, Willing and Able) to help

Halifax-based students to navigate many of these chal

lenges and make connections to their peers in the ASD

community.

INSTITUTIONAL COMPARISON

A handful of Nova Scotia institutions have made some

initial efforts toward improving conditions for students

with ASD. For example:

• NSCC publishes online Autism Toolkits for students

and staff through its Disability Services division.

• Dalhousie University, through its Counselling

Centre, piloted its first Asperger's/Autism

Spectrum Support and Intervention Group in 2014.

This group has been refunded by a grant provided

by AutismNS via Ready, Willing and Able.

• Mount Saint Vincent University, through Disability

Services, offers one-to-one mentoring to students

with ASD through its Learning Strategist.

IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

Nova Scotia's postsecondary institutions face a steep

learning curve in order to accommodate an increas

ing population of students with ASD. They require

significant investments to add on-site expertise in

their student services divisions and must also provide

appropriate training to develop a knowledge base on

ASD across the full spectrum of services provided by

the institution.

Post-secondary institutions must develop collaborative

relationships with secondary schools and ASD com

munity support organizations (including AutismNS) to

ensure healthy transitions of students with ASD.

Post-secondary institutions must better assist students

with ASD in the transition to the labour market. Au

tismNS will work with any university or college willing

to develop a strategy for student supports, counsel

ling, and disability services that could better accom

modate students with ASD, and what those supports

might look like.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Further research and analysis of the needs

and support of students with ASD in the post-

secondary environment is required, as well as

follow up with students, post-graduation, to better

understand transition outcomes.

2. Enhanced knowledgeable professionals.

3. Increase in autism-friendly spaces and greater

recognition of accommodation considerations in

the post-secondary environment.

4. Enhanced transition support to the labour market.

Employment, Entrepreneurship and Social Enterprise

Employment is consistently identified by individuals on

the Autism Spectrum, their families, and professionals

as one of the most significant and important issues

in their lives.79 The data on labour market attachment

among people with autism suggests that this concern

stems not from personal troubles but from a systemic

failure to connect people with ASD to inclusive work

places. The most recent data shows that, in Canada,

less than 33% of people with ASD who are looking for

work are employed in any capacity. Data from the UK

and US, countries with similar employment and par

ticipation dynamics to Canada, parses this further to

suggest that less than 15-25% of people with ASD who

are ready and willing to work have attained some form

of employment. And this is not the product of certain

people being "too disabled" for the competitive labour

market. Rather, individuals who are considered to be

"higher functioning" confront endemic underemploy

ment, more frequent job switches than the general

population (despite commonly experiencing difficulty

adjusting to new job settings), and almost universally

earn less than both their peers without ASD and indi

viduals with learning disabilities.80 Even the significant

number of people with ASD who have postsecondary

education, experience similar difficulties.81

This makes people with ASD perhaps the most un

derrepresented and vulnerable group in the labour
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market. And with the growing number of people with

ASD transitioning from school to the workplace, and

post-school aged people now receiving much needed

diagnosis and reaching out for employment support,

this issue is emerging as a pressing one here in Nova

Scotia and across the world. This is particularly pre

scient given the poor labour market participation rate

of vulnerable and marginalized groups that the OneNS

Commission82 identified as a root source of lower pro

ductivity in Nova Scotia.

For these reasons, AutismNS has devoted a great deal

of effort over the last two years to building capacity as

an employment support interventionist, working close

ly with existing employment agencies and community

programs, developing and offering programs and skills

to fill gaps in employment support and preparation.

For AutismNS, this has meant offering new programs

and working to transfer functional knowledge about

ASD into the existing service infrastructure, as well as

raising awareness among employers about the benefits

of hiring people with ASD.

AutismNS's goal in developing employment and

pre-employment services is clear: increase labour

market participation among people with ASD by

building capacity in the employment support and

preparation landscape. AutismNS pursues this goal via

three avenues: 1) ASD tailored pre-employment and

employment programs alongside targeted, collabora

tive capacity building for existing programs outside of

AutismNS; 2) employer and agency education; and 3)

collaborative system building in standard employment

and self-employment or entrepreneurship.

But before turning to these three avenues of work that

AutismNS has been conducting in the employment

and pre-employment systems, we must highlight a

few of the major issues that have motivated AutismNS

and their collaborators to try and build more robust

employment supports for people with ASD.

ISSUES

System Costs of not having ASD Appropriate

Employment Supports

Apart from the right to work, the need for better ASD

tailored employment supports in policy and admin

istration also emerges from the collective and social

cost of low employment among people with ASD.

Simply put, unemployment among people with ASD

is extremely high, and studies are showing that this

marginalization is very costly. A recent Ontario-based

study indicated almost 75% of the 480 participants

with ASD had an annual income under $30,000, and

the Ontario Disability Support Program was the pri
mary source of income for 58.2% of those surveyed.

Full-time employment was the primary income source

for only 13.9%, and part-time employment for 6.1%.

The report highlighted that despite higher IQs and

achievements in postsecondary education, outcomes

for this group were consistently quite poor. A majority

of participants struggled with employment, meaning

they have little work experience or have worked mainly

in short-term, low-paying jobs.83

This sort of unemployment creates a system reliance

that costs more than it needs to. One study of people

with autism found that poor employment results in lost

work time and productivity for an entire community.

Further, it found that employment has a significant

cost impact because people who are not included in

the productive economy must rely on publicly funded

social supports. This study reported that with em

ployment, the cost of community supports decreases,

creating less reliance on day programs and activities,

such as adult day care.84 Waged work also provides

the means to pay bills, decreasing the need for living

support that pays for housing, transportation and

basic amenities covered by community benefits. Extra

health coverage, common with many employers, can

also help cover medical costs for items such as med

ications. This extra coverage can sometimes assist

in psychological services, which are a common need

since the prevalence of comorbid disorders is very

high among people with ASD.85

At the same time, well-supported and fitting employ

ment has an indirect cost benefit on the mental and

physical health system fronts. As mentioned in the

opening of this report, there are particular areas of

social interaction that people with ASD struggle with,

especially when it comes to obtaining and maintaining

paid employment, many of which stem from social

communication deficits. Yet, very often, people with

ASD have high expectations of themselves, as well as

high intelligence and valuable skills, but no workplace

to use them in. The result is frustrating, discouraging

and alienating for people with ASD and their families.

Studies have shown that employment can actually

help people develop the routines and stability needed

to manage the mental illnesses which are commonly
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co-diagnosed in people with ASD (e.g., anxiety, de

pression, schizophrenia, or psychosis). The prevalence

of anxiety, depression and other mental health con

ditions is particularly high for those struggling to get

and keep employment.

Meanwhile, there is ample evidence of benefits to

employers and companies when they hire individuals

with ASD.86 Employers often value the trustworthiness,

reliability, and low absenteeism of these employees.87

Once employed, individuals with ASD often demon

strate strengths that employers look for, such as

attention to detail and intense focus, and which result

in increased work output. Moreover, some people with

ASD may enjoy performing the kinds of jobs shunned

by others due to a variety of factors, such as the rela

tive social isolation or the repetitive nature of the task

(depending on the particular strengths of the employ

ee)—meaning that a worker with ASD may excel in

situations where others do not.88

ASD Tailored Supports for Employment in the Nova

Scotia Employment Support Infrastructure

Transition and Preparation for Employment

Evidence shows that the availability of adequate

services for people with ASD "during their education,

their transition from school to work, and to indepen

dent living might influence employment outcome

considerably."89 Many youth with ASD leave secondary

school without basic life and job skills, are ill prepared

for adulthood, and regress during this time of isolation

when there is no school, no work, no friends, a lack of

community programs, and no ASD-specific adult ser

vices. Available research also confirms poor outcomes

in independence and social inclusion for adults with

ASD, regardless of where they fall on the spectrum,

and higher rates of unemployment and underemploy

ment compared to other disability groups.90

Education professionals refer to the transition period

as a critical time for high school students with disabil

ities, not only because transition programs could offer

work experience, but also because transition is a pe

riod of planning and preparation for adulthood where

specific skills can be taught in the school system.91 But

the transition for people with ASD is often a rough

one. Much of this stems from the fact that we are only

beginning to understand that people with ASD have

markedly different vocational needs than individuals

with other developmental disabilities, and also be

cause each person with ASD demonstrates such a

wide a variety of characteristics across the diagnostic

criteria—ASD truly is a spectrum. While the current

approach to planning for transition out of school is al

ready individualized, the spectrum of need and ability

among people with ASD makes the potential options

in transition very broad, and the actual process of

transition to successful employment or post-secondary

education a great challenge.92

A 2012 Autism Speaks Employment Think Tank in the

United States reported that inadequate soft skills (e.g.

office small talk, workplace politics, and team-oriented

projects), lack of self-advocacy skills, and an inability

to identify their strengths were among the biggest

barriers that people with ASD confronted both getting

into and once in the workplace. However, having held

a paid, community-based job while still in high school

is strongly correlated with post-school employment

success for young people with intellectual disabilities,

multiple disabilities, and autism, as is increased inde

pendence in self-care and higher social skills. Ontar

io stakeholders have similarly noted that vocational

success in adulthood is predicted by having a paid job

during high school.94

Getting people with ASD into the labour force is

challenging, but it is not impossible; just managing

the transition from school to work, and getting young

people with ASD into paid employment early, can help

them establish life-long careers.

With all of this in mind, AutismNS has developed

several pre-employment or employment preparation

programs that are tailored to the needs of people with

ASD as they enter the labour market (and which func

tion often in concert with ASD tailored outlined in the

chapter on Adult Services).

TRAACE

Perhaps AutismNS' most far-reaching pre-employment

program is the Transition Readiness And Autism Com

munity Employment (TRAACE) program. TRAACE be

gan in 2011 as a pre-vocation program supporting high

school students with ASD in HRM, and in 2014 it was

piloted in the Cape Breton Victoria Regional School

Board where TRAACE also partnered with NSCC Mar

coni Campus to train students as job-coaches. Later in

2014, TRAACE expanded to the South Shore region,

and in 2015 to the Chignecto region. AutismNS cur

rently receives a renewable grant from Post-Secondary

Disability Support Services to run TRAACE in Halifax,
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and AutismNS recently received a federal government

grant to scale up the program across the province

and conduct a formal evaluation, under the Worktopia

program.

TRAACE includes seven skill-building modules, and

all participants take part in an eight week communi

ty-based learning opportunity to give them hands on

job experience and an opportunity for career explora

tion. TRAACE modules are based on current research

and best practices and run under the guidance of

knowledgeable professionals, including a Board Certi

fied Behavioural Analyst (BCBA). In 2016 the program

will reach over 60 students, and is running out of eight

schools across the Chignecto Central School Board

district as well as schools in the Halifax, Cape Breton

Victoria Regional, and South Shore School Boards.

TRAACE is filling a gap for students who too con

sistently miss out on community-based learning and

career exploration opportunities that are essential in

preparing them for entry to the labour market.

Worktopia Canada

AutismNS is also currently participating in a nation

al pilot of the Worktopia program. Initially piloted in

Calgary, Worktopia is funded in its federal capacity as

a four-year initiative co-sponsored by The Sinneave

Family Foundation, Autism Speaks Canada, and the

Government of Canada's Opportunities Fund for

Persons with Disabilities. The initiative has two core

programs outlined below, with Halifax acting as one

of two jurisdictions in the country (the other being

Calgary) where a third stream, School Works, is being

tested by leveraging the TRAACE program.

Community Works

Community Works is a 12 week pre-employment

program aimed at targeting soft skills, such as social

interactions and understanding social rules in a work

place, for people with ASD in high school aged 15-21. It

is a community embedded program where participants

and peers volunteer each week with a different com

munity partner. It uses peer mentors as role models

and supports an inclusive learning environment that

allows people to hone many of the skills that would

be needed in employment and in community living. A

Board Certified Behaviour Analyst oversees the proj

ect to develop and implement goals targeting social

communication skills and pre-employment skills. The

program is built on a model of incidental and natural

teaching interventions, implemented in a systematic

way that gives participants a concrete measure of

progress and outcomes, while also generating commu

nity awareness—particularly among community part

ners and peers—about the abilities of people with ASD.

Employment Works

Similar to Community Works, Employment Works is a

12 week employment program aimed at targeting soft

skills, but this program is for individuals no longer in

high school aged 15-29. This program is 12 weeks long,

conducted for 2.5 hours a day, twice a week. It con

sists of one day focused on direct teaching through a

peer-directed employment curriculum, and a second

day focused on experiential learning through various

job-shadowing experiences in the community. It is also

overseen by a Board Certified Behaviour Analyst to

develop individual goals for the participants within the

program. As well, it aims to promote the effectiveness

of individuals with ASD as skilled workers within the

community while giving participants the opportunity

to experience several careers that they would not have

necessarily had the chance to explore. The major aim

of this program is to develop participants' skill sets

and knowledge of employment so they can obtain,

sustain, and maintain a job within the community.

Autism Works: Launch Pad

AutismNS has also developed a prevocational edu

cation program called Launch Pad. This program is

designed to help young adults aged 18 or older and

no longer in school to secure meaningful employment,

as well as connect to community employment infra

structure to ensure ongoing support. This three-month

program is a mixture of classroom lessons, customer

service experience, and career counselling. Classroom

lessons are taught three days per week, and focus

on career exploration, professionalism, social skills,

customer service, financial literacy, job applications, re

questing accommodations, and anxiety management.

Participants also explore which industries and em

ployers would be a good fit with their particular skills,

interests, and experience. This individualized approach

was successful in securing four part-time jobs for the

pilot program of five participants in October 2015, six

part-time jobs for the second cohort of eight partic

ipants in April 2016, and one full-time job and one

part-time job for the third cohort of eight participants

in August 2016.

Several community partnerships have been formed to

deliver Launch Pad's program content, including col-
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laborations with Job Junction, St. John's Ambulance

and Junior Achievement. All participants also join

the Autism Job Seekers Database, and when partici

pants apply to job opportunities, they are supported

throughout the application process and the interview.

Should the participant be the successful applicant, job

coaching supports can be provided through Ready,

Willing and Able to help with training and meeting

employer expectations.

Taken together, these pre-employment and employ

ment readiness programs are already being recog

nized as a much needed intervention in the provincial

pre-employment and supported employment services.

Worktopia and Autism Works receive regular referrals

from Work Activity members, Collaborative Part

nership Network members, and Careers Nova Scotia

centre members who have clients with complex needs

but a real potential to work. The need for AutismNS

to perform an expert interventionist role in preparing

people with ASD for the labour market and helping

them connect to employment is clear.

Employer and Agency Education: AutismNS as an

Interventionist

When we move from considering vocational prepara

tion to employment support—that is, when we focus

on what happens once people with ASD are actively

engaged with the labour market—AutismNS's role as

an employment interventionist becomes even more

critical.

There is currently a distinct lack of specialized employ

ment supports to meet the unique challenges faced by

individuals with ASD once they are in the labour force.95

Nova Scotia is by no means unique on this front. The

vast majority of community employment services,

like pre-vocational programming, are tailored to serve

people with intellectual disabilities or mental health

conditions. For example, Nova Scotia has an exten

sive Adult Service Centre ("workshop") infrastructure.

These Centres employ people who are excluded from

other employment opportunities in "sheltered" settings.

Specifically, 87% of their program participants have a

primary diagnosis of an intellectual disability. These

Centres are a poor fit for the needs and abilities of

most people with ASD, who have a relatively low tran

sition to employment rate. And, they also run counter

to AutismNS's commitment to having people with ASD

work in the community, in mainstream workplaces, inte

grated with colleagues who do not have ASD.96

Supporting Autism in the Workplace, & Autism 101

Training

AutismNS is leading the country in its efforts to devel

op programs tailored to the unique needs of jobseek-

ers and workers with ASD who are seeking or taking

up employment in their communities. One such initia

tive is AutismNS's "Supporting Autism in the Work

place" training. This program is aimed at job-coach

es and case workers within inclusive and disability

specialized employment agencies, to whom it offers a

1-2 day workshop to equip them with the tools, tactics

and knowledge to deal with the additional barriers

that people with ASD confront in securing and keeping

employment. They are also delivering a sector-specific

"Autism 101" workshop to employers, service providers

and any other interested stakeholder.

AutismNS works with dozens of employers, employ

ment agencies, and universities and colleges across

the province, for example delivering training to Metro

Works, Options, Teamwork-Workbridge, Career Nova

Scotia Centres, Collaborative Partnership Network

members and even the Tourism Industry Sector Coun

cil of Nova Scotia's hospitality training program. At

the same time, the request for training from across the

province is growing. With the help of Ready, Willing

and Able (see below), AutismNS has become a trusted

facilitator in accommodating and building autism in

clusive pre-vocational programming and employment

supports. This has been a mixed blessing: particularly

in light of the system transformation that is underway

in Community Services and the employment support

system under the umbrella of Career Nova Scotia,

requests for training are outstripping AutismNS's

capacity, sapping human resources away from exist

ing programming that are funded entirely by private

dollars raised by the organization.

AutismNS would like to expand its tested and well-re

spected employment support and job-coaching

workshops across the province, but it needs to address

capacity issues in order to do this.

Ready, Willing and Able

Educating Employers and Building Demand

AutismNS is also collaboratively building the sup

ported employment infrastructure in Nova Scotia as a

partner with Ready, Willing and Able (RWA), a national
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program that connects employment opportunities to

job-seekers working through community agencies,

and educates employers on the business case demon

strating the benefits of inclusive employment. RWA is

an initative designed to help increase the labour force

participation of people with ASD and intellectual dis

abilities by generating employer commitments to hire,

and then connecting these employers to a collabora

tive network of partner agencies who identify suitable

candidates for a position and deliver employment sup

ports for those clients should they be hired for the job.

RWA staff, in their work with employers and agencies,

have helped strengthen links between AutismNS and

employment agencies across the province, while also

opening up new employers to the benefits of inclu

sive, competitive employment—successfully support

ing dozens of people to come off of income support

in Nova Scotia by helping them connect to suitable,

meaningful employment.

Autism Job Seekers Database—Pooling Job Seekers,

and Connecting them to Supports

The RWA program also recently launched a new

Autism Job-Seekers Database, designed to connect

Autistic job-seekers to an agency that can case-man

age and assist in developing employment opportuni

ties, as well as to any vocational preparation programs

(whether ASD-specific or general). This is meant to

help bridge the divide between the many people with

ASD who are unconnected to, or have a difficult time

navigating, employment supports. A devoted Autism

Outreach Coordinator has been building bridges to

the agencies and sites where ASD job seekers may

be accessing services across the city, pooling these

jobseekers into the database and then routing and re

ferring them through appropriate pathways to support

and success in the labour market. The Database now

has over 122 registrants looking for employment, and

RWA staff have created efficient referral processes

with Career Nova Scotia Centres and other agencies

and programs to ensure continuity of support, with

staff working with these groups to identify any train

ing or education needs that AutismNS can deliver to

help better support clients with ASD. To be clear, this

is larger than the caseload of the largest employment

support agency in Halifax. The database has facilitated

dozens of job connections over its first year and a half,

and is picking up steam.

RWAs work, the database and the education sessions,

which are all responses to obvious gaps in the system

of support, all highlight a collaborative system building

in standard employment supports that is careful to not

duplicate existing infrastructure. AutismNS believes,

strongly, that it is possible to create an inclusive em

ployment support system where the needs of people

with ASD who wish to work, no matter what their

needs, can be met so long as the agencies, service de

livery stakeholders and AutismNS are given the proper

tools, resources and education.

SELF-EMPLOYMENT AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP:

BUILDING STRONGER SUPPORTS FOR PEOPLE

WITH ASD

The same collaborative philosophy directs AutismNS's

efforts in helping people with ASD explore self-em

ployment and entrepreneurship as an employment

option. Entrepreneurship offers a very viable path for

individuals who are unable to find success through

supported, competitive employment, and for the

many—if not all—for whom a sheltered workshop is not

appropriate. Supported self-employment and entre

preneurship, for those who have particular skills or

services, provides a means to earn income, while con

trolling for the variables which often make it difficult

for a person with ASD to become an employee, such

as scheduling needs, sensory sensitivities, and social

barriers. At the same time, self-employment is among

the fastest growing forms of employment in this

province, and AutismNS believes that people with ASD

ought to have the same opportunities and be given

appropriate supports to explore entrepreneurship as

an option for themselves.

RWA and building a system for Entrepreneurs and

Self-Employment for people with ASD

AutismNS has, therefore, been working closely with

existing business development and entrepreneurial

service providers for persons with disabilities, as well

as building new collaborative relationships that create

the necessary amalgam of support for business and

disability needs. This work is progressing on two major

fronts.

Uniquely Gifted—A Partnership with EDN

Ready, Willing and Able plays an active role in sup

porting entrepreneurs with autism. The individualized

support funds that have been made available by the

federal government through that program have been
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used to connect a number of interested entrepreneurs

with ASD to business development consultants who

are administered by Autism Works: Entrepreneurship

(see below) and in partnership with the Entrepreneurs

with Disabilities Network (EDN).97

By supporting several people in their entrepreneurial

pursuits, RWA began to recognize what the EDN had

long known: a critical need for growing many business

es is pre-market and go-to-market support. These two

areas of business development are particularly acute

barriers for people with ASD, who commonly struggle

with the executive functioning involved in complex

planning and abstract thinking, and who often strug

gle with the highly dynamic social interactions and

environments involved in sales, which, for all entrepre

neurs, also saps time away from the actual production

of the good or delivery of service.

Working with the EDN, RWA accessed federal funds

to launch Uniquely Gifted: a cross-disability social

enterprise aimed at bridging the gap faced by many

entrepreneurs by providing pre-market and go-to-mar

ket services. It helps entrepreneurs across Nova Scotia

launch or sustain their business, earn income current

ly inaccessible because of barriers, and connect to a

more extensive system of business development and

disability supports

Uniquely Gifted is currently working with about a doz

en entrepreneurs who are at various stages of business

development and acceleration, including five people

with ASD—and it intends to expand.

Importantly, Uniquely Gifted represents an opportuni

ty for those who wish to produce or focus on selling

their passion to access support for business prepara

tion, including going to markets and venues that can

supplement their sales efforts, while accommodating

many aspiring entrepreneurs' scheduling needs, sen

sory sensitivities, and social barriers. Entrepreneurs

also maintain autonomy within the social enterprise,

producing at a rate that is appropriate for the indi

vidual, and able to sell their good or service wherever

they please—though a pricing agreement is reached to

avoid competition.

Autism Works: Entrepreneurship—A Partnership with

Sobey's Business Development and ENACTUS SMU

While Uniquely Gifted acts as important support in

preparation for market and a supplemental sales point,

people with ASD commonly require support beyond

what Uniquely Gifted can reasonably offer. This is par

ticularly an issue for those who are only beginning to

explore the possibility of entrepreneurship or self-em

ployment.

To respond to this gap, Autism Works Entrepreneur-

ship has constructed a partnership with Enactus Saint

Mary's University (SMU) and the Sobey School of Busi

ness Development. This program helps entrepreneurs

who have business ideas and/or products connect to

supports that accommodate any barriers as they de

velop their business.

Enactus SMU students and senior consultants from the

Sobey School of Business Development Centre provide

entrepreneurs with 1:1 consulting based on the Growth-

Wheel Consulting Format. Consultants conduct a

needs assessment with each entrepreneur, create an

individualized plan, and implement the necessary sup

ports and business expertise. The level of support de

pends on what stage the participant is along in devel

oping their enterprise. Support from Enactus SMU may

include, but is not limited to: organizational structure,

business operations, human resources, finances, and

marketing. Currently, Ready Willing and Able provides

individualized support funding for entrepreneurs with

autism on a case-by-case basis, applying a ceiling of

funding available to support each step of exploration

and development.

Investment in individualized supports for entrepre

neurs with ASD is relatively small to date. It averages

about $2,000 per business per year, and with average

amounts decreasing quickly once a support system is

established and the viability of a business is tried and

tested.

CROSS JURISDICTIONAL COMPARISON

AutismNS is in an interesting position when it comes

to a Cross Jurisdictional comparison of employment

supports. Since 2014 it has been a partner in the na

tionwide RWA program, giving it the opportunity to

see first-hand how employment is supported across

Canda. The provincial system of supports for people

with ASD vary dramatically, and Nova Scotia—while

a leader with its current federally funded suite of

programs coordinated out of AutismNS—is at risk of

falling behind in supporting the legion of people with

ASD who are ready, willing and able to work.

Across North America, efforts are underway to de

velop ASD-appropriate employment supports and
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pre-employment programming. Before RWA's estab

lishment, studies in Ontario found that there was no

consistent or specialized supports to help individuals

with ASD succeed in employment. Similar studies

have shown this to be the case throughout much of

the United States of America as well, and the experi

ences of RWA reveal—but also mitigate—a similar lack

of tailored support and knowledge about ASD across

Canada.98

In fact, the funds provided to individual supports via

the federal funding available to RWA, for this purpose,

are already showing that the supported employment

system in Nova Scotia, like much of Canada, is ill-

equipped for truly supported employment. The system

is particularly unprepared to support the diverse needs

of people with ASD, who often require a flexibility that

standard "employment maintenance worker contracts

or "job coaches" cannot offer because of the vast dif

ferences in ability and skills.

On a positive note, research and experience are now

aligning to demonstrate that with customized inter

vention and training, individuals with ASD can work

in a variety of businesses and industries, and are not

limited to lower paying entry-level jobs or workshops.

The recent announcement that, following the lead

of Vermont and Washington States, the provincial

government of Ontario will incrementally phase out

support and end admissions to "workshops" or Adult

Service Centres is a harbinger of the reform direction

that Nova Scotia will have to take.99

AutismNS, through the outreach done by its employ

ment division to Careers Nova Scotia Centre members,

Collaborative Partnership Network members and Adult

Service Centres, has found that people with ASD in

need of support in gaining and maintaining employ

ment are ending up in each of these places. And,

through RWAs provision of individualized supports

where existing supports are unavailable, AutismNS has

seen that the amount and types of employment sup

ports vary because the abilities and needs of people

with ASD vary so dramatically. Yet, no matter if they

possess an advanced graduate degree or have not

finished high school, there is still an almost consistent

need for supports.

IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

AutismNS is a national leader in employer and agency

education on supporting autism in the workplace. Sup

plementing existing community employment supports

to better serve people with ASD, our organization will

continue to collaborate with employers, employment

agencies, and universities and colleges across the

province as an interventionist in employment support.

AutismNS will continue to work with employers to ed

ucate them on the benefits of hiring people with ASD,

and encourage them to become more inclusive in their

practices and culture.

The Government of Nova Scotia should commit to

becoming an inclusive employer and work with Ready,

Willing and Able to both connect to governments that

have successfully built inclusive employment for peo

ple with ASD and intellectual disabilities across Cana

da, and to aid as a strategic recruiting partner.

The planning and delivery of employment services and

supports is a collaborative effort and AutismNS will

continue its role as an ASD interventionist, supporting

transitions from secondary school to the labour market

and those agencies looking for interventionists who

can support those people with ASD wishing to engage

or re-engage with the labour market.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Department of Education should adopt

TRAACE as a course for credit and make it

available to any students with ASD or other

developmental disabilities that qualify.

2. Labour and Advanced Education and Community

Services should earmark funding for all Careers

Nova Scotia Centres, former CPN members

(eg. Teamwork-Workbridge), and Adult Service

Centres (with supported or pre-employment

programming), to take the extensive Supporting

Autism in the Workplace, as well as the preliminary

Autism 101 courses that AutismNS has developed.

Another option would be to provide an annual

training grant to AutismNS to deliver an agreed

upon number of training sessions annually across

the province. The training could be delivered

to case managers, job developers, career

practitioners, and all front-line staff, either on-

agency-site or within the soon to be established

Centre for Employment Innovation and Excellence.
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3. AutismNS should work with Careers Nova Scotia

to identify if a database, modeled on the Respite

Care Database, could be adapted for use to

maintain a list of Workplace Attendant Support

Workers who would be trained in "Supporting

Autism in the Workplace" curriculum, and could

act as attendant job coaches for employees with

ASD.

4.The provincial government, in light of recent

changes to the federal labour market agreements

and resulting shifts in some funding away from

federal funds used for job coach supports, should

explore the practicality of an individualized

funding model for on the job support that could

relax limitations on the workplace attendant

program for people with developmental disabilities

such as ASD.

5. The provincial government should move away

from any disability targeted wage subsidies,

and reallocate portions of that funding to

individualized supports for competitive

employment, as well as refocusing some resources

into employer education on inclusive employment.

Safety in Communities

Safe communities are accommodating and support

ive communities. For families of people with ASD, a

common concern may be how their loved ones will be

treated as they venture into the community, and, par

ticularly for those caring for people with more signifi

cant support needs, if authorities and first responders

will know how to react to them.

Position: AutismNS believes that safe communities are

accommodating and supportive communities; that the

best way to assure the safety of people with ASD and

their communities is a proactive approach that assures

upfront investment in community, housing, program,

employment and health supports. The justice system

is a last point of intervention, but the education of

those charged with first response or search and rescue

services about ASD is key to assuring appropriate

intervention

6.The provincial government should work with

AutismNS and the Entrepreneurs with Disabilities

Network to evaluate and identify how a

sustainable system of self-employment supports

can be provided to people with ASD, as well as

other disabilities—including an exploration of non-

workshop based affirmative enterprise models.

7. AutismNS should be included in conversations

related to the transformation of the employment

infrastructure in this province to ensure that adults

with ASD do not become further marginalized and

detached from the labour market.

8. AutismNS should maintain the funding allocations

from the province for the Launch Pad and TRAACE

program with the option to explore cost effective

scalability across the province.

9.The provincial government within the federal

labour market agreements continue funding the

Ready, Willing and Able pilot program. This is

currently a successful partnership with AutismNS

and the Nova Scotia Association of Community

Living (NSACL) that leads the country in

successful labour market outcomes for adults with

ASD or intellectual disability.

ISSUES

Wandering and Search and Rescue for people with

ASD

For families caring for persons with ASD who also have

an intellectual disability, and/or who are non-verbal, a

common concern is that their loved one may wander

into the community and become lost or find them

selves in dangerous situations.

To help give families piece of mind on this front, Au

tismNS has closely collaborated with Project Lifesaver.

Project Lifesaver is a proactive life protection program

for individuals with cognitive disorders that equips

and trains law enforcement and search and rescue

agencies in an active response system that helps them

to locate wandering individuals before they become

victims of the elements, accidents or predators. Proj

ect Lifesaver is a non-profit organization that has

fast become the lead organization in Canada and the
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Unites States to effectively train, equip, and deploy

the appropriate agencies in these increasingly com

mon situations. Project Lifesaver uses directional radio

frequency receivers and each individual enrolled into

the project has a water resistant transmitter affixed to

their wrist or ankle that emits a unique frequency. It is

funded in Nova Scotia by the Emergency Management

Office in the Department of Justice, in the amount of

$278,000 per year.'00

Since the inception of Project Lifesaver in this prov

ince, there have been several calls for service from

families supporting people with ASD, all resulting in

successful rescues. In one case, a young girl with

autism was found 2kms from her home and close to

water—a situation that could have become much more

dangerous if she had not been located quickly. Proj

ect Lifesaver sees its service to the ASD community as

an integral part of its work.

With the increased need and demand for this service,

AutismNS has stepped in to collaborate as a volunteer

maintenance partner for Project Lifesaver. Few orga

nizations in Nova Scotia have been able to provide the

staffing and set-up infrastructure to create the month

ly check-lists, referral steps, and extensive training

needed to take on the monthly battery maintenance

and administration needs for each Project Lifesaver

client. AutismNS has made Project Lifesaver a priority

within its community collaboration and outreach man

date, allocating one staff person for 10-12 hours per

week as a Lead Coordinator for the Project Lifesaver

serving the autism community in Halifax. However,

AutismNS receives no funding for this staff position,

which limits the time and the number of clients that

AutismNS can serve. As of February 2016, Project

Life Saver had trained search and rescue teams in

24 regions across Nova Scotia, but in the absence

of volunteer capacity like that offered by AutismNS,

handling the maintenance of batteries and training, the

program was only available in five regions of the prov

ince. Response coverage is now available across Nova

Scotia, and Project Life Saver is able to accept clients

in all areas except the Musquodoboit Valley and parts

of Inverness County.

Proper training for First Responders and Police

While Project Lifesaver does valuable work in address

ing the issue of wandering, an additional and imper

ative component of creating accommodating and

inclusive communities remains in terms of ASD training

for first responders. It is important that individuals with

autism learn to interact with first responders, and that

first responders learn about and understand ASD so

that they are prepared to identify and respond safely

to situations that involve this population.

The need for first responder training has been a key

priority among autism organizations across much of

the world—and Nova Scotia is no exception. Following

on the recommendations of the 2010 AMAT report, the

2012 Autism Action Plan outlined that the Department

of Justice would developing an online training in ASD

and Law Enforcement in consultation with AutismNS.101

While this recommendation was fulfilled, the number

of trainees who have completed the curriculum is not

available to the public, and the curriculum requires

periodic updating and evaluation.'02

Incarceration and Offence Rates

In the United States research shows that people with

developmental disabilities are seven times more likely

to have a negative encounter with law enforcement,

and research in the UK points out that people with

autism are over-represented in their prison system.103

Because of their marginalization, and the common

comorbidity with mental health conditions and other

disabilities, people with autism are much more likely

than the general population to deal with some form

of crisis that will likely involve law enforcement, the

court systems, and perhaps even incarceration. Some

jurisdictions in the UK and Ontario have already begun

inquiries into autism and the criminal justice system,

looking at frequency of events, their handling by

police, and how to gather the basic data that can help

ensure just treatment and outcomes. Nova Scotia has

no real data on autism and its criminal justice system

at this time.

IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

Working with Project Lifesaver and with the increased

outreach capacity of more stably funded Autism Re

source Centres (ARCs) in regions across Nova Scotia,

Project Lifesaver woud be available to any families in

the ASD community who need it, thus building the

user base of the project and ensuring long-term sus

tainability.
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Education programs like the Law Enforcement and Au

tism online training should be evaluated by a qualified

third party, and results should be released to AutismNS

annually to ensure appropriate delivery and usage. Au

tismNS will work with the appropriate parties to refine

the course and tailor the content.

The Department of Justice, working with AutismNS,

should develop some form of surveillance protocol

that can document the incidence and handling of

situations involving people with ASD and other devel

opmental disabilities and the justice system.

AutismNS will continue to develop and offer ASD

awareness training for first responders and search and

rescue teams. It will present an annual summary of its

presentations to this cohort in its annual report, and

to the Department of Justice and to relevant munici

palities—outlining the hours and scale of investment in

educating provincial and municipal services.

Senior Care and End of Life

With people living longer, healthier and more ac

tive lives, combined with a decline in birth rates, our

population is aging; it is estimated that senior citizens

comprise an increasingly significant and important

demographic.104 By 2026, projections suggest that

approximately 25% of Nova Scotians will be over age

65.105 Understanding the outlook for individuals with

ASD in their senior years can help inform decisions for

how to best meet their needs.

Position: AutismNS believes that all people, regardless

of ability or need, deserve the right to age with dignity

for individuals with ASD, and that aging with dignity

means being able to access supports, services and

housing that meet their needs.

ISSUES

Senior citizens are typically frequent or increased

users of the health care system as they navigate later

life, existing or emerging conditions, residential or

other long-term care options, and end-of life supports.

In addition, many senior citizens experience changes

in their needs in the areas of housekeeping, personal

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A formal third party evaluation and review of the

online ASD and law enforcement curriculum that

measures the reach and impact of the training

since implementation, including recommendations.

2. Development of a "Safety in the Community"

strategy that looks at greater awareness and

understanding of ASD by law enforcement and

first responders. This strategy would also consider

educating families and individuals living with

ASD to support positive interactions, and better

understand the role of law enforcement and first

responders in their community.

3. Look at feasibility of implementing an autism

registry for interested Nova Scotians similar to the

Ottawa registry.

care, and activities of daily living,107 as well as in finan

cial and estate management. Many Canadians contin

ue to live healthy and active lives well after age 65,

increasing the need and demand for opportunities for

seniors to engage meaningfully in the community, and

recreation and leisure programs.

Furthermore, the government of Canada has begun

to invest significant resources into understanding and

recognizing the needs of our aging population, and

there are online tools to aid in accessing and navigat

ing policies, programs, and opportunities for senior

citizens:

Looking ahead, the proportion of seniors in Can

ada, as well as their average age, is projected to

increase sharply over the next few decades. Issues

of concern to seniors will evolve as a result and will

require further policy action. The Government of

Canada is committed to ensuring that it meets the

diverse needs of older Canadians, now and in the

future.108

The Province of Nova Scotia has made a commitment

to "an inclusive society of caring communities that

supports the well-being of seniors and values their

contributions."109 Through the Department of Seniors
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and community partners, senior citizens in this prov

ince are able to access a wide variety of services and

supports, including a commitment made in 2015 en

hance supports to allow seniors to live in their homes

longer. Also in 2015, the Provincial Government pub

lished Towards Understanding: A Dementia Strategy

for Nova Scotia, which provides a model by which the

needs of older individuals with complex neurological

conditions can be understood and supported.110

However, significant research must be conducted to

understand the late life supports and basic needs and

usage patterns of people with ASD, and the accessi

bility of these supports to this population—particularly

given the increased diagnoses and prevalence rates

that mean thousands of people will age while living

with dramatically different needs.

CROSS JURISDICTIONAL COMPARISON

Attention has begun to turn to this subject only re

cently, with mention in one of Europe's first national

autism policies in Wales in 2008,111112 significant work

done by the National Autistic Society (NAS) in the

UK since 2010,113 and increasing discussions published

by policy makers, media, and the community.114 In the

2013 policy report "Getting on? Growing older with

autism,""5 the NAS identifies a number of priority areas

for older individuals with autism, including:

• Diagnosis of autism in older adults, and lengthy

wait times for diagnosis;

• The lack of research on aging with autism

(including changes in cognitive function or

physical/mental health concurrent conditions such

as dementia or stress-related conditions, quality of

life, etc.);

• Accessing health care and communicating

changing or emerging health issues to healthcare

professionals;

• Transitioning from family-based support to

residential or long-term seniors' housing or care;

• Age-appropriate "autism-friendly" services, such

as trained support staff/workers and sensory-

friendly environments/homes.116

There has been, as yet, relatively little research on old

er individuals with autism in Canada.

IDEAL SYSTEM OUTCOMES

It is crucial that AutismNS and the Nova Scotia Provin

cial Government take steps to begin and understand

the needs of the aging ASD population, to ensure full

and equal access to health care, appropriate housing,

supports for daily living, community engagement and

inclusion, and planning for end of life. Nova Scotia is

positioned to be a leader in this area.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The provincial government, in partnership with

AutismNS, should begin further exploration and

research on aging and autism, including the impact

on aging caregivers.
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Summary of Recommendations

1. Improve access to timely and high-quality diagnostic

services for pre-school and school aged children in

Nova Scotia. This maximizes opportunity for these

children to access the EIBI program and other ASD

specific services that can impact outcomes in the

early years.

2. Develop and implement high-quality and affordable

diagnostic services for adults in Nova Scotia.

3. Re-convene the Minister's panel on EIBI, including

participation by AutismNS, to advise on a long-term

early intervention and EIBI strategy for the province.

Exploration of parent-implemented training initia

tives as intervention options should also be explored

by this panel, as well as a cost analysis to increase

treatment capacity to include complimentary ther

apies (e.g. speech language, physical and occupa

tional therapy, other behavioural therapies) as part

of a comprehensive, publically funded ASD support

system in Nova Scotia.

4. Increased and enhanced access to training or coach

ing in ASD intervention for parents/caregivers with

children with ASD of all ages.

5. Include autism screening, diagnosis, treatment and

support in the early years centres' model that is cur

rently under development by the province.

6. Implement Regional Autism Resource Centres

(ARCs) by utilizing the Chapter system developed

by AutismNS, and working with AutismNS to set up

a seamless "wraparound" service system for families

navigating the system from the time of identifica

tion, through diagnosis and support throughout the

lifespan. The existing system, currently supported

mostly by volunteers, cannot absorb the current de

mand in rural Nova Scotia without an investment by

government. For the province, the proposed model

represents a cost effective approach and fulfills the

outstanding AMAT recommendation that was iden

tified as a top priority need by families across Nova

Scotia. In addition, like the models in Ontario and

New Brunswick, implementing this model provides

the opportunity to enhance community capacity,

promote integrated services, and standardize shar

ing of information and best practices.

7. Continue investment in respite support in partner

ship with AutismNS which would ensure the contin

uation of the respite database program, training of

respite workers in ASD across the province, as well

as, further explore structured respite programs for

families (March Break and after school options).

8. Ensure that community recreation programming

across the province is accessible to children, youth

and adults with ASD. This includes an investment in

ASD training and access to appropriate accommo

dation support for Autistic participants.

9. Remove the IQ criteria as a qualifier to access ser

vices for families living with ASD in the province, or

add Autism Spectrum Disorder as its own category

based on a level of need system that is individual

ized to the family and individual with ASD.

10. Develop autism-specific competency and capacity

in the health care system to provide appropriate

care, including crisis care, for children, youth and

adults with ASD, with a particular focus on: mental

health, first responders/emergency rooms, primary

care and dental care.

11. Recruit and retain qualified clinical professionals

with ASD expertise to support the complex and

challenging needs of this population in order to ease

waitlist times for service, and to ensure adequate

staffing ratios are in place to avoid professional

burnout and loss of service.

12. Create standards of care that include "autism

friendly" spaces in all health and mental health set

tings across the province.

13. Ensure that education professionals and support

workers have strong autism-specific knowledge and

skills that optimize learning for all students with

ASD in the school system.

14. Maintain and review appropriate staffing levels in

specialized positions (Autism Consultants, assis

tive technology positions, speech language pa

thologists, occupational therapists, behavioural

specialists) in school boards, and the Department

of Education and Early Childhood Development.

These ratios have not been reviewed in five years,

and have not considered the increase in diagnoses

we are seeing in the school system.
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15. Develop transition support programs for school-en

try at the elementary and secondary levels, as well

and transitions from high school towards communi

ty or post-secondary opportunities.

16. Ensure access to appropriate life skills and job train

ing curriculum to support improved and enhanced

transition success to adult life.

17. Develop autism education "centres of excellence"

with highly-trained teachers and professional

support staff who consider the unique and com

plex learning needs of students with ASD in each

school board. This also represents an opportunity

for ongoing training and professional development

of education professionals who can then transfer

knowledge and skills to all learning environments,

further maximizing outcomes for all students with

ASD and other special needs. This is also a cost-ef

fective approach to educating and training skilled

professionals.

18. Explore models of innovation in the school system

for possible province-wide replication.

19. Partner with AutismNS to conduct an environ

mental scan of the school system that reviews the

consistency of the program planning process and

overall expereince of families and students with

ASD.

20. Government include or task AutismNS in the dis

cussion on appropriate community-based housing

options for adults with ASD as the Transformation

Roadmap recommendations are explored.

21. An investment in ASD training for residential care

workers and behavioural support professionals be

funded and implemented in the current residential

care system in Nova Scotia.

22. Review policy development under the SPD trans

formation that supports flexibility of respite funds

usage, by eligible families. This would support a

person directed approach to service, and allow

families to use funds to pay fees or purchase social,

leisure and recreation programs for their children.

This option should also be available and accessible

to adults.

23. Work in partnership with AutismNS to support best

practice program development and delivery, and

evaluate opportunities to share this work to build

community capacity for program and service deliv

ery across the province.

24. Coordinate development of a program teaching

children and teens how to manage anxiety.

25. Review of gaps identified in adult programming.

26. Further research and analysis of the needs and

support of students with ASD in the post-second

ary environment is required, as well as follow up

with students, post-graduation, to better under

stand transition outcomes.

27. Enhanced knowledgeable professionals.

28. Increase in autism-friendly spaces and greater rec

ognition of accommodation considerations in the

post-secondary environment.

29. Enhanced transition support to the labour market.

30. The Department of Education should adopt

TRAACE as a course for credit and make it avail

able to any students with ASD or other develop

mental disabilities that qualify.

31. Labour and Advanced Education and Community

Services should earmark funding for all Careers Nova

Scotia Centres, former CPN members (eg. Team-

work-Workbridge), and Adult Service Centres (with

supported or pre-employment programming), to

take the extensive Supporting Autism in the Work

place, as well as the preliminary Autism 101 courses

that AutismNS has developed. Another option would

be to provide an annual training grant to AutismNS

to deliver an agreed upon number of training

sessions annually across the province. The training

could be delivered to case managers, job developers,

career practitioners, and all front-line staff, either

on-agency-site or within the soon to be established

Centre for Employment Innovation and Excellence.

32. AutismNS should work with Careers Nova Scotia to

identify if a database, modeled on the Respite Care

Database, could be adapted for use to maintain

a list of Workplace Attendant Support Workers

who would be trained in "Supporting Autism in the

Workplace" curriculum, and could act as attendant

job coaches for employees with ASD.

33. The provincial government, in light of recent chang

es to the federal labour market agreements and

resulting shifts in some funding away from federal

funds used for job coach supports, should explore

the practicality of an individualized funding model

for on the job support that could relax limitations on

the workplace attendant program for people with

developmental disabilities such as ASD.
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34. The provincial government should move away from

any disability targeted wage subsidies, and real

locate portions of that funding to individualized

supports for competitive employment, as well as

refocusing some resources into employer educa

tion on inclusive employment.

35. The provincial government should work with

AutismNS and the Entrepreneurs with Disabilities

Network to evaluate and identify how a sustainable

system of self-employment supports can be pro

vided to people with ASD, as well as other disabil

ities—including an exploration of non-workshop

based affirmative enterprise models.

36. AutismNS should be included in conversations

related to the transformation of the employment

infrastructure in this province to ensure that adults

with ASD do not become further marginalized and

detached from the labour market.

37. AutismNS should maintain the funding allocations

from the province for the Launch Pad and TRAACE

program with the option to explore cost effective

scalability across the province.

38. The provincial government within the federal

labour market agreements continue funding the

Ready, Willing and Able pilot program. This is

currently a successful partnership with AutismNS

and the Nova Scotia Association of Community

Living (NSACL) that leads the country in success

ful labour market outcomes for adults with ASD or

intellectual disability.

39. A formal third party evaluation and review of the

online ASD and law enforcement curriculum that

measures the reach and impact of the training

since implementation, including recommendations.

40. Development of a "Safety in the Community"

strategy that looks at greater awareness and

understanding of ASD by law enforcement and

first responders. This strategy would also consid

er educating families and individuals living with

ASD to support positive interactions, and better

understand the role of law enforcement and first

responders in their community.

41. Look at feasibility of implementing an autism

registry for interested Nova Scotians similar to the

Ottawa registry.

42. The provincial government, in partnership with

AutismNS, should begin further exploration and

research on aging and autism, including the impact

on aging caregivers.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Overview of Autism Nova Scotia Organizational Framework
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Appendix 2: Proposed NS Autism Resource Centres

PROPOSED AUTISM REGIONAL CENTRES
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In order to build on existing instrastructive and community capacity, recommended sites for Autism Resource

Centres correspond with the locations of existing Chapters of Autism Nova Scotia, as well as the headquarters of

the Autism Society of Cape Breton.
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Appendix 3: Map of New Brunswick Autism Resource Centres
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From: Holley Grant
Sent: Thursday, March 02, 2017 9:05 PM
To: Office of the Legislative Counsel
Cc: MacDonald, Heather M

Subject: Submission regarding Bill 59
Attachments: Lord Nelson.doc

As an ablebodiedperson, I do not have any expertise on the issue of accessibility. I wouldhave remained sublimely ignorant of what
physically disabled peopleprobably experience all too frequently had it notbeen for the fact thatmy elderly mother has recently been
confined to a wheelchair.

Attached is a letter that I wroteto the Managerof the LordNelson Hotel regarding an incident involving my mother, myselfand my
sister when we tried to gain access to the hotel's wheelchair "accessible" washroom. What transpired was frustrating, extremely
unpleasant for all three of us and particularly mortifying for my mother who was subjected to an overlongwait and having a private
matter become public since it took place in the hotel lobby.

Accessibility is a matter of importance to everyone; illness, an accident, or age could put any one of us in a wheelchair. Barriers like
those at the Lord Nelson are inexcusable.

I think it is also worth noting that I have not had any response from the hotel manager, Ms. Lesa Griffin. This reinforces my decision
to share this incident with the Law Amendments Committee.

I believe that the people who can affect change should be aware of the common, everyday occurrences of those who affected by
inaccessibility and whose quality of life are compromised as a result.

Sincerely,

Holley Grant

Sydney, NS
B1P1Y1

>

>

>

>



Lesa Griffin

General Manager

Lord Nelson Hotel

lesa@lordnelson.com

Sydney, NS B1P 1Y1

15 November 2016

Dear Ms. Griffin:

Re: Accessibility

On Sunday, 9 October 2016, my family took my elderly mother to the hotel's Victory
Arms Pub for supper to mark Thanksgiving. We have been to many meals in the pub
over the years and believed it would be a special outing for my mother. However, the
evening was marred by an incredibly frustrating and unpleasant experience.

My mother has recently been required to use a wheelchair and she asked me and my
sister to take her to the washroom. We were to discover that a wheelchair "accessible"

washroom in the Lord Nelson involves an extraordinarily convoluted and difficult route.

An elevator was required to get from the pub level to the lobby. Despite the existence of
three elevators, only one will take patrons from the pub level to the lobby. A long wait
for that particular elevator ensued. From the lobby, we had to wait for another elevator

to the mezzanine level where, the hotel staff informed us, the washrooms were located.

We finally reached the mezzanine level only to be confronted by a set of stairs to the
washroom. The staff person suggested we carry our mother up the stairs. Really?

Staff then told us there was an "accessible" washroom on the mezzanine level at the

opposite end of the lobby that had a special lift to that level. We had another long wait
for that one elevator from the mezzanine level we were currently on to the lobby. Twice
the elevator arrived and opened to exiting patrons but each time the door closed so

quickly behind them that we were unable to push the wheelchair in. Interminable wait.

We finally reached the lobby-again-and headed to the lift on the opposite end. It was
locked! By this time, a young doorman was assisting us (unfortunately Ican't recall his
name. Chris?) He was embarrassed by the circumstances but was doing everything in his
power to get us to our destination including finding the key to the lift which was
eventually located in the manager's office. Another wait. By the way, the lift requires
someone to open the gate from the outside once it reaches the mezzanine level.
Thankfully, our doorman made sure he was there to let us out. I can't imagine any
individual in a wheelchair being able to successfully negotiate all these obstacles



without assistance. The situation in the Lord Nelson takes away the ability to act
independently.

Once we reached the mezzanine level, our agonizing excursion wasn't over because now

we had to go through a ballroom to reach the washroom, a ballroom where a wedding
reception was being held. Thankfully, the wedding party had yet to occupy the room. It
would have been incredibly embarrassing for everyone to have our little parade cross
the room while the reception was underway. We wound our way around tables and
chairs to the hallway on the other side of the ballroom to finally arrive at a wheelchair
"accessible" washroom.

This exercise took us more than 20 excruciating minutes with the added insult of having
to navigate the torturous route back to the Victory Arms. To say we were exhausted and
distressed would be an understatement. It is extremely regrettable that my mother,
who is in her 90s was subjected to this but no one, regardless of age, should have to
face this degrading and ludicrous experience. Iam grateful we were only seeking a
washroom, not trying to escape a dangerous situation such as a fire.

Our return to the Lord Nelson is unlikely. Iwould, however, like to commend the young
doorman who did so much to assist us and was unfailingly polite and apologetic on
behalf of the hotel. He was put in an appalling position by a blatantly oblivious or,
worse, discriminatory management. The rights of persons with disabilities are
fundamental human rights guaranteed by Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms. From our experience, your hotel is in flagrant violation.

In light of the Government of Nova Scotia's initiative to develop accessibility legislation
for the province, Iam copyingthis letter to the CommunityServices Minister, Joanne
Bernard.

Sincerely,

Holley Grant



Accessibility Bill - Notes in Advance of Law Amendments (Wildeman)

A. The importance ofaccessibility legislation - and its harmonization with other
human rights protections

Accessibility legislation is an essential compliment to other human rights
protection mechanisms, which too often place the burden of pressing for deep and
systemic social and infrastructural change on individual complainants.

Accessibility legislation, and the standards made pursuant to it, is rooted in and
must reinforce the primacy of fundamental human rights - including the right to
equal access to employment and to publicly available goods and services such as
education, health care, and housing.

B. Principles for strong, effective accessibility legislation - Accessibility legislation
should:

- BE GROUNDED IN CLEAR PURPOSES GROUNDED IN HUMAN RIGHTS
PRINCIPLES, STATING A COMMITMENT TO ELIMINATE BARRIERS AND
ACHIEVE ACCESSIBILITY - See the attached purposes / preamble

- SUPPORT INDEPENDENT, INCLUSIVE ENTITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR
IDENTIFYING, RAISING AWARENESS ABOUT, AND ELIMINATING BARRIERS

- PROVIDE FOR INDEPENDENT AND EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT - including
measures for receiving and resolving complaints, and the possibility ofappeal to an
independent tribunal (on the Ontario model)

- BUILD IN TRANSPARENCY relating to monitoring, public reporting and accountability
measures

Nova Scotia's proposed billfails to adequately protect these principles.

I. Lack of clarity on the purposes and reach of the Act

a. Government's commitment to accessibility
The Whereas clauses state that govt is "committed to establishing progressive timelines
for developing and implementing accessibility standards while taking into account the
resources required to comply with such standards."
This is a 'weak statement. Government should state its commitment to achieving
accessibility. Resource implications must be part ofthe eventual analysis but should not
be imposed as a counterweight that in this statement is weaker than human rights
principles relating to undue hardship.

b. Purpose statement



Section 2 states:

2 The purpose of this Act is to

(a) ensure that issues related to persons with disabilities are conveyed to and
addressed by public sector bodies;

(b) ensure that existing measures, policies, practices and other requirements are
reviewed with aview to making suggestions to improve accessibility;

(c) provide the framework and authority to create accessibility standards; and

(d) facilitate the implementation and monitoring ofand compliance with
accessibility standards

This statement is confusing as it gives the impression that the reach of the legislation is
restricted to public sector bodies. However, the accessibility standards as contemplated
in the Act have the potential to bind private as well as public sector entities.

Government should explicitly integrate fundamental human rights principles into
the Act (in particular, in the preamble / purposes section, which is vitalfor informing
interpretation as well as guiding the development ofaccessibility standards).

The purpose section should state a clear commitment to accessibility, and moreover
should acknowledge the depth ofhistorical and ongoing disability-based discrimination
in Nova Scotia giving rise to the urgency of this bill.

The principles stated should include fundamental human rights protections guaranteed in
the CRPD on accessibility and inclusion, including:

- Article 13: Access to justice,
- Article 19: The right to live in the community, with choices equal to others (and
with access to a range of in-home, residential and other community support
services, including personal assistance necessary to support living and inclusion
in the community),
- Article 20: Mobility (including facilitating access by persons with disabilities to
quality mobility aids, devices, assistive technologies and forms of live assistance
and intermediaries),

and other fundamental guarantees including equal access to education, health care,
employment, an adequate standard of living, and participation in political and public life.

Recommendation 1: Indicate in the whereas / purpose section that the Act seeks to
redress and eradicate historical and ongoing discrimination against persons with
disabilities in Nova Scotia, resulting in their disproportionate exposure to poverty,
marginalization, exclusion, and violence. [See attached purposes /preamble draft]



Recommendation 2: Ensure that the purposes / whereas statements reflect the
primacy of human rights guarantees of equal access to employment, education,
health care, housingand to a range of other goods, services, facilities, and
opportunities enabling the right to live in the community on equal terms with
others. These guarantees provide the motivation for as well as standards for
evaluation of accessibility measures. [See attached purposes / preamble draft]

Recommendation 3: Make it clear in the purpose statement that the Act applies to
public and private sector entities.

II. Development and enforcement of accessibility standards

a. Over-concentration of powers in the Minister

Too much ofthe power andresponsibilityfor developing, proposing, reviewing, and
enforcing compliance with accessibilitystandards rests in the Minister. More
transparency andaccountability is required in the standards development process, and
key powers including powers ofdeveloping andenforcing standards should instead be
vested in cm independent agency.

i. Responsible Minister
Government's stated commitment to shift responsibility from the Minister of Community
Services as the responsible Minister for this regime to the Minister of Justice is a positive
one and should be implemented.

ii. Devising and proposing accessibility standards

The overconcentration of Ministerial control is illustrated in ss. 13-20: Accessibility
Advisory Board (and Standard Development Committees).

The Minister makes recommendations to the G-in-C for the 12 appointments to the
Accessibility Advisory Board. Importantly, and laudably, one half the membership of the
Board is to be persons with disabilities. {Arguably, provision should be made to ensure a
fair representation ofdifferent types ofdisability, including psychosocial and intellectual
as well as physicaldisabilities, andalso to include representation ofgender, racial, and
cultural diversity). Members sit for 3 year terms and may be reappointed for a second
term.

As is common in the development of government policies and standards, the Board has
an advisory role only - this in relation to the adoption of new policies and practices, and
review of existing measures for compliance with"the purposes of the Act". The Board
also advises on setting priorities and timelines for implementation, (s.17)



There is no duty placed on the Minister to make public the Board's advice/
recommendations. This is a failure oftransparency in the process ofdevising and
proposing accessibility standards.

Other provisions give the Minister further means ofasserting absolute control over the
setting ofaccessibility standards. The Minister "may, in consultation with the Board,"
appoint standard development committees "to assist the Board with making
recommendations on the content and implementation ofaccessibility standards."
Importantly, and in contrast to Ontario's law, there is no requirement to appoint such
committees.

Where standards development committees are appointed, the Minister may moreover
specify their mandates andprovide guidelinesfor theirfunctions (18(b) and (c)).

Sections 21-44 similarly place accessibility standards under absolute Ministerial control.

Section 21 states that "Where the Minister determines that there is an accessibility issue,
the Minister shall prepare terms of reference for an accessibility standard."

The terms of reference are to be given to the Accessibility Advisory Board.

The Board is then to consider the terms of reference and make recommendations which
include the following (s.22(2)):

(a) an economic impact assessment for the standard
(b) an assessment of how the standard will increase accessibility
(c) a progressive timeline which takes into account the resources required to
comply

// is out ofstep with human rights commitments to require an economic impact
analysis for all proposed accessibility standards —in particular, where as here the
analysis is detachedfrom human rights principles of undue hardship. In any case, any
requirement to factor economic impact into the analysis should include consideration
ofthe economic gains of inclusive design and more generally ofensuring meaningful
social inclusion ofpersons with disabilities.

Once the Board has completed the mandated inquiry, including consultation with affected
parties, it makes a recommendation to the Minister. Under s.26, the Minister "may"
prepare a proposed accessibility standard adopting the recommendations in whole or part.
In other words, the Minister may override the expert recommendations of the Board.
There is no requirement for reasons for a departure from the proposal.

Section 33 states that the Minister shall make the "proposed accessibility standard"
"publicly available". Note that this apparently refers to the standard proposed by
the Minister, not the standard as recommended by the Board. This, again, speaks to
a fundamental transparency problem.



Under s.35, the Minister "may", following publication and consultation with the Board
recommend the standard to the Governor-in-Council for its approval as a regulation.

Finally, further confirmation of the Minister's absolute power to control the devising of
accessibility standards is found in section 36 which provides:

36 The Minister may, by giving written notice to the Board, withdraw the terms of
reference for an accessibility standard that has been given to the Board and, where
the Minister does so, the Board shall cease its activities in respect ofthat
standard."

Recommendation 4: The Act should be revised to provide atransparent consultative
process for devising accessibility standards. This is necessary in order to
meaningfully involve persons with disabilities (both those who are on the Board and
those who are not) in the democratic process ofdevising accessibility standards,
which affect their significant interests.

Recommendation 5: The board assigned responsibility to identify new accessibility
standards, and to review standards, should be given more autonomy under the Act
and protected from Ministerial interference.

Recommendation 6: The statute should mandate that board members receive
remuneration, as is the casewith standards development committee members.

ii. Compliance mechanisms

The bill offers important new tools for holding government as well as private sector
entities to standards of accessibility and inclusion. These include robust powers of
inspection as well as a potential for administrative monetary penalties.

However, there are serious gaps in the compliance mechanisms, which againtrace to the
degree of Ministerial control over the entire process.

Laudably, the Act requires the Minister to appoint "inspectors and other persons to
administer compliance withand enforcement of this Act and the regulations." (s.45(l)).
Inspectors are given broad powers of entry and inspection of facilities and documents in
order to monitor compliance with the Act (ss.46-50). This is a strong indication of
government's seriousness in enforcing this regime. (Note: It is not clear how inspections
are likely to be triggered. The Act or regulations shouldprovide for a complaint process
as well as a process ofregularized inspections).

Section 51 further empowers inspectors to make compliance orders:



An inspector who finds that this Act or the regulations are being or have been
contravened may issue an order, in the form prescribed, requiring the individual
or organization responsible for the contravention to remedy it.

Under section 52 (1), "An individual or organization named in an order made under
Section 51 may request the Minister to review the order."

The Minister has the power to confirm, vary or revoke the order. Aright of appeal is
given to the Supreme Court of NS under s.58.

Section 53 gives the Minister the power to require the payment ofamonetary penalty
(after the period for appealing a compliance order has passed), should the Minister find
that an individual has failed to comply with an order within the period specified in the
order. Money from such penalties is to be used to fund accessibility initiatives.

The amount ofsuch penalties is not specified in the Act; it is one ofmany things left to
regulations.

In sum, there are in this section ofthe Act some important indications ofgovernment's
seriousness about enforcing accessibility standards. The use of administrative
compliance orders and graduated penalties, potentially eventuating in a monetary penalty,
is increasing in Nova Scotia - e.g., in the occupational health and safety and
environmental standards fields. This suggests a potential todevelop and refine best
practices across different regimes. The benefits of not having to pursue court-based
prosecutions in order to trigger a monetary penalty are potentially offset, however, by
public concerns around fairness and consistency in the imposition of penalties. The latter
concerns may be met by the devising of clear guidelines for the graduated imposition of
penalties and for assessing the level of monetary penalty.

However, there remains a further, more significant problem with the compliance
provisions in the Accessibility Act, again linked to the absolute power of the Minister.
The Minister is responsible for varying or revoking compliance orders, and for
deciding whether to impose a monetary penalty for non-compliance, and in what
amount. Once again, this vesting of decision-making responsibility in the Minister
suggests undue concentration of politicized oversight and decision-making power.

Particularly given that government services andfacilities (and inparticular, those
governed by community services) are likely to be among those challenged as inaccessible
or as failing to enable full inclusion, it is imperative that the Minister not be the
determinative authority on enforcement matters including the assignmentofmonetary
penalties. An independent enforcementbody (eg, inspectors appointed by the
independent commission responsible for developing and recommendingstandards) is
preferable.

Recommendation 7: An independent agency should be vested with the
responsibilities of inspection, the making of compliance orders and assessing of



penalties, in order to allay concerns about politicization ofcompliance oversight and
enforcement. An appeal from such decisions is best directed to an internal appellate
body.

Also in the vein of compliance oversight, a reformed or rewritten Act should vest
government with duties to promote awareness ofand engage in public education and
training about accessibility standards, and to provide incentives for compliance -
potentially including tax incentives as well as reputation / recognition-based incentives.

This leads to some last comments on:

b. Transparency

There is no requirement in the Act that government publicize its enforcement record and
other data on compliance. This is essential to assure the public that standards are being
enforced consistently and the objectives ofthe bill are being taken seriously.

See.s.62: "The Minister may issue public reports disclosing details of orders and
decisions made and administrative penalties issued under this Act."

Recommendation 8: Section 62 should be replaced by a provision requiring
mandatory disclosure of compliance-related activities under the Act.

More generally, and in the vein of public education and awareness-raising, section 63
should be strengthened from its present statement that information about accessibility
standards will be made available to the public 'on request'. The materials in question are
fundamental to the public's understanding of the shared responsibility of promoting
accessibility and inclusion.

Section 63 currently states:

63 The following documents must be provided in an accessible format and at no charge
to a person within a reasonable period after the person requests it from the Minister or a
public sector body:

(a) in the case of the Minister,

(i) the terms of reference for a proposed accessibility standard,

(ii) the recommendations of the Board,

(iii) a proposed accessibility standard,

(iv) a review conducted under Section 64,

(v) any educational and awareness tools made publicly available,



(vi) a summary report prepared by the Board,

(vii) an accessibility plan; and

(b) in the case ofa public sector body, its accessibility plan.

Recommendation 9: Section 63 should be strengthened from its present statement
that information about accessibility standards will be made available to the public
'on request'. Instead, a mandate should be placed on government to take measures
to ensure accessible communication of, and more generally to promote public
awareness of, the standards, proposals and processes relating to accessibility and
inclusion under the Act.



Preamble and Purposes

An Act Respecting Accessibility in Nova Scotia
Draft Preamble and Purpose [with references]

Archie Kaiser, Dianne Pothier, Barbara LeGay, Gerry Post, Sheila Wildeman

December 19, 2016

Whereas persons with disabilities in NovaScotia continue to face attitudinal and
environmental barriers in their participation as equal members of society and violations of
their human rights; [See CRPD, Preamble (e), (k)]

And Whereas achieving accessibility will improve the health, independence and well-
being of persons disabled by barriers; [Accessibility for Manitobans Act, preamble]

And Whereas barriers create considerable costs to persons disabled by those barriers,
their families and friends, and to communities and the economy; [Accessibility for
Manitobans Act, preamble]

And Whereas, under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities, Canada and Nova Scotia are obliged to take all appropriate legislative,
administrative and other measures to implement the rights recognized in the Convention;
[See CRPD, Article 4(1)]

And Whereas the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees that every
individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and
equal benefit ofthe lawwithoutdiscrimination based (inter alia) on mental or physical
disability; [See Charter ,s. 15 (1)]

And Whereas the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act recognizes that the Government of Nova
Scotia, as wellas all public agencies and all persons in the Province, havethe responsibility
to ensure that every individual is afforded an equal opportunity to enjoya full and
productive life; [See NS HRA, s. 2(e)]

And Whereas the Government of Nova Scotia needs to take a leadership role in advancing
the collective responsibility to achieve a barrier-free Nova Scotia throughthe elimination of
existing barriersto inclusion andthe prohibition ofthe creation ofnew barriersto inclusion

And Whereas persons with disabilities disproportionately live in conditions ofpoverty;
[See CRPD, Preamble (t)]

And Whereas personswithdisabilities who are subject to multiple or aggravated forms of
discrimination based on other grounds of discrimination face compound barriers; [See
CRPD, Preamble (p)]

And Whereas the promotion ofthe full enjoyment bypersonswithdisabilities oftheir
human rights andoftheirfull participation will result in theirenhanced sense ofbelonging
and in significant advances in the human, social and economic development ofsociety and
the eradication of poverty; [SeeCRPD, Preamble(p)]



Therefore be it enacted by the Governor and Assembly as follows:

1 This Act may be cited as the Accessibility Act.

2 The purpose of this Act is:

(a) to affirm the right of persons with disabilities to full and equal participation and
inclusion in all aspects of Nova Scotia society, by ensuring province-wide
accessibility for, but not limited to, the following areas of focus: legal,
medical/health, education, employment and labour market opportunities, political
involvement, housing, public transportation, information and communication,
public spaces, customer and client services, positive attitudes through increased
public awareness, recreation, and spiritual activities;

(b) to achieve accessibility for persons with disabilities on an equal basis with others to
the physical, social, economic, political and cultural environment, to health and
education and to information and communication, to enable persons with
disabilities to fully enjoy all human rights and fundamental freedoms; [CRPD,
Preamble (v)]

(c) to establish clear, progressive, mandatory and date-specific standards with respect
to the removal and elimination of barriers and the adoption of measures to foster
full and equal participation and inclusion in all aspects of NovaScotia society;

(d) to actively involve persons disabled by barriers in the decision-makingprocesses
regarding accessibility standards;

(e) to provide independent and effective monitoringand enforcement ofaccessibility
standards.
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I want to thank the Minister and the members of the Committee for the opportunity to speak to Bill 59.

I would like to begin by commending the work of the community who are well represented here today and the

officials at DCS who have worked so hard on this legislation.

I was reminded while developing this presentation of Theodore Roosevelt's comment;

"Nothingin this world is worth having or worth doing unless it means effort, pain, difficulty. No kindof life is worth

leading if it is always an easy life."

Perhaps there are no people more cognizant of this than those in this room whose lives this legislation is designed

to improve.

While the context may vary somewhat, as small business owners, our members also understand this view.

The Canadian Federation of Independent Business or CFIB represents the interest of 5200 small- and medium-sized

businesses across Nova Scotia in all sectors of the economy.

Many small business owners believe there is great value in Bill 59. There are many small business owners who

have faced their own barriers to participation in the economy due to differing abilities. Many small business

owners are leaders and innovators in this area, as there are inherent benefits to business for full and effective

participation of all people in society.

Today, Iwill not be addressing the merits or deficiencies of this Act. There will be a great many other witnesses

today who either through experience or study are able to providea far more compelling case on whythis

legislation is required and its benefits to society. I'm confident they will illustrate the policy need and howthe

need relates to relevant policy goals.

My intent isto represent the interests of small business. Ourconcern isnot with the "why", but howthis

legislation is implemented.



So, I have only one area of focus, and that is to encourage this government to uphold its own policy on regulation

in the application of this legislation.

Regulation is necessary in any society. It provides the framework for social interaction and conducting business.

Business is well served by a clear and robust regulatory environment.

However, when regulation is excessively burdensome in time, cost, or complexity it becomes a drag on the

economy.

The Atlantic Provinces can ill afford further drag on its economic performance.

With a shrinking and aging population we are already facing some very stark choices.

CFIB voiced strong support for the current government's Regulatory Accountability and Reporting Act which

established and provided authority for the Premiers' Charter of Governing Principles for Regulation.

Because there has been alignment on the intent of this effort, mirror legislation was passed in all four Atlantic

Provinces.

We've given ample credit to the Premierof Nova Scotia who has spearheaded this effort, gaining support from his

counterparts throughout the region.

We've been seeing consistent effort applied to reduce trade barriers between provinces and other actions, as

recent as this week, to eliminate redundant regulatory impediments.

In fact, CFIB recently presented an award to Nova Scotia'sChief Regulatory Officer and hisstaff for work in this

area.

CFIB issupportive because we believe Nova Scotia, and all of Atlantic Canada, could create a better climate for

small business if it follows through on the principles outlined in the Premiers' Charter.



I want to remind the committee, especially those on the government side, of the principles articulated in the

Premiers' Charter.

The preamble says;

"Regulationcan distort markets, unduly burden citizens, businesses and governments, and impede economic

growth. Given this, regulation should never be an instrument of first resort, and should be deployed only when

necessary and where there is clearly no better policy alternative."

It goes on...In its Statement of Fundamental Intent on Regulation, the Charter says;

"The Government will regulate to achieve its policy objectives only;

• having demonstrated that satisfactory outcomes cannot be achieved by alternativeself-regulatory or non-

regulatory approaches;

• where analysis of the costs and benefits demonstrates that the regulatoryapproach is superiorby a clear

margin to alternative, self-regulatory or non-regulatory approaches;

• where the regulationand the enforcementframeworkcan be implemented in a fashion which is

demonstrably proportionate, accountable, consistent, accessible, targeted and predictable...

...and...

• There is a generalpresumption thatregulation should not impose costs and obligations on business, social

enterprises, individuals and community groups unless a robust and compelling case has been made to do

so."

It isalso our opinion the Charter got it right, instating"when regulation is being considered; afull range of

regulatory andnon-regulatory instruments andoptions must be identified. (For example: do nothing; educate;

improve information sharing; use the market; use financial orother incentives; self-regulate; voluntary codes of

practice)"

And it goes on...

• "regulation is shown to be clearly and demonstrably superior to otheralternatives

• otheralternatives areshown not to be effective in achieving a satisfactory outcome



• assessmentof alternatives is basedon best available evidence"

...the Chartercontinues and Iwill condense, in light of time constraints, and Iwant to highlight a couple of key

areas of concern. It states;

"Regulation should be accountable...

• the costs and burdens of regulation are measurable

• the impact ofregulation is assessed before itis adopted and outcomes are monitored afterward

Regulation should be accessible andeasy to comply with...

• regulation does not introduce unnecessary complexity by duplicating legislation or conflicting or

overlapping with other regulations, requirements orforms already in place"

...for example, there are already existing municipal by-laws and provincial regulations dealing with some ofthe

issuesthis Act will address. Careshould be taken to eliminateoverlap to encourage compliance.

And finally, any regulation brought forth under this Act should consider economic impact-

Asthe Charter prescribes, "Regulation should;

• promote afair and competitive market economy"

...and most significantly...

• "presume the measured cost or burden ofnew regulation is atleast offset by areduction in the cost or

burden ofexisting regulation"

Any Act ofgovernment is designed to articulate the priorities ofthat government.

It is clear from theAct itself, and thecommunication from government around theAct, thatthis is indeed a

priority.

Regulation is in place to enforce priorities, however, everything can't be a priority orthere are no priorities.

In this circumstance, acase is clearly being made for a regulatory framework around accessibility and we have no

objection to its policy goals. The government cannot simply ignore the fact it will create acost burden. We know



thisbecause the case is being made bythe Act's many proponents that "costs should not matter" as this isan issue

of human rights.

It is our contention, if government is sincere about applying the Premier's principles, work now must begin to look

for offsets in other areasof regulation to mitigate an already burdensome environment.

If theprovisions oftheCharter are not met with theapplication oftheAccessibility Act, our members will be

deeply disappointed. It is ourposition Government must take the necessary stepsto offset compliance burden of

this legislation for small business.

The purpose of this entire exercise, in the words of the Premier, is "to make Nova Scotia the best regulatory

environment in Canada".

If these are to be more than just words, then hard work must be done to adhere to the spirit, and the words,

articulated in those governing principles and truly respect the needs of all Nova Scotians.
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About the Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Society of Canada
The MS Society provides services to people with multiple sclerosis and their families, and funds
research to find the cause and cure for this disease. We have a membership of 17,000 and are
the only national voluntary organization in Canada that supports both MS research and
services. Since our founding in 1948, the core support of the MS Society has been from tens of
thousands of dedicated individuals, companies and foundations in communities across
Canada.

MS is a chronic, often disabling, disease of the central nervous system. Since that includes the
brain, spinal cord and optic nerve, MS can affect vision, memory, balance, and mobility. It is
the most common neurological disease affecting young adults in Canada. Most people with
MS are diagnosed between the ages of 15 and 40. The unpredictable effects of MS are
physical, emotional, and financial and last for the rest of their lives. MS impacts all Canadians -
not only the affected individuals, but also their families who come together to manage the
realities of MS. Canada has the highest rate of MS in the world, and consequently, it is often
referred to as "Canada's Disease."

Introduction

The Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Society of Canada is pleased to provide this submission to the
Government of Nova Scotia's Law Amendments Committee on behalf of Nova Scotians living
with and affected by multiple sclerosis. We thank the committee for allowing us to be
consulted and to the government for showing leadership and engaging with Nova Scotians
regarding accessibility legislation. We believe this proposed bill is a positive step forward to
improving awareness and attitudes about accessibility and disability in Nova Scotia, and to
ensuring that detailed legislation will be well researched, thought-out, deliberate in its
capabilities, and enforced.

There are considerations in discussing accessibility and determining what the proposed
legislation should include. The MS community is particularly qualified to advise in this regard, as
many of the issues surrounding the broader themes of accessibility and disability are everyday
experiences for people living with MS and their families. First, as noted above, the
unpredictability and episodic yet progressive nature of MS makes it particularly challenging
not only in accessing the built environment, but also in accessing care and supports and more
specifically access to quality medical care and treatments; reliable public
transportation; education and counselling; workplace accommodations; and general
everyday things that many of us take for granted.
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Proposals for Inclusion in Legislation
We see this Bill as a good beginning and hope that detailed and distinct regulations will be
developed and that the regulations and standards will be readily adopted and, most
importantly, enforced. Below are some of the issues that are important to people living with
MS in relation to this proposed Bill.

I. Inclusive, Broad Definitions of "Disability" and Barrier"
The proposed bill has established inclusive definitions of "disability" and "barrier." We want to
ensure the Committee understands that any regulations born out of this bill should include and
protect all Nova Scotians with disabilities whether they are visible or invisible, and whether they
are permanent or episodic (periods of wellness followed by periods of disability). This definition
needs to include the notion of the changing dynamic of disability which is the case for
individuals living with progressive neurological diseases like MS.

"Accessibility" means "barrier-free." An accessible workplace or goods or services are ones in
which people with disabilities can fully participate to the extent of their individual abilities.
"Barrier" should mean anything that prevents a person with a disability from fully participating
in all aspects of society because of a disability.

New regulations should address all kinds of accessibility barriers, such as physical
barriers in the built environment inside and outside buildings, communication barriers,
technology barriers, information barriers, transportation barriers, attitude barriers,
legal barriers, and policy or bureaucratic barriers in health, income, employment and
disability programs.

2. Built Environment

MS is a complicated disease that has a major impact on quality of life of all those affected by
it. The day-to-day uncertainty that many people with MS experience often causes a significant
loss to quality of life. To maintain independence, people affected by MS must be able to
participate fully in their communities and have access to public buildings, housing and
transportation. Accessibility issues are a significant factor in maintaining and ensuring a
positive quality of life for people affected by MS.

The MS Society hosted a quality of life initiative/survey in 2013 and heard from 6000 Canadians
affected by MS. We heard that accessible buildings, particularly for programs and services
such as restaurants, fitness programs, and recreation centres, is an area that presents gaps for
people affected by MS. This issue was discussed by the focus group participants
who indicated that many of these programs/services are not available to them because the
buildings are not fully accessible.
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Additionally, building codes only apply to new buildings and larger renovations, leaving many
existing structures inaccessible. Considerations such as the use of interlocking brick, uneven
walkways, and poorly designed stores create daily challenges for those with restricted
mobility.1

"Our environmental scan as part of the Listening to People Affected by MS
initiative found that many buildings and spaces are not accessible to people
with disabilities. Building codes govern this accessibility through minimum
standards that are not highly specific so many issues 'fall through the cracks'
such as the height of sinks, towel and soap dispensers, and the location of
wheelchair accessible doors and ramps which may not be convenient."

These issues have a significant impact on a person's daily life, their ability to get around and
stay active in their community; ultimately, having a negative impact on their quality of life. As
one participant stated "These architects do not really know what accessible means. It is about
more than the size of the stall in the bathroom."'

3. Access to Quality Medical Care
As stated above, the unpredictability of MS means that people living with the disease can
face physical, emotional, and financial challenges for most of their lives. MS impacts all
Canadians - not only the affected individuals, but also their families who come together to
manage the realities of MS. These realities make it particularly challenging in accessing
services and supports throughout one's life. We know that a person's quality of life is affected
by access to doctors, specialists, tests, treatment and that services in a timely and convenient
manner is difficult for many.

People with MS who can't work have trouble getting by on the limited financial assistance
offered under current government programs. Many people with MS cannot qualify for
disability-related public or private insurance programs because eligibility is obtained through
employment or is a workplace benefit, and many people impacted by MS in the prime of their
lives are no longer able to maintain employment.

Finding information about programs and services is also consistently problematic. We also
heard that people with MS want to live at home and not be a burden on family and friends.
They want to be active participants in their communities. However, we heard that accessing
services to maintain this independence can be difficult. There were many barriers. Home care
services and assistance with personal care vary significantly by region, have long wait times,
and often limited access. There are few age-appropriate long-term care facilities for people
with MS and life is very difficult for those living in facilities that do not provide the mental,
recreational and social stimulation required to maintain good physical, mental, emotional and
social health.1
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Quality healthcare in the community for people with complex disabling chronic disease such
as progressive MS is woefully inadequate. The current system offers community-based care to
those who are terminally ill in the form of palliative care, but leaves people with diseases like
MS struggling to get support.

We need to look at including solutions in accessibility legislation so that
people with MS and people with disabilities can have equitable access
to a continuum of appropriate, high-quality housing, care and treatment
options. This includes:

• Increasing investments in comprehensive home care for people with long-term chronic
health conditions such as MS;

• Creating a range of age-appropriate housing and care options for people who cannot
remain at home;

• Funding rehabilitation services in the community (e.g. physiotherapy, occupational
therapy, vocational rehabilitation) for people living with MS;

• Ensuring people with MS have timely access to affordable treatments.

4. Transportation

Based on our survey results, we heard that finding transportation services to allow people to
function independently and participate in their communities is also a challenge for some Nova
Scotians. There are many gaps in daily transportation services. Although the nationally-
regulated systems such as air and train travel are usually manageable, daily travel on
municipally-run transit systems can be very challenging throughout the province. In many
cases, these systems are fraught with issues such as inaccessibility for those with mobility
restrictions, inconvenient booking requirements (i.e. having to book days or weeks in
advance), limited service availability, constant delays in service provision, and limited hours of
operation. For those in rural areas, accessible transportation is non-existent.

This lack of day-to-day transportation has a significant impact on
people's abilities to attend medical appointments, maintain
employment, volunteer and participate socially in their communities,
thus, directly affecting their quality of life.1

Conclusion

This Bill should require the provincial government to create all the mandatory, enforceable
accessibility standards needed to lead Nova Scotia to full accessibility. It should create a
prompt, effective, open process for developing and reviewing accessibility standards.
Government departments and organizations and private companies must be told in clear,
specific terms what to do, and when, to tear down barriers and to avoid creating new ones.
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Accessibility plans should be developed in consultation with the wider disability community.
Examples of what these plans should include are: regular reporting on the measures taken to
identify, prevent and remove barriers that disable people; measures that will be taken in the
period covered by the plan to identify, prevent and remove barriers; and measures that are in
place to assess the effect on accessibility for persons disabled by barriers when new policies,
activities or initiatives are undertaken.

To be successful, there must be resources to accompany the Bill. It must set out timelines for
regulations, guidelines for implementation and strict enforcement protocols, as well as
required periodic independent reviews of progress. There should not be delays in
implementation and enforcement while educating the public on accessibility. There should be
interim processes and measures developed and implemented while the regulations are being
developed to promote accessibility.

Improving accessibility is needed to create an equitable and fair playing field for all Nova
Scotians living with disabilities. We look forward to seeing the creation of comprehensive and
detailed regulations that will improve the quality of life for those living with any form of
disability. This legislation along with effective implementation and enforcement will improve
awareness and attitudes about accessibility and disability in Nova Scotia, and be inclusive of
all people with disabilities including episodic which is key for people affected by MS.

1 MS Society of Canada. Listening to People Affected by MS. 2013. (accessed 1October 2016) available from
hitp://mslistening.ca/

Respectfully submitted,

Ben Davis

President, MS Society of Canada, Atlantic Division
Benjamin.davis@mssociety.ca
1-109 llsley Ave, Dartmouth, NS B3B 1S8
P: 902.468.8230 ext. 1003 Toll Free: 1.800.268.7582
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I move that Bill 59 be sent to the Department of Justiceto be examined and redrafted, aligned with the
four principals putforward by a large number ofadvocacy groups in our province, keeping in mind the
cost to NovaScotia private service suppliers, specifically:

1. Bill 59 fulfill government's promise of equality for all Nova Scotians and to end discrimination against
people with disabilities and removes existing barriers and prevents new ones.

2. The bill applies to public and private services, facilities, transportation and communication;
incorporates a broad and forward looking definition ofdisability and accords people with disabilities a
central role in creating and implementing the Act.

3. The bill creates and enforces standards, standards adhere to the principlesof Universal Design and
includestandards for assistive technologies and accessibility services and discourage arbitrary

exemptions.

4. The bill contains meaningful deadlines, employs incentives to advance the purpose of the Act, accepts
and investigates complaints, enforces compliance with penalties, do not subordinate fundamental
human rights to cost-benefit analysis, requires government to purchase accessible goods and services
and harmonizes with other legislation.

;
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Bill 59 Community Alliance

Recommended Resolution for Consideration

by Nova Scotia Law Amendments Committee

Be it resolved that the Preamble, Purpose and Principles presented by
the Bill 59 Community Alliance be adopted and presented to the

Department of Justice as the framework and redrafting guide for Bill 59:
An Act Respecting Accessibility in Nova Scotia.

And that in redrafting Bill 59 the Department of Justice consult with the
Nova Scotia Disability Community.

Respectfully Submitted,

The Bill 59 Community Alliance

Nihil de nobis, sine nobis | Nothing about us. without us | Rien pour nous, sans nous

\



Dear Law Amendments Committee, 

 

My name is Melissa Myers and it is an honour to write to you today. As a person 
with a physical disability I face barriers in obtaining employment. I am a well 
educated individual with a masters degree. 
 
I have been out of school for years and I have applied for an estimate of 80 jobs 
without even an interview. 
 
Please let me take a moment to outline the barriers I face. The average, able 
bodied, person can begin their career in an entry-level position. Although am well 
educated, due to my disability I am unable to physically meet the obligations 
required of these entry-level positions. As I am not able to gain employment in an 
entry-level position, I face the barrier of systemic discrimination imposed by 
unionized and seniority hiring systems. As each year passes that I am out of school 
I am unable to practice my Masters Degree. This is especially damaging in light of 
the fact that I will have less experience in comparison to my fellow candidates that 
will not only have the advantage of years of experience in the entry level position 
and, more frequently than not, be a member of a bargaining unit.  
 
My recommendation to the law amendments committee is to further outline the 
standards proposed in Bill 59. 
To construct and implement the best practices of affirmative action and combined 
with standards of equivalencies for qualified applicants. 
 
I am not alone in this fight for inclusion, however due to the nature of these barrier 
outlined above, I feel honoured at the opportunity to make Bill 59 a historic 
moment for the progress towards a completely accessible Nova Scotia.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

Melissa Myers MSW, BSW, RSW 
Respite Coordinator 
Autism Nova Scotia 
902 446 4995 ext. 33 
Fax: 902 446 4997 
5945 Spring Garden Road 
Halifax, NS 
B3H 1Y4 
www.autismnovascotia.ca 

http://www.autismnovascotia.ca/


Tova Sherman, CEO

Tova Sherman is CEO and cofounder of reachAbility (2000-
present, Halifax, Nova Scotia), an award-winning agency
that provides comprehensive programs and services for and
about persons facing barriers including but not limited to
disability, mental illness and poverty, In this role, Ms.
Sherman manages a team of about 20 professionals, a
corporate, professional board of directors and a budget of
about $2M annual. Tova is responsible for all aspects of the
agency ranging from human resources and training to
business development and project management.

In an equal but differentiated role, Ms. Sherman delivers targeted education and awareness
programs to the government and throughout the corporate and charitable sectors. Her Diversity
Awareness Training (DAT) provides state-of-the-art resources regarding diversity and inclusion in
the context of workplace and community. Tova’s problem-based learning approach achieves
participant potential and has been featured in the media. Her training is highly requested and
notably she has presented at the prestigious TED series.

Tova Sherman is credentialed by Cornell University and her work has been celebrated across
Canada. In 2013, Ms. Sherman was awarded the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal for
Service to her Country. Additionally, she has been awarded YWCA Woman Entrepreneur, CBA
Canada Law Day Award, Recreation Nova Scotia Facilities Award and more. She is frequently
consulted by government and media outlets for her expertise. She also holds a pivotal role on
the Nova Scotia Judiciary Council provides a community voice to Adjudication Board selection,
on behalf of the Department of Justice.

Her personal experiences as an individual with disabilities, combined with decades of expertise,
make Tova uniquely qualified to address your custom inclusion needs.

reachAb!iiLy
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Bluenose-Ability Film Festival

The Bluenose-Ability Film Festival (BAFF) is Atlantic Canada’s first film festival to focus on disability.
Through our film festival, reachAbility aims to be the Canadian leader in the growing disability-focused
arts and culture movement. We are dedicated to showcasing professional films, promoting youth/first-
time filmmaker participation and engaging the participation of persons with disabilities. BAFF showcases
innovative and thought provocative works from both seasoned filmmakers and emerging media arts
professionals from Atlantic Canada and around the world.

For more information regarding the Bluenose-Ability Film Festival, how to get involved and sponsorship
opportunities please contact lana Henderson at BAFF@reachabiliw.org or 902429-5878.

100% Pop-Up Shop

A sustainable social enterprise, reachAbility’s 100% Pop-Up Shop is one of the practical tools used to build
our clients’ employability skill set. Our clients engage with every step of the entrepreneurial process and
have the opportunity to be involved in the creation and production of merchandise, inventory control,
cash management, securing vendor locations and engaging customers. 100% of proceeds from the shop
go back into the community by providing funding for grassroots programming. To view our products, or
for more information about the 100% Pop-Up Shop visit www.reachability.org/shop.

Would you like to see the 100% Pop-Up Shop at your next event? Please contact Brea Teasdale at
brea@reachabiliw.org or 902- 429-5878.

Employer of Excellence

The Employer of Excellence Program is a great opportunity for employers to engage communities,
represent their core values and gain recognition for a commitment to diversity and inclusivity. In becoming
an Employer of Excellence, you agree to support reachAbility’s mission to find well-suited employees for
your organization. Through this program, reachAbility provides continued support to both the employee
and the employer throughout the job-placement process and well into successful, long term employment.

If you are interested in joining the Employer of Excellence Program please contact Brea Teasdale at
brea@reachability.org or 902-429-5878

,reachAb!i!ty
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Interactive Learning Diversity Awareness Training

Diversity Awareness Training (DAT) aims to empower individuals and the community to develop their own
fair, equitable and inclusive culture within their own lives, organizations and spheres of influence.
reachAbility believes spreading knowledge is the best way to achieve this goal. Tova is dedicated to honing
her years of expertise in the field of disability, barriers and inclusivity to create engaging and creative
training for all types of businesses and organizations.

DAT’s customizable corporate training is designed to assess the areas of need in your organization to
promote a happy, healthy and integrated workplace.

Models of Delivery
LIVE

• Developed for those who learn best in interactive, hands on environments
• Modules focus on problem-based learning dedicated to providing real time solutions to real life

challenges
• Optional panel of advocates to provide expert advice on the topic of training

eLEARNING

• Modules are customized to meet your specific needs and are provided in an easy, accessible
online platform

• Online modules use interactive videos, case studies, relevant articles and expert-led instruction
• Well-tailored to businesses locally, nationally and internationally.
• Long-term, unlimited access to learning
• Optional live webinars bring the expert to your audience anytime, anywhere

CORPORATE VIDOES

• Innovative and professionally produced films that provide strategies on inclusivity, accessibility
and diversity

• Strategies and best-practices are supplemented by first person accounts and case scenarios,
providing a powerful visual aid for all audiences

CONSULTATION

• Consultations to all levels of public, private and non-profit sectors and support in building an
inclusive workplace that represents each specific customer base

• Adapt your workplace and provide reasonable accommodation for employees
• Develop an open, inclusive philosophy, adhere to principles of equality for all persons
• Create a vision of a workplace that represents the diverse customers and community you serve

To book a consultation, please contact

Katie Lewis, Executive Assistant

katie@reachAbilitv.org

eS reachAbility
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Training Options Diversity Awareness Training

The Self-Esteem Train
Identifying your skills and applying that knowledge at work is simple with this unique program.
Possessing little self-regard can lead people to become depressed and to fall short of their potential. Too
much self-love, on the other hand, results in an off-putting sense of entitlement and an inability to learn
from failures. This training provides insight on how to strike a balance between accurate self-knowledge
and how to bring this knowledge to the workplace!

Teambuilding
Team-building activities can be a powerful way to unite a group, develop strengths, and address
weaknesses — but only if the exercises are planned and carried out strategically. Let Tova Sherman show
you what to consider when planning a team event. Additionally she will expose you to a variety of
exercises to address different issues that teams commonly face.

Creativity vs. Conformity
The latest report from Statistics Canada suggest5 we are currently only using 15% of our aptitude during
work and that the nation’s human capital — a slightly artificial construct of skills, knowledge and
continuous learning — is decreasing. Join us for an entertaining and educational journey through the
highs and lows of creativity vs. conformity and learn when and how to appropriately experiment, be
creative and play at work!

reachAbiifty
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‘Training Options Diversity Awareness Training

RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION

Hiring and Retaining Diverse Employees (Human Resource Departments, Mangers)
This detailed module is specifically aimed at those “decision makers” who employ and engage staff of all
backgrounds. From identifying the hidden barrier, to inclusive orientation, this module is for the

company or organization that is ready to create a workplace that truly reflects our diverse community.

Mental Health in the Workplace (Human Resource Departments, Mangers)
Mental health is the single largest issue in Canada’s workplaces. Did you know 35% of all sick days are

due to mental health issues? We can no longer afford to ignore the facts. This training focuses on what

is real and what is stigma and provides you the tools to address challenges in your workplace.

Accommodation and Assessment in the Workplace
Let us assess your workplace and provide you with solutions and options for proper accommodation

without breaking the bank. Did you know over 80% of all accommodation can be accomplished with less

than $500? Let us tell you how!

INSPIRATIONAL TRAINING

Play for Purpose
Play for purpose promotes self-confidence and teaches team building skills for a more happy and

positive workplace. Curious? Sounds like you’re ready to play!

The Power of One
Learn to get inspired by the power of you and all the rewards it brings! The events of today’s world can
be daunting and massive in scale, leading one to belie they cannot incite change. You can make a

difference in your workplace and beyond. The power of one is all about reminding participants of the

incredible capacity each of us has to improve the world around us.

Dream Big!
Passion fuels the rocket, but vision points the rocket to its ultimate destination. You cannot succeed in

creating innovative products, services, or brands without a clear vision of how you and your company

will move society forward. Competing in the 21’ century requires extra imagination, creativity and

drive. How do you get that extra edge? Apple CEO and legendary entrepreneur, Steve Jobs was asked

by a Disney executive, charged with revitalizing the Disney stores for advice, Jobs responded, “Dream

bigger.” Now it is your turn! Participants will gain a tool kit and better understanding of all the essentials

needed to achieve and exceed their greatest career dreams!

reachAbility
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EDUCATIONAL TRAINING

Disability and Diversity Awareness
It is important that every employee from the bottom up gets proper training because poor workplace

inclusion not only hurts individuals, it also reduces corporate profits. Thi5 program teaches participants

to identify simple and creative ways they can contribute to equalizing the playing field for every person,

not only in the workplace, but in life outside of work.

Frontline Customer Service Inclusion Awareness Training
Frontline staff are rarely given the opportunity to learn the basic tips around equalizing the playing field.

Through proper inclusion training, staff will become more confident in this area and the quality of the

frontline interaction, no matter who the customer, will become a more positive experience for

everyone.

Hospftalitv Diversity Awareness Training
Whether front or back of house, the key to a truly inclusive workplace is that each staff member

understand the importance of diversity. Employees in the hospitality industry must work together as a

team. This training will Ensure every member is knowledgeable when it comes to diversity and

inclusiveness in the workplace.

Communication and Conflict Resolution
Working out differences of opinion is an essential part of any group activity. However, when

disagreements in the workplace escalate into conflicts, it can ruin relationships and make working as

team difficult or impossible. Tova and her team have developed a module dedicated to understanding

Emotional lU and how to use it. Additionally, you will be carefully guided through Tova’s 12-step process

for defusing a conflict before it gets out of hand.

Work-Life Balance
The relationship between stress and mental illness is complex, but certainly stress can exacerbate

mental illness for some people. According to Statistics Canada, employees who considered their work

day to be quite a bit or extremely stressful were over three times more likely to suffer a major

depressive episode compared to those who reported low levels of work-related stress. This half-day

module invites participants to understand the stress triggers brought on by work-life imbalance.

Participants create personalized solutions and action plans to make a difference in their own lives.

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)
CBT is an evidence-based psychological treatment that was developed through decades of scientific

research. Research shows that CBT is an effective treatment for anxiety, depression, chronic pain,

disordered eating, anger issues, addiction and low self-esteem. This program, taught by our lead

therapist gives you a new way of understanding and thinking about your problem, as well as provides

you with the skills to deal with the issues that you may be struggling with right now.

ADHD Spectrum: Super-stigma or Superpower?
Award-winning presenter Tova Sherman has adapted her highly inspiring Ted Talk; “ADHD Spectrum:

Super-stigma or Superpower” into an engaging half-day module on what “being on the Spectrum”

means for you and your family. This module will provide participants access to the latest research on the

ADHD spectrum and the tools to understand it.

reachAbility



• ••Custornized Training Dversi Awareness Training

Creating an inclusive culture that adheres to the principles of equality for all persons makes good
sense. From a business perspective, it makes sense to reflect the diverse customers and
community being served throughout Canada. From an employer’s perspective becoming a
workplace that provides reasonable accommodation increases employee morale, loyalty, and
retention. Being inclusive means building a healthy community to which all people belong and
contribute. However, achieving this can be difficult. In support of the growing need to address,
understand, support and integrate individuals from diverse backgrounds in the workplace, Tova
Sherman created Diversity Awareness Training (DAT). DAT offers support to private, public, and
non-profit communities by developing tailor-made disability and diversity modules focused on
recruitment and retention, education and inspirational learning.

Diversity Awareness Training Objectives:

V To provide an engaging, interactive and down to earth learning experience
V To facilitate the development of sustainable tools and resources to support your employees,

clients and/or customers
V To provide HR and management professionals with the tools needed to support, hire and retain

persons from diverse backgrounds and cultures
V To encourage participants to be comfortable when communicating with diverse populations
V To provide a learning experience that supports the removal of stigma and attitudinal barriers in

the workplace

Every Module Includes, But is Not Limited to:

V Dignity-based, common sense realities
V Easily applied communication tips
V Industry-relevant case studies
V Engaging exercises
V Interactive multimedia presentations
V WHO definitions, terms of reference and the most updated studies and facts available

reachAbility



Who We Are

reachAbility is a charitable organization committed to
creating an even playing field for persons with all types
of disabilities so they may actively participate in all
aspects of community life, reachAbility provides highly
effective and unique programming, focusing on both life
skills and employability.

Through our unique partnerships within the Disability,
LGBT, Aboriginal, African Canadian, and New
Immigrant communities, we have been able to create
programming customized to supporting pre-employment
skills and employment opportunities for all Nova
Scotians facing the sling of stigma!

At reachability we provide accessible opportunities for
persons of all abilities. Our programs and events are all
free to our clients.

Our Mission

We enrich and empower individuals and the
community through a fair, equitable and Inclusive
culture.

Why We Exist

reachAbility exists because we recognize that although
all people should be equal, persons with disabilities
often face discrimination, injustice, and unfairness in
our schools, workplaces, health care and legal systems,
and in our communities.
We ensure that persons with disabilities have equal
opportunities for employment, education and
community life.

reachAbility exists to empower individuals, families,
support groups, and communities with access to
education, information and resources. We are helping
to create supportive and professional development
programs, with a strong emphasis on self-awareness
and organizational needs, through education.

reachAbility brings together the private, public, and non
profit sectors (the three Ps) through education,
awareness, and community partnership. We strive to
assess and address the interests, needs, and rights of
persons living with disabilities, and to ensure that
everyone in our communities understands them.

reachAbility is committed to developing new knowledge
through research and consultation. We then share this
information through our programs, workshops,
information sessions, and our website. We continually
review and update our programs, thus improving
services that support persons with disabilities and
educating the entire community.

For more information about any of our
programs and/or services please contact
our office

reachAbility
LOVE LEAflN LIVE

TeIITTY: (902)
Toll FreerrTY: 1 (866)

Fax: (902)

429-5878
429-5878
429-5858

3845 Joseph Howe Drive, Suite 201
Halifax, NS B3L 4H9

Closest Bus Routes: 52, 80, and 81

lnforeachability.org
FaCebook.Com/reachability.org

Twitter: @reachability_
YouTube: reachAbility NS

reachAbility
LOVE LEAI1N LIVE

Empowering Individuals And Enriching The

Community Through A Fair, Equitable And

Inclusive Culture



PROGRAMS OFFERED
All programs are free of charge

Self-Awareness Programs

Asset is a five-day workshop where participants are
supported in reaching their full potential as they
prepare to enter the workforce through building self-
confidence, working on communication skills and
recognizing their strengths.

Sycle is a five-day workshop focused on managing
conflict, dealing with stress and anxiety, and practicing
effective communication. Participants improve their
employability skills while dealing with a variety of topics.

One Step Closer takes two of our most successful
programs, Asset and Sycle, on the road and delivers
them to the communities where they are needed.

Employment Programs

Redi-Set-Go is a four-week intervention of confidence
building, disclosure, accommodation and disability
awareness, and the development of a creative project to
reflect the experiences of the participants.

Success 20 is a 20-day program dedicated to building
skills and overcoming barriers to employment. A mix of
activities, workshops, interviewing, guest speakers and
independent projects assist you in achieving your
career goals.

HOSP 101 is an 8 week program focused on preparing
individuals to secure employment within the hospitality
industry. In partnership with industry partners,
participants are provided a 4 week workshop designed
to enhance their employability skills and provide
valuable certifications. After these 4 weeks, participants
are engaged in a work placement to gain experience
with the goal of securing employment.

Gateway Provides youth 30 and under with the
opportunity to gain direct employment experience. Prior
to the 18 week work placement, four weeks of
employability workshops give you the tools to succeed.

The 100% Ston is reachAbility’s social-enterprise pop
up shop. The 100% Store gives clients in our
employment programs hand-on retail and customer
service experience. Our clients participate in the
production of the stores products, teaching them artisan
skills, such as silk-screening, sewing and design. 100%
of the stores profit goes back into participant programs.

Recreational Programs

RHYTHM is a unique program for youth aged 16-25.
Participants work with professional DJs to learn the
skills involved in disc jockeying — building self
confidence, selIesteem and a positive self-image at the
same time.

Bluenose-Abilit, Film Festival (BAF9 aims to
encourage greater participation of persons with
disabilities in a media event that honors and celebrates
the unique contributions of the growing disability arts
and culture movement. Additionally, by presenting
BAFF-Youth (BFFY) the festival is able to engage
and encourage youth from ages 12-24 to break the
stigma.

BAFF Film-Making Workshops are held on weekends
and evenings throughout the year. Film-making and
screen writing workshops are available for both adults
and youth.

Ability Garden is the first fully accessible community
garden in HRM. We are currently growing fresh fruit,
vegetables and herbs for our clients and neighbors! A
garden can help reduce stress and increase
confidence, at the same time as providing a tangible
and tasty final product. The rewards of growing your
own food are not only seen in the produce, but in the
renewed sense of self.

Living Library is a project that enhances and
promotes youth literacy throughout the Halifax
Regional Municipality. To many, literacy is the key to
success. The ability to read, write and learn is
invaluable. So came and participate in our program.
Take a book/leave a book.

SERVICES OFFERED

Legal Services
All legal services are free of charge

Legal Referral Service We connect persons with
disabilities to one of our volunteer lawyers for a free,
one-hour legal information consultation.

Community Outreach Initiatives Free information
sessions on a legal topic relevant to members of the
community. This allows persons with disabilities a
unique opportunity to learn more about legal issues that
matter to them, and participate in various discussions
with legal experts.

Form Filling Aid Partnering with the Halifax YMCA and
Dalhousie University ProBono Students (PBSC)
reachAbility provide support to those having difficulty
filling out important forms, such as criminal record
pardons, lease agreements, applications and more.

Professional Services

Diversity Awareness and Inclusion Training (DAIT)
Create an inclusive workplace culture that adheres to
the principles of equality for all persons. From a
business perspective, it makes sense to reflect on the
diverse customers and community being served. From
an employers’ perspective, having a willingness to be a
workplace that provides reasonable accommodation
increases morale, loyalty and retention. Being inclusive
means building a healthy community to which all
people belong and contribute. How to achieve this is
often misunderstood. Inclusion Awareness Training by
reachAbility is a way to ensure a company and
community can become equipped to appropriately
support and accommodate all those wishing to actively
participate.
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An Act Respecting
Accessibility in Nova Scotia

WHEREAS barriers to accessibility arc a reality for many Nova Scotians with disabilities;

AND-WHEREAS, under the United NationsConvention on the Rightsof Persons withDis
abilities, member states undcrtakcCanada agrees to take appropriate measures to ensureachieve
accessibility and to develop and monitor minimum accessibility standards;

AND WHEREAS the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms grants equality rights to
all persons without discrimination on the basis of a disability;

AND WHEREAS the Human Rights Act recognizes that the Government, public agencies
and all persons have a responsibility to ensure equal opportunity for every individual to enjoy a
full and productive life;

AND WHEREAS persons with disabilities disproportionately live in conditions of poverty:

AND WHEREAS there is diversity among persons with disabilities:

AND WHEREAS persons with disabilities continue to face attitudinal and environmental
barriers that prevent them from achieving their full and equal participation in society:

AND WHEREAS persons with disabilities who are subject to multiple forms ofdiscrimina
tion face additional barriers:

AND WHEREAS achieving accessibility will improve the independence and well-being of
persons with disabilities:

AND WHEREAS, under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Dis
abilities, member states undertake to take appropriate measures to ensure accessibility and to
develop and monitor minimum accessibility standards;

AND WHEREAS the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms grants equality rights to
all persons without discrimination on the basis of a disability;

AND WHEREAS the Human Rights Act recognizes that the Government, public agencies
and all persons have a responsibility to ensure equal opportunity for every individual to enjoy a
full and productive life;

AND WHEREAS the number of Nova Scotians with disabilities is likely to rise due to the
demographic changes associated with an aging population;

AND WHEREAS an accessible Nova Scotia will improve the health, well being and inde
pendence of persons with disabilities;



AND WHEREAS public consultation provides an opportunity for Nova Scotians to be
actively involved in the development of a process for identifying, reducing, removing and pre
venting barriers;

AND WHEREAS the Government is committed to establishing progressive timelines for
developing and implementing accessibility standards while taking into account the resources
required to comply with such standards:

AND WHEREAS the Government acknowledges it must take a leadership role in the pro
cess of achieving an accessible Nova Scotia:

THEREFORE be it enacted by the Governor and Assembly as follows:

1 This Act may be cited as the Accessibility Act.

2 The purpose of this Act is to

fa) ensure that issues related to persons with disabilities are conveyed to and
addressed by public sector bodies;

fb) ensure that existing measures, policies, practices and other requirements arc
reviewed with a view to making suggestions to improve accessibility;

fe) provide the framework and authority to create accessibility standards; and

(4) facilitate the implementation and monitoring of and compliance with accessibil
ity standards.

(a) achieve accessibility by preventing and removing barriers that disable people
with respect to

tij the delivery and receipt of goods and services.

(ii) infonnation and communication,

(iii) public transportation and transportation infrastructure.

(iv) employment.

(v) the built environment.

(vi) education, and

(vii) a prescribed activity or undertaking:

(b) provide for the involvement of persons with disabilities, the public sector and
other stakeholders in the development of accessibility standards:

(cj facilitate the timely implementation of accessibility standards with a goal of
achieving an accessible Nova Scotia by 2030:

(d) monitor, review and enforce compliance with accessibility standards: and

(e) establish an Accessibility Directorate that is responsible for supporting accessi
bility initiatives and advancing broader disability-related issues.



(1) In this Act,

(a) "accessibility plan" means a plan to address the identification, reduction.
removal and prevention of barriers in thepolicies, programs, practices and services of
a public sector body;

(b) "accessibility standard" means an accessibility standard established under
this Act;

(c) "barrier" means anything that hinders or challenges the full and effective
participation in society of persons with disabilities including a physical barrier, an
architectural barrier, an information or communications barrier, an attitudinal barrier,
a technological barrier, a policy or a practice;

(d) "Board" means the Accessibility Advisory Board established under this
Act;

(e) "built environment" means a building, a structure or prcmiscsthe human-
made space in which people live, work, learn and plav and includes buildings, rights-
of-way and outdoor spaces:

(f) "committee"means a committee established under this Act;

(g) "Court" means the Supreme Court ofNova Scotia;

ihl "Director" means the Director of Compliance and Enforcement appointed
pursuant to Section 45:

fh)£i} "disability" meansincludes a physical, mental, intellectual, learning or
sensory impairment, including an episodic disability, that, in tlw interaction with a
barrier, hinders an individual's full andeffective participation in society;

W "government entity" means any department, board, commission, founda
tion, agency, association or other body of persons, whether incorporated or unincor
porated, all the members of which or all the members of the board of management or
board of directors of which

(*) are appointed by an Act of the Legislature or by order of the Gover
nor in Council, or

fit) where not so appointed, in discharge of their duties arc public
officers or servants of Her Majesty in right of the Province or for theproper dis
charge of their duties are, directly or indirectly, responsible to Her Majesty in
right of the Province;

(jj "Government" means Her Majesty in right of the Province:

tr){kj "inspector" means an inspector appointed under this Act;

$k){\} "Minister" means the Minister of Community ScrviccsJustice:

fBimj"organization" includes a government entity, the Government, a solepro
prietorship, corporation, society, association, partnership and limited liability partner
ship, any association of individualsand any similar body;

fm-Kn)"order" means an order made under this Act;

fn4(o) "prescribed" means prescribed by the regulations;



fo)(p) "public sector body" means

(i) a government entity the Government,

(ii) a prescribed municipality,-and

(iii) a prescribed organization.university, and

(iv) a prescribed organization.

(2) A document or information is publicly available if it is posted on a website or
made available in a prescribed manner.

4 (1) Nothing in this Act or the regulations diminishes the rights and protections
offered to persons with disabilities under the Human RightsAct.

(2) Where a provision of this Act or the regulations conflicts with a provision of
another enactment, the provision of this Act or the regulations prevails unless the other enactment
provides a higher level of accessibility for persons with disabilities.

5 This Act binds Her Majesty in right of the Province.

6 The Minister is responsible for the general supervision and management of this Act
and the regulations.

7 UQ The mandate of the Minister shatiis to achieve accessibility for persons disabled
by barriers by

(a) faiseraising awareness of how persons with disabilities are disabled by
barriers;

(b) promotcpromoting and encouragcencouraging the prevention, reduction
and removal of barriers;

(c) overseeoverseeing the development and implementation of accessibility
standards necessary to attain the purpose of this Act;

(d) assistassisting in the integration of applicable accessibility standards into
the activities of all persons in the Province; and

(e) ensufeensuring persons in the Province are consulted in the development
of accessibility standards and informed about their duties and responsibilities under
the standards once created.

121 Within one year of the coming into force of this Act the Minister shall adopt,
and make publicly available, an implementation strategy setting out how the Minister plans to
achieve the goal of an accessible Nova Scotia by 2030.

8 (1) The Minister shall annually prepare a report of the actions the Minister has
undertaken pursuant to Section 7 during the preceding fiscal year and make that report publicly
available.



(2) The Minister shall table the report in the House of Assembly within 15 days
after it is completed or, where the Assembly is not then sitting, file it with the Clerk of the Assem
bly.

9 (1) The Ministermay, in writing, delegateany power or duty conferred or imposed
on the Minister under this Act to

(a) an employee of a government entity the Government:

(b) an employee of a municipality; or

(c) another person,

who, in the Minister's opinion, has the requisite qualifications and experience.

may

(2) Where the Minister delegates a power or duty under subsection (1), the Minister

(a) specifyhow the poweror duty is to be exercised or performed and impose
any requirement in relation to or restrictions on the exercise or performance of the
power or duty that the Minister considers appropriate; and

(b) provide that the delegate be paid for, or reimbursed for the cost of, exer
cising or performing the delegated power or duty.

(3) Before making a delegation to a person under clause (l)(a) or (b), the Minister
shall consult with and obtain the consent of the employer of the person.

(4) Before making a delegation to a person under clause (l)(c), the Minister shall
obtain the consent of the person.

(5) The Minister may revoke a delegation made under subsection (1).

ACCESSIBILITY DIRECTORATE

10 (1) There shall be anThe Accessibility Directorate is hereby established.

(2) The role of the Accessibility Directorate is to

(a) support the implementation and administration of this Act and the regula
tions;

(b) address broader disability-related initiatives by acting as a central govern
ment mechanism to ensure that the concerns of persons with disabilities respecting
policy, program development and delivery are advanced and considered by the Gov
ernment.

11 (1) The Minister shall appoint an Executive Director and the staff of the Accessibil
ity Directorate.

(2) The Executive Director shall lead the Accessibility Directorate and liaise with
the Board.



(3) The staff appointed toof the Accessibility Directorate are deemed toshall be
appointed to the Civil Service pursuant to the Civil Service Act.

12 The Accessibility Directorate shall

(a) provide policy, programming, communication and administrative support on all
aspects of this Act and the regulations;

(b) conduct research and develop and implement programs of public education and
awareness on the purpose of this Act;

(c) examine and review measures, policies, practices and other requirements to
improve opportunities for persons with disabilities; and

(d) identify and study issues of concern to persons with disabilities and recommend
action where appropriate.

ACCESSIBILITY ADVISORY BOARD

13 (1) There shall be an Accessibility Advisory Board consisting of fa)12 members
appointed by the Governor in Council on the recommendation of the Ministen-and

ih) four non-voting members.

(2) In making recommendations to the Governor in Council for the purpose of sub
section (1), the Minister shall take into consideration

(a) the skills and assets the Minister considers necessary to ensure an effec
tive and optimally functioning Board; and

(b) representation by stakeholder groups that will be subject to the accessibil
ity standards.

(3) At least one halfThe majority of the members of the Board must be persons
with disabilities.

{4) The following persons arc non-votingmembers of the Board whose presenceat
or absence from a meeting does not affect quorum:

(a) the Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal or that Minis
ter's designate;

ih) the Minister of Business or that Minister's designate;

(e) the Minister of Regulatory Affairs and Service Effectiveness or that Min
ister's designate; and

{4) the Minister of Municipal Affairs or that Minister's designate.

14 (1) A person appointed to the Board pursuant to clause 13(1)(a) holds office for a
term of three years.

(2) No person may be appointed to the Board pursuant to clause 13(1)(a) for more
than two consecutive terms.



15 (1) The Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the Minister, may desig
nate members of the Board appointed pursuant to clause 13(1)(a) as the Chair and the Vice-chair
of the Board.

(2) The Vice-chair shall act as Chair if the Chair is absent or unable to act or when
authorized to act by the Chair.

16 (1) The Board shall hold at least four regular meetings in each year and meet with
the Minister at least once every 12 months.

(2) The Board shall prepare a summary report after each regular meeting and make
the report publicly available.

(3) The Board shall annually prepare a report of its activities and operations during
thepreceding fiscal year-and file it with the Minister and make the report publicly available.

17 The Board shall advise and make recommendations to the Minister about accessibility
and, in particular, shall

(a) suggest measures, policies, practices and requirements that may be imple
mented by the Government to improvcachieve accessibility;

(b) assess whether existing measures, policies, practices and requirements are con
sistent with the purpose of this Act;

(c) set priorities for the establishmentand content of accessibility standards and the
timelines for their implementation;

(d) set long-term accessibility objectives for furthering the purposeof this Act; and

(e) respond to requests for accessibility advice from the Minister.

18 UQ The Minister may, in consultation with the BoardBoard shall, with theapproval
of the Minister. fa4establish standard development committees to assist the Board with making
recommendations to the Minister on the contentand implementation of accessibility standards^

iH The Boardshall prepare terms of reference for each standard development com
mittee that include deadlines for each stage of the standard development process.

(b) specify a committee's mandate;

(e) provide guidelines for a committee's functions and operations; and

Ql The Board may, with the approval of the Minister, f&establish a subcommittee
of technical experts and other individuals familiar with issues specific to the standard beingdevel
oped.

19 (1) A standard development committee established under Section 18 must have

(a) one half of its membership consist of persons with disabilities or repre
sentatives from organizations representing persons with disabilities;



(b) representatives of organizations and classes of organizations likely to be
affected by the standard being developed; and

(c) representatives from departments of the Government that have responsi
bilities related to the standard being developed.

(2) A person does not need to be a member of the Board to be a member of a com-
mittee or subcommittee.

20 (1) CommitteeThe Board, committee and subcommittee members not employed in
the public service of the Province shall be paid such remuneration as is determined by the Minis
ter.

(2) CommitteeThe Board, committee and subcommittee members shall be reim
bursed for their reasonable expenses incurred in the performance of their duties.

ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS

34 fB Where the Minister determines that there is an accessibility issue, the Minister
shall prepare terms of reference for an accessibility standard to address the issue.

f3) The terms of reference prepared under subsection (1) must

fa) specify the accessibility issue:

fb) specify the individual, organization or class that may be subject to the
standard;

fe) establish a timeline for a response by the Board; and

{4) suggest individuals, organizations and public sector bodies to be con
sulted.

(3) The Minister shall give the terms of reference to the Board and make them pub
licly available.

23 f4421 Upon receipt of the terms of reference forWhen making a recommendation to
the Minister on a proposed accessibility standard, the Board shall consider and make any recom
mendations to the Minister respecting

(a) the accessibility objectives for the activity or undertaking, the class, the
aspect of the built environment or the individuals or organizations to which the stand
ard relates; and

(b) the measures, policies, practices and other requirements that the Board
believes should be implemented, including

(i) how and by whom they should be implemented, and

(ii) the period for implementing them.

{3) An accessibility standard must include

fa) an economic impact assessment for the standard;



fb) an assessment of how the standard will increase accessibility in the Prov
ince; and

fe) a progressive timeline which takes into account the resources required to
comply.

(£)22 When recommending time periods for implementing an accessibility standard,
the Board shall consider

(a) the nature of the barriers that the measures, policies, practices and other
requirements are intended to identify, reduce, remove or prevent;

(b) any technical and economic considerations that may be associated with
implementing the standard; and

(c) any other matter referred to in the terms of rcfcrcnccrequested by the
Minister.

23 When preparing recommendations under Sections 2821 and 22. the Board shall een-
sukensure that the following persons have been consulted-wrth:

(a) persons with disabilities-er;

(bj representatives from organizations representing persons withdisabilities;

fb)(cj representatives of those engaged in the activity or undertaking, or the individu
als ororganizations, or representatives of the class that may bemade subject to the proposed
accessibility standard;

fe){d)representatives of government entities that have responsibilities relating to the
activity, undertaking or class that may be made subject to the proposed accessibility stand
ard; and

(4)£e)other individuals or organizations that the Minister considers advisable, includ
ing a standard development committee.

24 The Boardshall attempt to achievea consensus among its members on its recommen
dations but, where there is no consensus, the majority may make recommendations and one or
more members may submit separate recommendationsone or more members may submit recom
mendations if a consensus is not achieved.

25 UQ The recommendations must be submitted to the Minister in the form and within
the period specified by the Minister.

iH The Minister shall make the recommendations publicly available.

26 Upon receipt of the recommendations, the Minister may prepare a proposed accessi
bility standard adopting the recommendations in whole, in part or with any modifications the
Minister considers appropriate.

27 An accessibility standard may

(a) specify the individuals or organizations that are subject to the standard;
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(b) set out measures, policies, practices and other requirements for

(i) identifying, reducing and removing barriers, and

(ii) preventing barriers from being established; and

(c) require the individualsor organizations that are subject to the standard to imple
ment those measures, policies, practices and other requirements within the period specified
in the standard.

28 An accessibility standard may be general or specific in its application and may be lim
ited as to time and place.

29 Accessibility standards may apply to individuals or organizations that

(a) employ others;

(b) offer accommodation;

(c) own, operate, maintain or control an aspect of the built environment other than
a private residence with three or fewer dwelling units;

(d) provide goods, services or information to the public; or

(e) engage in a prescribed activity or undertaking or meet otherprescribed require
ments.

30 An accessibility standard may apply to different classes of individuals or organiza
tions or aspects of the built environment and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
may apply to classes with respect to any attribute, quality or characteristic, or any combination of
those things, including

(a) the number of persons employed by an individual or organization or its annual
revenue;

(b) the type of activity or undertaking in which an individual or organization is
engaged or the sector of the economy of which an individual or organization is a part; or

(c) a particular characteristic of an aspect of thebuiltenvironment, such as the type
of infrastructure or the size of a building, a structure or premises, that is owned, operated,
maintained or controlled by an individual or organization.

31 An accessibility standard may define a class to include or exclude an individual or
organization, or an aspect of thebuilt environment, having the same or different attributes, quali
ties or characteristics.

32 An individual or organization maybe subject to more thanone accessibility standard.

33 The Minister shall make a proposed accessibility standard and the recommendations
publicly available.
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34 Within 60 days after a proposed accessibility standard is made publicly available, or
within any other longer period specified bythe Minister, an individual ororganization may submit
comments about the proposed standard to the Minister.

35 After consulting with the Board with respect to any comments received and.-if the
Minister considers it appropriate, revising the proposed accessibility standard if the Minister con
siders it appropriate, the Minister mavshall recommend the standard to the Governor in Council
for approval as a regulation.

3* The Minister may, by giving written notice to the Board, withdraw the terms of refer
ence for an accessibility standard that has been given to the Board and, where the Minister docs
so. the Board shall cease its activities in respect of that standard.

£?36 An individual or organization that is subject to an accessibility standard shall

(a) prepare and keep records in accordance with the regulations; and

(b) make the records available for inspection and examination under this Act and
the regulations.

3$21 An individual or organization that is subject to an accessibility standard shall comply
with it within the period specified in the standard.

38 Where the Minister believes it is in the public interest to do so. the Minister may rec
ommend that theGovernor in Council prescribe incentive-based measures to encourage and assist
an individual or organization, or a class of individuals or organizations, to meet or exceed an
accessibility standard.

39 £JQ Every public sector body shall prepare and make publicly available an accessi
bility plan within one year of the coming into force of this Act.

121 A municipality, university or organization shall prepare and make publicly
available an accessibility plan within one year of being prescribed as a public sector body.

40 An accessibility plan must include

(a) a report on measures the public sector body has taken and intends to take to
identify, reduce, remove and prevent barriers;

(b) information on procedures the public sector body has in place to assess the fol
lowing for their effect on accessibility for persons with disabilities:

(i) any of its proposed policies, programs, practices and services, and

(ii) any proposed enactments or by-laws it will be administering; and

(c) any other prescribed information.

41 A public sector body shall consult with seek input from persons with disabilities
erand representatives of organizations representing persons with disabilities when preparing an
accessibility plan.
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42 A public sector body shall update its accessibility plan every three years and make it
publicly available.

43 Two or more prescribed municipaliticspublic sector bodies may agree to have a joint
accessibility plan.

44 (1) The council of every municipality having a population of 10.000 or morcEvery
public sector body shall establish an accessibility advisory committee or continue any such com
mittee that was established before the coming into force of this Act.

(2) At least one half of the members of an accessibility advisory committee must be
persons with disabilities or representatives from organizations representing persons with disabili
ties.

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT

45 £JQ The Minister shall appoint a Director of Compliance and Enforcement.

(2) The Director shall

(a) carry out the powers and duties assigned to the Director under this Act;

(b) advise the Minister with respect to compliance and enforcement matters;
and

(c) perform such duties as are assigned by the Minister.

01 The Director may delegate the exercise of any of the Director's duties, powers
or functions, other than the power to review an order or decision.

4546 (1) Inspectors and other persons required to administer compliance with and
enforcement of this Act and the regulations shall be appointedby the Minister in accordance with
the Civil Service Act.

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the Minister may engage, upon such terms and
conditions as the Minister considers necessary, the services of such persons as the Minister
requires for administering compliance with and enforcement of this Act and the regulations.

4647 (1) An inspector carrying out an inspection under this Act shall produce, on
request, an identification card provided by the Minister for that purpose.

(2) A copy of an identification cardpurporting to be signed by the Minister is proof
in any court of law that an individual is an inspector.

4:748 HI An inspector may carry out an inspection in response to a complaint or in rela
tion to an activity as directed by the Director.

(4-)£2}An inspector may carry out any inspection, examination or test reasonably
required to

(a) determine compliance with this Act and the regulations;
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(b) verify the accuracy or completeness of a record or of other information
required to be prepared under this Act and the regulations; or

(c) perform any other duty or function that the inspector considers necessary
or advisable in the administration or enforcement of this Act and the regulations.

(2)£3jWhen carrying out an inspection under this Section, an inspectormay

(a) require the production of any document or record for inspection and cop
ying; and

(b) inspect the physical premises and equipment.

4849 An inspector has all the powers, privileges and immunities of a commissioner
appointed under thePublic Inquiries Act, with the exception of the powers of contempt, arrest and
imprisonment.

4950 (1) Subject to subsection (2), an inspector may, at any reasonable time, enter

(a) any land or any building, structure, premises or place that is subject to
this Act or the regulations; or

(b) any otherpremises or place wherethe inspector has reasonable grounds to
believe that records or things relevant to the administration or enforcement of this Act
or the regulations are kept,

for the purpose of administering and enforcing this Act or the regulations.

(2) An inspectormay not enter a private dwelling place or any part of a place that is
designed to be used and is being used as a permanent or temporary private dwelling placeexcept

(a) with the consent of the occupant of the place; or

(b) under an order granted under Section %%5\_.

5Q51 (1) Where a justice is satisfied on evidence under oath by an inspector that

(a) there are reasonable grounds to believe that it is appropriate for the
administration of this Act for the inspector to do anything set out in Section 4748; and

(b) the inspector may not be able to carryout dutiesunder this Act effectively
without an order under this Section because

(i) no person is present to grant access to premises that are locked or
otherwise inaccessible,

(ii) a person has denied the inspector access to premises or there are
reasonable grounds for believing that a person may deny the inspector access to
premises,

(iii) a person has prevented the inspector from doing one or more things
set out in Section 4748 or denied the inspector access to something, as a result
of which the inspector is unable to do one or more things set out in Section
4748,
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(iv) there are reasonable grounds to believe that a person may prevent
an inspector from doing one or more things set out in Section 4748, or may
deny the inspectoraccess to something as a result of which the inspectormay be
unable to do one or more things set out in Section 4748,

(v) it is unpractical, because of the remoteness of the premises to be
inspected or because of any other reason, for the inspector to obtain an order
under this Section without delay if access is denied, or

(vi) there are reasonable grounds to believe that an attempt by the
inspector to do anything set out in Section 4748 without the order might defeat
the purpose of that Section or cause an adverse effect,

the justice may issue an order authorizing the inspector to do anything set out in Section 4748 that
is specified in the order for the period set out in the order.

(2) The period referred to in subsection (1) may not extend beyond 30 days after
the date on which the order is made, but the order may be renewed for any reason set out in sub
section (1) for one or more periods, each of which may not be more than 30 days.

(3) An application for an extension under subsection (2) may be made before or
after the expiry of the period.

(4) An order under this Section may be issued or renewed on application without
notice.

54-52 {11 An inspector who finds that this Act or the regulations are being or have been
contravened may issue an order, in the form prescribed, requiring the individual or organization
responsible for the contravention to remedy it.

1H Where an inspector carriesout an inspection and finds that this Act or the regu
lations are not being or have not been contravened the inspector shall document the finding and
any relevant information leading to the finding.

53 The Director may, on the Director's own motion, review any decision of an inspector
that does not result in the issuance of an order and may confirm the inspector's decision or direct
the inspector to issue an order under subsection 52( 1).

$254 (1) An individual or organization named in an order made under Section 51 subsec
tion 52(1) may request the MinistcrDirector to review the order.

(2) A request must be made in writing and must include the individual's or organi
zation's name and address, the reasons for requesting the review and any additional information
that the individual or organization wants to be consideredby the MinistcrDirector.

(3) The MinistcrDirector is not required to hold a hearing when a request for
review is made.

(4) A request for reviewoperates as a stay of the inspector's order pending the out
come of the review by the MinistcrDirector.
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(5) The MinisterDirector may confirm, revoke or vary the order.

(6) The MinistcrDirector shall, within 60 days of the request for review being
made, provide the individual or organization who requested the review with

(a) a copy of the MinistcrDirector's decision, with written reasons; and

(b) notification of the right to appeal the decision to the Court under Sec
tion SS60.

(7) Where a request for review of an inspector's order is not received by the Minis
terDirector within 30 days after the order is served, the inspector's order is final.

5355 (1) Subject to Section £456, where the MinisterDirector is of the opinion that an
individual or organization has failed to comply with an inspector's order within theperiod speci
fied in theorder, the MinistcrDirector mayissue a written notice requiring the individual ororgan
ization to pay an administrative penalty in the amount prescribed.

(2) Notice of an administrative penalty may only be issued after the period for
appealing an order has expired or, where an appeal has been filed, after a decision has been made
on the appeal.

(3) The notice of administrative penalty must be served on the individual or organ
ization required to pay the penalty.

5456 No penalty may be issued by the MinistcrDirector more than three years after the act
or omission that renders the individual or organization liable to a penalty first came to the knowl
edge of the MinistcrDirector.

5557 (1) The MinistcrDirector may file a certificate mwith the Supreme Court signed by
the MinisterDirector and setting out

(a) the amount of the administrative penalty issued; and

(b) the individual or organization against whom the penalty is issued.

(2) A certificate filed under this Section has the same force and effect as if it were a
judgment obtained in the Court for the recovery of a debt in the amount set out in the certificate
and may be enforced in the same manner as a judgment of thatthe Court.

5658 An individual or organization who pays an administrative penalty for an incident of
non-compliance may not be charged with an offence with respect to that non-compliance unless
the non-compliance continues after the penalty is paid.

5759 Administrative penalties paid under this Act must be used for the purpose of accessi
bility initiatives, including public education and awareness.

5860 (1) Any individual or organization who is directly affected by a decision of the
MinistcrDirector made under

(a) Section £254 with respect to an order; or
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(b) Section f^55 with respect to an administrative penalty,

may appeal the decision by filing a notice ofappeal with the Court and serving a copy on the Min
isterDirecjc^iand_ajry^^

(2) An appeal may be made on the following grounds:

(a) in the case of a decision under Section §354, that the finding of a contra
vention of this Act or the regulations was incorrect; or

(b) in the case of an administrative penalty, that

(i) the amount of the penalty was not determined in accordance with
the regulations, or

(ii) the amount of the penalty is not justified in the public interest.

(3) An appeal may not be commenced more than 30 days after the individual or
organization receives a decision of the MinisterDirector.

{4) An appellant shall serve a notice of appeal on any other person who the Court
orders to be served.

5961 On receipt of the notice of appeal under subsection f#60(l). the MinistcrDirector
shall file with the Court true copies of

(a) all documents and materials that were before the MinisterDirector when the
MinisterDirector made the decision;

(b) the MinisterDirector's decision; and

(c) the MinisterDirector's written reasons for the decision.

6062 (1) On hearing an appeal under Section #860, the Court may confirm, vary or dis
miss the decision or refer the matter back to the MinisterDirector.

(2) The Court may make any order as to costs on an appeal that the Court considers
appropriate.

64-63 The commencement of an appeal under Section §860 operates as a stay of the deci
sion pending the outcome of the appeal.

64 HI The Director shall maintain a database of all complaints of non-compliance,
inspector visits, orders issued. Director reviews, notices of administrative penalties and appeals
and shall provide the Minister with a summary report annually or at any more frequent interval as
requested by the Minister.

(2) The Minister shall share the report prepared pursuant to subsection (1) with the
Accessibility Directorate and the Accessibility Advisory Board.

63 01 The Minister may issue public reports disclosing details of orders and decisions
made and administrative penalties issued under this Act which may include personal information
as defined in the Freedom ofInformation and Protection ofPrivacy Act.
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6365 The following documents must be provided in an accessible format and at no charge
to a person within a reasonable period after the person requests it from the Minister or a public
sector body:

(a) in the case of the Minister,

(+} the terms of reference for a proposed accessibility standard.

(4i-){i) the recommendations of the Board,

fH+Kii)a proposed accessibility standard,

(4v-Kiii)a review conducted under Section 6466,

fv-Hiv)any educational and awareness tools made publicly available,

fv+Kv)a summary report prepared by the Board,

fvii4(vi)an accessibility plan; and

(b) in the case of a public sector body, its accessibility plan.

6466 (1) Within four years after the coming into force of this Act, and at least every five
years thereafter, the Governor in Council shall appoint a person to undertake a comprehensive
review of the effectiveness of the Act and the accessibility standards and report on the person's
findings to the Minister.

(2) The person undertaking the review under this Section shall consult with

(a) persons with disabilities;

(b) representatives from organizations representing persons with disabilities;
and

(c) representatives from organizations affected by the implementation of the
accessibility standards.

(3) Within 30 days of receiving the report, the Minister shall

(a) make the report publicly available^ and

(b) table the report in the House of Assembly if the Assembly is then sitting
or. where the Assembly is not then sitting, file it with the Clerk of the Assembly.

6567 No action lies against the Minister, the Accessibility Directorate, the Board, the
Director, an inspector or any other person acting under the authority of this Act for anything done,
or omitted to be done, in good faith, in the exercise or intended exercise of a power or duty under
this Act or the regulations.

6668 An individual or organization who

(a) repeatedly fails to

(i) prepare and keep records in accordance with the regulations,

(ii) make the records available for inspection and examination, or

(iii) comply with an accessibility standard as required under Section ^837;
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(b) knowingly makes a false or misleading statement to the Ministeror an inspector
acting under the authority of this Act;

(c) knowingly makes a false or misleading statement in a record or report given or
required under this Act;

(d) hinders, obstructs or interferes with, or attempts to hinder, obstruct or interfere
with, the Minister or an inspector acting under the authority of this Act; or

(e) continues to fail to comply with an inspector's order after having been issued an
administrative penalty, regardless of whether the penalty is paid,

is guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine of not more than $25,000
250,000.

6769 In a prosecution of an offence under this Act, it is sufficient proof of the offence to
establish that it was committed by an employee or agent of the accused whether or not the
employee or agent is identified or has been prosecuted for the offence, unless the accused estab
lishes that the offence was committed without the knowledge or consent of the accused.

6870 Where an organization commits an offence, a director, officeror agent of the organi
zation who authorized, permitted or acquiesced in the offence is also guilty of the offence and lia
ble on summary conviction to the penaltyset out in Section 6668, whetheror not the organization
has been prosecuted or convicted.

6971 (1) The Governor in Council may make regulations

(a) prescribing municipalities, universities and organizations in the public
sector as public sector bodies;

(b) prescribing the manner in which a fepertdocument must be madepublicly
available;

(c) prescribing an activity, undertaking or other requirements for the purpose
of clause 23(1 )(c)29(e);

(d) establishing accessibility standards;

(e) exempting an individual or organization or a class of individuals or
organizations, or an aspect of the built environment, from the application of any pro
vision of this Act or the regulations and prescribing terms and conditions for the
exemption;

(f) respecting record-keeping and reporting requirements for individuals and
organizations that are subject to an accessibility standard;

tp)Lglrespecting incentive-based measures to encourage and assist an individual
or organization, or a class of individuals or organizations, to meet or exceed an acces
sibility standard;

fg^tli) respecting accessibility plans, including the content, timing and prepara
tion of such plans;

fh) prescribing municipalities that may have a joint accessibility plan;

(i) respecting the offices, positions, territorial jurisdiction and duties of
inspectors generally or specifically;
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(j) establishing rules governing the qualifications, office, position, duties,
conduct and discipline of inspectors;

(k) respecting the form of the order an inspector may make, including the
content of the order and the method of its service;

(1) prescribing the form an inspector must use when making an order under
Section 51;

(m) prescribing the form an inspector must use to document a finding that the
Act or the regulations has not been contravened;

(fn)(n}for the purpose of Section 53£2» respecting administrative penalties for
contraventions of this Act, including regulations

(i) prescribing the form and content of the notice of administrative
penalty,

(ii) respecting the determination of amounts of administrative penal
ties, which may vary according to the nature or frequency of the contravention
and whether it is an individual or organization in non-compliance, and

(iii) respecting any other matter necessary for the administration of the
system of administrative penalties provided for under this Act;

(n)(o)respecting the specific use to be made of any funds collected through the
imposition of administrative penalties;

KH(p)respecting the manner in which any order, notice or other document under
this Act may be served, given or provided to any individual or organization;

(q) defining any word or expression used but not defined in this Act;

(r) respecting any matter or thing the Governor in Council considers neces
sary or advisable to effectively carry out the intent and purpose of this Act.

(2) The exercise by the Governor in Council of the authority contained in subsec
tion (1) is a regulation within the meaning of the Regulations Act.

W72 Chapter 130 of the Acts of 1989, the Disabled Persons' Commission Act, is
repealed.

2473 This Act comes into force on such day as the Governor in Council orders and declares
by proclamation.
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